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4. Half Backspace (Dual Pitch Only) - Allows typing
half-way between two characters or spaces allowing the
operator to insert a character.

1. Dual Pitch - Allows the operator to select the type
style and spacing to fit the application - whether it is
standard typing, manifolding, OCR, speech writing,
legal, file indexes, or other.

The paper mechanism remains in place and the element
moves across the paper. The underscore, backspace, spacebar,
index key and carrier return are typamatic keys.

The applications of the "Selectric" Typewriter include all
types of standard typing, preparation of master copy for
most types of duplicating, carbon copies, stencil writing
and formswriting. The machine is also available with
changes in the element, keyboard and cardholder for
Optical Character Recognition applications.

The IBM "Selectric" II Typewriter has all of the features of
the "Selectric" Typewriter plus these additional features:

The correcting keybutton is on the right side of the key
board. If an error is made, the keybutton is depressed and
the incorrect character retyped. All actions necessary to
position the carrier over the incorrect character, place the
correcting tape in position and maintain the proper carrier
position following the correction, are performed by one
operation of (he correcting keybutton.

2. Selective Ribbon System - Allows the use of film
ribbon or the IBM Tech III ribbon, both contained in
cartridges for easier changes. The IBM Tech III ribbon
gives a high quality image on a wide range of surfaces.
It also offers a high character output which provides
a longer lasting ribbon.

3. Express Backspace - Moves the carrier to the left
quickly, under complete control of the operator, while
remaining on the same writing line.

A storage mechanism reduces typing errors by storing the
second of two quickly typed characters until the first is
printed.

The IBM Correcting "Selectric" Typewriter provides the
operator with an effective way of correcting original copy
from the keyboard.

An impression control allows the operator to change the
impression of the typing element. An automatic velocity
control changes the impression of the characters located in
certain keyboard positions to a lighter impression.

MACHINE INTRODUCTION

Keep hair, fingers and personal objects (such as bracelets,
necklaces, neckties, etc.) out of the machine when the
machine is on.

The IBM "Selectric" Typewriter is available with film or
fabric ribbon and features an 88 character typing element.
(96 character type elements are used with World Trade
machines.) The typing element is easily removed to allow
changing the typestyle.

WARNING

The Removals Procedures section is a numbered sequence
of instructions for parts removal. The part can be assembled
by reversing the removal steps.

If a detailed drawing of an assembly is required, the parts
section of the Adjustment/Parts Manual should be used.

The operation of the machine mechanisms is separated into
two sections. The adjustment section will follow the theory
of operation section.

All drawings are front right views unless noted, or are easily
understood by the reader.

The Machine Introduction section of this manual includes
the functions and applications of the machine and its
features.

When servicing the machine, all safety procedures must be
followed. All guards and shields must be properly installed
before the machine is ready for use.

The Functional Check section is shown in a sequence so that
important functions of the machine are checked for proper
operation. However, this check does not necessarily follow
the sequence of operational theory and adjustments within
the manual. The functional check should be used to help
locate problems on the machine.

In the Adjustment part of the section, each adjustment is in
the sequence that the adjustments are to be made. When an
adjustment is made, all adjustments that follow in that
mechanism must be checked to ensure the adjustment .did
not affect an adjustment later in the sequence. The part to
be adjusted and the direction the part must be adjusted
are printed in red. When required, the view, the model of
machine, level of design and mode or condition of the
equipment is noted under the drawing. There may be times
when adjustment sequences or tolerances differ from those
in other related publications. However, the publication with
the latest date should normally be considered the most
current.

The purpose of this manual is to describe the operational
theory and a sequence of adjustments to help in servicing
the "Selectric," "Selectric" II, and Correcting "Selectric"
typewriters. This manual covers Models 7XI, 7X3, 7X5,
8X3, 8X5. 9X3 (WT), and 9X5 (WT).

It is necessary for those who use this manual to be familiar
with operator instructions. It is suggested that the Adjust
ment/Parts Manual (F/N 5241-5939) be used with this
manual. Also, there are six special tools needed when using
this manual and performing the adjustments and checks.
These tools are: the Hooverometer, Platen Gauge, Rotate
Selection Adjustment Tool, Hand Cycling Wheel, Volt·Ohm
Meter and the Operational Cam Follower Roller Removal
Tool. Use of the Hooverometer, Platen Gauge, Rotate
Selection Adjustment Tool and Meter are easy to under
stand in the adjustments that require their use. The hand
cycling wheel fits into the right end of the operational shaft
and is used to operate the machine by hand to view an
adjustment or the mechanism operation.
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The correcting mechanism operates with two types of
correcting supplies. Both types use a correcting tape
mounted on the carrier, next to the ribbon. If the operator
selects the lift-off correcting tape, an IBM Correctable Film
Ribbon must be used. If the IBM Tech III cover-up correct
ing tape is used, an IBM Tech III ribbon must be used. Both
types of correcting tapes are color coded for identification
and can be easily installed.

THE IBM 96 "SElECTRIC"TYPEWRITER (WT)
The purpose of a 96 character typewriter is to meet the
requirements of customers that need more than 88 charac
ters. Without su!=h a machine, they must use typebar
machines with changeable typebars, have Customer Engi
neers change some type slugs, or use an 88 character
"Selectric" Typewriter and change the type element. For
example, IBM has type elements available for typing Greek
characters or mathematical symbols.

The IBM 96 "Selectric" Typewriter will reduce type element
changes by the customer.

The requirement for more than 88 characters is especially
strong in Germany and Japan. This is also true in some
English-speaking nations which do business with non-English
speaking countries.

Information in this manual which relates to World Trade
machines only has been shaded for quick identification.
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FUNCTIONAL CHECK - IBM "SElECTRIC" TYPEWRITER

This functional check is a procedure that is used to deter·
mine whether or not an IBM "Selectric" Typewriter has
any malfunctions. It includes checks of every function of
the machine.

I. Detent Release Lever
2. Page End Indicator
3. Platen Knob
4. Position Indicator (Carrier Pointer)
S. Right Margin Stop
6. Backspace Key
7. Index Key
8. On/Off Switch
9. Carrier Return Key

10. Shift Key
11. Multiple Character Key

12. Hyphen/Underscore Key
13. Spacebar
14. Shift Lock
1S. Tab Set And Clear
16. Tab Key
17. Margin Release Lever
18. Left Margin Stop
19. Typing Element (Typehead)
20. Clear View Cardholder
21. Platen Variable
22. Multiple Copy Control Lever

23. Paper Guide
24. Copy Guide Scale
25. Impression Control Lever
26. Paper Bail
27. Platen
28. Line Space Lever
29. Paper Release Lever
30. Front Scale
31. Ribbon Load Lever
32. Ribbon Lift Lever
33. Stencil Control

-3-



OPERATOR CONTROLS CARRIER MOVEMENT

CI
I

Index - Operate the index key (7). Check for reliable
single and repeat operation. The carrier should not move
during an index operation.

Also, perform this check with the carrier positioned at
10 and 60 on the front scale.

Carrier Return - Operate the return key (9) with the
carrier positioned two, three and four inches from the
left margin. Check for reliable single and double line
space during this operation.

Backspace - Turn the paper to the horizontal position
and place it in the machine. Move the carrier to position
115 on the front scale. Type a series of 10 "h's" and
"n's" (hnhnhn). Backspace 10 spaces and retype the
same characters. The characters should overlap each
other.

Check to see that the backspace mechanism repeats
when slight additional pressure is applied to the
keybutton.

Check to see that the spacebar repeats when slight
additional pressure is applied to the keybutton. Starting
at position zero, hold the spacebar in a repeat operation
as you observe the carrier move to the right limit. The
speed of the carrier should remain constan t across the
writing line.

Check to see that only the index part of the carrier
return operation is repeated when slight additional
pressure is applied to the keybutton.

Spacebar - Return the carrier to the left margin. Check
the spacebar by first typing a series of lowercase "n's"
separated by a space. Then, return to the margin, roll
back to the same writing line and substitute a space for
the "n's" and the letter "x" for the space. You should
have a line of alternate "n's" and "x's" evenly spaced.

4.

3.

2.

1.

Paper Release - Pull the paper bail (26) forward. Notice
that the feed roUs still hold the paper tightly. Now,
pull the paper release lever (29) forward. You should
be able to easily position the paper left and right.

Turn the switch off. Try to depress all of the character
keybuttons. All characters except the hyphen!
underscore (12) should be locked. No character should
print when the machine is turned back on.

Multiple Copy Control Lever - Operate the multiple
copy control lever (22) while observing the platen (27).
The platen should move front and rear. The lever should
not bind in any position. Return the lever all the way
forward.

Paper Insertion - Roll a single piece of paper into your
machine. It sho~ld not wrinkle or be damaged.

Detent Release - Push the detent release lever (I)
down. The platen should rotate freely. Push the detent
release lever up. The platen should now be positively
locked in position by the detent.

Turn the switch on and unplug the machine. Depress
all functional keys: tab (I 6), shift (I 0), spacebar (13),
backspace (6), and carrier return (9). Plug the machine
in. The machine should start reliably under this load.

Visual Inspection - Look at the machine carefully for
loose, damaged or missing parts. Also look for foreign
material in the machine: pencils, erasers, paper clips,
etc. Before starting the functional check, note the
present settings of the operator controls. The controls
should be returned to these settings at the end of the
functional check.

On·Off Switch - Operate the on-off switch (8) several
times. Switch action should be positive and the machine
should reliably turn on and off.

6.

4.

5.

3.

2.

1.
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Platen Variable - Push in on the left platen knob (21).
The platen should turn freely." Be sure the ratchet on
the right side of the platen does not turn. When the
knob is released, it should restore reliably.

Margin Set - Position the carrier at 30. Move the left
margin (18) to the right until it lines up with the carrier
pointer (4). Operate the carrier return. The margin
should remain at 30. Type over to the right margin (5).
The bell should ring 10-12 spaces before the carrier
reaches the right margin. When the carrier pointer
reaches the right margin, the character keys should
lock.

5. Tab - Clear aU tab stops (15). Now set tabs at 55, 56,
88 and 90. Operate the tab and check to see that the
carrier stops exactly at 55, 56, 88 and 90. Make this
check several times.

Now tab all the way to the right. Hold down the tab
clear keybutton and operate the carrier return. All the
set tab stops should clear automatically without exces
sive noise.

CI

CI
(I

9. Margin Release - Set the left margin at 25. Carrier
return to the left margin. Depress and release the
"margin release lever (17). Operate the carrier return
again. The carrier should move to the far left. Now
type from zero to position 30. You should be able to
type through the left margin.

•'.
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PRINT QUALITY

J. Strikeup - Set the impression control lever (25) at
three. Type all the characters on the keyboard using
the following procedure: type one character, then an
"H"; another character and an "H," etc" until you
have typed every character in upper and lowercase. Do
this several times. First, depress the key buttons very
slowly and evenly, then type fast. Remember, every
operator types differently. You should meet the follow·
ing conditions, no matter how you type.

7. Film Ribbon Operation - Look at the ribbon and the
typed characters below. The pattern on the ribbon
should look similar to this.

b. AU characters should have even color.

a. All keys'should have prin ted the correct character.

c. No characters should type out of position.

d. There should be even spacing between characters
with no overlap.

There should be neither character overlap on the ribbon
nor voids (white spaces) on the printed characters.
Depress the stencil control (33) and type a few under
scores. The ribbon should not feed and the underscore
should miss the ribbon. Return the stencil control to
its normal position.

Remove the ribbon cartridge. Depress the repeat under
score and note which ribbon feed ratchet is rotating.
Turn the other feed ratchet in the same direction while
depressing the repeat underscore. The ribbon mechanism
must reverse and drive the opposite spool. Repeat the
procedure for the other spool.

Reset the margins and tab stops as they were when
you started. This completes the detailed function check.

8. Fabric Ribbon Operation - Type a series of underscores
with the impression control lever set on five and the
ribbon lift lever (32) in the high lift position. Look at
the position the underscore printed on the ribbon. It
should be near the bottom and all underscores should
print on the ribbon. If a black and red ribbon is used,
all characters must print black when the ribbon lift
lever is in the low lift position. All characters must
print red when the lift lever is in the stencil pqsition.
When the lift lever is in the stencil position, the under
score must not print on the top of the ribbon.

Scales - Type a line of uppercase "V's." The horizontal
line on the cardholder (20) should be parallel to the
line of "V's,"

Line Spacing - Type several lines of underscores in
both line space lever (28) positions. The space between
the typed lines should be even for both line space lever
positions.

Impression Control - Type a letter character with the
impression control lever at one and at five. You shou~d

hear a difference in the sound of the typehead (19) hIt
ting the paper. Return the impression control lever to
three.

5.

2. Repeat Characters - Lighlly depress the hyphenl
underscore key button. The character should print only
one time when the key button is depressed. The charac
ter should repeat when more pressure is applied. You
should not be able to stop the repeat operation by
pushing down hard on the keybutton.

4.

3.

e. All keybuttons should move down easily and the
correct character should print before the keybutton
bottoms.

t,

•I
i

•I
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The points of the "V's" should line up with the vertical
lines on the cardholder.

Set the left margin as far to the left as it will go.
Operate the carrier return, The pointer should line up
with zero on the front scale (30).

•
•

6. Type alternate upper and lowercase "Z's," The charac
ters should print properly with even spacing.

Slowly depress the shift lock (14). The button should
lock down just as or slightly after a shift occurs.

Lock the shift in uppercase and type a full line of
underscores. The lock should not release by vibration,

The shift should unlock when either shift button is
lightly depressed.

• -5-
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ICTIONAL CHECK - IBM "SELECTRIC" II TYPEWRITER
s functional check is designed to check the additional
;ures found on the IBM "Selectric"Il Typewriter. Refer
the IBM "Selectric" Typewriter functional check for

leT machine functions.

. - .-
it ~
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Selective Ribbon System

I. Switch Pitch Lever
2. Half Backspace Lever
3. Express Backspace Keybutton
4. Detent Release Lever
5. Stencil Lever
6. Ribbon Load Lever

6
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OPERATOR CONTROLS

1. Switch Pitch Lever - The switch pitch lever changes
the pitch of the machine between the 10 pitch mode
and the 12 pitch mode.

2. Half Backspace Lever - The half backspace lever
moves the carrier one half backspace to the left when
the lever is held forward.

3. Express Backspace Keybutton - The express backspace
keybuUon moves the carrier quickly to the left when
the keybutton is held depressed.

4. Detent Release Lever - This control performs the same
function as on the "Selectric" Typewriter;just its loca
tion is changed.

5. Stencil Lever - The stencil lever is moved right-ta-Ieft
to place the ribbon mechanism in the ribbon or stencil
mode.

6. Ribbon Load Lever - The ribbon load lever raises the
ribbon lift guides and prepare the ribbon mechanism
for changing the ribbon.

SWITCH PITCH/HALF BACKSPACE

1. Place the switch pitch lever in the 10 pitch mode (to
the rear). With the margin set at zero, carrier return
and type a row of letter "l's" about two inches long.

2. Pull the switch pitch lever forward to the 12 pitch
mode. Carrier return and- type another row below the
previous one. The machine changed pitch if the second
row of characters does not align with the first row.

3. Return the machine to the 10 pitch mode and type a
series of slashes (f). Backspace to the beginning of the
slashes; then pull the half backspace lever forward.

4. While holding the lever forward, type another series of
slashes. This series of slashes should be evenly spaced
between previously typed slashes.

OUAL PITCH TAB/ESCAPEMENT

I. Install a sheet of paper. Clear all tab stops and reset
tabs at several locations across the writing line. Operate
the tab from the margin and type a character at each
stop. Repeat this procedure for three lines. The charac
ters should line up in straight vertical columns.

Clear the tab stops and change pitch. Make the same
check again after changing the pitch.

2. Now, tab al1 the way to' the right. Hold down the tab
clear key button and operate the carrier return. All the
set tab stops should clear automatically without exces
sive noise.

With the carrier at the far right, depress the carrier
return, then depress the tab. The tab operation should
immediately override the carrier return.

With the carrier at the far left and all tab stops cleared,
depress the tab, then carrier return. The carrier return
should immediately override the tab.

ROTARY BACKSPACE/EXPRESS BACKSPACE

I. Turn the paper to the horizontal position and place it
in your machine. Then, starting with the carrier at the
left, type a row of "h's" and "n's" (hnhnhn) for a total
of 10 characters. Now, backspace 10 spaces and type
over. The characters should overlay each other. Make
the check in both 10 pitch and 12 pitch mode.

2. Also check the backspace in a similar way with the
carrier positioned in the center and toward the right of
the writing line.

3. Check to see that the backspace mechanism repeats
when slight additional pressure is applied to the
keybutton.

4. Depress the express backspace keybutton. The carrier
should move to the left as long as the keybutton is held
depressed.

SELECTIVE RIBBON SYSTEM

1. Put a single sheet of bond paper in your machine. With
the multiple copy control lever forward and the impres
sion control lever on three, type all of the characters in
upper and lowercase.

2. Inspect the copy for even color density of all the
characters.

3. Inspect the copy for ribbon flaking; that is, ribbon
particles on the copy.

4. With a film ribbon installed, the lift pattern should
look like this example:

c c c c C
B B B B B

A A A A A

Inspect the ribbon pattern on the machine. The charac
ters should not overlap one another and the characters
should be positioned on the ribbon with a margin of
safety at the top and bottom.

With a Tech III ribbon installed on the machine,
inspect the ribbon pattern. The characters should over
lap one another and there should be a margin of safety
at the top and bottom of the ribbon. Type several lines
of underscores. The typing must not fade.

5. Inspect the ribbon around the path at the various
guides and rollers. There should be no wrinkles in the
ribbon.

6. Finally, place the stencil control lever in the stencil
position and type several characters. The ribbon should
not feed or lift.

-7-



FUNCTIONAL CHECK·IBM CORRECTING .
"SELECTRIC"" TYPEWRITER
This functional check is designed to check the correcting
mechanism on the IBM Correcting "Selectric" Typewriter.

'--" Refer to the IBM "Selectric" Typewriter or "Selectric" II
Typewriter functional checks for other machine functions.

1. Ty.pe several characters, then depress the correcting
keybutton. The carrier should backspace one time.

2. Retype the last character typed. The image must be
completely removed from the paper or covered uP.
according to the type of correcting tape used. and the
carrier must not escape.

3.

4.

5.

Type another character. It should be in the same posi·
tion as the original character and the carrier should
escape normally.

Type several characters. Normal print and escapement
should begin again.

Perform steps one through four again. The correcting
tape should feed enough so that the characters on the
correcting tape do not overlap.

•
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MOTOR AND DRIVE OPERATIONAL THEORY ,-,

The motor and drive mechanism (Figure 1) supplies power
to drive the cycle shaft and the operational shaft. These
two shafts provide the motion through various cams and
gears to operate the mechanisms within the "Selectric"
Typewriter.

CAPACITOR START MOTOR
Early level machines were equipped with a capacitor start
motor. The capacitor gives the motor starting direction and
torque. Refer to Early Level Drive this section.

-9-
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Figure 1 - Drive Mechanism
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The machine uses a shaded pole motor with a centrifugal
clutch to drive the motor pulley. The pulley and drive belt
provide drive to the cycle clutch hub, which in turn drives
the operational shaft and cycle shaft.
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(Assembled View)

Figure 5 - Cycle Clutch (Exploded View)
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The shaft to the left of the cycle clutch pulley hub is the
cycle shaft (Figure 5). The cycle shaft is driven by a spring
clutch and only turns when a letter keylever is depressed.
The shaft rotates 180 degrees for each character cycle.
After 180 degrees rotation, the spring clutch is disengaged
and the shaft stops turning.

Figure 4 - Operational Cam Shaft Drive Connection

torque limiter hub. The level I torque limiter hub has two
nylon inserts that fit into the torque limiter hub, around
the extensions of the cycle clutch pulley hub. These inserts
are used to provide a quiet driving connection between the
two hubs (Figure 4).

Cycle Clutch Pulley Operational Cam Shaft

Motor Pulley ~1_ Power .

~-;;:me~(onze ::::~:~ons ~

~~~~IW~!l~~YIOnlnserts
~~~~ .' iJ .L-'

Cycle Clutch":::~A C -,\ ~,~.----.
Pulley Hub ,,' _.......~ ~

" ' ~~
~ ~")----Torque Limiter Hub

Rest

Figure 3 - Motor Pulley
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OPERATIONAL SHAFT ORIVE
The cycle clutch pulley is molded to a hub and is continu
ously rotating within a bronze bearing in the center of the
power frame (Figure 4). Two shafts extend into, and are
supported by the hub on each side of the cycle clutch
pulley. The shaft on the right is called the operational cam
shaft. This shaft is in constant rotation witll the cycle
clutch hub. All powered functional operations are driven by
this shaft. The driving connection between the cycle clutch
pulley hub and the operational shaft is made by two
extensions of the pulley hub that fit into the left side of the

A plastic bushing is placed on the motor shaft inside the
motor pulley (Figure 3). The 'purpose of the bushing is to
keep the motor pulley from sticking to the motor shaft and
causing the motor to fail to start.

Motor Pulley

Plastic Bushing \. ff:JJ'l);

Hub Assembly \.~

~'

Figure 2 - Motor Clutch (Right Side View)

MOTOR CLUTCH
Due to the low starting torque of the shaded pole motor, a
motor pulley clutch (Figure 2) is used. The clutch allows
the motor to reach operating speed before it engages the
load.

A clutch pulley hub is attached to the shaft of the motor
just to the left of the motor pulley. Two clutch pawls pivot
on the clutch pulley hub (Figure 2). When the motor is
OFF, the pawls are spring loaded against stop lugs on the
hub. When the motor is turned ON, centrifugal force causes
the 'clutch pawls to pivot on the hub so the tip of one of
the two pawls will engage a tooth on the motor pulley. The
pulley will then rotate with the hub and provide drive to
the machine.
Motor Clutch Motor

fu'~~ ~fu""

Stop Lugs
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Check
Window

Drive Mechanism

Cycle Shaft

Filter Shaft

Cycle Shaft

Figure 9 - Cear Train

·11-

Filter Shaft Gear
Lower Idler Gear

Level 1 Level 2
(Right Side View) (Front View)

Figure 8 - CYcle Clutch Check Pawl

Print Shaft Drive Belt Operational Cam Shaft

-,,"-_-<c...~ Cycle CIU';UII,y

When another cycle is desired, the cycle clutch latch is
pulled free of the sleeve. This will allow the right end of the
cycle clutch spring to wind up, contact the hub and go
through another cycle. When the step on the opposite side
of the sleeve engages the cycle clutch latch, the right end of
the spring will be stopped and the cycle shaft will overthrow
and the check pawl will drop in. This completes another
180 degree cycle of the cycle shaft.

GEAR TRAIN
The cycle shaft gear (Figure 9) is attached to the end of the
cycle shaft and drives the lower and upper idler gears. The
idler gears in turn supply motion to the filter shaft and
print shaft gears. The filter shaft supplies motion to the
keyboard and the print shaft supplies motion to the carrier
during each print cycle.

The filter shaft operates the character selection mechanism,
the print escapement mechanism, the shift interlock and a
spacebar interlock. The print shaft operates the print
mechanism, fine alignment mechanism, and the ribbon feed
and lift mechanisms.

Cycle Clutch Check Ratchet\ -ve Clutch Check Pawl

~

pawl engages one of the latch surfaces on the cycle shaft.
The clutch spring is then held in an unwound condition and
the cycle shaft is at rest.

Clutch
Spring

Driving Arbor

The cycle clutch sleeve has two latching surfaces 180
degrees apart (Figure 7). As the cycle shaft and clutch
spring rotate, one of the latch surfaces will contact the
cycle clutch latch after 180 degrees of rotation. This will
stop the cycle clutch sleeve.

Figure 6 - CYcle Clutch Spring

Cycle Clutch Spring

The cycle shaft will continue turning after the sleeve has
been stopped. This continued turning of the shaft causes
the left end of the spring clutch to turn, which unwinds or
expands the spring. As the spring expands, the driving
connection between the hub and the spring is broken. A
latching surface is mounted on the left end of the cycle
shaft (Figure 8). After the cycle shaft driving connection
with the hub is broken and the clutch spring is expanded,
the shaft continues rotating until the cycle clutch check

Cycle .Clutch Latch

Turned UP Ear

Figure 7 - CYcle Clutch Latch (Riih.r;§lde View)
.,.0;;.(.•

Driving End

CYCLE CLUTCH
The cycle clutch spring provides the driving connection
between the cycle clutch pulley and the cycle shaft (Figure
6). Expanding and releasing the spring controls the starting
and stopping of the cycle shaft. The left end of the spring
fits on the cycle shaft and is attached to the shaft by the
cycle clutch sleeve, which is an adjustable clamp. The right
end of the spring fits over the driving arbor of the cycle
clutch pulley. The inside diameter of the spring is smaller
than the driving arbor when the spring is at rest. Therefore,
when the arbor turns, top to front, the spring grips the
arbor and turns with it. This action causes the spring to
turn the cycle shaft also.

The cycle clutch sleeeve fits over the right end of the cycle
clutch spring. A lug on the right end of the spring is turned
up and fits into a notch on the right side of the sleeve.
When the cycle clutch sleeve is stopped, the right end of the
spring is stopped.
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NO. COLOR NO. COLOR
1 White 5 G,.V Or Tran~p.rel'll

2 Rod 6 Blue

3 Yellow 7 Violet
4 Brown • Black

)Black c?o r---------,
))

jo-~
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,
White lo@ ,,,l.. _________ J

~
White

·····3
·_·--·2

Insulated -:::::::.

2- Wire Shade Pole Motor Diagram
(Single Pole Switch, Early Level)

Figure 11 - Wiring Diagrams

Double Insulated Or Early Level 2-Wire
Capactior With Single Pole Switch 
Motor Diagram

Figure 12 - W. T. Wiring Dillgrams

Insulated_

IIO/220V Motor Connected for 220V
120/240V Motor Connected for 240V

2"F

IIO/220V & 120/240V Motors with bi·voltage Switch
2"F

O'~9
···-3

.-_•. - 6
....• "2
--.---- 1

I
; -- ·'-4

- -- 8

220V Motor

110/220V Motor Connected for 110V
120/240V Motor Connected for 120V

Ground

r---------.

Motor

Figure 10 - Motor Assembly

3-Wire Shaded Pole Motor Diagram

f];;q
-:;. White

Motor Mounting Bracket

Grouna

Ground

3-Wire Capacitor - Motor Diagram

Double Insulated Shaded Pole Motor Diagram

-12-
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MOTOR WIRING
On grounded 3·wire machines, grounding wires must be
connected as shown. On 2-wire machines with capacitor
motors, the capacitor must be insulated from the machine
frame. Early level machines have a single pole switch
(Figure 11).

WORLD TRADE DIAGRAMS SHOWN IN FIGURE 12 & 13

*~~_j~-l
~-------- --'~

/

MOTOR
The motor used in the "Selectric" Typewriter is a 3"
shaded pole, induction type motor that normally requires
115 volts, 60 Hz. The motor is mounted at the left rear of
the machine with the pulley toward the right.· Rubber
motor mounts in adjustable brackets support the motor at
each end (Figure 10).
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WORLO TRAOE

(U.K.)

~u
_--.-.T~'2 or 4

24QV Motor

220V Motor

(U.K.)

~·2 or 4

L

24QV Motor

220V Motor

r,
~,
•I,,
,
•

"OV Motor

, 101220V Motor connected for 220V
120124QV Motor connected for 24QV

1 1OV Motor

~'--- -.J

110/220V Motor connected for 220V
1201240V Motor connected for 24QV

_ 3

- - - 2

-- --3
----6
- - - - 7
- - - - 4
----5
---2

-- -4
- - - - 2
- - - - 1- _ •. 5
- - --7- _ •• B

- -·-8
••• _- 6
- - - --,
- - - .. 4

- - - 5-- -- ,

Insulated __

110/220V & 120!24QV Motors with bi·voltage Switch

1101220V Motor connected for 11 OV
120/24QV Motor connected for 120V

• THERMAL CUTOUT CANNOT BE REPAIRED/REPLACED.

-,
- -. 3

-- 3
--- 2

----6
- _. - 7
- - - - 4
- - - - 5

- - •. 2

----,
-- - - 6
-- --7
- -- - 4
----5

NO. COLOR NO. COLOR
1 White 5 Gray or Transparent

2 Red 6 Blue

3 Yellow 7 Violet

4 Brown 8 Black
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Figure 13 - W. T. Wiring Diagrams

110/220V Motor connected for ll0V
120/24QV Motor connected for 120V

110/220V & 120124QV Motors with bi-voltage Switch
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EARLY LEVEL MOTOR
In the early level machines, a capacitor type motor is used.
A capacitor, in the start winding circuit, provides a starting
torque for the motor and controls the direction of rotation.
The capacitor also remains in the circuit while the motor is
running. The capacitor is mounted in a vertical position by
a bracket at the rear corner of the machine (Figure 14).

In ungrounded systems, the capacitor is isolated from the
power frame by an insulator and nylon mounting screws.
The motor is insulated from the power frame by the rubber
mounting. To change an ungrounded system to a grounded
one, three steps must be taken:

1. The two·wire line cord must be replaced with a three
wire cord and the ground lead must be attached to the
power frame at the cord clip.

2. A shorr jumper wire must be connected from the
motor to the power frame.

3. The capacitor must be grounded to the power frame by
replacing the nylon mounting screws with metal screws
and removing the insulating material from between the
capacitor and the frame of the machine.

Cycle Clutch Pulley

Switch Lever

..
I,

••
••
I
41

•
f

•
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8lock - Storr

OpTioOell Ground
••, r-

--:-" "-?
Groy - Common

Solderless Connector '--~~

CcpcciTor

Optioool
Ground

Figure 14 - Early Capacitor Motor
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Level 3
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Continued On Next Page

I
'~NO 3 Scribe Line

'.- Hooverometer

,,,, ,
:@:

Cycle Clutch Spring

Levels 1 & 2

____ .004"_.012"

II 10.10-0.30mml

NOTE: The cycle clutch spring must be installed
with the longer lug to the left.

NOTE: Recheck the cycle clutch latch restoring
adjustment after changing this adjustment.

a. Loosen the cycle clutch collar and position the
spring to clear the edge of the cycle clutch hub by
.004"-.012" (0.10-0.30 mm).

(Right Side View)

b. Position the collar 1eft-to-right for .0 I0"-.0 IS"
(0.25-0.38 mm) end play of the sleeve.

Cycle Clutch Collar ~

if ~ F
.~~ I

_
___I:YCle Clutch Sleeve I

.010.. ·.015.. L
10.25-0.38mml II .010"-.015"-11-

10.25·0.38mml

Cycle Clutch Collar----7.:=7.%'fD

Print Shaft /

Cycle Clutch Latch
Pivot Pin

4. Cycle Clutch - Adjust the cycle clutch to satisfy the
following conditions:

3. Cycle Clutch Latch Brackel - Adjust (he bracket
vertically so the Hooverometer. set on the NO.3 line,
just reaches the distance between the print shaft and
the cycle latch pivot pin.

+
Lower Idler
Gear

Lower
Idler Gear.,,--+

Cycle Shaft Collar

'1..'1. 1)

r (@'S
,( .~~ Filter Shaft

t L 1..""'"" Gear

~=i",,3IIU==d!
Cycle Shaf~. Jjl
.001-.006 _
10.03-0.15 mm) 1.... (Level 2)

(Left Side View)

(Left Side View)

Print ShaftGear~

:0)

(Levell)

MOTOR AND DRIVE ADJUSTMENTS

Add Or ---f~~~nRemove

5:7"_006" WIIYJ
(0.30-0.15 mml--ll-

CAUTION: The slight end play of the cycle shaft
ensures that it will rotate freely. Excessive play could
allow a coil of the cycle clutch spring to bind between
the two hub parts of the clutch causing the machine to
become locked.

1. Cycle Shaft End Play - Adjust the collar on the shaft
for .001"-.006" (0.03-0.15 mm) end play of the cycle
shaft.

NOTE: Filter shaft and print shaft timing must be
checked after making this adjustment.

2. Gear Train Backlash - Adjust the upper and lower
idler gears for minimum backlash between the gears.
The mechanism must be free of binds during the 360
degrees rotation of the gears. Minimum backlash is
necessary to ensure minimum overthrow of the driven
shafts. The lower idler gear must be adjusted first
because the upper idler gear is adjusted to the final
position of the lower gear.

Upper Idler
Gear

Idler Gear
Studs ~----""",,,"-.....'

Cycle Shaftl....__';"{©' ~
Gear <1 ~

... l"l................... 7X1•

T,
~,.,,
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T
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d. Check for .004..·.012.. (0.10-0.30 mm) clearance
between the right side of the spring and the edge of the
cycle clutch hub. Expand the spring by pushing the
LH side of the spring with a spring hook and move the
spring laterally for this adjustment.

e. Rotate the print shaft a complete cycle (top-to-rear)
until the cycle shaft check pawl drops in. Back the cycle
shaft up against the check pawl.

c. Loosen the cycle clutch clamp screw and advance print
shaft (top-tOorear).

g. Position the overthrow stop for ,007 ..·.015 .. (0.18·0.38
mm) clearance and tighten the clamp screw.

f. Position the collar left-to·right for .010"-.015" (0.25
0.38 mm) end play of the sleeve.

CAUTION: Do not operate the cycle clutch with the
splined wrench in the clamp screw.

~-"""""'cycre Clutch

~
LatCh Bracket

f - I
/,-,,0 0

,"'"0 \.,!I ....

_,. ~ G Insert Here
<1"" ~--_&

The rest of the machine must be functional.

a. Turn machine on, position the cycle clutch collar screw
up, then position the carrier into the RH margin to
lock the keyboard which will prevent cycling of the
cycle shaft.

The right-hand shield must be in place while performing
this power on adjustment. This will remove the danger of
the splined wrench being thrown out of the machine due to
the possibility of it contacting the turning torque limiter
hub. Rotation of the cycle clutch pulley and drive belt does
not present a hazard as there are no exposed parts which
could throw the splined wrench out of the machine.

Hooverometer

V

b. Insert the L shaped foot of the Hooverometer into the
cycle clutch latch link to prevent unexpected cycling
of the machine.

The gear train backlash must be correct.

Pre-Conditions:
The cycle shaft, filter shaft and print shaft must be properly
timed.

POWER ON AOJUSTMENT PROCEOURE
The cycle clutch adjustments may be made with the power
on as described in the following procedure.

(Levell)

(Levell)

Check Pawl
Detented

(Level 2)

-~.'

t'
.007"·.015"
(0,' S-O,38mml

Cycle Clutch Overthrow Stop

NOTE: This adjustment on Level 3 machines
mus~ be made with the cycle clutch released; then
checked with the machine at rest, to prevent loss
of the cycle clutch spring rotational adju~tment.

CAUTION: When installing the modified cycle
clutch spring, be sure the longest extension of the
spring is to the left. If the spring is installed incor
rectly, it is possible for the extension to hang up
on the cycle clutch latch, keeping the cycle clutch
from unlatching.

c. When a z.ero tilt, negative five rotate character is
hand cycled, adjust the collar and spring rotational
ly so the cycle clutch spring will begin to slip
when the print shaft is 1/2-1 tooth from the rest
position.

c

(Levell &2)
I Adj. Radially For

-I,~ 1/2 - 1 Tooth
e Slippage of Clutch

lOr"." Spring
.. ,\ . Tilt 0
"'J'i'~ \ Rotate (-5)

.... ...J.!2, ~ Character Selectedo / Print Shaft Gear

d. Position the overthrow stop so it will allow the
cycle shaft to overthrow the latched position by
.007"·.015" (0.18-0.38 mm).

-16-

(Level l)

Rotational n Cycle Clutch Collar
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...
(Rear View)

t
00 0
00 0
00 0 I t00 0._'"__ --,=.,. ~

i

-, ~'""'"-:-----u
Cycle Clutch Pulley -=

(Top View)

6. Motor Pulley - Adjust hub assembly and grip clip
left-ta-right so the belt runs fully on both pulleys.
Maintain .008"-.015" (0.20-0.38 mm) pulley end play
with grip clip.

NOTE: Make certain the plastic bushing is installed in
the motor pulley.

5. Drive Belt - Adjust the motor mounting brackets
front·to-rear for a minimum amount of belt noise. The
belt must not be loose enough to allow the belt to slip
on the motor pulley. Check by operating the carrier
return mechanism and holding the carrier while operat
ing the shift mechanism at the same time. This' loads
the motor t6 a point where failure will be most probable.

This will give approximately 1/2 tooth of motion to
"unwind" the spring from the fest position. Observe this
motion at the print shaft gear by hand cycling a zero tilt,
negative five character with the power off.

7. Motor Clutch Pawl Stop Lugs (Levell Only) - Fotm
the SlOp lugs on (he clutch hub for a clearance of
.010".-.020" (0.25-0.51 mm) between the tip of the
clutch pawls and (he pulley ratchet when the pulley is
manually rotated.

,,~~ Moto, Pulley Ratchet

.010.. ·.020../~,£ Mote< Clutch Pawl

10.25-051 mm) t!t1ffi~

~ ~Moto, Clutch Hub

(Righi Side View)

Levell Dilly (Metal Hub)
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KEYBOARO OPERATIONAL THEORY

The keylevers pivot on a fulcrum rod at the rear. A guide

Filter
Shaft

Keylever
Pawl

Interposer

Selector

A keylever pawl is attached to each keylever by a shoulder
rivet. This pawl is spring loaded and is in a position [0

contact the top of an interposer.

Lock Link

comb holds and limits the vertical movement of the key
levers at the front. Keylever tension is supplied by flat leaf
springs under the front of the keylevers. The forward end
of each spring is formed so that the spring will remain
under the keylever. Different spring tension is supplied to
the four rows of character key levers by auxiliary leaf
springs under the keylever springs. The auxiliary leaf springs
differ in length to make up the difference in tension between
the four rows of keylevers. This difference in spring tension
provides uniform operating force for all key levers.

Interposer
Guide
Comb

Auxiliary
Leaf Spring

Selector
Compensator
Tube

Keyboard Lock
Interposer

Selector Latch
loterposer

All functional key levers are described in their specific
sections of this manual.

A keyboard lock mechanism, controlled by the on/off
switch lever, is contained in the keyboard. and will be
described in this section.

The keyboard controls the selection of the particular
character that will print. This is done through the use of
keylevers, interposers and bails, which provide character
selection and cycle clutch release (Figure l). The keyboard
is removable as a unit.

f,,,,,,
f,
•I•.I•I
f

I,.
Figure 1 - Keyboard Mechanism

-
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INTERPOSERS
Each character key lever has an interposer located just
below it (Figure 2). The interposer is used to select the
amount of tilt and rotate needed to bring the desired
character on the typehead to the print position. The inter
poser pivots about a large fulcrum rod through an elongated
slot at the front and is spring loaded up at the rear. The
front and rear of the interposer is positioned laterally by
guide combs. The interposers move vertically in the rear
guide comb as well as front to rear.

The interposers have several lugs extending down from
them (Figure 2). There 3re positions for eight lugs. Seven of
these lugs 3Te used for selection. The absence or presence of
these lugs determines which of the selector bails will be
operated. No two interposers are the same. The rear most
lug is used for special applications of the machine. The wide
lug in the center is common to all interposers. Its purpose is
to release the cycle clutch when a keylever is depressed.
Mounted directly below this lug is a cycle bail that pivots
vertically. Downward movement of the interposer forces
the cycle bail to release the cycle clutch latch pawl.

INTERPOSER LATCH SPRING
A spring latch is used to make sure the interposer remains
depressed long enough to operate the character selection
mechanism. The interposer latch is a flat spring mounted to
the rear key lever guide comb in a position to move forward,
holding the interposer down when it is depressed (Figure
3),

Selector Compensator

Interpo,.,~ ~~TUbe

~
Interposer

----Latch
Spring

~ Selector Compensator
Ball

A. Interposer At Rest

Selector

Selector ~v~~:""nsator
Compensator
Ball

Interposer latch
, __ Spring

Interposer

•
••
•••
••

•,
•

•
••
••
I

Interposer
Blocked

Interposer Lug

Interposer
Latched

..... ..
B. Second Keylever Depression Blocked

Figure 4 - Selector Compensator Action

A. Simultaneous Keylever Depression Blocked

COMPENSATOR TUBE
A compensator tube is used to prevent more than one
interposer from latching down at a time. Each interposer
has a lug at the top that enters the compensator tube. The
compensator tube contains closely spaced steel balls. When
an interposer lug enters the tube, it shifts the steel balls,
blocking the downward movement of any other interposer
(Figure 4),

B. I nterposer Latched Down

Figure 3 - Interposer Latch
(Right Side View)

Interposer
Latch
Springs

Rear Interposer
Guide Comb

Cycle Crutch
Latch Pawl

I nterposer Lug

Selector
Bails

Figure 2 - Interposer

Front Interposer
Guide Comb

-20-

Keylever
Pawl

Pawl Sprins

Interposer
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Latch Spring

-2t-

Figure 7 -Interposer Operation

IRight Side View)

Interposer

A filter shaft is mounted just to the rear of the interposers
(Figure 7). After the .interposer is in the latched position,
rotation of the filter shaft will drive the latched interposer
forward. The interposer lugs will then operate the proper
selector bail. The interposer motion is enough to remove
the interposer from beneath the interposer latch spring.
This allows the interposer spring to restore the interposer to
the rest position.

Filter
Shaft

Compensator
Tube

End Plug

Selector
Latch

/f7;rf"!',,~- Bail

Cycle Bail

Steel Ball

Keylever Pawl

Interposer

Figure 5 - Compensator Tube

Interposer

Selector Latch Link

Selector
Latch Interposer

Figure 6.- Keyboard Selection Mechanism

Selector Latch

An adjustable link connects each latch interposer to one of
the selector latches of the selection mechanism. When a
latch interposer is moved forward, the selector latch con·
nected to that interposer is also pulled forward to prevent it
from being operated downward by the latch bail.

SELECTOR LATCH INTERPOSER
Six latch interposers are located at the left end of the
selector bails. Each latch interposer has a lug that extends
up directly in front of the selector bail. As the selector bail
is driven forward, the latch interposer is carried with it
(Figure 6).

An adjustable end plug, located at each end of the campen·
sator tube, keeps the steel balls centered between the
interposers. The balls are then prevented from shifting too
far to the left or right. If the balls were allowed to move
too far under the interposer lugs, they would partially
block the downward movement of an interposer and result
in a tight keyboard (Figure 5).
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Cycle
Clutch
Sleeve

Restoring Stud

Cycle Clutch
Latch

The restoring cam rotates toward the high point and forces
the stud on the extension UP. moving the cycle clutch latch
to the rear into the path of the next step on the cycle
clutch sleeve. The latch is restored far enough to the rear
to allow the cycle clutch latch pawl to reset on the keeper.

engages the cycle clutch keeper to hold the cycle clutch
latch under the step on the cycle clutch sleeve.

When a keylever is pushed down, the interposer belpw the
key lever forces the cycle bail downward (Figure 8). The
cycle bail moves the cycle clutch latch pawl down, diseo·
gaging it from the keeper. An extension spring at the front
of the link is allowed to move the link and cycle clutch
latch forward, disengaging the latch from the cycle clutch
sleeve. This allows the cycle clutch spring to tighten and
begin a cycle operation.

Cycle Clutch Latch
Mounting Bracket

Figure 9 - Cycle Clutch Latch Restoring (Right Side View)

Interposer

CYCLE CLUTCH LATCH RESTORING
A nylon restoring cam attached to the cycle clutch clamp
restores the cycle clutch latch (Figure 9). A horizontal
extension at the top of the cycle clutch latch has a small
adjustable stud mounted on it which operates on the
restoring cam during a restoring operation. When the
machine is at rest, the low point of the restoring cam is
directly below the stud, When the cycle clutch latch moves
forward, the stud on the extension drops down on the
restoring cam.

Cycle Clutch Cycle
Latch Pawl Bail

CYCLE CLUTCH RELEASE
Although not a part of the keyboard, the cycle clutch latch
is directly related to the keyboard mechanism (Figure 8).
Downward movement of a key lever will allow the cycle
clutch to operate.

Figure 8 - Cycle Clutch Latch Release (Right Side View - Released Position)

Cycle Clutch
Keeper

The cycle clutch latch pivots on a bracket mounted in front
of the cycle clutch pulley. The cycle clutch latch is held in
position to engage the cycle clutch sleeve by the cycle
clutch latch pawl and link assembly that extends forward
from the cycle clutch latch. The cycle clutch latch pawl
pivots on the cycle clutch link, The cycle clutch latch pawl

Extension

Spring ----------.::Jk?
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r
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Cycle ClutchI Keeper
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Cycle Bail Damper

Switch Lever

~""~,,,""__ CYcle Clutch
Latch Pawl Extension

Lockout Bail

~ !- 7/''1'-

~"B L\

liM Lock
Interposer

Figure 11 - Keyboard Lock Mechanism - OffPosition
IRight Side View)

KEYBOARD LOCK
When the switch is in the off position, the keyboard must
be locked to prevent a print operation the ne;xt time the
switch is turned on.

Figure 10 - Cycle Bail Damper ILevel 1)

The switch lever operates the lockout bail into a position
below an extension of the cyCle clutch latch pawl when the
switch lever is in the off position. To further prevent an
interposer from latching down, a linelock interposer at the
left side of the keyboard is rotated into the selector com
pensator tube by the lockout bail. This forces the steel balls
to shift in the tube and block the downward movement of
all interposers. When the switch is in the on position, the
linelock interposer is spring loaded out of the selector
compensator tube (Figure 11).

CYCLE BAIL DAMPERS (LEVEL "SELECTRIC"
TYPEWRITERS)
A small lever, called the cycle bail damper, pivots at each
side of the keyboard just above the cycle bail (Figure 10).
The purpose of the dampers is to lightly slow the upward
movement of the cycle bail to prevent the bail from bounc
ing as it reaches the upward limit. Without the dampers, the
bail could possibly bounce and cause an extra cycle of the
cycle clutch.

Bail Mounting Plate

lockout Bail Under
Cycle Clutch
Latch Pawl Extension

r
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Backspace Key
Return Key

The correction feature is also compatible with this machine
and the keybutton is in the same location as on the 88
character keyboard.

The design of the keyboard has been changed to allow these
additional four key levers. Also, other parts of the keyboard
had to be changed. The parts are: front and rear keylever
guides, front and rear interposer guides, compensator tube,
key lever springs, interposer latch springs and the cycle bail
damper springs. The cycle bail damper springs have been
replaced by a flat leaf spring that is mounted to the cycle
clutch latch keeper bracket. It has the same effect as the
earlier dampers.

The fOUf new type keybuttons are located in positions
45-48. Positions 47 and 48 do not follow the normal
sequence of the type keybuttons. Position 47 is to the left
side of position O. and position 48 is to the left of position
4. The repeat key(s), low velocity key(s) and dead key(s)
positions are different in each country.

15117

Tab

World Trade Functional Keys

¢ Shift Lock

~ Backspace

#- Express Eackspace

~ Carrier Return

~ Index

<8l CorrectIon Key

41$ Margin Release

~ Tab

TAB

+ SHIFT

T
Shift

The other functional keybuttons (backspace, index, and
margin release) afe only changed in size, but remain in the
same place as on the 88 character keyboard.

Position 47

Shift Keys - The space for the shift keybuttons is smaller
but the surface of the keybutton is similar in size to those
on an 88 character machine.

Tab Key - Is reduced in size by removing the upper
extension.

Express Backspace Key - Is located to the right side of the
right shift keybutton.

96 CHARACTER "SELECTRIC" TYPEWRITER (W,T.)
KEYBOARO ARRANGEMENTS (96 CHARACTER)
The keyboard has been designed to get the space for the
added 4 keybuttons (shown in Red - Figure 12).

Carrier Return Key - Is smaller [6/8" (16 mm) wide)
which allows space for type keybuttons in positions 4S and
46.

.,1'.,

'"j

I;
It r.
~
~

I

i

l'
I;',I~i

, . '---'

'1,;, .
,I,

Figure 12 - Keyboard Arrangement
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KEYBOARD ADJUSTMENTS

.005"·.010"
----rO.25.0~38mm)

(Right Side View)

.002"·.004"
- '~---{O.05·0.10 mm)

Backlash Removed1. Keyboard Position - With the extensions on the
keyboard side frame touching the front carrier support,
rotate the keyboard until the filler shaft bearings are
held tightly between the side plates and the power
frame. Tighten mounting screws.

(
Keyboard Side Frame

2. Filter Shaft - Loosen the filter shaft gear and rotate
the filter shaft so that the working surface of the filter
shaft clears the rear of any latched interposer by .005"
.010" (0.25-0.38 mm). This adjustment should be made
with the machine at rest and all gear train backlash
removed in the forward direction. Be sure to maintain
.002"-.004" (0.05-0.10 mm) end play of the flIter shaft.

This adjustment affects the timing of all the cams
mounted on the filter shaft.

Not enough clearance between the filter shaft and the
interposers could allow the filter shaft to stop just
under the rear of the interposers. The keyboard would
not operate, because the interposers could not be
depressed.

Filter Shaft
Filter Shaft Gear

3. Rear Bearing Support - Adjust the rear bearing support
to get .002"-.030" (0.05-0.76 mm) between the rear
interposer guide comb and the vertical lugs on the
interposers. Check this across the entire keyboard.

Touch problems can occur if the rear lug of the inter·
poser is contacting the rear interposer guide comb.
There should be a minimum of .002" (0.05 mm)
clearance. If not, the two keylever fulcrum support
mounting studs may be loosened and the guide hit light·
ly to the rear. If excessive clearance (more than the
pusher end of the spring hook) is present, bridging
(malselection) can occur. The reason is that the inter·
poser does not extend into the compensator balls far
enough.

W.T.NOTE: This applies to machines with aluminum
support only.

.002"·.030"
to.05·0.76 mm)--

Vertical
Interposer Lug

Rear Bearing
~Support

Rear Interposer
Guide Comb

Excessive clearance would delay the operation of the
interposers. The selector latches would not be pulled
forward from under the latch bail before the bail
started moving downward. This would result in exces
sive wear and a noisy operation as the latches were
pulled from under the bail. This condition is referred
to as "popping latches."

·25·
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Sleeve

.000",,0015"

10.00-0.38 mm-.

Cycle Clutch Latch

Thickness
Of Metal

Scissor Restoring
Mechanism

(Righ t Side View)

...

(Level 2 - Right Side View}

Form the restoring arm left to right so the restoring
stud is flush to .015" (0.38 mm) inboard from the left
edge of the restoring cam.

Level 1 - Adjust the scissor restoring mechanism so
that the latch link pawl overthrows the keeper by
.030",.045" (0.76-1.14 mm).

(Top View)

Latch Link Pawl Restoring Cam

(Right Side View)

Level 2 - Adjust the restoring stud vertically so the
latch link pawl overthrows the keeper by .015"-.025"
(0.38-0.64 mm) before it restores. Hand cycle the
machine and check this clearance on both sides of the
restoring cam. Adjust the stud on the side providing
the least amount of motion. Restoring Stud

\

Restoring Stud~
Restoringcam--l~

Keeper

Keeper Brack.et

7. Cycle Clutch Latch Restoring -

6. Keeper Bracket - Adjust the keeper bracket front to
rear so that the cycle clutch latch engages the sleeve by
the thickness of the keeper bracket with the machine
at rest.

Compensator
Tube

II Parallel Bails Front-To- II
Rear To Interposers 11

(Front View)

('+'1
\ Parallel Bails Vertically

\ To Interposers

(Bottom View)

Cycle Bail

Interposer
~ '.

.010" 1 ~FilterShaft
1O 25 mml u,"",

. "'\

·26·

Bail
Mounting
Plate

5. Bail Mounting Plate - Position the left-hand bail
mounting plate to satisfy the following conditions.
The selector bails should be parallel front-to-rear with
the lugs on the interposers. At the same time, the cycle
bail must be parallel vertically with the lugs on the
interposers.

NOTE: The selector compensator tube is mounted to
the rear of the interposer guide comb by two screws
and must move vertically with the guide comb when
the guide comb adjustment is made. Be sure to loosen
the guide comb mounting screws before trying to move
the guide comb. DO NOT HAMMER THE GUIDE
COMB INTO POSITION AS THIS CAN CAUSE THE
COMPENSATOR TUBE TO SHIFT WITH REFER
ENCE TO THE GUIDE COMB. The vertical position of
the tube on the guide comb is set with reference to the
stop strap attached across the bottom of the guide
comb and should not be changed.

W.T.NOTE: For Punch Press Support; .020",.030"
(0.50-0.75 mm).

Bail
Mounting
Plate

4. Rear Interposer Guide Comb - Adjust the guide comb
vertically so that with the "N" interposer latched
down, any other interposer pulled down will clear the
tip of the filter shaft by .010" (0.25 mm) as the filter
shaft rotates under it. To make this adjustment, loosen
the four screws on the guide comb. Check the adjust
ment at several points across the filter shaft.

Rear Interposer Guide Comb

Loosen - Guide Comb

Mounting Screws~~~k40!!Y/

t

J

",

.... '--'
;:.,

I,
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Interposer

Cycle Clutch Bail
Upstop

Mounting Screw Location

(Right Side View)

Latch Link Pawl

Half Thickness
.030..·.03S..
10.76-0.89 mm)

Keepe.r~~j

Front Keylever Guide Comb

Keylever

\

1

Horseshoe Bracket

To check this adjustment, turn the power on and
depress and slowly release key buttons on the right,
left, and center of the keyboard.

Keylevers that do not meet this adjusment may be
formed at the horseshoe bracket.

11. Front Key/ever Guide Comb - Adjust the front
key lever guide comb vertically for .016",,024" (0.41·
0.61 mm) clearance between the keylever pawl and the
interposer lug as the keylever pawl resets above the
interposer.

(Right Side View)

Not enough engagement will increase the possibilty of
a repeat cycle because positive latching is not ensured.
Excessive engagement will affect the touch of the
keyboard because the latch pawl must be moved
further in order to operate the cycle clutch.

10. Cycle Bail Upscop - Adjust the cycle clutch bail
upstop vertically so the cycle clutch latch link pawl
engages the cycle clutch keeper by half the thickness
with the machine at rest. This can be checked by
making the center of the marked line on the latch link
pawl even with the bottom of the keeper. The bail stop
is mounted with two nuts and two screws. These nuts
and screws also control the position of the character
interrupter bail plate. In order to adjust the cycle
clutch bail stop, loosen both nuts and only the front
screw. Do not loosen the rear screw.

(Rear View)

Latch Link Pawl

Latch
Spring
Center

Not enough clearance does not ensure that the clutch
will be released when an interposer is latched down. If
an interposer is latched down without releasing the
cycle clutch, the keyboard will be locked because the
interposer will remain in the compensator tube.

NOTE: Latch springs should be centered over the
interposers.

Latch Spring

The interposer latch spring adjustment may need to be
readjusted to maintain .000"-.002" (0.00-0.05 mm)
clearance across the keyboard.

NOTE: This clearance should be maintained on the
low side of the adjustments. Too much clearance can
cause a wrong sdection because of flicking ac[ion on
the key levers, causing the cycle clutch to be released
without latching an interposer down. As a result, the
filter shaft will not drive an interposer forward and a
wrong character will be printed.

9. Cycle Clutch Keeper - Adjust the keeper vertically to
get .000"·.002" (0.00-0.05 mm) clearance between the
cycle clutch latch link pawl·and the lower side of the
keeper. Latch down an interposer, and hand cycle the
character until that interposer is released from the
compensator tube. Then, latch the same interposer a
second time (placing that character into storage), and
continue hand-cycling until the cycle clutch latch is
point to point with the keeper during the restoring part
of the first character's cycle. The cycle clutch latch
keeper may now be moved up or down to get .000"
.002" (0.00-0.05 mm) and the cycle clutch latch will
not move in the latched mode. Then, check the clearance
with various interp·osers latched down.

.000",,002"
10.00.Q,OS mml

(Right Side View)

8. Interposer Latch Springs - Adjust the left and right
group of interposer latch springs so the end of the latch
springs are flush with the bottom of the interposer.

u!
Interpose- (Right Side View)
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(Right Side View)

LatchSP~

~ _--,,0.-, Lll
, r-

'0/~
/ ) - - ,005"· 015"

Interposer I '\ (0.13.0.38 mm)

~JI, /, ~

Keytever Fully
Depressed

(Right Side View)

Row 4 Level 2 - With the keylever at rest. form the
horseshoe bracket to get a clearance of .015"-.020"
(0.38-0.51 mm) between the key lever pawl and the
interposer.

(Right Side View)

Row 4. Levell - Form the key lever extension to get a
minimum clearance, without contact. between the
key lever extension lug and the cycle clutch release bail.
The front lug of the key lever extension should just
contact the front guide comb support while ';iewing
this adjustment.

\

--- Must Not Touch

Keylev~r Cycle Clutch
ExtenSion Release Bail
Lug

(Right Side View)
Form the key lever extension top lug to hold the
interposer latched tOfheront dunng a repeat operatlon

Must Latch 1nterposer
Keylever To Front Durmg Repeat
ExtenSion
Top Lug

W O

- .

With the key lever fully depressed, form the extension
to get .005"-.015" (0.13-0.38 mm) between the inter
poser and the interposer latch sprin~.

Keylever At~
Rest ~

Front Lug

End Plug

.005"-.015"
10.13.0.38 mml

End Plug

(Level 4)

~Setscrevv End Plug

Interposer

End Plug

(Level 5)
Interposer

(Level 3)

Keylever Extension

(Level 2)

(Level 1)

Interposer

Interposer

Compensator Tube - Adjust the compensator by using
the following procedure: Tilt machine up, loosen the
right end plug and latch out position forty-three inter
poser. Push the end plug tight against the balls and
depress the H keylever until position forty-three inter
poser moves slightly to the right. Tighten the end plug.
Repeat this procedure for the left side of the keyboard
using position zero interposer and H keylever.

Keylever Bottomed

I~

Setscrew/'

13. Repeat Keylever - Level 2 - Form the extension lug
on the key lever so that the hyphen underscore will
print one character at a time when operated with
normal pressure and will repeat with increased pressure.
When the keybutton is bottomed, it must not bind off
the repeat operation.

12.

,.
'\

~I

:~,

I,,

H
1
i",

\],.
i ~

'\
t
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14. Switch Link - Adjust the switch link clevis so the
onloff keybutton matches the slope of the keyboard in
the off position.

16. Keyboard Lock Bellcrank Link - Adjust the clevis so
the bellcrank is fully bottomed in the selector compen
sator tube without binding off the motion of th~

lockout bail.

Lockout Bail

/
~ Keyboard Cock Bellerank Link

Keyboard
Lockout ..,_~_

Bellcrank~

Adjust To Match
Angle Of Keyboard

Switch Link

L
(Right Side View)

15. Lockout Bail Link And Bellcrank - With the switch in
the off position, adjust the clevis to cover approximately
one-half the threads on the link. Loosen the screw on
the lockout bail bellcrank and position the lockout bail
under the cycle clutch latch lug. Tighten the screw.

NOTE: A slow or hard keyboard may be caused by
the one-piece keyboard locking interposer being partial
ly engaged in the bail compensator tube. Check the
adjustment of the keyboard locking bail and ensure
that it positively locks the keyboard with the switch in
the off position, yet unl·ocks the keyboard in the on
position and allows the locking interposer to clear the
compensator balls.

17. Cycle Bail Damper Spring (W. T.) - Adjust parallel to
interposers. Make this adjustment with the keeper
bracket adjustment.

I:-0--- Interposer

Cycle clutch ~~

Latch Link

Cycle Bail

L

-,parallel

Cycle Bail

Damper/Restoring
Spring

(Top View)

Cycle Clutch Latch

Link Pawl Keeper ---+
)

Lockout Bail
Bellcrank

Lockout Bail Link

~Ba;,C!.r
CC Latch Lugt

............... NOTE: The blue tip of the locking interposer spring
should be attached to the interposer.

(Right Side View)
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NOTE: The rotate tape and pulley system is covered under
the character selection section of this manual.

-37-

Shift
Clutch
Spring

Shift
Ratchet

Shift Release Arm

~----Shift Arm

Shift
Clutch
Spring

Shift Cam

Interlock

Shift
Cam
Stop

Arbor

Operational
Shaft

Depressing the shift keybutton causes the shift cam to
rotate, forcing the shift arm to move away from the power
frame. This supplies enough pull on the rotate tape to
rotate the typehead 180 degrees to the uppercase position.

Releasing the shift keybutton allows the shift key levers to
be returned to their rest position by the shift key lever
spring and causes the shift cam to return home. The shift
arm moves toward the power frame and the spring tension
on the rotate tape system returns the typehead to the
lowercase position.

Motion of the shift bail is transferred through the shift
release bellcrank and shift release link to operate the release
arm. The release arm controls the shift ratchet and clutch
spring to allow the shift cam to rotate.

Typehead

Figure 1 - Shift Mechanism

Rotate Tape

/,..
j

Two keybuttons, one at each front corner of the keyboard,
can be used to operate the shift mechanism. A bail is used
to connect the two keylevers together. The left-hand
keylever has a lock mechanism attached to it to allow the
operator to lock the keybutton down in the uppercase
position. The shift lock may be released by depressing and
releasing either shift keybutton.

/
/

Shift Lock (

Keybutton /./

)<

The power to operate the shift mechanism is taken from
the right·hand end of the operational shaft (Figure 1).

Keylever

Keylever

Keybuttons

'SHIFT OPERATIONAL THEORY

The shift mechanism consists of a shift arm, shift cam,
spring clutch, clutch control mechanism and interlocks.

The purpose of the shift mechanism is to fotate the type
head 180 degrees in the counterclockwise direction. This
places the uppercase part of the typehead near the platen
for typing uppercase letters. Each uppercase character is in
the same tilt and rotate band as the lowercase character,
but 180 degrees from it.

1'-'
l
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Outer Lug

Shift Clutch
Ratchet

Inner
Lug

Pivot
Point

(Parts Al Rest)

Shift Release Pivot
Bellcrank Point

~ Shift Clutch

~~leaseA:m~

/
Shift Release
Link

Shift Release
Bellcrank

The overthrow of the shift cam is controlled by an adjust
able stop attached to the cam and operates against the inner
lug of the shift ratchet.

IOperated)

Figure 5 - Shift Outcn Mechanism IRight Side View)

SHIFT CLUTCH
The shift cam rotates only during a shift operation and is
controlled by a spring clutch. One end of the spring clutch
is held to the shift cam by an adjustable retainer plate. The
other end of the shift clutch spring is mounted to· the shift
ratchet (Figure 4)

Figure 4 - Shift Clutch

SHIFT CLUTCH RELEASE
The shift ratchet has two lugs sticking out on the left side
approximately 180 degrees from each other (Figure 5). One
lug is closer to the center of the ratchet than the other lug.
The shift clutch release arm, pivoted just in front of the
cam, blocks the lugs to stop the rotation of the ratchet. The
position of the shift release arm is positioned by a link con
nected between the shift clutch release arm and the shift
release bellcrank attached to the shift bail. When the key
levers are at rest, the release arm is in a position to contact
the inner lug of the shift ratchet. Depressing the key lever
causes the clutch release arm to rise out of the path of the
inner lug into the path of the outer lug. This allows the
spring clutch to tighten around the shift arbor and drive the
shift cam until the outer lug of the shift ratchet is contacted.

Shift Bearing
Plate

(Upper Case)

Shift Cam

>.t--- Backup Roller

(Rear View)

Figure 2 - Shifl Cam And Shifl Ann

(Lower Case)

IRear View)

Adjusting Screw

Early level machines are equipped with a backup roller
mounted to the shift bearing plate (Figure 3). The backup
roller serves the same purpose as the pressed out button and
is covered further in the shift adjustment section.

Figure 3 - Shift Cam Backup Roller

Shift Arm

A backup button (pressed out on a section of the shift
bearing plate) directly opposite the roller on the shift arm
serves as a backing for the cam.

Shift Arm Roller

SHIFT ARM
The right-hand rotate pulley is attached to the top of the
shift arm. The shift arm pivots left to right about a pin at
the bottom. At the center of the shift afm is a roller that
rides the surface of the shift cam. In the lowercase position,
the shift arm rests against the head of an adjustable stop
screw on the side of the power frame (Figure 2).

The shift cam is a disc-shaped cam that has the working
-surface on the right side of the cam rather titan on the
outer surface (Figure 2).

When the shift cam is operated, the high point of the cam is
contacted and forces the shift arm away from the power
frame, rotating the typehead 180 degrees into the uppercase
position.

Ad ' bl Adjustable

SI~J~'tae _ Aotale PUlleY'~SIOtP

Shift Ar/ 0 Shift Arm~ 0 _
">( Shift Cam

o Backup BUllon~-lL
~_ Shift Arm ~,

Roller I ~

~P;VOI Pin ~ \1-
0

8 ~J
o Shift Bearing Plate 0

-,

, ,
r: •.\

,
'-,
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A. Rest Position

Shift Interlock

Shift Interlock Cam

\

..~ .~~';l;'

SHIFT INTERLOCK , ~

If the shift mechanism is operated during a print character
cycle, the shift interlock prevents the shift from operating
untij the character cycle is completed. The shift interlock
operates from a cam mounted to the filter shaft. Each time
the filter shaft turns, the shift interlock is positioned
into the shift clutch ratchet to prevent a shift operation
(Figure 8).

Shift Carn00o

Shift Cam
Brake

Raised Braking
Surface

NOTE: Early level machines have a nylon shoe mounted
on the shift cam brake where it contacts the shift cam.

SHIFT CAM BRAKE
Shift cam overthrow is a greater problem in returning the
machine to lowercase than in shifting to uppercase. This is
due to the increased speed received from the pressure of the
shift arm roller against the shift cam as it turns to the cam
low point. To prevent excessive noise and possible parts
breakage, a raised surface on the shift cam contacts a shift
C3m brake arm. The brake arm bends and works like a
heavy spring when returning to lower case and prevents the
iocr.eased speed of the shift C3rn (Figure 6).

Figure 6 - Shift Cam Brake - (Right Side View)

~'-1..1.(

~ n;?s
«~~f

l L~"
\ Ratchet

Just Bottoms

Shift Interlock

\~

Figure 8 - Shift Interlock
(Right Side View)

B. Active POsition

Adjusting

Screw

Shift Interlock CamShift Cam

\

~~

Character
Interrupter
Pawl

Cycle Clutch Latch Pawl

SHIFT DETENT AND CHARACTER INTERRUPTER
Pivoted on a stud in front of the shift cam is the shift
detent arm. The shift detent arm detents the shift cam in
position and operates the character interrupter mechanism.
The character interruptl::r mechanism prevents the operation
of a character when the shift is operating. The character
interrupter pawl is rotated into the path of the cycle clutch
latch pawl and prevents the release of the cycle clutch. This
interlocking action does not prevent the operation of a
key lever or an interposer. The interposer is latched down
into storage. When the shift operation is completed, the
detent enters a slot in the cam removing the character
interrupter pawl from in front of the cycle clutch latch link
(Figure 7).

Cycle Clutch Keeper Cycle1-------, L Clutch Latch

Charac~~ .

Interrupter (Flat View)

Figure 7 - Character interrupter
(Right Side View)
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SHIFT ADJUSTMENTS

1. Shift Cam Backup Roller (Early Level Machines Only)
- Adjust the backup roller eccentric left to right so
.00 I"'.004" (0.03-0.10 mm) of the cam beating
extends past the cam. The eccentric should be kept in

.the bottom half of the rotation.

CAUTION: Any change in the rest position of the
backup roller, directly affects the typehead rotate
adjustment and the shift arm motion adjustments. Be
sure to recheck these adjustments.

3. Shift Spring Clutch Retaining Plate - Adjust the
retaining plate around the shift cam so the ratchet will
rotate one and one·half to two teeth when released and
with the machine off and the shift cam in the upper
case rest position. Readjust so that shift C3m detents
reliably into uppercase position.

Check this adjustment by holding the shift detent away
from the shift cam. After a shift cycle, allow the detent
roller to contact the shift cam. The detent should not
move the cam more than .030" (0.76 mm) in either
direction when the detent is fully bottomed in its
detent notch (check both shift cycles).

,.
••••

1
I

•••

.010..·.030..

-"""s:#=-:::::-~ (O.25-0.76 mm)

(Right Side View)

Shift Cam

Retaining Plate

NOTE: Machines equipped with Level I metal shift
cams require one tooth rotation of the shift ratchet
when released. Machines with plastic and sintered steel
cams require 1-1/2 to 2 teeth rotation of the ratchet
when released from upper case.

4. Shift Overthrow Stop - Adjust the shift overthrow
stop to get .0 I 0"-.030" (0.25-0.76 mm) clearance
between the stop and the inner lug of the shift ratchet,
with all parts at rest. Shift to upper case. The clearance
must be the same.

.000..·.00' ..
10.00·0.03 mm)
With Washer

.000..·.003..
10.QO.O.08 mml
Without Washer

Back·up Roller

Shift Cam

Cam
Bearing

2. Shift Cam Bearing (Early Level Machines Only) 
Adjust the shift cam bearing left-to·right to get a
clearance of .000"-.003" (0.00-0.08 mm) between the
shift cam and the shift cam backup roller. Machines
equipped with a washer between the shift cam and
bearing plate should be adjusted for a clearance of
.000"-.001" (0.00-0.03 mm).

Eccentric

(Rear View)

.001 .. ·.004..
10.03·0.10mml --~-II~

Shift Cam Bearing

Shift Cam

(Top View)

NOTE: Machines above SIN 7XI-5805429; 7X3
5277541; 7X5-5623384 do not have adjustments I and
2.

t.. ,
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.040···.060··
(1.02·1.52 mml

"Adjust To Lock
Just As Shift
Clutch Operates

I

(Right Side Vief)

(Right Side View)

(1.02-1.52 mm)

Just Bottoms

CAUTION: Be sure the interlock cam is in the correct
section of its rotation. This can be checked by operating
the cycle clutch and hand cycling a character. The inter
lock must move toward the shift ratchet immediately.

9. Shift Interlock Cam - Adjust the interlock cam until a
clearance of .040"-.060"(1.02-1.52 mm) exists between
the tip of the interlock and the top of the tooth on the
shift clutch ratchet, with the cycle clutch latched at
rest and all backlash of the cycle shaft and filter shaft
removed in the operating direction.

8. Shift Interlock - Adjust the interlock so the tip of the
interlock just bottoms between two teeth on the
ratchet with the interlock follower on the high point of
the interlock cam. Adjust the interlock by the adjusting
screw on XX3-XX5 machines to satisfy this condition
or form the interlock on 7X 1 machines.

Shift Lock Bracket

(Right Side View)

7. Shift Lock - Adjust the shift lock bracket vertically so
the shift lock engages just as the shift operates or
slightly after. The lock should not engage before the
shift release occurs. The shift lock must be released
easily by depressing either shift keybutton.

Shift Cam

I
\"/ Release And Restores

..... _, With 2/3 Travel
\

\
\

\
\
\.---/ I ,

/ '- I· " "-I ' , \
t8 I

Shift Bellcrank~ /
\',"\'/

Equal Over '_1_>
Center Travel

............ Shift Clutch Ratchet, , , , , , , ,
" ,

"
~""

Shift Bail

(Right Side View)

Shift Release Arm

Shift Release Link

5. Shifr Brake - Adjust the shift brake to get .045"-.065"
(0.89-1.02 mm) rise as the brake contacts the working
surface of the shift cam.

Shift Brake -_-""

6. Shift Release - Position the shift bellcrank on the shift
bail to have the same over center movement in both
directions. Adjust the shift release link so release
occurs when the keylever is depressed two-thirds of the
way down. As the keylever is allowed to restore from a
fully depressed position, the shift should again operate
when two-thirds movement of the key lever has been
reached. Equal movement between the two releasing
points ensures proper adjustment.



~.

10. Character Interrupter - Adjust the character interrupter
to satisfy the following conditions: ~.

--•
•I

Minimum
Clearance

I

Cycle Clutch
,:.---Latch Link

Character Interrupter Bail

~aracter
Interrupter Pawl

b. Adjust the interrupter bracket front-to·rear to get
maximum clearance between the interrupter pawl
and the cycle clutch latch link when the shift is
partially operated. This clearance should not be
wide enough to allow the cycle clutch to operate.

Cycle ClutCh
Latch Link
Released

Forwa~d~=="~3--==1'
o

\:
(Right Side View)

a. Adjust the interrupter pawl on the i:lterrupter bail
for minimum clearance between the interrupter
pawl and the cycle clutch latch link when the
cycle clutch latch link is in the released position
and the shift is at rest.

Cycle Clutch

Latch Link.

Character
Interrupter
Pawl

Character Interrupter
Brack.et

I. f' ,"
,':I;

..

(Right Side View)
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Print Shaft

FINE AUGNMENT

Print Sleeve

---

The carrier assembly is supported in front by the print
shaft. The print sleeve is keyed to the print shaft, causing it
to turn when the print shaft rotates. The print sleeve turns
within two bearings in the carrier casting (Figure I).

the print operation occurs, the tilt and rotate detents are
removed, allowing the selection mechanism to return the
typehead to rest (Figure 1).

Detent Actuating
Lever

Figure 1 - Tilt And Rotate Detents

Detent Cam
Follower

Tilt Detent
Spring

Rotate Detent

Tilt
Detent

Tilt
Ring

Typehead

FINE ALIGNMENT OPERATIONAL THEORY

Fine alignment refers to how the typehead is locked and
supported in place during a print operation to ensure that
the desired character prints clearly. This section will discuss
how the typehead is locked into position for printing. The
desired character is brought to the approximate print
position in front of the platen by the selection mechanism.
Just before printing, the tilt and rotate detents lock the
typehead in position both horizontally and vertically. After

Detent
Actuating
Support



Lower Lug

I
I
I

I

t
,

!
I
I

Escapement Rack

Eccentric Stud

Lower Carrier
Shoe

Upper Carrier
Shoe

Figure 4 - Rear Carrier Support (Levell)
(No Load Spring)

Early Level Machines - The carrier has two shoes. The
lower shoe is a small block attached to a plate and mounted
on the carrier. The upper carrier shoe is mounted by an
eccentric stud (Figure 4).

Load Spring

Escapement Rack

Escapement Rack

I

L-

Carrier Shoe

(Rear View)

Level 2 Machines - Two carrier shoes are used. A load
spring is used to maintain a constant pressure on the upper
carrier shoe and remove the play between the lower shoe
and the bottom of the escapement rack (Figure 3).

Carrier

Figure 2 - Rear Carrier Support (Level 3)

REAR CARRIER SUPPORT
The rear of the carrier is supported by the front edge of the
escapement rack. A carrier shoe is mounted to the rear of
the carrier. The front of the escapement rack fits into three
lugs extending from the carrier shoe (Figure 2). A load
spring, which is attached to the carrier" shoe, maintains a
constant pressure on the escapement rack, keeping any
vertical play at the 'rear of the carrier to a minimum during
~ print operation.

:' !

Eccentric Stud

"

(
"

Upper Carrier Shoe

Lower Shoe
Escapement
Rack

Figure 3 - Rear Carrier Support (Level 2)

h,.".c.'
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ROCKER
The rocker is located in the rear of the carrier (Figure 5).
The rocker assembly pivots about the rocker shaft.

Rocker Pivot
Shah

Yoke

Upper 8all
Socket

I

Tilt Ring

if 'if Spacer

~~
~
q
-~ ~ Upper Ball

Shim~ ~ Socket

~~TiItRing

~~J>l.
I~li ~

I~

cY~~ o.-:J/../c~/C
r L i ( \

Rocker~lt~ing :
(Levell) :

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

I,~ker

o

Pivot
Pins

/
, , , , ,

I
o

I

Tilt Ring
(Level 2)

Upper Ball
Socket

On the Level I tilt ring, the hole is not elongated to allow
fronHo·rear motion.

The Level 2 tilt ring has an elongated hole to allow the
upper ball socket to be spring loaded to the front of the
machine. This keeps the tilt ring backup shoe in contact
with the inside of the element providing a more constant
print impact.

Attached to the top of the rocker is the yoke (Figure 5).
The yoke has two arms that extend up to provide a mduot
for two pivot pins. The pivot pins are adjusted to provide a
tight pivot point for the tilt ring. Mounted at the top of the
tilt ring is the upper ball socket to which the typehead is
attached. The upper ball socket must be a tight fit with no
binds. This is done by using shims under the tilt ring spacer.

Figure 5 - Rocker Assembly
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Rear Guide

Front
Guide

,,,,,,
Tilt Ring I,,,,

Print Sleeve

Detent Cam
Follower

Detent Actua ting
Lever

Tilt Detent
Spring

Tilt

Rotate Detent
Spring

DETENT OPERATION
Motion to operate the detents is provided by the print
sleeve which is keyed to the print shaft and rotates 360
degrees during each print cycle. This motion is connected
through the detent cam, cam follower and detent actuating
lever (Figure 6). The spring load of the tilt detent spring

............... causes the detent cam follower to contact the surface of the
detent cam. As the detent cam follower contacts the low
point of the cam, the detent actuating lever moves to the
right and allows the tilt detent to enter a notch in the tilt
ring and the rotate detent to enter a notch in the typehead
skirt. The side play in the tilt and rotate detents must be
minimum to tightly lock the typehead. This is done by
using detent guides (Figure 6). As the print sleeve continues
to rotate. the high point of the cam is contacted. The cam
follower and actuating lever are then driven to the left to
remove the detents from their notches. This allows the
character selection mechanism to return the typehead to
rest.

j.,

Figure 6 - Detent Operation

}.

;.
;;

VertIcal and horizontal alignment must be properly identified before any adjustments are changed.

VERTICAL alignment problems exist when the letters are out of position as follows: t
anbncndnenfngnhninjnknlnrnnnnonpnqnrnsntnunvnwnxnynzn
AN BNCNDNFNFNGNHN I NJNKN LNMNNNON PNQN RNSNTNI INVNWN XNYNZN

HORIZONTAL alignment problems exist when the letters are out of position as follows: __

anbncndnen fn gnhnin jnKn-mmnnnonpnqnrnsntn un vnwnxnyn zn
AN BNCN DNEN FN GNHN INJN KN LNMNNNONPNQN RNSNTN UNVNWNXNYNZN

-40-
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88 Char. 96 Char.

Figure 9 - Type Element Tubes

The tops of 96-character type elements are colored gray to
show the difference.

The grooves in the inner tube of the type element are
different. This serves as an interlock and will prevent the
customer from putting a 96 character type element on an
88 character machine, and opposite (Figure 9).

\

\

Decreased

/

/"'

-", / 88 Cha<o

'y
/
\ 96 Chaco J

\", LJ /
'-...- /
-_/

Figure 7- Type Element

Figure 8 - Tilt Ring

96 CHARACTER "SELECTRIC" TYPEWRITER (W.T.1
The size of the IBM 96 type element is the same as an 88
character element. The IBM 96 type element uses two
additional rotate rows of four characters each on the type
element. Therefore, the rotate teeth are slightly closer
together (Figure 7).

The positions of the tilt rows are a larger diameter on the
type .element to reduce side printing. Because of this, the
tilt nng detent notches are closer together (Figure 8).L



"-i~1--_Pdnt Cam

~ ~

+-1+-- Print Cam

Print Sleeve

Print Sleeve

----11-

.001 "-.004"
(0.03-0,10 mm)--

.001 ..·.00...
10.03.Q.l0 mml

Ribbon Lift Cam

A ihbon Lift Cam

I....
Correcting
L.ift Cam

(Level 3 - Dual impression Correcting;
(Top View)

Print Cam

_.002.. ·.004.. I
0.05-0.10 mm

Print Sleeve

(Level 2 - Duolimpression)
(Top View)

(Leveli - Predualimpression) (Top View)

Level 2 Dual Impression - Adjust the ribbon lift cam
left to right after the print cam setscrew is tightened
into the locating hole in the print sleeve.

Correcting Machines - Ensure correcting lift cam is
engaged in the ribbon lift cam dimple.

NOTE: Check rotational adjustment of print cam after
making this adjustment.

Levell Predual Impression - Tighten the setscrew in
the ribbon lift cam into the hollow and then adjust the
print cam left to right to get the print sleeve end play.

...

2. Print Sleeve End Play - The print sleeve must have
.002"-.004" (0.OS-0.10 mm) end play.

.,

Escapement Rack

Carrier Shoe

Eccentric Mounting Stud

.002"-.006"
10.05.Q.15 mm)
With Spring Pressure Removed

t

(Level 3 - Rear View)

Carrier

Escapement Rack

Carrier Shoes

j

T
I

Level 2 - Adjust the tccentric to get .002"-.006"
(0.05-0.15 mm) vertical movement with the spring
pressure removed.

(Leveli - Rear View)

NOTE: This amount of vertical play allows free
horizontal movement of the carrier and limits vertical
movement to help prevent difference in the vertical
alignment of the type characters.

(Level 2 - Rear View)
Level 3 Parallel - Loosen mounting screw on carrier
shoe. Press down hard on rear of carrier keeping
carrier shoe parallel with eSC;:lr"lement rack'. Tighten
screw.

NOTE: On RBIS machines, ensure that the escapement
pawl is centered in the escapement rack teeth.

Mounting Escapement Rack
Se<ew _ •

.001"·.004" Caeder Shoes
10.03.Q.l0 mml

Eccentric Mounting Stud

FINE ALIGNMENT ADJUSTMENTS

1. Carrier Shoe - Levell - Adjust the eccentric mounting
stud to get .001"-.004" (0.03-0.10 mm) vertical play
between the carrier shoes and the escapement rack.

:1
I

i.
'1
ij.
U.
I'

!L
H'

J,,
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Rotate Pulley
Setscrew

(Bottom View)

Six Fluted Wrench

,001"· .004" IIIO,05.Q,10mml

J
1

0

0 Rotate Pulley

tRotate Shaft

(Fran t View)

5. Rotate Shaft Clearance - Adjust the rotate pulley
vertically to get .001 "-.004" (0.03-0.10 mm) vertical
motion of the rotate shaft. The rotate pulley is held to
the rotate shaft by a wedging block and a setscrew.
The pulley is reached from the bottom of the machine
with the carrier centered over the cycle shaft and the
machine in uppercase. DO NOT rotate the rotate shaft
when the pulley is loose as this affects the rotate
adjustment. Recheck typehead rotate adjustments after
making this adjustment..

C-Clip

(Right Side View)

Remove Tilt Detent
Spring Stud

Tilt Sector
Gear

Rocker

t

Shim

Tilt Pulley

(Top View)

Minimum End Play __
No Binds •

Rocker Shaft

Thrust Washer

Tilt Tube

(Front View)

Remove Tilt
Detent Spring

Six Fluted
Splined Wrench

Setscrew

4. Tilt Tube End Play (Machines Before Gearless Tilt)
Adjust the tilt pulley vertically on the tilt tube to get
.002"-004" (0.05-0.10 mm) clearance. The tilt tube
pulley is attached to the tilt tube by a setscrew and a
key against a flat surface on the tilt tube. The setscrew
can be reached through a hole in the left side of the
carrier. Move the carrier to the right and remove the
tilt pulley spring and the tilt detent spring. The tilt
detent spring stud can then be removed through the
hole in the carrier. The height of the tilt section gear is
adjusted by installing shims between the gear and the
top of the yoke. This height is set to get minimum
backlash with no binds between the tilt section gear
and the tilt ring gear.

Tilt Ring

3. Rocker End Play - Adjust the rocker shaft left to right
for minimum end play with no binds. The end play
should exist between the "C" clip around the shaft at
the right of the rocker and the thrust washer against
the carrier casting at the left of the rocker. The rocker
shaft is held in place by a setscrew at the left end of
the rocker shaft in the carrier casting.

.002"-.004"
IO,O,.O,10mm)
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Binding Screw

." Rear Guide
::--. (Adj. First)

#'"'"'''''
\;.

Mn;mum
"'------ Clearance

No BindsFront Guide

Guide -

(Bottom View)
(Level 2)

On machines equipped with level I detent guide, this
adjustment can be made with the tilt ring off of the
machine. Loosen the front guide nut approximately a
half turn to make sure that it will not interfere while
adjusting the rear guide. Remove the rotate detent
spring and adjust the rear rotate detent guide until a
very slight amount of friction exists as the rear tip of
the detent is moved up and down. It should be noted
that the rear guide is on an angle and the closer the
detent moves to the tilt ring, the tighter it will be
wedged. Reconnect the rotate detent spring and adjust
the front guide adjusting nut until it stops the rotate
detent from being pulled to the bottom position by the
rotate detent spring, then loosen the nut until the
detent moves into place.

_I _ Minimum Clearance
Shouldered ~ No Binds
Screw ----/';:DilliL

(Levell)

NOTE: If you removed the tilt ring, do not reinstall at

tnis time.

On machines equipped with the level 2 detent guide,
the tilt ring can remain in the machine while making
this adjustment. Loosen binding screw, then retighten
lightly. Move the detent guide left or right until mini
mum side play and no binds exist between the rotate
detent and the guide. Tighten the binding screw. The
front guide is adjusted by the same procedure as the
level 1 detent guide.

7. Rotate Detent - Adjust the front and rear rotate
detent guides so the detent will operate vertically with
no binds, but has no horizontal movement. Check this
adjustment by half cycling a three tilt, zero rotate
character and checking for rotational movement of the
typehead. Excessive play in the rotate detent will cause
bad horizontal alignment because the detent will not
positively position the typehead.

+

t

Tilt Ring
Spacer

Equal Clearance

o
o

(Level 2 - Top View)

. --i..~~~~s~~:_---TIlt RingSpacer

Upper Ball
Socket

Tilt Ring

Shim.

NOTE: Vertical play in the upper ball socket will
cause bad vertical alignment and impression
because the typehead will not maintain an exact
position when printing.

(Level I - Top View)

Level 2 Spring Biased Tilt Ring - Position the tilt
ring spacer front to rear and left to right so that
there is equal clearance between the upper ball
socket and the front and both sides of the opening
in the tilt ring spacer.

(Right Side View)

NOTE: To prevent malselection, all type elements
used with this tilt ring must be lubricated with a
light film of No. 23 or silicone grease on the inner
surface.

Tilt Ring Upper Ball
Spacer Socket

NOTE; A bind in the upper ball socket can cause
bad horizontal alignment if the rotate detent fails
to bottom in the detent notch before print occurs.
A bind can also cause the nylon roller to drop, on
compensator-equipped machines, during a negative
selection. Binds in the carrier area can be detected
by manually operating the shift arm in and out
with the typehead installed.

Centered

b. Levell - Position the tilt ring spacer front-ta-rear
and left-Ie-right so that the upper ball socket is
centered in the tilt ring spacer.

3. Install shims between the tilt ring spacer so there is
no vertical play in the upper ball socket, but it is
still free to rotate.

-44-
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8. Tilt Detent - Adjust the guide screw and pivot screw
so that the tilt detent pivots freely about the pivot
screw with no side play. To do this, loosen both the
pivot screw and the guide screw and disconnect the tilt
spring and the rotate detent spring.

10. Detent Cam Follower - Adjust the detent cam follower
mounting bracket to satisfy the following conditions:

a. Front to rear for a clearance of .005".. 015"
(0.13·0.38 mm) between the print sleeve and the
end of the pin on the cam follower.

Guide Screw
(Adj. First)

Adjust the guide screw so that no side movement is
allowed when the tilt detent lever is operated past the
guide screw. Adjust the pivot screw until it produces a
very slight amount of friction on the tilt detent lever
and tighten the locknut. Reconnect the tilt and rotate
detent lever springs.

:::::~~

(liP~,
,0----;,.-'--- Pivot ScrewTilt Detent ---~~·0r I 'I"

, ,

Detent Cam Follower
- Bracket

/.... .----,
IL: ~

'"".: i
• I I •

'"...... I :
I :-- ~ J-.-...

Print Sleeve

Front-To-Rear Adjustment (RiKht Side View!

Platen

Tvpehead Positioned
At Highpoint Of The
Print Cam.
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Just Starts
To Withdraw--

.020" - 040"
10.51 - 1.02mml -.......

b. Up or down so the rotate detent just begins to
leave the typehead when the typehead has moved
.020"-.040" (0.51-1.02 mm) away from the print
position (high point of the print cam). Use a tilt 2,
rotate 0 character to 0 bserve this.

Typehead

I'" Rear Tooth Of Tube Sector Gear
Enters Second Notch Of
Tilt Ring

Gear Tilt Mechanism (Right Side View)

Tube Sector
Gear -------,

o

Gearless Tilt Mechanism

o

NOTE: On machines before the gearless tilt mecha
nism, caution should be taken to ensure that the tilt
sector gears are properly matched when the tilt ring is
installed. The rear tooth of the tube section gear
should enter the second notch of the tilt ring sector
gear.

9. Tilt Ring - Adjust the pivot pins so that the tilt ring is
centered in the yoke with no side play.



NOTE: Machines equipped with a roller on the detent
cam follower should be positioned so the bottom
surface of the pin is in line with the No.1 line.

To get this condition, position the top of the cam
follower so it is in line with the No.1 line on the
Hooverometer with the Hooverometer resting on
the shoulder of the detent cam. Readjust as
necessary to get the condition specified.

(Level 3) (Top View)

.00'''-.010'' ----
1O.03-O.25mml

Fully Oetented

Detent Cam FollowerHooverometer ----+_

I••
!

•
•I•I

Detentr--__ Cam
Follower

NOTE: These two adjustments may affect each
other and both should be adjusted to get the
correct clearances.

b. With the cycle shaft at rest and the typehead
manually held at the tilt two position, adjust the
detent actuating lever support screw up or down
for .020"-.035" (0.51-0.89 mm) clearance between
the detent and the teeth on the typehead skirt.

(All Levels) (Left Side View)

Typehead in Tilt

2 Position ~ r"'~~

.020..·.035.. '](
10.51-0.89 mml

I

...
Detent Cam
Follower Roller

Print Sleeve

Detent Cam
Follower

Shoulder Of Feed
And Detent Cam

Hooverometer----F

(Levels 1 & 2) (Top View)

Vertical Adjustment (Left Side View)

a. With the detent cam follower on the low point of
the cam, adjust the ribbon feed/detent cam left or
right for .001 "-.010" (0.03-0.25 mm) clearance
between the detent moving lever and the detent
cam follower roller. Make sure that the tilt and
rotate detents are fully bottomed.

Fully Oetented

Roller Detent Cam Follower (Left Side View)

Detent Skirt Clearance - Adjust the detent cam and
the detent actuating lever to satisfy the following

conditions:

.00'"-.010"
10.03-0.25 mml
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CHARACTER SElECTION OPERATIONAL THEORY
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The coarse alignment adjustments can be made with the
rotate selection adjustment tool or the typehead. Both
procedures are discussed later in this section.

The components of the character selection mechanism
covered in this section tilt and rotate the typehead to the
approximate character position. This is referred to as coarse
alignment. Further positioning and locking of the typehead
before printing is referred to as fine alignment and is
covered in the Fine Alignment Section of this manual.

Carrier & Rocker

The character selection mechanism consists of two sections:
tilt selection and rotate selection. These mechanisms transfer
motion through their tape systems to tilt and rotate the
typehead. The keyboard (see Keyboard Operational theory)
starts the selection for the amount of tilt and rotate motion
needed for each character.

Figure 1 - Character Selection

.../-.:.;,
~~t~~:s ...;..~

.'

The purpose of the character selection mechanism is to
position the typehead to print the desired character or
symbol (Figure 1). At rest, the position of the typehead is

"'-.--' such that the center character of the upper band is in the
print position. If any other character is desired, the type
head must be tilted and/or rotated.
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(Right Side View)

Negative Cam

Selector~t Extension
Latch Spring,.-

~Bail

Plate

If the tilt and positive rotate selector latches remain to the
rear, under the bail plate, they will be pulled down when
the positive latch bail is operated. If any latch is held
forward, it will not be pulled down during an operation of
the latch bail. Pulling the various latches forward is discussed
under the Keyboard Operational Theory Section.

The selector latches, which are components of the rotate
and tilt mechanisms, determine how much rotate and tilt
motion the typehead will receive. The two latches to the
left control the tilting of the typehead, while the four on
the right control the rotation of the typehead.

The negative latch bail differs from the positive latch bail in
that it rises when the cycle shaft rotates, but only if the
negative 5 latch is pulled forward. This will be discussed
later in this section.

Positive
Cams

The positive latch bail pivots on the bail shaft at the front.
Located at each side of the latch bail is a cam follower
roller. An extension spring, at the rear of the latch bail,
applies constant upward pressure to hold the follower
rollers against the cycle shaft cams. Each time the cycle
shaft operates, it rotates 180 degrees and the bail is forced
down at the rear. Attached across the rear of the latch bail
is the bail plate. The tip of the tilt and positive rotate
latches are held at rest under the bail plate by extension
springs.

CYCLE SHAFT AND LATCH BAIL
Drive is transmitted to the tilt and rotate mechanisms
through three cams on the cycle shaft, the positive latch
bail and the negative latch bail (Figure 2). The two positive
cams operate together to control the positive latch bail. The
negative cam controls the negative latch bail.

l

-:

.,

Figure 2 - Cycle Shaft And Latch Sail

,
;1 •

\;. :!
~
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TILT MECHANISM
The purpose of the tilt mechanism is to position the type
head vertically to any of the four character bands. This is
done by transferring motion from the latch bail through a
latch assembly. tilt arm, tilt tape, tilt bellcrank and a tilt
ring to tilt the typehead _

TILT DIFFERENTIAL
Two tilt latches 3re attached at each end of a short lever by
ball rivets (Figure 3). The ball shape of the rivets allows the
latches to pivot in all directions. The lever is attached by a
double vertical link to a beUcrank. The bellcrank pivots on
a stud at the top of the differential bracket The connection
of the double vertical link is not in the center of the lever,
but is to the left so that one tilt latch receives two times the
motion of the other.

A horizontal link connects the top of the bellcrank to the
tilt arm. Operation of the bellcrank moves the tilt arm to
the left to pull on the tilt tape.

Figure 3 - Tilt Selection Mechanism

Tilt Arm ---.,.

Vertical
Link

Tilt Latch
Assembly

Tilt

The left-hand tilt pulley is mounted to the tilt arm on a ball
shoulder pivot screw. This allows the pulley to remain
horizontal when the position of the tilt arm changes. It
must remain horizontal to prevent the tilt tape from
coming off the pulley.

Ball Shouldered

/Rivet

Selector -----~
Latch t:

~8a;IPlate
Latch Bellcrank

IRight Side View)

Tilt Bellcrank

Right Tilt
Pulley

Adjustable
Stud

••
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GEARLESS TILT (LEVEL Z)
Mechanical motion of the tilt differential is transferred to
the typehead through the tilt tape (Figure 4), The tilt tape
is connected to the tilt bellcrank on the rocker assembly. It
extends to the left around the tilt arm pulley. back to the
right around the right·hand tilt pulley, and is attached to
the right side of the carrier. This arrangement allows left·to
right movement of the carrier without changing the tilt
position of the typehead.

The right-hand tilt pulley is moved for adjustment only.
The tilt arm pulley moves with the tilt arm. Movement of
the tilt arm to the left pulls on the tilt tape, rotating the tilt
bellerank and causing the typehead to tilt.

GEAR TILT (LEVEL 1)
The level I mechanism uses two sector gears, a tube, and a
pulley to control the tilt ring (Figure 4). As the tape is
pulled, it rotates the tilt pulley which rotates the ~ube. A
gear is mounted to the tube and is engaged with the tilt ring
gear. Therefore, when the tube rotates, the tilt ring tilts.

TILT RING
Mechanical motion is transferred from the tilt tape and
bellerank through a link to the tilt ring (Figure 4), The tilt
ring pivots on two pins between the yoke arms. A pull on
the tilt tape causes the tilt ring to pivot about the pins,
tilting the typehead. Because the typehead rests with the
upper band of characters in the print position, all tilt
operations are upward from the rest position. The tilt ring
is restored to rest by an extension spring which connects to
the tilt bellerank,

NOTE: The tilt ring is discussed further in the Fine Align
ment Section of this manual.

Right Hand •
Tilt Pulley

f"il
;;.")
'f'
!..,,

""I.

Tilt Arm

Tilt

Tilt
Pulley

Tilt Bellcrank

Gearless Tilt (Rear View)

II
II

~••
I
•

J .

Gear Tilt (Levell)

Figure 4 - Tilt Tape System
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Stop Pads

~
,r---~)..--Tilt 1

'iJ;- Latch;-=--------I,{I------,

-

Figure 7 - Tilt 3 Operalion

"
"

,.~.
, '
'. ~'

\\\i'!!!i'-.----
T-3 T-O

TILT 3 OPERATION
When both latches remain to the rear under the latch bail
(Figure 7), both are operated. This causes the double
vertical link to receive the same motion as the latches,
resulting in three ch~racter bands of tilt. The fourth band is
then in the printing position.

Tilt 1

Tilt 1
Latch

Bellcrank.

-

, -
, ,, Stop

__ Pads

=_-!+-----------;;=;:::::7
:9:

r~:c~---io-r-'''''--fb;

Latch~-------4~
Bail

Operating only the tilt 2 latch (Figure 6) develops enough
movement to cause the typehead to tilt a distance of two
bands of characters. The third band is then in the printing
position.

Figure 5 - Tilt 1 Operations

TILT 2 OPERATION
The same type of action occurs if the tilt 2 latch is pulled
down by the latch bail while the tilt 1 latch is held forward.

T-2 T-O

\

,,~--------,'0 _ ~;::::::;;;;;;;;;~
'11- ~ i.,.'

T-1 T-O

I:, ,

Figure 6 - Tilt 2 Operalion

Tilt 2 :~_L:S---,

Latch ---.L* f-------\

Latch Bail

TILT 1 OPERATION
The tilt afm is rotated by a pull on the tilt latches. When
the tilt 2 latch is held to the front while the tilt I latch
remains to the rear, only the tilt 1 latch is pulled down by
the positive latch bail (Figure 5). The link from the lever is
then pulled to operate the tilt mechanism. This causes the
typehead to tilt a distance of one band of characters, and
places the second band from the top in the printing position.



Figure 8 - Rotate Mechanism"-,

ROTATE MECHANISM
The purpose of the rotate mechanism is to position the
typehead to any of the eleven rotational positions. The
rotate mechanism is similar to the tilt mechanism except
more latches and levers are required. Motion is transferred
through the latch assembly, balance lever. rotate bellcrank,
rotate link, rotate arm, rotate tape, rotate pulley, rotate
shaft and the dog bone to rotate the upper ball socket
(Figure 8). The typehead is keyed to the upper ball socket
and will rotate when the upper ball socket rotates.

ROTATE OIFFERENTIAL
Rotate selection is done by four latches. Each latch supplies
a different amount of rotation. Various combinations of
these latches position the typehead to one of the eleven
rotational positions. Each latch has a rotational value. They
are from left to right, R2A, R 1, R2 and rotational positions
4, 5 and negative 1.

Rotation of up to five characters is required on either side
of the typehead rest position. Latches R I, R2 and R2A
provide I, 2, 3, 4 and 5 positions of counterclockwise or
positive rotation, determined by the combination operated.
Those latches not needed are pulled forward by the key
board selector interposers (not shown). The negative 5
rotate latch rotates the typehead five units in the clockwise
or negative direction. Positions of less than five units
negative rotation are selected by including one or more
positive latches with the negative 5. The negative 5 latch,
however, must be pulled forward when negative rotation is
required.

Rotate Link

ROTATE TAPE SYSTEM
The rotate tape operation is similar to the tilt tape operation;
however, the rotate tape transfers motion to rotate the
typehead (Figure 8). The rotate tape is connected to the
rotate pulley in the rocker, guided through the left side of
the carrier, extended to the left around the rotate arm
pulley, back to the right around tne shift arm pulley, and
connected to the right side of the carrier.

NOTE: The shift arm ...pulley moves only during a shift
operation. (For more information on shift operation, refer
to the Shift Section of this manual.)

When the rotate arm is moved away from the side frame,
the rotate tape is pulled rotating the typehead in a counter
clockwise direction. When the rotate arm is moved toward
the side frame, the typehead is rotated in the clockwise
direction by allowing the rotate tape to wind around the
rotate pulley under rotate spring tension.

The rotate spring is located below the rotate pulley and is
in a fixed cage. The rotate spring cage is held in place by a
retainer attached to the rocker casting. The outer end of
the spring is attached to the cage and the inner end of the
spring is connected to the rotate pulley hub. The rotate
spring loads the rotate pulley in the clockwise direction.

Upper Ball
Socket

Rotate Bellcrank

Neg 5 Latch

\

l < i'"
~. ",
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POSITIVE ROTATION
The three selector latches involved in positive rotation are
those to the far right under the positive latch bail. They are
from left to right, R2A, R I and R2.

The high point of the right-hand cam is 90 degrees from the
high point of the other two cams. This ensures that when
the positive latch bail is driven DOW f to the active position,
the negative latch bail can be UP in the active position.

The R 1 latch is used for one-character rotation and the R2
latch for two-character rotation. With the R I and R2
latches combined, as shown in Figure 9, a positive 3 rotate
character will be selected. The R2 and R2A latches are
operated for a four-character rotation. A five rotate charac
ter is received by pulling down the R 1, R2 and R2A latches.

A balance lever at the center of the rotate differential is
connected to the horizontal arm of the rotate beUcrank.
The right end of the balance lever is held in place during
positive rotation. A downward pull at the left end causes
the rotate beUcrank to rotate counterclockwise. The rotate
link connects the boltom of the rotate bellcrank ·to the
bottom of the rotate arm. Counterclockwise rotation of the
bellcrank causes the rotate arm to pivot about the fulcrum
point and pull on the rotate tape.

Stop Pads

\

o 0

R·2A 1:~]L¢l-;R;';';;;(t!
...=. \-

Positive Latch Bail

Flat
Link

Figure 9 - Positive Three Rotate Operon'on

(Right Side View)
Figure 11 - Negative Latch Bail During Positive

Rotate Cycle

Negative Latch Bail

=~=~=""--9Fr:'''1

Latch PreventS
Bail From

The latch is mounted to the differential bracket and pivots
front-to-rear. In the rest position, the latch is positioned
above the head of an adjustable screw at the rear of [he
negative latch bail. During a positive rotate operation, as
the cycle shaft begins to rotate, the bail moves up slightly
and is stopped by the negative five latch. The slight amount
of upward movement is allowed by the adjustment of the
negative five latch screw and does not affect the positive
rotate selection.

The negative latch bail is prevented from rising during a
positive rotate operation by the negative five latch (Figure
II). •

Cycle Shaft Flat

~~:.~J=I~I=-==1!Lonk

~

o ."
."~L--,td Negative

Negative Latch Five
Bail Latch

(Rig!}t Side View)

Figure 10 - Negative Latch Bail (At Rest)

Positive Latch Bail

jDllifJ¢
Rotate Link

R.2A---&

This Point Stationary On
All Positive Selections

~-:::===~-"'~~'
=-=I c::::::rr::~'--Joto~J:\~~'--~:".l..~:O~&fi ,---- R·2

)
!---->i"--',;

NEGATIVE ROTATION
Since positive rotation is performed by operating the rotate
bellcrank counterclockwise, it follows that operating the
bellcrank clockwise will rotate the typehead in the negative
direction.

In order for the bellcrank to rotate clockwise, the right end
of the balance lever must be raised. The right end of the
balance lever has a flat link connection to the negative latch
bail (Figure 10). The negative latch bail is a single arm
located under the cycle shaft and pivots on the bail shaft.
The bail has a cam follower roller located about the center
of the bail. At rest, the bail is held down (inactive) by the
high point of the right-hand cam on the cycle shaft. When
the cycle shaft rotates and the negative latch bail is allowed
to rise, the right end of the balance lever rises to allow
clockwise operation of the rotate beUcrank.
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Figure 14 - Typehead Rotation

Tilt Ring
Spacer

\ tf '!l Socket

~ Upper Ball Socket

Shims ~(gy,lt
Key ~"'=:;f R,ng
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Lower ..~ //
Ball Socket ../ ....

~~//

The two ball socket connections serve as a universal joint to
allow the typehead to be rotated and tilted at the same
time.

The bottom of the upper ball socket is hollow and forms
the socket for a ball connection. A dog bone shaped ball
fits into the socket over a pin that extends through the
socket. The lower end fits over a pin in the lower ball
socket. The lower ball socket is part of the rotate shaft.
The rotate shaft operates directly inside the center of the
yoke. Attached near the bottom of the shaft are the rotate
?ulley and rotate spring.

The upper ball socket has a shoulder at the bottom which
fits into the tilt ring (Figure 14). The fit is very close yet
allows free rotational motion to the upper ball socket. The
upper ball socket is held in place by the tilt rinf; spacer. The
spacer is attached directly to the tilt ring and fits over a
flange of the upper ball socket. Shims are used between the
tilt ring and the tilt ring spacer to allow rotation of the
upper ball socket. The shims also limit up and down play_

TYPEHEAO ROTATION
A clip holds the typehead to the upper ball socket, and a
notch inside the typehead fits over a key which is pressed
into the upper ball socket. This arrangement ensures that
the typehead will rotate when the upper ball socket-rotates.

Rotate

Rotate
Bellcrank
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-5
-4
-3
-2
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o
RI
R2
RI, R2
R2,R2A

NEGATIVE ROTATE CHART
"Selectric":· Positive Latch + Negative Bail
Position

Figure 13 - Negative Three Rotate Operation

NEGATIVE THREE ROTATE
Movement of the negative latch bail from the latched~home

point to the low point of the cam allows enough clockwise
movement of the rotate bellcrank to allow a five-character
negative rotation of the typehead. If less than five units of
negative rotation is desired, it is necessary to pull-down on
the left end of the balance lever as the right end goes up.
This reduces the amount of clockwise movement of the
rotate bellcrank_ Operating one or more positive rotate
latches down while allowing the negative latch bail to rise,
provides different amounts of negative rotation. The positive
R 1 and negative five combine to allow a negative four rota
tion. The positive R2 and negative five combine to give a
negative three rotation (Figure 13). The positive R I and R2
and a negative five operation allows a negative two rotation.
And the positive R2 and R2A plus a negative five combina
tion gives a negative one rotation.

(Right Side View)
Figure 12 - Five, Unit Bail During Negative

Rotate Cycle

Cycle Shaft
Right Hand
Cam

When the latch is pulled forward, the bail is allowed to rise
(Figure 12). The force which raises the bail is applied by
the rotate pulley spring and the extension spring attached
to the rotate arm.
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Head Play
Removed In

~ Head Play

----..l ~ Wear Potential
,-' I, , IHead Play

Removed In
The Negative
Direction

Drift (Due
To Wear)
Occurs In
This Direction

,
I,
I

Wear potential in the rotate mechanism is the way the
rotate mechanism is able to properly align the typehead
after a certain amount of wear is felt in the mechanism
(Figure 17)_

Figure 18 - Rotate Selection
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A part of the type head play provides the rotate system with
the large amount of wear allowed. To see how this is done
let's look at the relationship between head play, homing
and bandwidth.

Figure 17 - Wear Potential (Rear View)

The rotate system on the 88-eharacter machine has 12 rotate
selections available (+1 to +5, 0, +5 ·5, -1 to -5). Only II
are used for selection. The +5 ·5 is used to adjust the
balance.

SELECTION OPERATION 96-CHARACTER "SELECTRIC"
TYPEWRITER (\Y.T.)
The 96·character typewriter selection operational theory is
nearly the same as the 88-character machine. There are
some differences in the parts used. These differences are
described in the following text and drawings. ;~:Y""

~ Drift

j

1'([:::::=;0----- Rotate
" Link

"

-li~D"ft
I I, \
"II ~Neg., /

Rotate

©~;jleT-I- AIm

___~+-:'?f+--M Pivot Pin
Compensating
AIm

Nylon
Roller

Figure 15 - Rotcte System Drift

Any wear in the system will cause the typehead to drift in
the negative direction. This is because of the rotate spring
applying a constant pressure to the rotate system in a
negative direction. Because of this drift, coarse alignment
and homing adjustments should be checked each time the
machine is serviced (Figure 15).

Figure 16 - Basic Components OfTne
Wear Compensator

V-Shaped
Wedging Slot

Early level machines used a wear compensator on the rotate
arm (Figure 16). It has been found that drift in the rotate
system is very limited and use of the compensator part
of the rotate arm is not necessary. To prevent possible
problems, the arm should be disabled as described at the
end of this adjustment section.
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Lower Part

_---- Rest Position
On 88
Cnaracter Machine

Figure 21 - Rotate Arm

Screw

UPPER BAll SOCKET, ROTATE LINK
It is simple to adjust the rotate homing; the upper ball
socket is made of 2 parts that are mounted together with a
screw (Figure 22). The upper part is called the single lug
headholder. It has a lug that fits into the groove in the type
element inner tube. The rotate homing is adjusted by
loosening the screw and rotating this upper part of the
upper ball socket.

Rest Position /
On The .
Model 96

The rotate arm must move I position further to get to the
-6 position. Therefore, to prevent the rotate arm from inter
fering with other parts during -6 operation, it must rest
about 1 position more positive than on the 88 character
machine (Figure 21).

" ,
\

\

\
I
I
/

I
/

/

-6

.5- _

Figure 19 - Rotate Balance
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Adding all the positive motion to all the negative motion is
now used to get the -1 position on the IBM 96. To make
this possible the negative selection cam is reduced only on
its low part. This causes a higher movement of the -5 unit
bail - now called the -6 unit bail - and the rotate system
moves I /position more in the negative direction (Figure
20). The positions -1 to -5 on the 88-character machine are
changed to -2 to -6 on the IBM 96. Therefore, the 12 rotate
positions on the IBM 96 are: +1 to +5, 0, -I, -2 to -6.

+1 +2+2A -5
&

'\.'
i'·

I

~ll '--',J
"':jl.1-- fl
,:

:J
~l On the 88-character machine the balance between positive

and negative rotate direction can be seen by selecting the
r +S and -5 position together. In this case the movement of

the rotate beUcrank caused by the positive cams is lost by
the opposite movement of the -5 unit cam and -S unit bail;
therefore, the rotate bellcrank is left in the same place

'--../ (Figure 19).

Figure 22 - Upper Ball Socket

Figure 20 - Cycle Shaft
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Head Play
Removed In
The Positive
Direction

Rotate Selection
That Detents The
Least Negative
With Respect To
The Detent

Head Play
Removed In

---.- The Positive
Direction

>-------'-"Head Play"

'-,-'---Band Width

,---- Head Play
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I ,
,~r 3/4 Of Neg. Slope, ,
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I
I
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Figure 25 - Bandwidth (Rear View)
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.Fig.8

Fig. A

BANDWIDTH
With the head play removed in the negative direction, the
most difference between detent entry of one typehead
position (Figure 25A) and another typehead position
(Figure 25B) is called bandwidth_ It is caused by unequal
adjustment of the rotate latch stop pads. You will note that
we have now used up almost 3/4 of the negative side of the
typehead notch.

Head Play
Removed In
The Negative
Direction

Head Play
RemOved In
The Negative
Direction

Rotate Selection
That Detents The
Most Negative
With Respect
To The Detent

Head Play
RemOVed In
The Positive
Direction

~---Head Play

.010"-.020" (O.25-0.51mm) Of The Head
Plav UttiliZed /

--.,....-,~
: I :, ,, ,

I,,

Figure 23 - Rotate Link

Because the rotate homing is made by rotating the upper
ball socket, the rotate link is now made of I part and
the rotate arm rest position is not adjustable (Figure 23).

Figure 24 - Typehead Play And Homing (Rear View)

TYPE HEAD PLAY
Typehead play is the free motion in the typehead when the
machine is at rest. It is due to the ball connection between
the upper ball socket and the lower ball socket. The play is
.050"-.060" (1.27-1.52 mm) measured at the typehead
skirt or slightly less than half the distance between the
teeth. The head play is distributed between the positive and
negative sides of the typehead notch (Figure 24). The type
head is homed so the rotate detent contacts the side of the
notch with the headplay removed in the negative direction,
approximately .010"-.020" (0.25-0.51 mm) down the
negative side of the notch.

The purpose of this adjustment is to provide maximum
wear allowed to the system. Also, this adjustment allows
more time t<LJ.emove the detent before the typehead
restores in the positive direction. Breakage in the system
would occur if the detent was not removed before typehead
movement begins.

Head Play
Removed In
The Negative
Direction
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Note: Check Detent Guide For Binos

Figure 30 - Deient Restores Against Bladt

1. No clearance exists between the blade of the rotate
tool and the rotate detent (Figure 29).

Slot Locators

6
~"'--::For Adjustment

Procedures
:::l>=' =;....0

.~

ROTATE SELECTION AOJUSTMENT TOOL
The rotate tool provides a quick adjustment procedure
that makes more exact adjustments possible. It can also
be used to determine if a machine is within Engineering
specification without a typehead (Figure 28). (This tool is
not for use on W.T. 96-character machines.)

NOTE: Do not bias the tool in any direction when checking
condition NO.2.

Rotate Arm.
VerticalMark~

Preliminary /~~Detent Adj.
Detent Homing Blade
(Slipping The Head)

Figure 28 - Rotate Selection Adjustment Tooi

HOWTO USE TOOL PROPERLY
To get the proper adjustment with the rotate adjusting tool,
the following two conditions must be met:

Play Removed In
The Positive Direction

'-j- Wear Potential

I
I-

Play Removed In
The Negative Direction

Head Play
Removed In
The Positive
Direction

Figure 27 - Tilt Detent Entry
(Left Side View)

I
I Past Wear Potential
~/Allowed
I

Figure 26 - Past Wear Potential AI/owed (Rear View)

When the wear occurs in the system, the typehead drifts in
the negative direction with reference to the detent. This
causes the headplay and bandwidth to drift in the negative
direction with reference to the detent. If this drift is "not
more than the head play wear allowed, the detent will
continue to fine align the typehead. When the wear allowed
is more than the rotate selection that coarse aligns the most
negative, the detent will fail to align the detent notch
(Figure 26). The detent will fail to bottom causing that
character to print out of alignment. The bandwidth and
wear allowed must be kept as small as possible.

VERTICAL ALIGNMENT FAILURES
If there is a vertical alignment failure, first remove the
typehead from the machine. Check the detent entry on the
"z" and "j." Make sure the tilt ring is detenting properly
when the play is removed in the negative direction. Also,
be sure to check the entry by removing the play in the
positive direction. This will tell if the tilt ring play is correct
and, more important, if the detent is hitting on the tip of
the notch. If the detent hits on the tip of the notch, the tilt
detent will fail to bottom and it will keep the rotate detent
from bottoming in the typehead tooth. This will look like a
"fine alignment" problem, but it is a coarse alignment
problem. If the tilt detent is not hitting the tip of the
detent notch but it still fails to bottom, you may have a
ufine alignment" problem (Figure 27).
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Most problems in the tilt mechanism will show up as a
vertical alignment failure on the paper. However, the tilt
detent controls the rotate detent. If the tilt detent fails to
bottom in the tilt ring, it is possible for the rotate detent to
fail to bottom in the typehead. This could cause horizontal
alignment failures on the paper.

,I'
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Since the entry of the rotate detent is controlled by correct
bottoming of the tilt detent, it is necessary that the tilt
detenting be set up first.

7XX "Selectric" Typewriters equipped with the wear com
pensator cannot be adjusted with the rotate selection
adjusting tool unless the compensator arm is disabled. Use
the procedure at the end of the adjustment section.

CAUTION: It is possible for the blade of the tool to bind
against the backup shoe on the tilt ring. Therefore, it will
be necessary to remove the tool before half cycling the
machine for every adjustment.

NOTE: The tool is for use with spring biased (slotted) tilt
rings only. /
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.005.. ·.0'5..
(0.1.3-0.38 mm)

(Right Side View)

t
Positive Bail

D.IiJ.=--"'~r-==.--.-r---
T;; 0
I I:i CamOn

High Point
Positive LatchlBail Guide

(Level 2- Right Side View)

Stop Lug

4. Positive Latch Bail Guide - Adjust the guide to get the
following conditions:

(Level I - Right Side View)

-!-00'....005..I. 1003.Q.'3mml ~

~co~~~-, - f :::;=--JF
~El "Ill! :;:; (!

Stop Lug

a. Left and right so that the tilt and rotate latches are
vertical.

5. Interposer Stop Lugs (Levels 1 And 2) - Form the
selector interposer stop lugs to get .001 ..·.005 .. (0.03·
0.13 mm) clearance between each latch interposer lug
and the selector bail. This adjustment establishes a
fixed position for the interposers and will directly
affect selector latch timing.

NOTE: This adjustment does not apply to late level
machines. Refer to adjustment 6, Level 3.

o 0 0

~:S~V
Positive Latch All Latches
Bail Guide Hang Vertically

b. Up and down (with the cycle shaft cams on the
high point), so the positive bail lug will have
.005 ..·.0 I 5" (0.13·0.38 mm) clearance from the
bottom of the guide.

Print Shaft

+@ Cycle Shalt
Bail Shaft Plate

3. Rotate Differential Guides - Adjust the guides left and
right so that the differential link is vertical.

Tilt
Differential

2. Latch Bail Shaft - Adjust the bail shaft plate so that
the bail shaft is parallel to the cycle shaft. Rollers
should not clear the cycle shaft by more than .002"
(0.05 mm).

Bail Shaft

Preliminary Adjustment

(Right Side View)

Print
Shaft
Gear

(Right Side View)

(Left Side View)

Rotate
Differential
Guide

1. Preliminary Timing - Loosen the print shaft gear and
rotate the print shaft so that its key slot is in line with
the screw on the left side of the carrier casting. This
coarse adjustment makes the detents operate at
approximately the right time in the cycle.

CHARACTER SElECTION AOJUSTMENTS

NOTE: Shift adjustments must be correct before beginning
the coarse alignment adjustments. Remove the typehead
before beginning adjustments.
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6. Selector Latch Links

a. Level 3 - With the machine at rest, adjust the
selector latch links so that the links just reach
between the selector latches and the selector latch
interposers. Then, make the link longer by 1/2
turn.

b. Early Level - With the machine at rest, adjust the
negative 5 latch link so that the negative 5 latch
will overlap the stop screw head by .050"..060"
(1.27-1.52 mm).

(Right Side View)

b. Levels 1 And 2 - With the machine at rest, adjust
the selector latch links so that the tips of the
latches overlap the bail .005"-.0 I0" (0.13.0.25
mm). More or less overlap can cause the latches to
pop out from under the bail causing malselection.

.050.. ·.060..
(1.27·1.52mm)

(Right Side View)

8. Latch Stop Pads - Form the latch stop pads to get
.007"·.010" (0.18-0.25 mm) clearance between the
latches and the positive bail with the positive bail on
the low point of the cycle shaft cams.

The latches should reset under the bail at the same
time.

Selector Latch
Link

~I ~.
.l_ ~ 80"
~""'!!I",II"llI@ j~--

Selector Latch~1 005"'.010"
,r-10.13.Q.25 mml

(Right Side View)

Selector Latch

\
Latch Stop Pads

•
0 0 0

~!
0

+Latch Bail

7. Negative 5 Latch Link _

•

·6/·

(Right Side View)

Negative~5~B~a~;I--===:::::>J-..=l-,:==~
Stop Screw

Ch~~

('..,,~ ~,.,'"

9. Negative 5 Bail Stop Screw - With the machine in the
rest position, the negative 5 stop screw can be preset
by turning it in until it bottoms and then by backing it
out 1/2 turn. Ensure the cycle clutch latch pawl is in
the window of the cycle shaft.

Latch Flush
To Screw

o

(Right Side View)

....

a. With the machine at rest, adjust the latch link so
the link reaches between the negative 5 latch and
its interposer. Then make the link longer by 1/2
turn.
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(Solid And Two Piece Arm)

Scribe Line
Centered On Screw

Tool WT
Adjustment Shift Character SICIt Adjust Adjust

Preliminary I RotateUC Tilt 2 U USSHoming +3 Rotate Pulley

(Compensator Arm)

15. Preliminary Homing - Hatf cycle an UPPER CASE "1"
(tilt 2, +3 rotate) with the carrier positioned over the
cycle shaft area to aid in loosening the rotate pulley
screw. Install the rotate tool with the pin on the upper
ball socket located in the "U" (uppercase) slot in the
rotate tool. Loosen the setscrew in the rotate pulley
and then turn the tool in a clockwise direction until it
touches the rotate detent and hold it in this position
while tightening the setscrew.

~~r ~~~:~e~~a~ c:<iM
~IJ ,"""" V~'-'~~
RO~t/~ ~ WT

Detent 8XX. No Clearance No Binds

NOTE: This is the only time the tool will be used on
this side of the rotate detent.

Continued On Next Page

13. The compensator arm must be disabled. Use procedure
at the end of this section.

14. Rotate Arm Vertical - This is a preliminary adjustment
and is made by adjusting the turnbuckle on the rotate
link. Adjust the link so that the center of the top of
the rotate arm is in line with the scribe line on the' ..
blade of the rotate tool. Tilt the machine in the service
position and observe from the bottom of the machine.

Machines with adjustable balance arms should have the
balance arm positioned so that the notches are as shown.

NOTE: Check with machine at rest .

ROTATE ADJUSTMENTS WITH TOOL

NOTE: When the term "half cycle" is used, the machine
may be half cycled with the hand cycle wheel or the
dynamic half cycle tooL

NOTE: For W.T. 96-eharacter machines, use adjustments
with typehead.

The rotate adjustments can be made using either of the
following adjustment sequences. The first sequence (adjust·
ments 13 through 22) requires use of the Rotate Selection
Adjustment Tool. The last sequence (adjustments 23
through 31) requires use of the typehead.

1·7/8 - 2 lbs.
850 - 900 (;rams

(Rear View)

(Left Side View)

T;it R~g

!1J
Check Z Check J

Equal Detent

Stopscre~)#80

Rotate Spring Cage

Typehead Removed

12. Rotate Spring Tension - Shift the machine into lower
case and half cycle an urn" (tilt 2, -5 rotate). Adjust
the rotate spring cage until a I 7/8-2 pound reading is
on the spring scale just as the shift arm contacts the
stop screw. This is a CRITICAL adjustment. Excessive
tension will cause extra wear in the system; not enough
tension will not provide the torque necessary for quick
lowercase negative rotate operations.

Half Cycled
Lower Case "moo (Tilt 2, Negative 5 Rotate)

Play
Removed
Positive

(Left Side View)
------

11. Tilt Homing - With a "Z" (tilt 0, zero rotate) character
half cycled and the tilt ring play removed in the negative
direction (restoring direction), adjust the right~hand tilt
pulley so the rear of the tilt ring will rise approximately
.0 I0" (0.25 mm) when the detent is manually allowed
to bottom in the detent notch. As a further check,
remove the tilt ring play in the positive direction and
observe the detent entry on the forward side of the
notch. The detent should enter far down the forward
side of the detent notch, but not so far that it contacts
the tip of the tooth.

10. Tilt Arm Motion - Adjust the link up or down on the
tilt arm so that the tilt ring will coarse align the same
for a "z" (tilt 0, zero rotate) as it does for a "J" (tilt 3,
zero rotate).

",
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Turnbuckle
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Rotate
etent

Tool
Adjustment Shift Character Slot Adjust

"Y."
·5 StopBalance UC Tilt 2 U

bero ROtal Screw

Tool W.T.
Adjustment Shift Character Slot Adjust Adjust

"M"
U.S.S. Or·5 Motion UC Tilt 2 ·5 Turnbuckle

-5 Rotate Turnbuckle

Rotate

T~

,----pRotate
U6etent

\
No Clearance
No Binds

No Clearance ~~--......L.i.::.,<l..,l,
No Binds

-5 Stop
Screw

Continued On Next Page
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Adjusting the ·5 stop screw up decreases the clearance
between the blade of the tool and the detent.

Remove tool.

After adjusting the rotate link and tightening the lock
nuts, ensure that there are no binds at the rotate link
pivot points. This may be checked by moving the link
front-to-rear and observing some link motion on the
pivot studs. This will ensure that the flat ends of the
rotate link are parallel to the flat ends of the rotate
arm and rotate bellcrank.

NOTE: Recheck this adjustment after tightening the
turnbuckle nuts.

19. Balance - Half cycle an UPPER CASE "1/4" (tilt 2,
zero rotate) and install the rotate tool with the pin on
the upper ball socket in the U slot of the rotate tool.
Adjust the ·5 stop screw for no clearance and no binds
between the blade of the tool and rotate detent.

18. ·5 Motion - Half cycle an UPPER CASE "M" (tilt 2,
-5 rotate) and install the rotate tool with the pin on
the upper ball socket in the -S slot of the tool. Readjust
the turnbuckle to remove all clearance between the
blade of the rotate tool and the rotate detent. The
detent must restore with no binds. Tighten the
turnbuckle nuts.

W.T.
Adjust

WT
8XX

No Binds
No Clearance

Adjust

Adjust

T b kl U.S.S. Or
urn uc e Turnbuckle

Rotate
Tool

~
~ Adjustable
~Balance

-'~\ Arm

"J

Tool
Adjustment Shift Character SIClt

Zero Rotate - With the machine in UPPER CASE, half
cycle a "1/4" (tilt 2, zeto totate). Install the tool with
the pin on the upper ball socket in the U slot of the
rotate tool. Adjust the turnbuckle so that no clearance
exists between the blade of the rotate tool and the
rotate detent. Detent must restore with no binds.

Remove tool.

"w"
+5 Motion UC Tilt 2 +5 Rotate Arm

+5 Rotate

Remove tool.

Adjust the link up or down on the rotate arm to
remove all clearance between the blade of the rotate
tool and the rotate detent without binding the detent.

Rotate
r--r--r-~Tool

Rotate Linkg ,TU~~,.

-~....
No Clearance Rotate
No Binds Detent

NOTE: Leave the turnbuckle loose at this time.

"Y.."
Zero Rotate UC Tilt 2 U

era Rotat

Tool
Adjustment Shih Charact"lr Slot

~!/;3="'''''''''>RotateLink

(Compensator Arm) (Solid Arm)

16.

'-----"' 17. +5 Motion - Half cycle an UPPER CASE "W" (+5
rotate, tilt 2) and install the rotate tool with the pin on
the upper ball socket in the +5 slot of the rotate tool.
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Print Shaft

;,

.005"
(O.13mml

_L

C
Print Shaft Gear

(Front View) (Side View)

Withdrawal

Touches

~

Rotate Pulley Guard

23. The compensator arm must be disabled. Use the
procedure at the end of this section.

NOTE: A burr on the print shaft may cause this
procedure to fail. If previous fine timing adjustments
have caused a burr on the print shaft, remove the print
shaft gear and rotate it one tooth in either direction to
get to a good surface of the print shaft.

ROTATE ADJUSTMENTS WITH TYPEHEAD

CAUTION: Excessivel} advanced or late timing can
cause parts damage as well as bad horizontal alignment
or malselection. This could happen if the detent
entered the wrong notch or remained in the notch too
long.

24. Rotate Arm Vertical (Preliminary) - Adjust the turn
buckle on the rotate link so that the center of the top
of the rotate arm is in line with the No. I line of the
Hooverometer when the Hooverometer is against' the
side frame.

22. Rotate Pulley Guard - Adjust the rotate pulley guard
around at 45 degrees left of vertical to keep the guard
from hitting the power frame. The guard must clear the
rotate tape by .005" (0.13 mm) with the rotate arm in
the negative 5 position..

Lower Case-To Match
Upper Case

Tool
Adjustment Shift Character Slot Adjust

"%" Shift StopShift Motion. LC Tilt2 L
Zero Rotat Screw

Remove tool.

Stop Screw

~ Adjustable
~-~ ...... Balance

..........' .. Arm

-']

(Rear View)

NOTE: This adjustment is used for both the adjustable
and solid balance arm. If the machine has an adjustable
balance arm, the notches should be aligned as show.n.

CAUTION:: Be sure to check the overlap of the latch
on the head of the stop screw. The head of the stop
screw may be out·of-round and turning the screw may
change the overlap.

A method to get the above condition is to use the
following procedure:

21. Final Timing - Replace typehead. Loosen the print
shaft gear and advance or retard the print shaft so that
the detent lightly scrubs the tip of the typehead tooth
as it withdraws. Be sure to maintain .005"'.010" (0.13
0.25.mm) end play in the print shaft.

Remove tool.
------

20. Shifr Motion - With the machine in LOWER CASE,
half cycle a "1/2" (tilt 2, zero.fotate). Install the rotate
tool with the pin on the upper ball socket in the L slot
in the rotate tool.. Adjust th~ shift stop screw in or out
for no clearance and no binds between the blade of the
tool and rotate detent.

·-." t-----'.

Loosen print shaft gear and cycle an UPPER CASE
letter "M" (tilt 2, -5 rotate) until check pawl latches
at half-cycle position. Manually rotate the print shaft,
observe rotate detent. entering and beginning to be
removed. Stop rotation where the rotate detent is
removed halfway from slope of tooth skirt.

Continue hand cycling operation until the type element'
begins to rotate. Stop hand cycling at this point. Tighten
the print shaft gear.

No.1 Scribe Line

Turnbuckle

~\~
Rotate Link

(Solid Arm - Front View)

Continued On Next Page
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t
-5 Stop Screw

(Two Piece Arm)

@:::::::J
t

NOTE: If the machine has an adjustable balance arm,
the notches should be aligned as shown below.

~ :'diustable

~_..."{"'----~~:'-.. Arm.;\
. TRotate Bellcrank

Be sure to check the overlap of the latch on the head
of the stop screw. The head of the stop screw may be
out-of-round and turning the screw may change the
overlap.

-65-

Balance - The -5 stop screw is adjusted for proper
proportion between positive and negative selections.
Make this adjustment by first cycling an uppercase
"M" (tilt 2, -5 rotate) and observing detent entry.
Next, half cycle a "T" (tilt I, zero rotate) and adjust
the -5 stop screw in or out until the detenting of the
"T" (tilt 1, zero rotate) matches the detenting of the
uppercase "M" (tilt 2, -S rotate) previously observed.

(Compensator Arm)

NOTE: If the rotate link or the lower part of the
rotate arm is adjusted to the upper limit and there is
not enough motion, make sure the selection latch stop
pads are adjusted correctly.

NOTE: W.T. 9XX machines should be adjusted to
make the negative 6 rotate match the positive 5 rotate.

b. Two Piece And Compensator Arm - Adjust the
lower part of the rotate arm to provide the proper
motion in each direction of typehead rotation.
The correct position is determined by observing
the detenting of the "T" (tilt I, zero rotate) and
"w" (tilt 2, +S rotate). When the detent entry is
equal, the lower part of the arm is positioned
correctly.

27.

WT
8XX

~
~

WT
9XX

to get the above

~_-.,-__.015"
(O,38mml

ill.J'-''--':'" Rotate Detent

$-- Rotate Pulley

(Rear View)

On W. T. machines, adjust the UBS
condition.

a. One Piece - Adjust the stud at the bottom of th~

rotate arm to provide the proper motion in each
direction of typehead rotation. The' correct
position of the stud is determined by observing the
detent entry of the "T" (tilt 1, zero rotate) and
"W" (tilt 2, +5 rotate) while changing the stud's
position. When the detent entry is equal, the stud
is correctly positioned.

One Piece

~,.
Rotate
Link

26. Rotare Arm Motion -

(Solid Arm - Front View)

(Levell - Front View)

NOTE: Adjustments 25 through 28 must be made
with the machine in uppercase. Install the typehead ..

Rotate Lin k

Typehead

Upper Case

25. Typehead Homing - Loosen the rotate pulley setscrew
and slip the typehead around until the detent enters
the correct tooth when a uT" (tilt 1, zero rotate) is
half cycled. Set the detent in this tooth to about 1/3
down the negative side of the typehead tooth, with the
head play removed in the negative direction. Tighten
the setscrew. It is not necessary to slip the typehead if
the detent enters the correct tooth ..
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Withdrawal

(Front View) (Side View)

This completes the coarse alignment adjustments. The
following chart may be used to determine the ro.tate and
tilt locations of characters on typehead :

STANDARD u.s. TYPE ELEMENTS

Print Shaft

CAUTION: Excessively advanced or late timing can
cause parts damage as well as bad horizontal alignment
or malselection. This could happen if the detent entered
the wrong notch or remained in the notch too long.

NOTE: A burred print shaft may cause this procedure
to fail. If previous fine timing adjustments have caused
a burr on the print shaft, remove the print shaft gear
and rotate it one tooth in either direction to get to a
good surface of the print shaft.

31. Rotate Pulley Guard - Adjust the rotate pulley guard
around at 45 degrees left of vertical. This will keep the
guard from hitting the power frame. The guard must
clear the rotate tape by .005" (0.13 mm) with the
rotate arm in the negative 5 position.

Touches

WT
9XX

WT
8XX

Lower Case To Match
Upper Case

....

--~__----,---l-66-

Stop Screw

After adjusting the rotate link and tightening the lock
nuts, ensure that there are no. binds at the rotate link
pivot points. This may be checked by moving the link
front-ta-rear and observing some link motion on the
pivot studs. This will ensure that the flat ends of the
rotate link 3re parallel to the flat ends of the rotate
afm and rotate bellcrank.

. (Rear View)

29. Shift Motion - Shift the machine into lowercase so
that the shift arm contacts the stop screw. Adjust the
stop screw so that a lowercase "t" (tilt I, zero rotate)
de tents EXACTLY the same as an uppercase "TO> (tilt
I, zero rotate).

30. Final Timing - Replace typehead. Loosen the print
shaft gear and advance or retard the print shaft so that
the detent lightly scrubs the tip of the typehead tooth
as it withdraws. Be sure to maintain .005 ..·.010.. (0.13
0.25 mm) end play in the print shaft.

A method to get the above condition is to use the
following procedure:

W.T. - Adjust the UBS to get the above condition.

Loosen print shaft gear and cycle an UPPER CASE
letter "M" (tilt 2, -5 rotate) until check pawl latches
at half-cycle position. Manually rotate the print shaft,
observe rotate detent entering and beginning to be
removed. Stop rotation where the rotate detent is
removed halfway from slope of tooth skirt.

NOTE: This adjustment should be checked on every
call.

Continue hand cycling operation until the type element
begins to rotate. Stop hand cycling at this point. Tighten
the print shaft gear.

.010..·.020"

~
';,' 10.25-0.51 mm)

, I

........--.
Rotate
D.ten\~

~ Rotate Link

~~
(Rear View)

28. Rotate Link - Adjust the rotate link so the rotate
detent contacts the negative side of the typehead
.010..·.020.. (0.25-0.51 mm) from the center of the
notch when the home character is half cycled.

..,.
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.015"
O.4mm

NOTE: The lower ball socket and rotate pulley
key have flats now. It is not possible to adjust
rotate homing with the rotate pulley.

Hold type element down and prevent from rotating
while upper ball socket screw is tightened. Check
rotate detenting on tilt 2 rotate 0, -1, +5, -6.

3. To Adjust - Half cycle a tilt 2, +S rotate character.
Open the type element lever and loosen the upper
ball socket screw. Move the detent actuating lever
to remove the rotate detent from the notch. Push
the type element down and rotate counterclockwise
until rotate detent is even or past the center line of
the first tooth.

-67-

d. Release detent actuating lever and allow type
element to rotate counterclockwise until rotate
detent bottoms in notch.

b. Rotate type element clockwise while allowing
rotate detent to slide up the side of the notch.

c. Continue rotating type element clockwise until
center line of rotate detent is .015" (0.4 mm)
from center line of notch .

g,
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W

N

.:. c:
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~

'" ~

n
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W..
~

g,

'"...
W

N ...
0
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n
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N

W..
~

9XX8XX

Max
- .015"

10.4mm)

_I

R-5

R-5-1

R-5-Z

R-5-1-Z

R-5-2-ZA

R-5-1-Z-ZA
R-O (homing)

R-l

R-Z

R-l-Z

R-Z-ZA

R-1-2-ZA
R 5

R-5-1

R-5-2

R-5-1-Z

R-5-Z-ZA
R-5-1-Z-2A
R-O (homing)

R-l

R-Z

R-l-Z
.

R-2-ZA

R-1-2-ZA

NOTE: W.T. - use chart below.

-i -i

W N

32. Typehead Homing - The rotate homing is adjusted for
.015" (0.4 mm) clearance between center line of type
element notch and center line of rotate detent with
head play removed clockwise.

SELECTION ADJUSTMENT WITH ADJUSTABLE UPPER
BALL SOCKET - W.T.



New
Position

•

Replace This
Stud

Did
Position

•
Replace the eccentric stud with the pulley stud for the
one.piece arm, and adjust the system the same as you
would adjust a one·piece rotate arm mechanism.

4.

8XX -5=+5

9XX -6==+5

o

=--
Rotate ·6=Rotate +5

o
o '0

o

t
PROCEUURE FOR OISABLlNG COMPENSATOR·TYPE ROTATE
ARMS
If there are problems in adjustment or operation of the
compensator rotate arm, the following procedure can be
used to change to a one-piece arm:

3. Disconnect the spring from the rotate arm and connect
it to the center of the compensator arm assembly .

I. Carefully break off the lug on rhe bottom of the
eccentric rotate arm assembly.

~.~:::=::
~~~:'L~:f----{t)

2. Place the wear compensator roller at the top of the
slot.

Front View

NOTE: Other adjustments remain the same as on the Model
82; for adjusting the rotate mechanism on Model 96, read
-6 instead of -5.

9XX Rotate Q=Rotate·l

8XX Rotate 0 Detent=+5/-5 J

Models 8XX-9XX

34. Rotate Arm Motion - Adjust the rotate link up or
down for same type element detent entry on rotate +5
as rotate -6.

33. Balance Arm - Adjust for same element detent entry
on tilt 2 rotate 0 as tilt 2 rotate -1.

t,
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"
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SWITCH PITCH OPERATIONAL THEORY

The purpose of the switch pitch mechanism is to perform
the necessary switching operations within the escapement
and margin mechanisms to allow the dual pitch "Selectric"
II Typewriter to function properly in either 10 or 12 pitch.
Both the escapement rack and margin rack are rods with
teeth cut into two sides. Ten pitch teeth and 12 pitch teeth
are cut into both sides of the racks. The racks are held in
slots in the escapement and margin rails. This puts the
escapement rack teeth and the margin rack teeth in approxi·

mately the same position in the machine as the non-rotary
backspace (NRB/S) escapement and margin rack teeth.
Both the margin and escapement mechanisms function in
the same way as the NRBjS "Selectric" Typewriter. There
fore, in order to switch pitch, it is necessary to rotate the
racks until either the 10 pitch teeth or 12 pitch teeth face
the rear of the machine and engage the escapement pawl
and margin slider (Figure I).

Switch Pitch Lever

Escapement Rack Gear

Switch Pitch Sector Gear

Margin Rack Gear

Escapement
Pawl

"'~~~~i~~:=-----~~ Escapement
Rack

Margin
Rack

Margin
Rail

Margin Slider

Figure 1 - Switch Pitch

. .

. . . SWITCH PITCH

I

:1
I'
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Escapement Rack
Gear Stop Lug

12 Pitch

Notch

r
Power Frame~

Margm Release Bracket

Figure 5 - Margin Rack Mounting
(Left Rear View)

MARGIN RACK ROTATION
The left end of the margin rack is mounted in a bushing
that is held in a hole in the power frame. The right end of
the margin rack is mounted in the overbank guide bracker.
The margin rack supports the margin rail. The margin
release bracket is mounted to the margin rail. A lug on the
margin release bracket engages a notch in the margin rack
causing the rack and the rail to move left-to-right as a unit.
The left-to-right position of the margin rack/rail and over
bank motion are controlled by the overbank guide (Figure
5). .

Escapement Rack Gear--~'!!I
Toggle Spring

Overbank Guide Bracket

Figure 4 - Escapement Rack Rotation
(Left Side View)

Switch Pitch Sector Gear

10 Pitch

The escapement rack gear stop lug controls the two rest
positions of the escapement racK. In the 10 pitch mode, the
stop lug is spring loaded against the half backspace lever
mounting stud by the escapement rack gear toggle spring.
When the gear is switched to the 12 pitch mode, it moves
over and the stop lug is spring loaded against a lug on the
escapement rack bearing plate (Figure 4).

Escapement Rack

The rotation of the escapement rack is done by the switch
pitch lever. switch pitch sector gear and escapement rack
gear. The switch pitch lever is mounted to the switch pitch
sector gear and the assembly pivots on an extension of the
multiple copy control shaft. The teeth of the sector gear
engage the teeth of the escapement rack gear, which is
attached to the left end of the escapement rack. As the
switch pitch lever is operated, the sector gear moves up or
down rotating the escapement rack gear (Figure 3).

Switch Pitch Lever

Figure 2 - Escapernell! Rack Mounting
(Left Rear View)

Multiple COpy Control
Shaft

Escapement Rack Bearing Plate
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Escapement Rail

Switch Pitch Sector Gear

Figure 3 - Escapement Rack Gear And Switch Pitch
Sector Gear (Left Rear View)

ESCAPEMENT RACK ROTATION
The escapement rail is attached to the power frame in the
same way as the NRBjS "Selectric" Typewriter escapement
rack. The horizontal rest position of the escapement rack is
controlled by spring tension, loading the rack to the right
end of the rail. The left end of the escapement rack extends
through the escapement rack bearing plate which is mounted
to the left side of the power frame (Figure 2).

\"

"

"

"
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The margin rack is rotated by the margin pitch link and the
margin rack gear. The teeth of the margin pitch link engage
the teeth of the margin rack gear which is attached to the
left end of the margin rack. The rear end of the margin
pitch link is mounted to the escapement rack gear. As the
escapement rack gear is rotated, the margin pitch link
moves front-to-rear rotating the margin rack gear (Figure
6).

Margin Rack Gear

Margin Rack__"';.~

..
SWITCH PITCH ADJUSTMENTS

1. Switch Pitch Lever - Adjust the retainer for .001 "_
.005" (0.03-0.13 mm) end play of the switch pitch
lever.

Switch Pitch Lever

Switch Pitch Lever Retainer

(Rear View)

2. Escapement Rack Gear - With the escapement rack
gear stop lug against the half backspace lever mounting
stud, adjust the 10 pitch escapement rack teeth vertical.

Figure 6 - Margin Pitch Link And Margin Rack Cear
(Left Rear View)

The two rest positions of the margin rack gear are controlled
by two stops on the margin pitch link guide bracket. A lug
on the margin rack gear is moved and spring loaded against
the stops in the same way as the escapement rack gear
(Figure 7).

Levell - A clearance of .005 ..·.0 I0" (0. J3-0.25 mm)
must be maintained between the escapement rack gear
and the escapement rack bearing plate when tightening
the setscrews.

Half Backspace Lever
Mounting Stud

10 Pitch Teeth
Vertical

Stop Lug

..Escapement
Rack Gear

TI
;-,- '.005"-.010"
; L- (0.13.Q.25mml
.~

Escapement Rack . \-

~ \Escapement Rack
(Levell) Bearing Plate

Continued On Next Page

(Rear View)
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Levels 2 And 3 - The gear should be positioned left to
right to be flush against (no clearance) the half back
space cam.

Rear Stop

Figure 7 - Margin Rack Rotation
(Left Front View)

Guide Bracket----+-::'·~

Margin Rack
Gear Stop Lug
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Margin Rail
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(Left Side View)

~

Lower StOP

Escapement
/Rack Gear

Escapement Rack
Gear Stop Lug

Switch Pitch
Sector Gear

Rear Stop

Margin Rack
Gear Stop Lug

Level 2 - With the escapement rack gear stop lug
against the lower stoP. engage the top tooth of the
sector gear with the escapement rack gear.

Multiple Copy {;J
Control
In Position "S"

Switch Pitch~
Lever
12 Pitch Mode

Minimum Backlash ('Top View)
No Binds

5. Margin Rail Horizontal - Form the margin release
bracket so the margin rail rests in a horizontal position.

4. Switch Pitch Sector Gear, Levell - With the escape·
ment rack gear stop lug against the lower stoP. engage
the switch pitch sector gear with the escapement rack
gear so the upper two teeth do not engage. Adjust for
minimum backlash with no binds. The switch pitch
lever should be positioned to be parallel to the multiple
copy control lever in the uB" position.

1st Tooth Escapement Rack

NOTE: The tip of
the screwdriver blade
must be square.

(Rear View)

3. Escapement Rack Gear Lower Stop - With the machine
in 12 pitch, form the lower stop toward the front of
the machine and insert the small three-inch screwdriver
in the first tooth of the escapement rack and lightly hit
the screwdriver until it is fully bottomed and the rack
stops rotating. Form the lower stop until it touches the
escapement rack gear stop lug.

Escapement Rack
Gear Stop Lug

Escapement Rack

(~(~1===:ii~)
/ "'--/

Just Touches~.

Screwdriver Fully Bottomed
In First Tooth

Escapement Rack
Gear Lower Stop

10 Pitch Mode

This can be done as follows: Loosen the escapement
rack gear. Insert the blade of a small three-inch screw
driver in the first tooth on the left end of the rack.
Raise the screwdriver until it touches the tab rack shaft
and lightly hit the screwdriver until it is fully bottomed
in the tooth and the rack stops rotating; then, tighten
the rack gear. This procedure will ensure the rack teeth
are vertical.
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(LeftSide View)
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Margin Rack Gear
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9. Margin Rack Gear - With the margin rack gear against
the rear stoP. rotate the margin rack until the 12 pitch
teeth are vertical. Maintain .001 ..·.005 .. (0.03-0.13
mm) clearance between the margin rack gear and the
bushing when tightening the setscrews.

8. Margin Pitch Link Guide Bracket - Adjust the margin
pitch link guide bracket up or down for .005"-.010"
(0.13-0.25 mm) clearance between the guide bracket
lug and the top edge of the margin pitch link. Make
this adjustment with the machine in the 12 pitch
mode; engage tl1e first tooth of the margin pitch link
with the first tooth of the margin rack gear. This
adjustment allows the margin pitch link to give mini·
mum backlash and not bind with the margin rack gear.

Margin Pitch Link

Margin Pitch Link Guide Bracket

(Left Side View)
Overbank Guide

12 P;tch Mode~O
00'"_OOS" _ , 0 Pitch Mode
. . ~ 015"
10.03-0.13 mml x,

lO
.38mm)

I

(Top View)

NOTE: While making this adjustment, it is necessary
to remove all motion of the rack within the rail to the
left. This can be done by holding the rail and moving
the rack to the left with the right margin slider.

6. Overbank - With carrier at the left margin, position
the overbank guide left or right for .001 ..·.005 ..
(0.03-0.13 mm) between the carrier stop latch and the
left margin stop in the 12 pitch mode. In the 10 pitch
mode. the clearance must not be more than .015"
(0.38 mm). Make sure the margin rack gear does not
interfere with this adjustment.

7. Clutch Unlarching Link - Adjust the carrier return
clutch unlatching link for .001 ..·.0 I0" (0.03-0.25 mm)
between the latch with the carrier in the full overbank
position.

Clutch Latch Keeper

Rear Stop

Margin Rack
Gear Stop Lug

NOTE: When adjusting the margin switch pitch gear
end play, it is necessary to remove all of the motion of
the rack within the rail to the left. This can be done by
holding the rail and moving the rack to the left with
the right margin slider.

-.001"·.010"
(0.03-0.25 mm)

(Right Side View)

Unlatching Link

\

Margin Rack Held
To The Left

Margin Rack Gear

__.00' ..·.005..

10.03.Q.13 mmJ

(Front View)
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Front Stop Lug

,74,

10. Front Margin Rack Gear Stop - Form the front margin
rack stop lug so the ten pitch margin rack teeth are
vertical in the ten pitch mode.
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Escapement Pawl

Torque Bar

_ (Rear View)

Trigger Lever

Mainspring

Trip Link

Backspace Pawl

Each time the filter shaft turns, the escapement cam follow
er will pivot, pulling on the trip link, causing the trigger
lever to rotate about the mounting shafts.

Power to operate the escapement mechanisms is taken from
the escapement cam, mounted on the filter shaft just inside
the right-hand power frame (Figure 1). Each time a cycle
occurs, the filter shaft rotates the cam 180 degrees.

The escapement cam follower pivots on a shaft just to the
rear of the escapement cam. A trip link extends to the rear,
from the cam follower to the trigger lever.

Torque Bar Backup Stud

Bacltspace Rack

Torgue Bar Backstop

Backspace Pawl

Escapement/Tab ----.:>."""'c..:!:',::;;:~:,';;'~

Cord ),t{)
""--. . .""--. . .

Filter Shaft/,~,

Figure 1 - Escapement Mechanism

Escapement Rack~

Carrier Return
Cord

ESCAPEMENT (NRB/S) OPERATIONAL THEORY

The carrier is under constant mainspring tension. At rest,
the escapement pawl, which. is mounted on the carrier,
engages the escapement rack and prevents the mainspring
from pulling the carrier to the right. During an escapement
operation, the pawl is pulled out of the rack and the carrier
moves to the right under mainspring tension until the pawl
engages the next tooth on the escapement rack.

The purpose of the escapement mechanism is to control the
single space movement of the carrier during each print cycle
(Figure 1). The non-rotary backspace (NRB/S) escapement
mechanism uses a backspace rack to provide the motion for
carrier backspace.



Pivot Point

Trigger Lever

Backspace Pawl

~~.'

Trigger Knockoff Scre'N

Escapement Torque Bar

(Right Side ViewJ

Escapement Pawl

TriQQer Lever

Escapement Torque Bar

Escapement Rack

Escapement Rack

The pivot point of the torque bar is near its bottom edge.
The escapement pawl and the backspace pawl each have a
lug that extends down just behind the torque bar. As the
top of the torque bar pivots to the rear, the torque bar will
force the pawls to the rear, causing the tips of the pawls to
clear their racks.

The torque bar pivots between the sides of the power
frame, just to the rear of the escapement rack.
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Figure 2 - Trigger Operation

Backspace
Rack

TRIGGER OPERATION
An escapement trigger is mounted on the trigger lever
(Figure 2). The trigger has hooked-shaped lugs that rest
above a lug on the right end of the torque bar. During each
escapement operation, the rotation of the trigger lever
causes the trigger to move downward. This downward move·
ment of the trigger causes the torque bar to rotate.
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The backspace rack is m:.ounted to the rear of the power
frame by shouldered screw.s through elongated holes in the
rack. This mounting arrarfgement allows lateral movement
of the rack. Movement of the rack to the left forces the
backspace pawl to the left to cause a backspace operation.

The backspace operation is pointed out here due to the
close connection with the escapement mechanism. The
backspace pawl is engaged with the rack when in the rest
position. This means that both the backspace and escape
ment pawls must be removed from their racks in order for
the carrier to move to the right.

Torque
Bar

~~

NOTE: The carrier and escapement pawl must be moved to
the left for a backspace operation. Because the backspace
pawl is mounted to the escapement bracket, movement of
the backspace pawl to the left forces the carrier and escape
ment pawl to the left. The backspace pawl is mounted just
above the escapement paWl, but th.e backspace tooth
extends below the escapement pawl and is held engaged
with the backspace rack by a small extension sprillg.

Figure 6 - End OfOperation (Top View)

Figure 5 - Pawls Returning To Rest (Top View)

In Figure 6, the carrier has moved to the right and the
pawls have stopped the pivot stud, and again the carrier is
at rest after moving one space.

In Figure 5, the torque bar is returning to the rest position
and the pawls are dropping into the next tooth of their
racks. The carrier has not moved.

r
Backspace Rack

\,. '-- Pawl Spring

Torque Bar

-J

1
Escaoement Rack

Pivot Stud

Backspace
P I Escapement

;~~~~:;;;.":=t

aWI

=-~~ '-.,~""';;,....~_ Pawl

~;":".:"-":'--i=~~;;;:iTI Spring

OPERATING SEQUENCE
An escapement operation occurs by forcing the escapement
pawl to the rear, out of engagement with the rack tooth.
Due to the slot in the mounting hole, as soon as the pawl
clears the escapement rack tooth, it is pulled quickly to the
right by the pawl spring. The escapement pawl is allowed to
move to the front into engagement with the next tooth.
The carrier then moves to the right until it comes to rest
against the escapement pawl.

Figure 3 shows the escapement and backspace pawls and
their racks. The pivot stud is attached to the bracket
mounted on the carrier.

The carrier is always being pulled to the right, and the pivot
stud is against the right edge of the elongated slot in the
pawls.

Figure 4 shows the torque bar operated. The pawls have
been pulled free of their racks and the spring tension has
pulled the pawls to the right before the carrier has started
to move.

Figure 3 - Pawl At Rest (Top View)

Figure 4 - Torque Bar Operated (Top View)

-11-
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Torque Bar
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Escapement Pawl
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Trigger

Pawl Pivot Stud

NOTE: On long carriage machines, an additional backup
stud can be mounted on the left side of the power frame to
give the escapement torque bar additional support.

On XX3 and XXS machines, an additional support is given
to the escapement torque bar to prevent it from bending to
the rear. A backstop mounted to a stud in the machine
power frame provides the support.

Figure 7 - Escapement Torque Bar

·78·

, ,

Torque Bar Backstop

ESCAPEMENT TORQUE BAR
Because of the force required to pull the pawls out of their
racks, the torque bar bends to the front instead of pushing
the pawls to the rear. This is stopped by the use of a back
up stud mounted to the center power frame (Figure 7).

On level I machines, the pawl pivot stud extendin~ down
from the escapement bracket in front of the escapement
torque bar stops this bending.

Escapement Bracket
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h
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Trigger

Stud

Torque Bar

Figure 9 - Trigger Knockoff(Levell)

(Levell Active Position - Right Side View)

(Levell Rest Position - Right Side View)

Knockoff
Eccentric Stud

Trigger

Trigger
Lever

Trigger Knockoff Screw

Trigger Knockoff Screw Forces
Top Of Trigger To Rear

"- Cam Follower

Escapement Cam

(Rest Position-Right $ide View)

Escapement Torque Bar

o

(Active Position-Right Side View)

Figure 8 - Trigger Knockoff

An adjustable knockoff screw causes the trigger to cam off
of the torque bar lug just after the pawls have been removed
from the rack. The torque bar can then restore without
waiting for restoring of the trigger and the trigger lever.

The trigger lever is operated by motion transmitted from
the escapement cam. Therefore, it can only restore as
quickly as the cam can rotate from the high point to the
low point. To prevent the escapement pawl from skipping,
the torque bar must be allowed to restore more quickly.

Timing is important in this type of escapement. The torque
bar must return to rest before the carrier has moved enough
to skip a tooth on the racks.

TRIGGER KNOCKOFF
Rotation of the escapement torque bar supplies just enough
motion to remove the pawls from their racks. The torque
bar is immediately rotated back to the rest position by a
restoring spring located at the right·hand end. This allows
the pawls to re-enter their racks to limit the carrier move
ment to one space (Figure 8).

Levell machines are equipped with an adjustable knockoff
eccentric stud (Figure 9). The stud serves the same purpose
as the trigger knockoff screw and will be covered in the
escapement adjustment summary.
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Tension Pulley

Backplate

Guide Roller

Escapement Shaft

Mainspring tension is applied to the carrier through the
escapement tab cord to move the carrier to the right during
an escapement operation. As the escapement cord drum
winds up cord, the carrier return cord drum unwinds cord.
This allows the tension pulley to maintain constant tension
on the carrier and also allows the mainspring to be rewound
during a carrier return operation.

The carrier return cord is wound in the opposite direction
around the carrier return cord drum, passes around two
pulleys and connects to the left side of the carrier.

Carrier Return
Cord Drum

Escapementrrab --2:>l,.;~~~

Cord

Figure 10 - Mainspring Tension

The escapement shaft extends forward through a backplate
and the power frame. Located on this shaft are two drums.
The escapement/tab cord is wound several turns around the
escapement cord drum, then to the right over a guide roller
just before passing through the right side of the machine.
The cord passes around a tension pulley and back through
the power frame,and connects to the right-hand side of the
carrier.

Escapement Cord
Drum

Carrier Return
Cord
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CARRIER MOVEMENT
The mainspring is mounted near the back of the machine
and engages the escapement shaft (Figure 10).



Figure 1 - Escapement Mechanism
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Escapement
Rack.

Guide Lug

Trip Link.

,"""':_--- Escapement
Pawl

Escapement Rail

Escapement Pawl
Guide Bracket

Escapement
Rail

Escapement Pawl And Carrier Shoe Mounting
(Rear View)

Slotted Hole

RBIS machines use a steel cable in place of the nylon
carrier return cord. Early level dual pitch machines use a
steel cable for both the carrier return cord and the escape·
ment cord.

RBIS escapement functions in the same way as NRB/S
escapement. The only differences are the escapement rack
(covered in the Switch Pitch Section), the escapement pawl,
the escapement pawl mounting and some adjustments.

Carrier Shoe

Escapement Cam

Carrier Return
Cable

Escapement/Tab
Cord

Carrier

Cam Follower

Filter Shaft

ESCAPEMENT (RBIS) OPERATIONAL THEORY

The rotary backspace (RBIS) escapement mechanism
uses a gear on the carrier return cord drum that receives
motion from a driver to move the carrier during a back
space operation. The vertical position of the escapement
pawl is critical in machines with rotary backspace. The pawl
must be centered in the escapement rack within the opening
in the escapement rail. An escapement pawl guide bracket is
mounted above the escapement pawl. The escapement pawl
guide lug extends down from the bracket and is formed
under the escapement pawl to control vertical movement.
The escapement pawl vertical position is controlled by the
vertical position of the carrier, which is adjustable. This is
done by an elongated mounting slot in the rear carrier shoe.
As the carrier shoe is adjusted left or right, the rear of the
carrier is raised or lowered (Figure I).
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Carrier Shoe

Escapement Pawl Guide Lug

()O ...

I ~Ulrt:"'
~I- (0.D3 mml

At Closest
Point

.00' ..·.004..
(0.03-0.10 mm)

5. Carrier Buffer - Adjust the carrier buffer front·to-rear
to get .001 "·.002" (0.03·0.05 mm) between the carrier
buffer and the escapement rail. (Some machines may
not have the carrier buffer and will not require this
adjustment.)

~---.

(Right Side View)

NOTE: The front carrier support adjustment must be
checked before making this adjustment.

This adjustment may be observed by applying grease
on the escapement rail approximately 2" (50.8 mm)
from the right end. Type or space to track the escape
ment pawl through the grease. Carrier return and look
down the rack from the right end and observe the
track left by the escapement pawl in the grease. The
track should be centered in the rack.

After making this adjustment, check carrier movement
across the full writing line. The carrier shoe could tilt
when tightening the mounting screw and cause the
carrier to bind.

Escapement Pawl

4. Carrier Shoe (RBIS Only) - Adjust the carrier shoe left
or right to center the escapement pawl in the opening
of the escapement rail.

3. Escapemenr Pawl Guide Lug (RBIS Only) - Form .the
escapement pawl guide lug for .00 I"·.004" (0.03·0.10
mm) clearance between the lug and the escapement
pawl.

3. Loosen first three rail mounting screws from left
end and adjust the left end. After adjusting the left
end, tighten the first rail mounting screw. It is
important that this screw is tight to prevent loss of
left-ta-right position of the rail when adjusting the
right end.

b. Loosen the remaining screws on the right end.
Using the Hooverometer, adjust the center and
tighten center screw. At this point, it may be
ner.essary to bend the right end of the rail to
match the left and center. Adjust the rail using the
Hooverometer and tighten screws. This procedure
will ensure the escapement rail is not bent and is
parallel to the print shaft.

Just Spans The Distance

2. Escapement Rack Guide - Loosen the two escapement
rack guide screws and adjust the guide up and down,
and front to rear so the guide will be centered around
the escapement rack. The left end of the escapement
rack is held in place by the escapement rack guide.

NOTE: This adjustment should be done with the
switch pitch selector gear removed from contact with
the escapement rack gear. Readjust the escapement
rack gear after making guide adjustment......... +

....../~~\
\ "'t::scapement

", _ .' Rack.- ,
Centered Around Rack

o
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(Dual Pitch Only) (Left Side ViewI

~G.=~
/' (NRBjS) ~~a:ement

Pril"tShsft ~

~;;;'==l~~ent
.. ~d

Hooverometer On Number One Scribe Line

1. E~capemenr Rack (NRBIS And RBIS) - Rotate the
print shaft so the keyway is down and adjust the
escapement rail front to rear so the Hooverometer will
just reach the distance from the print shaft to the
escapement rail with the Hooverometer on the No. 1
scribe line using the following procedure:

ESCAPEMENT (NRB/S AND RBIS) 'ADJUSTMENTS

NOTE: Before any adjustments are performed in this
~ction. switch pitch adjustments must be correct.

,: rr.·· . " ... ' I,
, "' ·'1', ...,
~ ,'''!.:!', ;"'
J~ • ,:Il

~ . 'Il
i.;, ' I'
" I '~,.lj!~
~ :\Jl"
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(NRB(Sj

Move Away From
Trigger Bracket

\:
Move Away From Torque Bar~.

RBIS SIB Link

(Rear View)

9. Pawl Mounting Stud (Preliminary j - Move the pawl
mounting stud as far away from the escapement torque
bar as possible.

filawl Mounting Escapement
I. Stud~paWI
J._ " 0 ~
-t / ~ t=

o bcapement

Torque
3"

Escapement Torque Bar

(Bottom View)(Level I)
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...
8. Escapement Torque Bar (Levell, NRB/Sj - Adjust the

escapement torque bar .005"-.010" (0.13-0.25 mm)
end play with the escapement trigger centered on the
escapement bar lug.

Space Bar Link

7. Torque Bar (Preliminary) - Move the torque bar
backup screws away from the torque bar. Move the
trigger upstop out of the way and disconnect the
spacebar link (RBIS only) and move the spacebar
latch lever screw away from the escapement trigger
bracket (NRB/S). Disconnect the escapement link.

~. Trigger Up Stop

A~ Escapement Link

~ , .
Tab Torque Bar

I

Escapement Rack

(Top View)

Escapement Bracket

Escapement Pawl

(Levell Top View)

The bracket must be parallel to the tab torque bar
within .OOS" (0.13 mm). This parallel condition must
be observed from the top.

Escapement Bracket (RBIS) - Position the escapement
bracket front to rear so the front left side of the
escapement pawl clears an escapement rack tooth by
.043"-.047" (1.09-1.19 mm). This clearance can be
seen from the bottom with the carrier just to the right
of center.

( Level 2 Top View)

t

NOTE: This adjustment affects the tab adjustments.

.001"-.017"
(0.28-0.43 mml

6. Escapement Bracket (NRBISj - Position the escape
ment bracket parallel to the tab torque bar with .0 11"
.017" (0.28-0.43 mm) clearance on Levelland .010"
.012" (0.25-0.30 mm) on Level 2.

.002"-.007"
lO.05.Q.18 mm
And Parallel



Escapement Pawl Tail

(Rear View)

.007"-.012" '_
to.1 g.0'30mml~~i

Escapementr
Pawl Tail ( ...I

TorqueBar~
'" e,:<I'

~
;.IPStop S,:rew

Pawl Mounting
Stud

(Bottom View)(Levell)

Pawl Mounting Stud (RBIS) - Adjust the pawl mount·
ing stud to get .000"·.00 I" (0.00·0.03 mm) clearance
between the mounting stud and the front of the
escapement torque bar. Keep the eccentric in the right
half of the turn.

NOTE: The nut is a left·hand thread. Copper coloring
is an industry standard for identification of a left-hand
thread.

(Level 3)

NOTE: Proper adjustment of machines with a torque
bar upstop screw can b~ done by ensuring the escape
ment torque bar is just touching the escapement pawl
tail at the left, center, and right and then backing the
torque bar upstop screw out one full turn. This will
give the proper clearance.

15. Pawl Mounting Stud (Levell) - Adjust the pawl
mounting stud around to get .001" (0.03 mm) clearance
between the mounting stud and the front of the
escapement torque bar. Keep the eccentric in the left
half of the turn.

.000.. ·.00' ..
(o.Oo-O.03mmIM • \A. Escapement

~==-~paWI

14. Torque Bar Upstop (Final) - Adjust the torque bar
upstop to get a clearance of .007"·.012" (0.18·0.30
mm) between the torque bar and the pawl tail after the
following condition is met: Move the carrier to the
left, center and right. Ensure the escapement torque
bar is just touching the escapement pawl tail the whole
length of the rail.

Carrier At Center

Center Torque Bar Backup Screw (Final) - Move the
carrier to the center and adjust the center backup
screw so that the escapement torque bar touches the
escapement pawl tail.

... Back-up

, ~Asc(ew

~

Pawl

Escapement
Pawl Tail

(Rear View;
-'------

12.

b. If the tilt pulley bracket has a pin in it, it is
possible to drive the pin in and adjust as in step
Ila.

Escapement
Pawl Tail

TOOQU€~~ ~TO'Que
Ba, ~~~~hes l~ Ba,

+ ~EQualOvedap
On Torque Bar
left And Right

Carrier At Right Tilt Pulley Bracket

13. Left Torque Bar Backup Screw (Final) - Adjust the
left torque bar backup screw to just touch the escape~

ment torque bar.

10. Torque Bar Upstop (Preliminary) - With the carrier at
the left, adjust the torque bar upstop so the torque bar
just t.ouches the pawl tail.

Just Touches

~'\ '-~'~

UPstop ': .~ (LeveI2)

(Levell) ~, ~ TO'Que Bao

_____(L_e_Ve_13_~_'";: t
11. Escapement Pawl Tail Clearance - With the carrier at

the right, adjust the tilt pulley bracket so that the
torque bar just touches the pawl tail. Adjust as follows:

3. If the tilt pulley bracket does not have the dowel
pin, adjust the bracket front·to-rear so the torque
bar touches the escapement pawl tail. Adjtlst the
bracket top-ra-bottom so that the pawl tail overlaps
the escapement torque bar on the right side the
same as the left side.
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.007.. ·.010..
10.18-0.25 mml

\
""\

Loosen Nut
And Turn Link

(RightSide View)

Escapement Torque Bar

(Left Side View)

CJ -~

\
Operational Latch Bracket

Pivot Pin Eccentric

NOTE: Escapement should occur just after print.

Reconnect Link

On machines equipped with the early level spacebar
lockout mechanism, the lockout cam adjustment must
be checked each time the escapement cam adjustment
is changed. Changing the position of the es~apement

cam could allow the lockout cam to keep the spacebar
mechanism from operating.

Check On Both Sides
Of Cam

Escapement Should Occur Just After Print

World Trade (9XX) - Escapement should occur after
print when the distance between typehead and the
platen (impression control at 5) is .042"-.060" (1.07
1.52 mm) .

Escapement Trip Link

19. Escapement Cam - Reconnect the escapement link
and adjust the escapement cam on the filter shaft
so the cam follower roller is resting at the start of the
low point of the cam with the machine at rest.

20. Escapement Trip Link - With the machine latched at
rest, adjust the escapement trip link to get .007"-.01O"
(0.18-0.25 mm) clearance between the hook on [he
trigger and the extension on the escapement torque
bar. Be sure the trigger lever ups top and spacebar
motion adjustments are not limiting the trigger.

o \ 0

Escapement
Bracket

7X3-7X5 (Levell)
(Rear View)

o

Equal On Left
And Aight End
At Closest Point,..--,

16. Tab Torque Bar Parallel - With the carrier at the left,
check the clearance between the tab torque bar and
escapement bracket. Move the carrier to the right and
form the tilt pulley bracket lug so the clearance at the
closest point between the tab torque bar and escape
ment bracket matches left side. The carrier return latch
keeper must be removed to make this adjustment.

CIA Latch Keeper Removed

NOTE: The eccentric may require readjustment if the
rest position of the pivot pin is changed during carrier
return adjustments.

7X3-7X5 (Level 2)
(Rear View)

17. Torque Bar Backstop - Adjust the backstop front-to
rear to get .001 "-.005" (0.03-0.13 mm) clearance
between the stop and the rear of the torque bar.

Escapement Torque Ba' ~~
.001"-.005" f..--.lJA.-)
10.03-0.13 mm~\ ~

~ ----~
~- - ... - Backstop

<eJ

18. Pivor Pin Eccentric (Early Level Machine Only) _
Adjust the eccentric collar with the high point up so
that it touches the operational latch bracket. This
prevents the pivot pin from ending during a print
escapement operation. On long carriage machines, the
eccentric should also be adjusted laterally on the pivot
pin for .002"-.005" (0.05-0.13 mm).
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.001"-.012"
to.03·0.30 mml

\~~~:::'::::--Space Bar
~ Latch Lever

Screw

Spacebar Link

Escapement
Torque _

Ba'

When all adjustments are correct, the carrier should
space correctly when slight pressure is put on the left
side of the carrier during a repeat spacebar or repeat
underscore operation .

...:.-------

Escapement Rail Parallel To Escapement Torque Bar
(Final Check) - The following procedure may be used
to ensure the escapement rail, print shaft and escape
ment torque bar are parallel. With the machine on, pull
the escapement trigger down until the escapement
pawl just clears the rack. While holding the carrier with
the left hand. move the carrier left and right the full
length of the writing line several times, listening to the
pawl drag on the tips of the escapement rack. A great
difference in sound between the left, center and right
ends means that the torque bar and escapement rail are
not parallel. Check that the escapement rail is parallel
and the escapement pawl tail clears the escapement
torque bar by .007"-.012" (0.18-0.30 mm) across the
writing line. Readjust the necessary adjustments to gel
this condition.

(RBIS)

b. NRB/S - Adjust the spacebar latch lever screw to
get a .007"-.010" (0.18-0.25 mm) clearance
between the escapement trigger and the escapement
torque bar.

a. RBIS - Adjust the spacebar link for .00 i "-.0 i 2"
(0.02-0.30 mm) between the clevis pin and the
bottom of the slot in the trigger lever.

T';990' Leve'~8~~=~=

24.

23. Spacebar Motion - Adjust the spacebar motion using
the proper procedure:

Adjusting
Screw

I

Escapement Pawl

(Rear Viewl

(Rear View)

.010..·.015..
10.25-0.38 mml

~~-:~
\

.001 .. ·.005··
10.03-0.13 mm!

Make sure the trigger upstop is centered between
its restoring spring and the trigger mounting lug.

( Level 3 Right Side Viewl

Trigger Lever Upsrop - With all parts at rest, adjust the
trigger lever upstop vertically to get .001 "-.005" (0.03
0.13 mm) clearance between the upstop and the trigger
lever.

Trigger Lever Upstop

--~

( Level 2 Right Side View)

Level 2 - Adjust the eccentric to get .010"-.015"
(0.25-0.38 mm) clearance between the escapement
pawl and the rack.

Level 3 - Adjust the knockoff adjusting screw to get
.010"-.015" (0.25-0.38 mm) clearance between the
escapement pawl and the rack.

Escapement Rack

~~~t---- Trigger

~=:l

Escapement Torque Bar

Level 1 - Adjust the tliggee knoc.:koff stop to get
.010"-.015" (0.25-0.38 mm) clearance between the
escapement pawl and the rack.

-86-

22.

21. Trigger Knockoff - Adjust the triggl:T knot:koff so the
escapement trigger will cam off the torque bar lug
when the escapement pawl clears the rack by .0 I0"
.015" (0.25'().38 mm).

· ,
1 \.
1 i,



This Spring Should Be
Wound 5 Turns

Long Ears

Short Ears

This Spring Should Be
Wourd 7 Turns (Rear View)

Pin Horizontal
And Above Center

29. Cord Tension (Dual Transport And All Nylon Transport)
- With the cords properly wound, adjust the carrier
return cord drum so that the outer edge of the nylon
pulley bracket lines up with the mark on the mounting
bracket.

Manually latch the carrier return mechanism and rotate
the turning wheel (while counting the revolutions of
the escapement shaft) until the mainspring is wound
the proper number of turns.

Silver Retainer Tab
Black Retainer Tab

28. Idler Pulley Eccentric - Adjust the eccentric mounting
stud for the front idler pulley so that the pin is above
center on the eccentric. The pin should be turned
toward the left slightly.

27. Mainspring - Adjust the mainspring for 1/2-3/4 lb.
(226.8-340.2 g) of tension as the carrier tabs through
the right-hand margin.

Min·End Play
No Binds

I
.001 .. ·.004..
10.03.Q.l0 mm)

Escapement Shaft Bearing

Carrier
Return
Drum

(Top View)

Min-End Play
No Binds

a. Dual Transport And All Nylon Transport - Adjust
the carrier return drum front to rear to get mini
mum end play and no binds, with the play removed
in the escapement shaft toward the front.

Escapement Shaft Collar

26. Escapement Shaft End Play -

25. Mainspring Hub - Levell - (RBIS Only) - Adjust the
mainspring hub for .001"-.004" (0.03-0.10 mm) end
play of the escapement shaft in the rear escapement
bearing. This adjustment should be made with the
escapement shaft collar loose. Check the carrier return
and tab pinion backlash after making this adjustment.

CAUTION: Be sure to remove all end play from the escape
ment shaft before tightening the carrier return cord drum.
End play is removed by holding the escapement shaft for
ward while the cord drum is moved to the rear against the
rear bearing. Hand or power cycle, then recheck adjustment
with the carrier at the far right-hand margin.

Outer Edge Lined Up With Scribe Line

Must Hold Escapement
Shaft During Adjustment

-87-

Carrier Return/Backspace
Cable Drum

/ Minimum end Play
No Binds

Escapement Shaft

~I

b. All Steel Transport - Adjust the escapement shaft
collar for .001"-.004" (0.03-0.10 mm) end play of
the carrier return/backspace cable drum on the
escapement shaft.

(Levell RB/S)
(All Steel Transport)

(Top View)

NOTE: Check the carrier return and tab pinion back
lash adjustments after making this adjustment.

Escapement Shaft Collar
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Cable Tension Arm

Backspace Ratchet

o
.040".0.50"

-,--- 11.02-1.27 mml

(Top View)
StOP Stud

NOTE: If the right-hand cable pulley reaches either
limit of the adjustment slot, the rotational position of
the tab/escapement cable drum must be changed on
the escapement shaft.

Transport Cable Tension (All Steel Transport) - Adjust
the right-hand cable pulley left or right so the cable
tension arm clears the stop stud on the backspace
ratchet by .040"-.050" (1.02-1.27 mm).

Right-Hand
Cable Pulley

30.
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Interposers

,89,

Operational
Shaft

Power Frame

Carrier Return/
Index Cam

Spacebar/Back space
Cam

f

The two operational cams are located on the right side of
the operational shaft just inside the power frame. The left
hand cam is a double-sided cam which turns 180 degrees
during each cycle. This cam supplies power to the spacebar
and backspace mechanisms. The right-hand cam is a single
sided cam which rotates 360 degrees during each cycle. It
supplies power to the carrier return and index mechanisms.

the desired operation will take place and second, it releases
one of the two cams so that power will be supplied to that
mechanism.

Figure 1 - Operational Control Mechanism

Cam Pawl

Keylever
Pawl

The operational theory for each of these fOUf operations
is covered in detail in their own sections of this manual.
The operational theory and adjustments in this section will
apply to all of the operational control mechanisms. The
operational control mechanism consists mainly of fOUf

interposers and an operational cam assembly (Figure I).
Each interposer performs the same two basic functions.
First, it conditions the machine components so that only

The operational control mechanism contains all of the parts
necessary to activate the spacebar, backspace, carrier return
and index operations.

OPERATIONAL CONTROL OPERATIONAL TH-EO-RV "



Interposer
Spring

description of each operational function, starting at the
operational latch, can be found in their section of this
manual.

allowing the cam wheel to be released. When the clutch
release arm.releases the cam wheel, the cam wheel will
rotate, allowing the cam pawl to engage the operational
clutch ratchet. The operational clutch ratchet is
attached to the operational shaft and rotates when the
machine is on. The operational cams are mounted on
shoulders of the operational clutch ratchet. The opera·
tional cams remain at rest on these shoulders until the
cam pawl engages the ratchet. When the cam pawl
engages the operational clutch ratchet, the cam turns
with the operational shaft and ratchet.

2. The operational cam follower also contacts the inter
poser restoring lever and causes it to restore the opera
tional interposer forward, allowing the interposer latch
to relatch on the interposer latch plate.

2. An extension at the rear of the operational interposer
positions an operational latch under its cam follower.

I. The cam follower follows the cam surface of the
operational cam from the low point to the high point.
This causes the cam follower to pivot around its
mounting shaft, pulling down on the operational
latch. The power to operate each of the operational
functions is taken from an operational latch. A detailed

Interposer Latch Plate

CAM FUNCTIONS
The rotation of the operational cam assembly performs two
functions (Figure 3).

I. A lug on the bottom of the interposer contacts the
clutch release arm, rotating it down at the front,

Keylever

Figure 2 - Operational Control Mechanism (At Rest) (Right Side View)

INTERPOSER FUNCTIONS
As soon as the interposer latch has cleared the latch plate
(Figure 2), the interposer is pulled to the rear by the
interposer spring. When the interposer moves to the rear, it
performs two functions:

INTERPOSER RELEASE
An operation is activated by depressing one of the opera·
tional keylevers (Figure 2).

When an operational key lever is depressed, a lug on the
keylever pawl contacts the interposer, forcing it down to
release the interposer latch from the interposer latch plate
(Figure 2).

..,
•. ~,
!

i
:
~

Figure 3 - Cam And Interposer Function (Right Side View)
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Keylever Pawl
Deflecte<j Forward

Interposer
Cannot/LatCh

Repeat Operation

End OfSingle Operation

Release Point OfSingle Operation

Figure 6 - Keylever Pawl Operation
(RiKht Side View)

Keylever
Pawl

Clutch Release
A'm

Cam Wheel

Spacebar/
Backspace Cam

Operational
Ratchet

CHECK RING
As the operational cam completes its rotation, the cam
wheel contacts the clutch release arm, which pivots the cam
pawl out of the operational fatchet (Figure 4). Continued
rotation of the cam allows the check pawl to engage a
notch in the check ring which is mounted on the opposite
side of the cam (Figure 5). The check pawl holds the cam in
the fest position, ensuring that the cam pawl does not
reengage the operational ratchet until the next operation.

Cam
Pawl

REPEAT OPERATION
Repeat operation of an operational mechanism can be done
by preventing the interposer from relatching against the
interposer latch plate (Figure 6). A second lug, called the
repeat lug, on the keylever pawl is used to prevent the
relatching of the interposer when a keylever is depressed in
the repeat mode. In the case of carrier return, the repeat
lug on the keylever pawl is formed to the right above the
index interposer. Depressing the carrier return keylever into
the repeat mode causes the index interposer to be released,
resulting in additional linespacing.

Figure 4 - Cam Wheel (Right Side View)

Figure 5 - Check Ring (Left Side View)

Parts At Rest

Keylever
Pawl

Check Ring



\C . R P' .arrler eturn Inion

.002"-.004"

:
~~~~~~10'05.Q' tOmmlBacklash

/

NOTE: Check with power on.

.002"-.004"
10.OS·0.10mm)

~~~

- Carrier

Return
Pinion

5. Tab Pinion Backlash - Adjust the tab governor assembly
left or right to get .002"-.004" (0.05-0.1 0 mm) backlash
between the tab pinion and the escapement cord drum
gear, with the play in the escapement shaft removed to
the rear. The pinion should have minimum end play
between the tab governor hub and collar, yet still
rotate freely.

Escapement
Cord Drum

4. Carrier Return Pinion Side Play - Adjust the torque
limiter hub left or right so there is minimum clearance
with no binds between the carrier, the return pinion
and the torque limiter arbor. There should be .002"·
.004" (0.05-0.10 mm) backlash between the carrier
return pinion and the escapement cord drum gear.

- ~Minimum

NOTE: Recheck adjustment No. I after making this
adjustment.

NOTE: Check with power on.

Torque Limiter Hub

.002"-.004"
10.05.Q.10 mml
Backlash

~~

3. Carrier Return Pinion Backlash - Adjust the escape
ment cord drum gear front to rear to get .002"-.004"
(0.05-0.10 rom) backlash between the carrier return
pinion and the escapement cord drum gear while
holding the escapement shaft to the rear.

Shift
Clutch
Arbor

Escapement
Cord Drum

Adjust the operational
support the operational

Support

.002"-.004"
0.05-0.10 mm)

.002"-.004" _1_
(0.05·0,10 mm)

Carrier
Return
Pinion

Collar

Teeth Matched

~~

XX5

Operational
Cam Ratchet

2. Operational Shaft Position And End Play - Position
the operational shaft laterally so the teeth of the
escapement cord drum and the carrier return pinion are
even while maintaining .002"'.004" (0.05-0.10 mm)
end play of the operational shaft. On the model 7Xl,
this adjustment is controlled by the operational cam
ratchet and the shift clutch arbor. On longer machines,
the position is controlled by a collar attached to the
operational shaft and the shift clutch arbor.

Bearing

NOTE: Bearing centered on support.

1. Operational Shaft Support
shaft support front-ta-rear to
shaft with no binds.

'1

, '

,I"
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Interposer

Check Ring
Eccentric

Keylever Pawl

...

Cam Ratchet

Check Ring

Spacebar .005"-.015"
lO.13.Q.38 mm)

All Others .020"-.030"
10.51.Q.76 mml

\~qaJ~
~

(Levell & 2 - RighI Side View)

Level 2 - Adjust the spacebar keylever adjusting slot
for .005"-.015" (0.13-0.38 mm) clearance between the
keylever pawl and spacebar interposer.

NOTE: Both the check ring mounting studs must be
loosened before making this adjustment.

·93-

Levell - Adjust the spacebar keylever eccentric for a
clearance of .005"-.015" (0.13-0.38 mm) between the
keylever pawl and the interposer.

l~iL.Eccent';c
Spacebar
Keylever Pawl

(RighI Side View)

Levels 1 And 2 - Adjust the keylever slots for a
clearance of .020"-.030" (0.51-0.76 mm) between the
backspace and carrier return keylever pawls and their
interposers.

8. Operational Cam Check Ring - Adjust the operational
cam check ring eccentric so that .010"-.030" (0.25
0.76 mm) exists between the tip of the cam pawl and
the teeth of the operational cam ratchet with the cam
latch~d in the rest position.

Keylever
Pawl Guide

o

Keylever Pawl Guide

.035",.045"
1O,89.1,14;"ml

~
Backspace } 035".045"
Spacebar .
Carner Return (0.89-1.14 mm)

Index - .040"-.060"
11.02-1.52 mml.

(Levell) (RighI Side ViewJ

Keylever Pawl

(Level2) (RighI Side View)

Index _ .040"-.060"
11,02-1,52mml

Index
.030"-.035"
lO.76.Q.89 mm) "

y"~o;::o'J~

\
(Le"eI2 - RighI Side View)

Keylever PaWl

Levels 1 And 2 - Adjust the interposer latch plate for
.030"-.035" (0.76-0.89 mm) between the index
keylever pawl and interposer.

6. Keylever Pawl Overlap - Adjust each keylever pawl
guide so the keylever pawls overlap their interposers by
.035"-.045" (0.89-1.14 mm) with both parts at rest.
The index keylever pawl gqide should be adjusted for
.040"-.060" (1.02-1.52 mm) overlap. This overlap
ensures proper repeat/nonrepeat operation.

7. Keylever Pawl To Interposer Clearance _



,,~J9F;=d~-Restoring Bail
Lug

~~Operational
~ Interposer

(Level J)

Restoring Bail

1_.010"-.030"
(0.25-0.76mml

Cam On High Point

(Right Side View)

13. Interposer Restonng Bail - Form the lug at each side
of the restoring bail so the interposers will be restored
forward .010"-.030"(0.25-0.76 mm) past their latching
point when either cam is operated. The lugs should be
formed front-to-rear to get this adjustment. Forming
the lugs forward increases the throw of the interposers.
This adjustment ensures positive relatching of the
interposers witho"t excessive overthrow.

12. Clutch Release Arms - Form the lug at the bottom of
each clutch release arm so it clears the operational
interposer lugs by .030"-.040" (0.76-1.02 mm) with
the operational interposers and operational cams at
rest. Thjs adjustment ensures the proper timing of the
operational cam in relationship to the rest of the
mechanism.

(Boltom View)

O~P Witho.ut Touching Cam

·~H7J!.:-W-----,i-lf-- Clu tch

W-~II)."ll/~:gj\dl Wheel

1I. Clutch Release Arm Overlap - Form the adjustable
stop lugs on the operational control bracket so each
clutch release arm engages its clutch wheel by .030"
.040" (0.76-1.02 mm). This adjustment may be observed
by measuring the amount of clearance between the
stop lugs and the lower extension of each clutch release
arm when the release arm has released the clutch wheel
and is resting against the high side of the clutch wheel
tooth.

ClutCh ., l.11 ......'m.J\ "'-..
Release ~ _ ~ V

A,m, ~'~tcente,ed Between

Check Pawls
(Top View)

NOTE: Interposer should remain latched with the
operational cam released manually to check this
adjustment.

10. Release Arm Overlap - Form the operational cam
release arms left-la-right to get the maximum amount
of overlap on the clutch wheel as possible without
touching the cam.

9. Operational Cam Position - Position the operational
cam assembly left to right so that the clutch release
arm for both the single· and double-sided cams has
equal lateral position on the clutch wheel.

Operational Cam Assembly

Operational
Cam

Release -=r==ftF===3~
Arms

.'--../

i.l'
'i.,
'~

-Ii,.
'.

.
"

,J

~
Restoring Bail

(Level 2)

Fo,ro,;:

StOP Lug

~_ I~~O

~~
t

.030.. ·.040..
W.76-1.02mml

(Right Side View)
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.005"·.015"
IO.13.Q.38 mm)

Operational Latch

(Right Side View)

Adjusting Screws

This adjustment may be checked by operating the
operational cams enough to move the cam followers
down slightly at the rear. With the machine on its back,
the latches can be pushed against the cam followers to
estimate the clearance.

14. Interposer Adjusting Screws - Adjust the three inter
poser adjusting screws so a front-to-rear clearance of
.005"-.015" (0.13-0.38 mm) exists between all the
operational latches and their cam followers. Adjust the
index interposer adjusting screw to match the approxi
mate position of the other adjusting screws.

NOTE: On RBIS machines only, the spacebar interposer
adjusting screw should be adjusted equal to the backspace
screw.
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Spacebar Latch

\ ,

Cam Follower

When the operational interposer is released, it releases the
spacebar/backspace cam and positions the spacebar latch
under the rear of the cam follower. The theory of operation
for the total operational control mechanism is covered in
that section of this manual.

.-- ,.

-. '.

'....,.. ."-
'. '. ..... I I.... --,

Spacebar/Backspace
Cam

SPACEBAR OPERATIONAL THEORY

The purpose of the spacebar mechanism is to provide a
means of moving the carrier to the right one space at a time
without printing. The spacebar is mounted at the front of
the keyboard on a pivot shaft (Figure 1). Depressing the
spacebar causes the pivot shaft to rotate and in turn rotates
the spacebar keylever. As the spacebar is depressed, a lower
lug of the keylever pawl contacts the operational interposer.

Pivot Sh"ft
\

Spacebar
Keylever

Keylever Pawl Operational
Interpaser i

!.

Figure 1 - Spacebar Mechanism
I
I.,

, SPACEBAR ,97·
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Spacebar
Latch Lever

Spacebar Latch

Adjusting
Screw

Spacebar Latch

Pi\lot Shaft

(Pin)

(Rear View)
\
\

\
\
\
\
\
\
\

\
\
\

.':j
". )

I

-".1, .-",. ....

Spacebar Cam Follower

Spacebar Cam

Figure 2 - Spacebar Operation
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SPACEBAR OPERATION
Movement of the cam follower pulls the spacebar latch
down, which causes the spacebar latch lever to pivot
(Figure 2). An adjusting screw on the latch lever contacts
the trigger lever, causing the trigger lever to rotate about
the pivot pin. This causes the trigger on the trigger lever to
rotate the escapement torque bar and allow the carrier to
complete an escapement operation in the same way as a
character print escapement.
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Spacebar
Lockout Cam

LockoUl Escapement

~¥
<.,,.....~~1(J.----;: ~ Lockout Cam
.:> Blocks Path

Of Interposer
With Filter
Shaft Actuated

7~
Filter /
Shaft

Spacebar
Interposer

·99·

On level I machines, spacebar storage is done differently
(Figure 4). A lockout cam is spring loaded toward the right
against the escapement cam. In the rest position, the lockout
cam is held to the left by the lateral working surfaces of the
two ·cams. In this position, the spacebar interposer is free to
operate without interference.

(Rear View)

Figure 4 - Spacebar Interlock (Levell - At Rest)

The interlocks described above are called print~to-space

interlocks. This is because the print cycles' come before the
spacebar cycles. This type of interlock is necessary in case
the operator hits a spacebar cycle too soon after a character
print cycle.

During a character cycle, rotation of the filter shaft allows
the lockout cam to move toward the right because the high
points of the lateral working surfaces are no longer in
contact (Figure 5). The lockout cam is prevented from
rotating with the filter shaft by a guide bracket that fits in a
slot in the front of the cam. As the lockout cam slides to
the right, an extension at the bottom of the cam moves into

.. the path of a lug on the spacebar interposer. As the filter
shaft reaches its rest position, the lockout cam is forced
back to the left by the escapement cam. The spacebar
interposer is then released and normal spacebar operations
can occur.

(Rear View)

Figure 5 - Spacebar Interlock (Level I - Lockout Actuated)

.···Escapement
:>. Trigger

Escapement
Trigger Lever

/~

'" ..-<:' ,,:
~' ,
,,
~

(Rear VIew)

Spacebar
Interlock Cam

Interlock. J nterposer Blocks
Movement Of Spacebar Interposer/_~,
(Active Position)

Adjustable
Stop

\
\
\
\
\
\

\
\
\

\
\

\
\
\
\
\
\

~\IC:J:1~~~i~~~~~~(RightSide'" View)

To ensure the spacebar will cause an escapement operation
following a print cycle, it is necessary to place the spacebar
mechanism into storage until the print cycle is completed
(Figure 3).

PRINT·TO·SPACE INTERLOCK
Both spacebar escapement and print escapement operate by
actuating the escapement trigger lever to cause an escape.
ment operation. Because of the relationship of these two
mechanisms, operating both of them quickly or together
causes only one space of escapement to occur. This could
happen when an operator strikes the spacebar too soon
after a character print operation.

Spacebar storage is done by blocking the movement of the
spacebar interposer to the rear. As the filter shaft rotates
during a print operation, the interlock interposer follows
the side of the spacebar interlock cam and pivots top to the
front. As the interlock interposer drops off of the high
point of the cam, the rear extension moves up and blocks
the movement of the spacebar interposer to the rear. This
stops the spacebar operation and holds the interposer in
storage until the print cycle is completed.

Figure 3 - Spacebar Operation & Print-To-Space Interlock

Spacebar JnterIOck~~~~~~~~~ ''-..,'''', '"
Cam



Keylever Bottomed

1/16"·1/32"
(' .59-0.79 mm)

I

t

t
.00' ..·.012..
(0.03-0.30 mm)

.005"..010"
{0.13-O.25 mml

I

~--- Spacebar Link

Spacebar Stem

(Right Side View)

Spacebar Guide

(Left Side View)

Form the spacebar guide up or down to get .005"-.010"
(0.13.0.25 mm) clearance between the pivot shaft on
the guide and the spacebar stem at the time the space
bar key lever is bottomed.

4. Spacebar Guide - Form the spacebar guide front-to-rear
for free up and down motion of the spacebar keybutton
and for 1/16"-1/32" (1.59·0.79 mm) between the rear
edge of the spacebar key button and the front edge of
the fourth row character key buttons.

3. Spacebar Link (RB/S) - With the escapement trip link
properly adjusted, adjust the spacebar link for .001"
.012" (0.03-0.30 mm) between the clevis pin and the
bottom of the slot in the trigger lever.

t

.001"·.015"
10.03.0.38 mml

",,-n:..:.=__Screw

(Left Side View)

.00T-.010"
(0.18-0.25 mm)

t--'/ "
" I" -.r:\ \
. I "211, \j

Escapement T"gger~f' /,fu/

(Right Side View)

2. Spacebar Latch Lever Screw (NRB(S) - Adjust the
screw so that .007"-.0 I0" (0.18-0.25 mm) clearance
exists between the escapement trigger and the escape
ment torque bar. Disconnect the escapement trip link
before making this adjustment. The trigger upstop
should be moved up out of the way when making this
adjustment. After completing the adjustment, the
upstop should be readjusted so it clears the trigger lever
by .00 1"·.005" (0.03-0.13 mm) and is centeced between
the trigger restoring spring and the trigger mounting
lug.

Latch Adjusting Screw

·100-

This clearance can be observed by pulling the latch to
the rear with a springhook while the machine is at rest.

NOTE: Recheck interposer adjusting screws adjustment
_ Operational Control Adjustment Section.

1. Operacional Larch Height (NRBjS) - Adjust the latch
adjusting screw so the spacebar latch will pass under
the cam follower with a clearance of .001 ..·.005"
(0.03·0.13 mm).

NOTE: All operational control adjustments must be
correct before making any spacebar adjustments.!,
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Repeat
Stop

KeYleVer~
- 0 r

o TSottomed In
Guide Comb

Minimum End Play

,.,,~. \ If
.. J\.-spaoeb"

/ ~ Keylever
Spacebar OperatinS;j Arm

.030" Minimum - 
10.76mml

Must Not
Bottom

(

.00'''-.005''
(0.03-0.' 3 mml

Arm --"'.-::-0~
Repeat
Arm

a. Left to right so the operating arm overlaps the
keylever by 0.30" (0.76 mm) minimum.

b. Up and down to provide clearance between the
keylever and operating arm at rest.

~ Keylever

Ope~tlngAr~~ J-
"" R:

Level 1 - Adjust the repeat stop rotationally for a
clearance of .00 I"-.005" (0.03-0.13 mm) between the
arm on the spacebar shaft and the repeat arm when a
single operation occurs.

c. Up and down to cause the keylever to bottom in
the guide comb when the keybutton is fully
depressed.

(Level 1)

7. Spacebar Repeat Stop - The additional load of the
repeat stop should be applied to the spacebar just after
a single operation occurs. Adjust in the following way:

6. Spacebar Operating Arm (Levell) - Form the spacebar
operating arm to satisfy the following conditions:

(Level 2)

Horizontal

(Level 2)

Spacebar Guide (Levels 1 And 2) - Adjust the spacebar
guide for free motion.

Levell - Tqe spring should be formed up or down so
that a weight of 2-1/2 ounces (10.9 g) will just fail to
release the spacebar interposer. The medium screw·
driver, which weighs 2-1/2 ounces (70.9 g). can be used
for this check.

Level 2 - Position the spring on one of the three lugs
on the carrier return/backspace repeat bail so that the
spacebar can be released by a 3 ounce (85.1 g) load.

(Level 1)

(Level 1)

5. Spacebar Return Spring -

\,.... ...~
\

,,4 -'- "
, 1-

I' I \

I, ~~r I
, /

Adjust For Free Motion

(Level 1 - Left Side View)
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Lockout Cam
Guide

Spacebar
Interposer

Lockout Cam

Adjust For High
Point - Machine
At Rest

(Rear View)

.050..·.060..
(1.27.1.52 mm)- I

Lateral
Motion

NOTE: Be sure to maintain the proper rotational
adjustment of the escapement cam.

Lockout Cam (Levell) - With the lockout cam on the
high point of the escapement cam, adjust the escape
ment cam laterally so the lockout cam will have ,050"
.060" (1.27-1.52 mm) remaining movement toward
the left.

NOTE: W.T. - For 9XX this adjustment is made by
adjusting the escapement timing.

Spacebar Interlock. Cam

Spacebar InterJock
Interposer

t ."~
",,-[~<

" ~ .015"-.020":V -~t38-o.S' mml

, " (Rear View)

II. Lock Cam Guide (Level J) - With a character half
cycled, adjust the lockout cam guide up or down so the
spacebar interposer will move to the rear .015",.025"
(0.38-0.64 mm) when it is unlatched.

9. Spacebar Interlock Cam - Adjust the spacebar inter
lock cam rotationally on the filter shaft so that when
the machine is at rest, the spacebar interlock interposer
is on the high point of the cam.

10.

t
Repeat
Spring

.00' .. ·.005..
(Q.03.Q.13 mml

.005.. ·.0'0..
(O,13.Q.25 mm)

_I

(Bottom View)

Repeat
Stop Screw

(Right Side View)

o

.005..·.010..
(O.13.Q.25 mm)

0, I
'S7Tt

spaceb(LJ
Stem

@

t

8. Spacebar Firlal Stop - Adjust the spacebar final stop
to get .005"-.010" (0.13-0.25 mm) clearance between
the stop and the spacebar stem at the time a repeat
operation occurs.

Level 2 - Adjust the repeat stop screw for a clearance
of .001"·.005" (0.03-0.13 mm) between the repeat
stop screw and the repeat spring when a single operation
just occurs.

Level 3 - Form the right lug so the carrier return and
backspace keylevers contact the stop just after a single
operation occurs. Form the spacebar lug so the spacebar
keylever contacts the stop just after a single operation
occurs.

Just Touches After
Single Function

~ Spaceba, Keylov«

~ (Right Side View)

(Levell - Right Side View) (Level 2 - Left Side View)

Final Stop

I

1
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.00,".Ql0"
10.03.Q.25 mml

b. Form the space-to-print interlock extension to
clear the character interrupter bail by .00 I"-.0 I0"
(0.03-0.25 mm) with all parts at rest.

a. With the machine tilted up, position the retaining
clip so the space-to-print interlock extension is
vertical.

15. Space-To~Print Interlock - This adjustment only
applies to machines equipped with a field installed
space-ta-print interlock.

I \
.I

I nterlock Stop

Lockout Cam Lug

Machine Half-Cycle
Interposer Latched

(Rear View)

Spacebar Interlock J nterposer

(Level 2)

.020..·.025..
(0.51-0.64 mm)-

(Right Side View)

Spacebar Interposer Guide (Level 1) - With the filter
shaft at rest and the spacebar interposer released,
adjust the interposer guide left or right to get .015"
.025" (0.38-0.64 mm) clearance between the interposer
and the lockout cam lug.

Spacebar Interlock
Interposer

Spacebar Interlock Bracket - With the machine at rest
and the spacebar interposer released, adjust the inter
lock bracket front-to-rear to get a clearance of .040"
.050" (1.02-1.27 mm) between the interlock interposer
and the adjustable stop on the spac'ebar interposer.

Machine At Rest
Interposer Released
.040···.050..
(1.02-1.27mm)

-~--:---:-
Interlock Stop - With the machine half cycled and the
spacebar interposer latched at rest, adjust the spacebar
interposer interlock stop so there is .020"~.02S" (0.51
0.64 mm) between the interlock stop and the spacebar
interlock interposer.

i~~_,/~."\
Y......-<<-<- - -..I \

I I~ .015"-.025 11

\~l/~ (0.38-0.64 mm)

Spacebar
Interposer
Released
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Figure 1 - Carrier Return Mechanism

,/05·

Unlatching Link

Carrier Return
Cord Drum

During a carrier return operation, several things occur: the
escapement torque bar is rotated to remove the escapement
and backspace pawls from ~heir racks; the carrier return
spring clutch is activated to drive the carrier to the left
margin; and the carrier return mechanism is latched in the
active condition to ensure the carrier is driven to the left
margin. When the carrier reaches the left margin, the
mechanism is unlatched.

CARRIER RETURN OPERATIONAL THE'iiRY' . " .",,:;

Carrier

Carrier Return
Spring Clutch

NOTE: The index mechanism is discussed in the Paper
Feed and Index section of this manuaL

Left
Margin StOP

The purpose of the carrier return mechanism is to return
the carrier to the left margin (Figure 1). The index mecha
I is activated during each carrier return operation to line
s~ the paper. The carrier return and index operations
leave the carrier in position for printing at the beginning of
the next line.



Cam Follower

Outch Latch
Escapement

Carrier Return
Latched Position

Escapement Pawl

~/~Escapmen.t~a .'. _ fo,queS.,

w~
\

left Operational
Pivot Pin

Carrier Return
Cord Drum

The left-hand operational pivot pin is attached by setscrews
to the carrier return lever and pivots about the mounting
hole as the carrier return lever moves downward. Located
on the left end of the left-hand operational pivot pin is the
carrier return clutch arm. As the carrier return clutch arm
moves upward, the carrier return shoe actuating arm pivots
and forces the carrier return shoe into the spring clutch.
The carrier return clutch latch causes the carrier return
mechanism to be latched in this active position until the
carrier reaches the left-hand margin. At that time, the
clutch is unlatched and the escapement pawl is allowed to
restore into the rack (Figure 2).

CARRIER RETURN LATCHING
When the carrier return operational latch is pulled down by
the cam follower, the latch pulls the carrier return lever
down. As the carrier return lever moves down, it pivots the
clutch latch shaft. Attached to the right-hand end of the
clutch latch shaft is the carrier return clutch latch. As the
carrier return clutch latch moves downward, it rotates the
latch actuating arm which will pivot the escapement pawl
from the escapement rack. The clutch latch and latch
actuating arm are latched in their operational position
(Figure 2).The left-hand end of the carrier return pinion forms the

arbor for the carrier return spring clutch. A second hub, the
carrier return clutch arbor, is just to the left of the carrier
return pinion. This hub is in constant rotation with the
operational shaft and the carrier return clutch spring is
attached to this hub by a spring clip. The operational
shaft turns in the tightening direction of the spring; how·
ever, no d rive occurs because the pinion hub is smaller than
the inside diameter of the spring clutch. When the loose end
of the carrier return clutch spring is pressed against the
pinion hub, the spring clutch will tighten around the hub
and drive the pinion. The tension of the spring clutch will
return the clutch to the normal size when the external
pressure is released.

Carrier Return
Corner Pulleys Cord

~~l
~~'"

The external pressure required to cause the carrier return
spring clutch to drive is applied by a nylon shoe. The power
to operate the nylon shoe against the clutch spring is taken
from the carrier return operational cam. This cam has one
cam surface and rotates 360 degrees during each operation.

CARRIER RETURN CLUTCH OPERATION
The power to turn the escapement shaft is taken directly
from the operational shaft. The escapement cord drum has
a gear on the front which engages a carrier return pinion
gear on the operational shaft. A spring clutch is used [0

cause the carrier return pinion gear to rotate with the
operational shaft. The pinion gear drives the escapement
cord drum in a clockwise direction causing the carrier
return cord to be wound on the drum (Figure 2).

c:.. ,

I
!
"

,
f

11
f

!
I

Figure 2 - Carrier Return Clutch Operation
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Figure 3 - Carrier Return Unlatching

Carrier Return
Arm Assembly

Eccentric ~tud

Figure 4 - TOrQue Limiter

(Levell)

The extension spring is connected between this loop and an
eccentric stud on the torque limiter hub (Level I). The
extension spring increases the force required to unwind the
torque limiter spring so that no slipping occurs during
normal carrier return. The torque limiter spring slips when
the carrier cannot move to the left. It also slips at the
beginning of a carrier return operation to provide an even
start.

·101-

When the carrier is away from the left margin, a compression
spring, located at the left end of the margin rack, loads the
rack to the right. As the carrier is returned to the left mar
gin, the linelock bracket strikes the left margin stoP. forcing
the margin: rack to the left. Motion is then transferred
through the overbank guide, a bellerank, and an unlatching
link, to pull the latch keeper forward, unlatching the carrier
return arm assembly. As the carrier return arm unlatches.
the escapement torque bar will return to rest, allowing the
pawl to return to its rack. The nylon shoe will also return
to rest, disengaging the carrier return clutch.

Carrier

~~
Compression
Spring

TORllUE LIMITER
If the carrier is already resting at the left margin when a
carrier return operation is selected, the carrier return
mechanism must be allowed to slip in order to prevent parts
breakage.

To do this, rotational motion of the operational shaft is
supplied to the carrier return clutch arbor through a torque
limiter (Figure 4). The torque limiter is a spring clutch
which gives a controlled amount of torque to the carrier
return clutch arbor.

The operational shaft turns in the unwinding direction of
the torque limiter spring. This expands the spring and
allows it to slip. The spring is heavy, and smaller in diameter
than the carrier return clutch arbor over which it fits. 1'he
'"-iction between the arbor and the spring is not enough to

ive the arbor in the unwinding direction of the spring
"((uring carrier return. The right end of the torque limiter

spring has a loop formed to accept an extension spring.

The torque limiter consists of the. torque limiter hub, which
is attached to the operational shaft, and the torque limiter
spring. The left end of the torque limiter spring is attached
to the torque limiter hub by an adjustable clamp. The right
half of the torque limiter spring fits over the large shoulder

- of the carrier return clutch arbor.

CARRIER RETURN UNLATCHING
When the carrier reaches the left margin, the carrier return
clutch must be unlatched and the pawl returned to its rack,
ready for the next operation. This is done through the
linelock bracket which transfers motion from the carrier
through the margin rack to unlatch the carrier return arm

'---" assembly (Figure 3).

,



The torque limiter extension spring on Level 2 machines is
connected between the loop on the torque limiter spring
and the extension lug on the torque limiter adjustable
clamp (Figure 5).

CARRIER RETURN ·ADJUSTMENTS \ :,>:,.. -. ~. '

NOTE: All operational control adjustments must be correct
before making carrier return adjustments.

t

,.
\

I

Side Frame

Clutch Latch Eccentric

";iJ.......~---- Escapement Pawl

--- - .005"-.015"
10.13.0.38 mml

Level 1 machines can be identified by a clutch latch
eccentric in the carrier return clutch latch. Level 3
machines can be identified by a 90-degree bend in the
left-hand end of the clutch latch shaft. Other machines
are level 2.

(Level I)

Escapement Torque Bar

CAUTION: Do not form the lip of the carrier
return clutch latch.

o. Level 1 - Adjust the clutch latch eccentric so the
escapement pawl will clear the rack teeth by
.005"-.015" (0.13-0.38 mm)when the latch is
being held down by the keeper.

(Right Side View)

Carrier Return ./0 0
Latch Actuating
A'm

.001"-.005"_. '_
(0.03..Q.13 mmJ I

T
2. Pawl Clearance -

1. Carrier Return Latch Actuating Arm - Form the lug
on the carrier return latch actuating arm so the vertical
lug clears the lug on the escapement torque bar by
.00 I"-.005" (0.03-0.13 mm) at rest.

Character
Interrupter
Shaft

Print Interlock Link

Carrier Return
Actuating ---""-"'
A,mCycle Clutch Link

Character Interrupter Shaft

~
AdiustableClamp~~1D

Extension Spring rp
Extension Lug---

(Level 2)

Figure 5 - Torque Limiter

CARRIER RETURN/PRINT INTERLOCK
The carrier return/print interlock is used to prevent the
cycle du reh from releasing any time the carrier return
mechanism is operated. A link is connected between the
carrier return actuating arm and the character interrupter
shaft. When the actuating aTtn is in the operated position,
the character interrupter shaft is rotated to position the
character interrupter pawl in the path of the cycle clutch
link. This prevents the cycle clutch from releasing (Figure
6).

Figure 6 - Carrier Return/Print Interlock
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t
Carrier Return Latch
Adjusting Screw

.00' ..·.0'5..
(0.03-0.38 mm)

'--l'----'l.~-t

Carrier Return Latch Adjusting Screw,

3. Ca"ier Return Latch Height - Adjust the carrier
return latch adjusting screw to get .001"-.015" (0.03.
0.38 mm) clearance between the latch and the cam
follower lever. The clearance should be kept to the low
side to ensure a minimum of lost motion.

Cam Follower Lever

7X3-7X5

Carrier Return Latch Adjusting &rew

7Xl

.00' ..·.0'5..
(0.03-0.38 mml

8X3-8X5

(Right Side View)

Cam Follower __...._-"
Lever

Carrier Return Latch

Cam Follower Leller

Carrier Return
Latch

•Latch Keeper

Torque Bar Latch

(Level 2 & 3)

.005..·.0'5..
(0.' 3-0.38 mm)

1">_-- Escapement Pawl

NOTE: "Selectric" II NRB/S only.

b. Level 2 And 3 - Form the tip of the carrier return
clutch latch to get .005"-.015" (0.13-0.38 mm)
between the escapement pawl and the escapement
rack during a carrier return. This will allow the
pawl to enter the rack quickly at the completion
of a carrier return operation.

(Level 4)

c. Level 4 - With the carrier return latched, form the
clutch latch for .010"-.020" (0.25-0.51 mm)
escapement pawl clearance. Ensure that the torque
bar latch is under the lug on the carrier return
clutch latch.



)
Carrier Return
Clutch Latch

Actuating Arm Bracket

_--- 3 Coils Max.

Spring

Level 1 - Adjust the carrier return actuating arm
bracket left or right so the carrier return shoe overlaps
the last three coils on the right-hand end of the carrier
return clutch spring, and there is equal shoe to pinion
spring contact on all three coils. This ensures that all
coils of the clutch latch spring will be used in the
clutch operation.

Level 4 - Rotate the clutch latch on the clutch latch
actuating shaft to get .025"-.035" (0.64-0.89 mm)
clearance between the carrier return clutch latch and
clutch latch keeper. This adjustment should be made
with the carrier return/index cam on the high point
and the platen, deflector and feed rolls in the machine
(NRB/S "Selectric" II only).

~
'025""035"

(0.64-0.891

ea"'er ReturnA~/
Clutch Latch @I \

Keeper 0/'
o

(Right Side View I

Spr'ng Clutch --,~-,....I......~..,.=,,~';;:-~"!=====
~I Equal

Contact
(Levell) With Coils

(Top View)

Level 2 - Form the one-piece carrier return shoe ann
left or right so that the return shoe overlaps no more
than the last three coils on the right-hand end of the
carrier return clutch spring, and there is equal shoe to
pinion spring contact on all three coils.

5. Carrier Return Shoe Overlap -

Clutch Latch

.030"-.040"

Level 3 - Rotate the clutch latch on the clutch latch
actuating shaft to get .030"-.040" (0.76-1.02 mm)
clearance between the carrier return clutch latch and
clutch latch keeper. This adjustment should be made
with the carrier return/index cam on the high point
and the platen, deflector and feed rolls in the machine.

Model 7X3-7X5

I'L:..;Tv
.030"-.040"
to.76-1.02 mm)

Model7Xl

NOTE: This adjustment should be made with the
platen, deflector and feed rolls in the machine. After
making this adjustment, be sure to recheck the carrier
return latch height adjustment. This can be found in
the Operational Control and Spacebar Section.

Be sure the setscrew that locks the carrier return lever
to the pivot shaft is tight, or there will not be enough
carrier return latch overthrow.

4. Clutch Latch Overthrow - Levels 1 And 2 - Adjust
the adjusting screw in the carrier return latch arm to
get .030"-.040" (0.76-1.02 mm) overthrow between
the tip of the carrier return clutch latch and the clutch
latch keeper with the carrier return/index cam on the
high point.

'.

(Level 2)

I~"q

r

e:::1,n

g

p

Etua~"
Contact
With
Coils

Return Shoe

3 Coils
~__ Maximum

ReturnC \
Carrier
Shoe Arm

Carrier Return
Clutch Spring

ICam On High Point
.030"-.040"
(0.76-1.02 mml

Clutch Latch. r I
Keeper ~~

Clutch Latch - ~

(Right Side View)
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(Top View)

The adjustment of the overbank guide on the margin
rack determines the rest position of the margin rack.
This adjustment ensures that the left·hand margin stop
will set correctly when the stop is moved to the right
against the carrier. The adjustment of the overbank
guide, plus the amount of side motion that the guide
allows, automatically provides the carrier with the
overbank required for proper escapement pawl entry
at the completion of a carrier return operation.

NOTE: Dual pitch machines must be checked in 12
pitch.

NOTE: On machines equipped with the early style
margin rack, check the margin rack eccentric adjust
ment if the clutch fails to latch properly. The eccentric
may be holding the rack too far to the left, limiting
the margin rack motion and reducing the amount of
overlap of the keeper on the latch.

Level 2 - With the carrier resting at the left-hand
margin, adjust the overbank guide left-to-right to get
.001"-.005" (0.03-0.13 mm) clearance between the
left-hand ma,rgin stop and the carrier stop latch. The
floating action of the stop latch must be removed by
pulling the latch to the right with a springhook before
this clearance can be observed.

NOTE: The play between the margin rack and rail on
RBIS machines must be removed while making this
adjustment. This is done by holding the margin rail to
the right and the rack to the left.

Carrier Stop Latch

'OOl"~-005"
'If'!,,,,,,,,,,,,,-::/::.CO.03-O.13 mm)

Lfe,;';-;",..,
Left Margin Stop

Overbank Guide

8. Clutch Unlatching - Adjust the clevis on the carrier
return unlatching link so the clutch latch keeper clears
the tip of the clutch latch by .005"-.015" (0.13-0.38
mm) on NRB(S and .001 "-.010" (0.03-0.25 mm) on
RBIS machines at the unlatching point. To observe
this adjustment, turn the power on and hold the clutch
latch down.

Clutch Latch Keeper

Margin Rack.

Actuating Arm
Screw

(Level 2)

Carrier
Return
Shoe

Left Margin Stop

I<----_---.J
(Level 3)

Actuating Arm Screw

(Levell)

Actuating Arm Screw

NOTE: Any change in overbank on machines with this
old-style margin rack assembly will directly affect the
clutch unlatching adjustment.

(Top View)

NOTE: An easy way to get the clearance on Level 3
machines is to turn the arm actuating down I to 1-1/2
turns from engagement of shoe.

7. Overbank - Levell - With the carrier at the left-hand
margin, adjust the margin rack eccentric to get .001"·
.005" (0.03-0.13 mm) clearance between the left-hand
margin stop and the carrier stop latch. Next, adjust the
bushing at the left-hand end of the margin rack to get
.025"-.030" (0.64-0.76 mm) between the bushing and
the.nylon washer.

6. Carrier Return Shoe Clearance - Levels 1, 2 And 3 
Adjust the actuating arm spring screw vertically to get
.0 I 5"-.020" (0.38-0.51 mm) clearance between the
carrier return shoe and the carrier return clutch spring
with all parts at rest.

•

•



CAUTION: The spring lug extension may hit the
carrier return shoe arm or the print interlock link when
in full overth'row position. Form the tip of the spring
lug down over the loop of the spring.

Clamp

Level 2 - Form the extension lug on the clamp to
provide one to two pounds pull on the carrier as the
carrier unlatches the clutch at the left margin.

(Levell)

If more adjustment is needed, the clamp can be posi
tioned into another notch.

~
\~;;

Extension Lug

NOTE: This should be adjusted for positive carrier
return when carrier is near the left margin.

Character Interrupter
Shaft

II. Carrier Rerurn Interlocks - Levell - Form the carrier
return print interlock link to satisfy the following
conditions. With the carrier return clutch latched, the
character interrupter pawl should fully engage in front
of the cycle clutch link. With the carrier return mecha
nism at rest, the interlock link must not prevent the
character interrupter shaft from returning to rest.

~r--- Eccentric Stud

If no spring scale is available, the torque may be
estimated by holding the carrier while the clutch is
engaged. The torque limiter should slip, but supply a
positive carrier return when the carrier is released.

1-2Ibs.
10.45-.90 kg.l
Pull

Carrier Return
Clutch Latr.h(Right Side View)

Carrier Return
Clutch Latcr.

Clutch Unlatching Link

r
Spring Clamp

t

(Right Siae View)

9. Torque Bu. Latch - Level 4 Only - Form the lug on
the torque bar latch so the carrier return clutch latch
will overlap the carrier return clutch latch keeper by
.020"-.025" (0.51-0.64 mm) when the carrier return is
latched.

Level4 - With the margin rack held (0 the left, adjust
the clutch unlatching link for .005 ..·.015" (0.13-0.38
mm) between the carrier return clutch latch and the
torque bar latch.

.005"-.015" __!:_
(0. 13.Q.38 mmJ

Torque Limiter Spring

10. Torque Limiter - Levell - Adjust the eccentric stud
on the torque limiter hub to provide one to two
pounds pull on the carrier as the carrier is unlatching
the clutch at the left-hand margin. If enough adjustment
is not available at the eccentric, the torque limiter
spring may be shifted on the torque limiter hub by
repositioning the torque limiter spring clamp.

I
'J
~

~,>
'" ~;t'..\v
':;~

(l

(Levell)

I
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Level 2 - Adjust the clip front·to-rear on the carrier
return print interlock link to satisfy the following
conditions: With the carrier return clutch unlatched,
the character interrupter pawl should fully engage in
front of the cycle clutch link; with the carrier return
mechanism at rest, the interlock link must not prevent
the character interrupter shaft from returning to rest.

Print Interlock Link

Character
Character interrupter ~~----lnterr(jPter
Pawl Shaft

(Leve/2)
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Figure 1 - Backspace Mechanism I
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Cam Follower

Spacebar/Backspace Cam

Interposer

lntermechate Backspace Lever

Escapement
Pawl

'~---- Backspace Latch

.<. ~.;

PAWL MOUNTING
The backspace pawl is mounted to the escapement bracket
directly above the escapement pawl. Movement of the
backspace pawl to the left also moves the carrier and the
escapement pawl to the left.

As the backspace latch is pulled down by the cam follower,
the latch assembly pivots around its mounting stud, rotating
the intermediate backspace lever clockwise on its mounting
stud. The front of the intermediate backspace lever moves
the backspace rack to the left.

BACKSPACE OPERATION
When the backspace C3m is rotated. motion is tra'nsferred
through the cam follower to operate the backspace latch.

Backspace Pawl

. NONROTARY BACKSPACE (NRBjS)

The complete operational theory of the operational control
mechanism can be found in the operational control section
of this manual.

NONROTARY BACKSPACE OPERATIONAL THEORY (NRB/S)

Carrier

KeYleve,v

The purpose of the backspace mechanism is to move the
carrier to the left one space at a time. When the backspace
mechanism is operated, cam motion is transferred through a
cam follower, latch assembly. intermediate lever, backspace
rack and backspace pawl to move the carrier to the left
(Figure I).

c"",,"'<;,n:--_" ~_ ,..... r' .,/S)

<)

•
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PAWL OPERATION
The escapement pawl has a small stud on its upper surface
which extends through an elongated slot in the backspace
pawl (Figure 2). This stud ensures that the pawls move
laterally together. The slot in the backspace pawl allows
either pawl to move front to rear. When the backspace rack
pushes to the left against the backspace pawl, the carrier
moves to the left. The escapement pawl moves with the
backspace pawl and will move out of the rack tooth and
into the previous rack tooth.

NONROTARV BACKSPACE ADJUSTMENTS - --

NOTE: All operational control adjustments must be
correct before making backspace adjustments.

1. Backspace Latch Height - Adjust the backspace latch
adjusting screw for .00 I"-.0 15" (0.03-0.38 mm)
clearance between the latch and the cam follower lever.
This adjustment should be made to the low side of the
specification to ensure a minimum of lost motion.

~
"'"

: ~

ri

I

I

•
•I,
\

f

.001 ..·.015..
10.03·0.38 mml

(Right Side View)

Backspace Latch
(Held To Read

2, Tab Lever Stop - Levell - Form the stop front and
rear for a clearance of .001"-.003" (0.03-0.08 mm)
between the vertical lug on the tab lever and the
backspace pawl when the pawl is bottomed in its rack.

Backspace Latch
Adjusting Screw

NOTE: Make sure all escapement bracket and print
escapement adjustments are correct before forming this
stop.

Escapement
Torque Bar

Escapement Pawl

Escapement
Pawl

Vertical Stud

Backspace Rack
Forces Carrier
To The Left

(Rear View)

Escapement Rack

Pawl

Mounting
Stud

Backspace
Rack

The backspace rack is spring loaded to the right. When the
backspace operation is completed, the backspace rack
returns to its rest position. The carrier is held by the'
escapement pawl; the stud maintains the position of the
backspace pawl allowing it to drop into the next tooth
of the backspace rack as the rack restores (Figure 3).

~~"~'__ ' : ~ Backs03cePawl
o : __ Backspace

Vertical Stud Maintains " -- Rack
Lateral Position Of Escapement Rack
Escapement Pawl

Figure 2 - Pawl Movement - Operating (Top View)

I'

Tab Lever
Stop

(Right Side View)
...."= ~I~
10.03.0.08 mml

(Levell)

Backspace Pawl Moves
To Next Rack Tooth

BaCkspace Rack
Restores To
The Right

Vertical Stud Maintains
Lateral Position Of
Backspace Pawl

,.

,
f

I
{'---"
Ii!:l

L

Figure 3 - Pawl Movement - Restoring (Top View)
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Intermediate Lever

Levell - With the backspace cam manually operated
to the high point, the escapement pawl should drop
into the previous rack tooth and overthrow by .005"
.0 I0" (0. I 3·0.25 mm). Adjust the intermediate lever
front-to-rear to get this adjustment.

(Top View - LevellJ' Cam On High Point

4. Backspace Motion - This adjustment is gotten by
adjusting the intermediate lever front-to-rear. Any time
this adjustment is changed, the backspace rack adjust
ment should be checked and readjusted if necessary.
Moving the lever to the rear increases backspace rack
motion.

Backspace
Rack

Tab Lever
Stoo

Backspace
~--- Bellcrank

Screw

bn'[i---"<------- Backspace
Beltcrank
Screw

.005..·.010..
- IO.13-O.25mml

No clearance can cause escapement problems as well as
backspace problems by allowing the backspace pawl,
instead of the escapement pawl, to hold the carrier.

(Top View - Level 2)

This adjustment keeps lost motion to a minimum and
ensures that the backspace pawl will positively reset in
the next rack tooth at the completion of a backspace
operation.

Backspace Pawl

(Top View - Level 2)

Level 2 - Form the stop front and rear for a clearance
of .005"-.0 I0" (0..13-0.25 mm) between the vertical
lug on the escapement pawl lever and the backspace
pawl when the pawl is bottomed in its rack.

Escapement
Pawl Lever _
Lug

Backspace Pawl

3. Backspace Rack - With the machine at rest, adjust the
backspace bellcrank screw in or out to get .005"-.015"
(0.13-0.38 mm) clearance between the working surface
of a rack tooth and the backspace pawl. Check at both
ends of the writing line.

Escapement Rack (Top View - Levell)

Backspace
Pawl

~~;~~·1'!0G()f{f,~~~~Escapement Pawl - .-------.--- ...:..:..



, i,
Levels 2 And 3 - Adjust the intermediate lever on level
2 and the backspace adjusting screw on level 3 so that a
backspace operation just fails under hand operation.
During a powered backspace operation, the carrier
develops enough motion for a positive operation. Too
much motion will cause double or space-and-a-half
backspacing.

'./

'I..
I

oj

j Escapement Pawl

Cam On
High Point
Just Fails
To Drop In

t
I
I
I

•

I
I

I
I
I
I

Escapement Rack

(Top View - Level 3) Cam On High Point

Cam On
High Point
Just Fails To Drop In

Escapement Pawl

Escapement RaCk!

(Top View - Level 2) Cam On High Point

Escapement Rack

, ,

i
I

• 1,
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Backspace Latch
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Carrier Return/Backspace Cable Drum

Backspace Bellcrank

loaded to the right against a stop lug. The purpose of the
pivot arm and spring is to take up the shock when the
carrier is pulled to the left by the cable. The other end of
the cable is attached to the carrier return/backspace cable
drum. The carrier return/backspace cable drum and back
space ratchet are one piece and operate as a unit (Figure 1).

Backspace Driver

Figure 1 - Rotary Backspace Mechanism IRight Front View)

o ROTARY BACKSPACE

Cable Anchor racket

Shock Absorber Spring

Mainspring Backplate

ROTARY BACKSPACE (RBISI OPERATIONAL THEORY

Because of this different way of backspacing, the carrier
transport system is a little different. The main difference
in the transport system is the use of strong steel cable(s)
that reduce stretch. The tab/escapement cable or cord is
attached in approximately the same manner as the NRB/S
tab/escapement cord. The carrier return/backspace cable is
attached at the carrier to an arm on the cable anchor
bracket. This arm is free to pivot and is heavily spring

The rotary backspace mechanism pulls the carrier returnj
backspace cable to move the carrier to the left one space at
a time. This mechanism functions with either 10 or J2 pitch
machines or on dual pilCh machines in either pitch.
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Backspace
Bellcrank

Backspace Ratchet And Carrier
Return/Backspace Cable Drum

Driver Links

Backspace Bellcrank
Mounting Stud

Figure 4 - Rotary Backspace At Rest (Front View)

Since the backspace ratchet and the carrier return/backspace
cable drum are one piece, when the backspace ratchet
rotates clockwise (as viewed from the front), the cable
drum will also rotate clockwise pulling the carrier return/
backspace cable. The motion to rotate the drum is provided
by the backspace latch, backspace bellcrank, backspace
links and backspace driver. The bellcrank and driver are
mounted on studs on the mainspring backplate. The driver
mounting hole is a slot (Figure 4).

The operation of the backspace mechanism from the
keybutton to the backspace latch is covered in the Opera
tional Control Section of this manuaL

ROTARY BACKSPACE OPERATION
Rotary backspace operates from the same single sided
operational cam and cam follower as carrier return and
index. The spacebar is the only function operated by the
double cam.

Carrier Return/Backspace
Cable Drum Assembly

Tab/Escapement
Cord Drum

Tab/Escapement Cord

LEVELl
On level 1 machines, the tab/escapement cable drum is
attached to the front of the escapement shaft, but the
carrier return/backspace cable drum is free to rotate on the
escapement shaft (Figure 3).

A constant pressure is applied to the carrier return/backspace
cable drum through the cable tension arm and cable tension
spring. The cable tension arm has a "D" shaped mounting
hole which fits over a flat on the escapement shaft, which
causes it to turn with the shaft. The cable tension spring is
attached to a lug on the cable tension arm and an anchor
stud on the backspace ratchet, which is permanently
attached to the carrier return/backspace cable drum. This
spring keeps the transport cables tight.

Figure J - Levell Cable Tension System

Figure 2 - Level 2 Cable Tension System

Cable Tension Spring Cable Tension Spring
Anchor Stud j

Camer Return/Backspace cable~

E,capement Shaft~

Tab/Escapeme~~--=~''I./
Cable O'um ~t ~ _

1 "0" '".~ ,,"

Carrier Return/Backspace
Cable Drum Assembly

Tab/Escapement Cable

Escapement Shaft

CABLE TENSION SYSTEM
For proper operation, it is necessary to maintain a constant
tension on the transport cables or cords. The cables or
cords are wound in opposite directions. The tab/escapement
cord drum is attached to the front of the escapement shaft
and winds the cord in a counterclockwise direction. The
carrier return/backspace cable drum assembly is attached to
the back of the escapement shaft and winds the cable in a
clockwise direction. The right 4 hand transport pulley is
spring loaded to the right and maintains a constant tension
on the transport cable and cord (Figure 2).
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Pitch Cam

Backspace
Driver

The amount of pull on single pitch machines is controlled
by the motion adjustment (covered in the adjustment
section). Pitch Cable

12 PItch Mode

Backspace Dnver "'" \ ( ([)
MountIng Stud ~ ~

1°d~
BaCkspace~ r
Ratchet GJ =='?''f-_

On dual pitch machines, the amount of pull on the carrier
return/backspace cable must be controlled so that the
rotary backspace operates reliably in either 10 or 12 pitch.
This is done on d'ual pitch machines by a pitch cam which is
mounted on the backspace driver mounting stud. A stud on
the driver rests on top of the cam surface of the pitch cam.
The driver stud resting on either the low point or high point
of the pitch cam controls the rest position (starting pivot
point) of the driver. This determines the point at which the
driver engages the backspace ratchet. In the 10 pitch mode,
the driver engages the ratchet at a lower point, giving more
rotary motion to the ratchet. In the 12 pitch mode, it
engages the ratchet at a higher point, giving less motion.
The position of the pitch cam is controlled by a cable
connected to the switch pitch lever (Figure 7).

INDEX INTERLOCK
Since the rotary backspace mechanism uses the same cam
and cam follower as carrier return and index, it is necessary
to interlock the index mechanism during·a backspace
operation. The lower index link is connected at the bottom
to the index multiplying lever. It is connected at the top by
a stud in a slot in the index transfer bellcrank. The top of
the link is spring loaded toward the front, therefore, its rest
position is in the front of the slot. When carrier return or
index is operated, the top of the link maintains its rest
position in the slot and operates the index transfer bellcrank
(Figure 8).

Switch Mounting Bracket

I ndex Transfer
Bellcrank

Figure 7 - Rotary Backspace Switch Pitch Operation
(Rear View)

Lower Point

/;;~- '\

. .. ~" ~} ~~~i(Rest PosItIOn) --~ "II.
Slot

Index Multiplying

L.ever~~

Backspace Latch

Pivot
Point

Ratchet

Mounting Stud

Driver Links

Backspace
Driver

When the backspace driver teeth havt;: bottomed in the
teeth of the backspace ratchet, the driver"no longer pivots
but starts to drive up in its slot, rotating the backspace
ratchet (Figure 6).

Figure 5 - Driver Engaged In Ratchet

Ratchet

As the latch is pulled down by the cam follower, it pulls
down on the right end of the bellcrank, causing the left end
to move up. The bellcrank is connected to the driver by the
driver links and spring. As the left end of the bellcrank
moves up, it pulls up on the driver links. The driver causes
it to first pivot or rotate on its mounting stud until it
contacts the backspace ratchet (Figure 5).

Figure 6 - Rotary Backspace Operated Position
(Fran t View)

Lower Index Link

Carrier Return/Index/Backspace
Cam Follower

Figure 8 - Index Interlock Nonnal Index Operation
(Right Front View)
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Index Transfer
Bellcrank

Lower Index Link

Slot

,
Lower Index Link

Index Multiplying Lever

Level I machines have a paddle on the end of the index
shaft that is positioned directly in front of the stud on the
top of the lower index link (Figure 10).

Figure 9 - Index Inter/ock Backspace Operation
(Right Front View) (Leve/ 2)

The rear motion of the backspace latch is used to operate
the index interlock. An index interlock link connects the
backspace latch to the index interlock bellcrank. The index
interlock bellcrank is attached to the index interlock shaft
which pivots in the switch mounting bracket. The end of
the index interlock shaft is positioned directly in front of
the lower index link. When the backspace latch moves to
the rear, the interlock bellcrank moves the top of the lower
index link to the rear of the slot. When the backspace is
operated, the index multiplying lever is still operated, ~ut

the lower index link will move down in the slot and the
index transfer bellcrank will remain at rest (Figure 9).

Index Interlock Link

Index Interlock Bellcrank

Switch Mounting Bracket

Index Interlock Bel1crank

II, ,,

,
!

, .

"

!

!
!
!,,

1

i

Index Multiplying Lever

Figure 10 - Index Inter/ock Backspace Operation
(Right Front View) (Leve/l)
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Backspace Ratchet

Pitch Cam
Cable Sheath

.040..·.050··
(1.02-'.27 mm)

(Level I) (Top View)

Level 2 - On dual transport equipped machines (nylon
tab/escapement cord), adjust the carrier return!
backspace cable drum so the nylon pulley bracket
aligns with the line on the mounting bracket.

NOTE: If the right·hand cable pulley reaches either
end of the adjustment slot, the tab/escapement cable
drum must be repositioned on the escapement shaft.

Mounting
•Bracket

~~~'''~
(Level 2) (Top View) Un.

Levell - On all steel transport machines, adjust the
right-hand cable pulley left or right so the cable tension
arm clears the stop stud on the backspace ratchet by
.040"'.050" (1.02-1.27 mm).

4. Pitch Cam Cable Cover (Dual Pitch Only) - The pitch
cam cable cover should extend 1(8"-1(4" (3.18-6.35
mm) beyond the clamp on the mainspring backplate.

3. Transport Cable Tension -

Right Hand
Cable Pulley

Escapement Shaft Bearing

Escapement Shaft

Escapement Shaft Collar

(Top View)

o

.001 ..·.004..
10.03.Q.l0 mml

(Top View)

(Level 2)

Mainspring Hub

Escapement Shaft Collar

~

Escapement Shaft

Carrier Return/Backspace
Cable Drum

'~'001""004"
EscapementShalt~ lO.03.Q.l0 mmJ

ROTARY BACKSPACE ADJUSTMENTS

2. Escapement Shaft Collar - Level 1 - Adjust the
escapement shaft collar for minimum end play with no
binds of the carrier return/backspace cable drum on
the escapement shaft.

(Levell) (Top View)

Level 2 - WIth the escapement shaft end play removed
toward the front of the machine, adjust the carrier
return/backspace cable drum on the shaft for minimum
end play no binds.

1. Mainspring Hub - Adjust the mainspring hub for
.001 "'.004" (0.03-0.10 mm) end play of the escape·
ment shaft in the rear escapement bearing. This adjust
ment should be made with the escapement shaft collar
loose.

Carrier Return!
Backspace
Cable Drum
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Backspace
Ratchet

Reliable
Backspace
With Slight

Finger Pressure
On Carrier

Backspace
Bellcrank

(LeveI2) (Rear View)

@

.030"-.040"
(0.76-' .02 mm)
Backspace Driver

CAUTION: Be sure the bellcrank does not slip
behind the downstop as it restores to rest. Form
stop if necessary.

Adjust the backspace latch for reliable backspacing
under power with a slight finger pressure on top of
the carrier.
CAUTION: If latch does not go under the bail,
make the adjustment again.

b.

a. Adjust the downstop for a .030"-.040" (0.76-1.02
mm) clearance between the driver and ratchet. If
the machine is dual pitch, it must be in the 10
pitch mode.

Level 2 -
NOTE: On dual pitch machines, the pitch cam -adjust~

ment must be properly adjusted in the 12 pitch mode
before making this adjustment.

Down Stop

~( .015-.045"1'---- 10.38-1.14 mml

Escapement Pawl

6. Backspace Motion - Levell - Place dual pitch machines
in the 10 pitch mode. Position the carrier approximately
in the center of the writing line. Hand cycle 5 back
spaces. Adjust the nut on top of the backspace latch so
that all 5 backspaces move an additional .015"-.045"
(0.38-1.14 rnm) after the escapement pawl drops into
the next rack tooth. This must be checked for 5 back~

spaces because the .motion at the carrier can differ as
much as .020" (0.51 0101). It may be necessary to
manually place the latch below the cam follower to
check this adjustment.

Backspace Driver Mainspring Backplate

(Rear View)

Left Carriage End Plate

(Left Side View)
Backspace Ratchet

5. Pitch Cam (Dual Pitch) - In the 12 pitch mode, hand
cycle the backspace until the driver just bottoms in the
ratchet. Adjust the pitch cam cable cover on the left
carriage end plate so the line on the pitch cam lines up
with the center of the stud on top of the backspace
driver. Observe this condition through the hole in the
backplate.

CI Pitch Cam Cable Sheath
amp /

~

'.' "

I",

I
I"

~
Mainspring Back.plate

Backspace Bellcrank Stop Lug

/"

Bail

Backspace Latch

Backspace Bellcrank

_1_ .001"-.020"
+~ 10.03·0.51 mml

(Right Side View)

7. Backspace Latch Height - Form the backspace bell
crank stop lug on the mainspring backplate for .00 l"~

.020" (0.03-0.51 mm) backspace latch clearance under
the bail. After making this adjustment, check for some
clearance between the backsp'ace driver and the back·
space ratchet with all parts at rest. If no clearance
exists, readjust the backspace motion and the backspace
la.tch height adjustments.

o

(Levell) (Rear View)

Backspace Latch

t==========1- Escapement Rack
(Top View)
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Index Interlock
Shaft

Index Interlock
Ballcrank

Lower Index Link Spring

Index Interlock Shaft

Minimum End
Play No Binds

1
I.:::::=:::::;_;:;-F~(Level 3)

Stud

Index Interlock--':~H
BeJlcrank

(Level I)

(Right Side View)

Level 3 - Adjust the index interlock shaft bellcrank
left or right to get minimum end play. no binds between
the switch bracket and the bellcrank. [,~ ..

.020"-0.40"
10.51-1.02 mml

Stud -----/;rr;-;::;-..-..

Levels 2 And 3 - Adjust the index interlock shaft
front to rear for .020"-.040" (0.51-1.02 mm) clearance
to the link on the index transfer bellcrank.

Index Interlock --'ILJ
Paddle

11. Index Interlock Paddle (Levell) - Loosen the setscrew
on the index interlock bellcrank. Adjust the paddle
front-to-rear for .020"-.040" (0.51-1.02 mm) clearance
to the stud on the lower index link. Position the bell·
crank left or right to ensure the interlock link does not
bind in the backspace latch or at the clevis.

(Levell)

Index Interlock
Bellcrank

Lower Index Link

Slot

o

Lower Index Link Spring

Index Interlock Shaft

Index Interlock Shaft

Lower Index Link Spring

el • Minimum End
I:!!I=i::.i~~ Play No Binds

~:;;;;-FLJ

...~~
~vert;cat

I

Index Inte'\Ck Unk

(Right Side View)

(Level 2)

Index Interlock
Paddle

M;e~~~t~~9Play No Binds
1-

Index Interlock Shaft (Levels 1 And 2) - Adjust the
index interlock shaft left or right so the paddle clears
the lower index link spring by .001"-.010" (0.03-0.25
mm). Check for interference with the escapement
trigger upstop. Maintain minimum end play with no
binds.

.001"-.010" 1
1


10.03.Q.25 mml

Switch Bracket

Index Tram~fer

Bellcrank

9. Index Interlock Link - Adjust the index interlock link
so the index interlock bellcrank arm is vertical.

8. Switch Bracket - Adjust the switch bracket left or
right to ensure that the lower index link does not bind
in the slot in the index transfer bellcrank.

10.
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Stop Lug

t

Index Transfer
Bellcrank

.00'''-.012''
10.03.Q.30 mml

t

l!'~---- Spacebar Link

o

(Right Side View)

Lower Index Link

Minimum
Clearance

NOBlt ~~
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(Left Side View)

(Right Side View)

Backspace Interposer

14. Backspace Interposer Spring - The backspace inter
poser spring must be in the center hole in the interposer.

13. Spacebar Link - With the escapement trip link properly
adjusted, adjust the spacebar link for .001"-.012"
(0.03.0.30 mm) between the clevis pin and the bottom
of the slot in the trigger lever.

12. Index Transfer Bellcrank Stop Lug - Form the index
transfer beUcrank stop lug for minimum clearance with
no binds between the stud on the lower index link and
the lower horizontal edge of the slot in the index
transfer bellcrank. This will ensure that the lower index
link stud reliably restores to the front of the slot after
a backspace operation.
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HALF BACKSPACE OPERATIONAL THEORY

The half backspace mechanism allows the typist to move
the carrier one half space to the left. As long as the half
backspace lever is held forward, the carrier remains one half
space to the left and the typewriter will type between the

'--""' normal escapement positions. This is done by moving the
escapement rack one half space to the left (Figure I).

The movement of the escapement rack is provided by the
half backspace lever, operating link, cam lever and half

backspace cam. When the half backspace lever is operated,
it pulls up on the operating link, which rotates the cam
lever, forcing it to the left, out of its bottom positionwith
the half backspace cam, The cam lever then contacts the:
esc3pement r3c.k ge.1r, Wl1ich is ;ltt:ldH'd {(1 fhl;' \....~·apt>IlH·nt
rack. This cam action moves the escapement rack to the
left, moving the escapement pawl and carrier, to get a half
backspace operation (Figure 1).
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Escapement
Rack

Cam Lever

. HALF BACKSPACE

Half Backspace Lever

Figure 1 - Half Backspace Mechanism

Carrier

Operating
Link
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~r.,,,,

I
r

Compression Spring

Escapement Rack

Intermediate
Bellcrank.

Notch

0l:""""---~I.-Step

Intermediate Lever

Half Backspace
Bellcrank

Half Back.space Bellcran\c:.

Figure 3 - Escapement Rack Movement (Rear View)
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Figure 2 - Half Backspace Mechanism
(Levell)

ESCAPEMENT RACK MOVEMENT
A lug on the half backspace bellerank is in a notch in the
escapement rack. As the bellcrank is operated, the lug
moves to the left, moving the escapement rack to the left.
A compression spring restores the bellcrank and the escape
ment rack to their normal position. The working edge of
the escapement rack notch has a step in it to allow for the
different motion requirements for the two pitches (Figure
3).

Half Backspace Lever

If(

HALF BACKSPACE lEVEL I
On level 1 machines, the movement of the escapement rack
is provided by the half backspace lever. intermediate lever
and half backspace bellcrank. When the half backspace lever
is operated, it operates the intermediate bellcrank, which
operates the intermediate lever and pulls down on the half
backspace bellcrank (Figure 2).
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HALF BACKSPACE ADJUSTMENTS

1. Lower Half Backspace Link (Levell) - Place the
machine in the 10 pitch mode. Adjust the lower half
backspace link so that characters typed when half
backspace is operated will be centered between charac·

'-- teTS typed normally.

NOTE: The switch pitch gear must be adjusted left to right
to have .005"-.010" (0.13-0.25 mm) clearance between the
escapement rack bearing plate and the switch pitch gear.

/1/1/1/11/1/1//1////1/1//1/////1///////

Characters Typed Between Characters

Intermediate Bellcrank.

3. Half Backspace Collar (Levels 2 And 3) - With the
escapement rack in 12 pitch, position the escapement
rack to ensure the teeth are vertical. Adjust escapement
rack gear for minimum clearance between the gear and
cam'lever. .

Adjust the half backspace collar so it contacts the top
extension on the escapement rack bracket after
approximately .045" (1.14 mm) movement of the
escapement rack. Readjust so that characters typed
when the half backspace is operated will be centered
between characters typed normally.

NOTE: Setscrew should be toward the front of the
machine in the 12 pitch mode.

/11111//1111111111111111 / / / //

L,.

.,

.:'

(Level 3)

Half Backspace Collar

Extension

.045"

~rll.14mm'

...
Extension

Escapement Rack

Characters Typed Between Characters

Half Backspace Collar (Level 2)

...

The .045" (1.14 mm) adjustment can be made by
inserting a 6 fluted wrench (used to adjust the Level
1 tilt ring setscrews) between the right end of the
escapement rack, and the stop pin in the right end of
the escapement rail.Escapement

Rack Gear

t

...Cam
Lever

(Rear View)

Lower Half Backspace Link

Switch Pitch Gear (Levels 2 And 3) -. Adjust the
escapement rack gear flush against (no clearance) the
cam lever with the escapement rack in the 12 pitch
mode.

IIqrmpmrqr

12 Pitch Mode

(Level 2 & 3)
6 Fluted Wrench, Used With
Tilt Ring Pin Setscrews

~L, Escapement

Rail
Esc. I ./
Rack .... ,;.,

Stop ~~ """'~

~ Escapement
~-.-J Rack

(Levell)
(Left Rear View)
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Operating Link

Half Backspace Lever

Top Cover

_In Line

On level 2 and 3 machines, adjust the operating link for
this condition.

(LeveI2&3)

(Levell)

(Left Side View)

After the machine is placed in the covers, adjust the
link so that the lever clears the end of the cover slot by
about 1/16" (1.59 rom) when it is in the operated
position.

Half Backspace Lever

5. Half Backspace Lever (Levell) - Adjust the upper half
backspace link so the front edge of the half backspace
lever is in line with the rear edge of the platen bearing.

Lower Lug

\
Intermediate Lever
Hold Up Lightly

(Rear View)

(Rear View)

Half Backspace
Intermediate Bellcrank

Ii UIQIQiQlQ!

IQp\lg:pq

Match Clevis
Pin To Hole

Half Backspace
Intermediate Bellcrank~

Half Backspace Rest Position (Level l) - On level I
machines equipped with A frame paper feed, form the
lower stop lug on the half backspace beUcrank control
bracket so the pin in the clevis just matches the hole in
the intermediate lever.

NOTE: On machines prior to "A frame" paper feed,
take off the lower half backspace link.

4. Half Backspace Rest Position (Levell) - Hold the rear
of the half backspace intermediate lever up lightly.
Form the upper lug on the half backspace intermediate
bellerank so the pin in the clevis just matches the hole
in the intermediate lever. This ensures thaI the escape
ment rack will rest against the pin in the escapement
rail when the half backspace mechanism is at rest.

, '----
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}
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1, '.
j
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Backspace
Interposer

Latching Surface

Express Backspace
Latch

EXPRESS BACKSPACE

Figure 2 - Express Backspace (Single Pitch)

Operational Keylever
Pawl Guide

EXPRESS BACKSPACE LATCH (SINGLE PITCH ONLY)
On the NRB/S "Selectric" II Typewriter, there would be a
possibility of the carrier holding on the backspace pawl
when the express backspace keybutton is released and the
carrier stops. An additional part, called the express back
space latch, prevents this from happening by causing a
backspace operation when the EXP keybutton is released.
The express backspace latch is mounted on the operational
key lever pawl guide. When the EXP key is depressed, the
express backspace key lever pawl rotates the express back-
space latch, which releases the backspace interposer. At the
same time, another extension of the latch moves behind a
latching surface on the interposer and prevents it from
moving far enough to the rear to release the operaticnal
cam. When the EXP key is released, it allows the express
backspace latch to restore up, allowing the interposer to
continue to the rear, causing a backspace operation (Figure
2).

.,~

Express Backspace
Latch

Figure 1 - Express Backspace

Express Backspace
Bel/crank

Express Backspace

"'Sgl I
~
-- l' Keylev« Pawl

. ..! -- -: Keybutton

no - - "
~ ._~,-.,'

. . -.::

Express Backspace
Shoe

Carrier Return
Pinion

Carrier Return Clutch
Spring .

EXPRESS BACKSPACE OPERATIONAL THEORY •

The express backspace beUcrank pivots on an extension of
the operational cam check pawl shaft. The express backspace
shoe is mounted on the bellcrank, which is positioned
under the carrier return clutch spring. When the EXP
keybutton is depressed, the key lever pawl moves down and
pushes on the right extension of the bellcrank. This causes
the bellcrank to pivot up and press the express backspace
shoe against the carrier return clutch spring. The carrier
return clutch spring drives the carrier return pinion, moving
the carrier to the left (Figure 1).

The purpose of the express backspace mechanism is to
allow the operator to move the carrier quickly to the left,
from the keyboard. When the operator depresses the
xpress backspace keybutton, the carrier will move to the

'--1eft at the same speed as carrier return, with the escapement
pawl dragging. The carrier movement stops when the key
button is released or the left margin is reached.



EXPRESS BACKSPACE ADJUSTMENTS

1. Express Backspace Shoe Overlap (Levell) - Farm the
left arm of the express backspace bellcrank so the
express backspace shoe overlaps a maximum of three
coils of the carrier return clutch spring.

3. Express Backspace Shoe Clearance - Form the right
lug on the express backspace bellcrank so the express
backspace shoe engages the carrier return clutch spring
when the key lever is .035"-.050" (0.89-1.27 mm) from
the bottom of its guide comb slot.

Carrier Return Clutch Spring

~I,j

('I
'."

,,,.\ (:, ( (

~p

I
I

I
L

t

.010-.020"
10.25-0.51 mml

)

\
Express Backspace
Bellcrank

Slot

(Front View)

Keylever Pawl

.035"-.050"
(0.89-1.27 mml

Keyiever Pawl (NRB(S Only) - Form the lug on the
express backspace keylever pawl so there is .010"·
.020" (0.25-0.51 mm) between the express backsp<l.ce
latch and the backspace interposer latch.

Express Backspace Latch

4.

Keylever Pawl Guide

o

.040"-.080"
(1.02-20.3 mml---II-

(Righ t Side View)

Equal llnJiQJ;rt
Contact- UiP .
With t
Coils

(Level 2) ~

Keylever Pawl

+

Keylever Pawl Guide - Form the keylever pawl guide
finger so the tip of the express backspace key lever pawl
clears the guide plate by .040"-.080" (1.02-2.03 mm).

(Top View)

(Levell)

Level 2 - Form the one-piece carrier return shoe arm
left or right so that the return shoe overlaps a maximum
of the last three coils on the right~hand end of the
carrier return clutch spring, and there is equal shoe to
pinion spring contact on all three coils.

Express Backspace Bellcrank

2.
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5. Express Backspace Larch (NRB/S Only / - Form the
express backspace latch front to rear so the backspace
interposer moves .001"-.010" (0.03-0.25 mm) to the
fear when released by the latch.

.00' .. ·.010.. ---
to.03·0.25 mml

Express Backspace Latch

(
l'
I
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Mainspring

fab Lever

Tab Stops

Tab Rack

Escapement
Bracket

Backspace
Rack

Operational
Shaft

Escapement
Rack

Set/Clear
Lever

Tab Torque
Bar

Set/Clear
Keybutton

TABULATION (NRBISI OPERA>TIONAL THEORY

The purpose of the tab mechanism is to quickly move the
carrier to the right to a desired position on the writing line.
This is done by removing the escapement and backspace
pawls from their racks and allowing the carrier to be pulled
to the right under mainspring tension (Figure I). When the

.~ carrier reaches a preset tab stoP. the pawls are returned to
their racks and the carrier is held in the new position.

I

Tab Governor

Escapement/Tab
Cord

Figure 1 - Tab Mechanism

. . TABULAnON INRB/Sj 135·11111111



\:11

"
fri' i
',~ ,

Gang Clear
Finger

Cleared
Tab Stop

~~~~---TabRack

Gang Clear
Finger

Tab
Stop

Clear Operation Clear Position
Figure 4 - Tab Clear Operation (Left Side View)

TAB ACTUATING
The tab mechanism is activated by depressing the tab
keybutton, located at the upper left corner of the keyboard.
As the key lever pivots on its fulcrum rod, the lower exten
sion of the keylever moves to the rear (Figure 5). This
extension is connected to the tab bellcrank by the tab
keylever link. The tab bellcrank is connected to an arm on
the tab torque bar by the tab torque bar link. The tab
torque bar is mounted parallel to the print shaft at the rear
of the carrier. Depressing the key lever will cause the bottom
of the tab torque bar to pivot to the rear. The torque bar
will remain pivoted to the rear until the keylever is released.

Tab Keylever:" (~~r-,~p;vot
Tab Torque . + Point

Bar +
/

Tab Torque Bar Link /" ~

'/. ~" ."1 Tab
~ Keyleve, Look

(Rear View) Tab Bellcrank

Tab Torque Bar

'''''''''~

TAB CLEAR
The set tab stop may be cleared by depressing the rear of
the tab set/clear keybutton, which rotates the tab rack in
the opposite direction (Figure 4). As the tab rack is rotated,
the set tab stop will contact the gang clear finger and be
rotated within the rack to its cleared position.

Tab stops may be cleared one by one or gang cleared. To
gang clear, the carrier is positioned to the far right of the
writing line, the tab clear keybutton is held depressed, and
a carrier return operation is started. The set tab stops are
moved back to their rest position by the gang clear finger as
the carrier is returned to the left-hand margin.

Gang Clear
Bracket

Tab Set & Clear
Keybutton

Tab Stop

Tab Rack

Set & Clear
Link

Figure 2 - Tab Set & Clear Mechanism

Escapement Bracket

Projection =:<illJ:tt.:);--""7"~S::
Tab Stop -----;;'(

Tab Rack--..'::

Tab Set & Clear
A,m

The tab rack is located parallel to and just to the rear of the
escapement rack (Figure 2). Tab stops operate in slots in
the tab rack with one stop for each escapement position.
By rotating the tab rack, one tab stop is forced into contact
with either the escapement bracket extension or the gang
clear bracket. This motion rotates the tab stop within the
rack to the set or clear position.

When the set/clear keybutton is depressed, motion is
transferred through the set and clear link, the tab set/clear
arm, and the set/clear bellcrank to rotate the tab rack.

When the tab set button is released, the tab rack restores to
its rest position. The working surface of that tab stop will
now be lower than the other tab stops, or in the "set"
position.

Gang Clear
Finger

TAB SET
As the tab rack is rotated in the set direction (Figure 3), a
tab stop at that carrier position contacts the extension on
the escapement bracket and the tab stop is rotated within
the tab rack,

TAB SET AND CLEAR
The tab set/clear button is located at the left side of the
keyboard (Figure 2). A set and clear link extends toward
the rear from the set/clear keybutton and is connected to
the tab set/clear arm. The tab set/clear arm is mounted on a
bracket in such a way that it will toggle front or rear at the
top. The tab set/clear bellcrank is mounted on the left end
of the tab rack and its lower extension fits into a notch in
the top of the tab set/clear arm.

" '

I,

,
!
;

I
1

I'

Ji:

Set Operation Set Position Figure 5 - Tab Actuating

Figure 3 - Tab Set Opewion (Left Side View)
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Tab Governor
Pinion Gear

Mainspring
Tension Rotates
Cord Drum

..,(:~q..-- Tab Lever

Tab Torque Bar

""" IT""', __Tab Lever Trigger

Escapement
Cord Drum

Collars Operational
Shaft

Figure 10 - Tab Governor Mechanism

Spring
Clutch

During a tab operation, the escapement cord drum rotates
the tab pinion gear in the same direction as the operational
shaft. As soon as the rotational speed of the pinion gear
tries to moves faster than the operational shaft, the clutch
spring tightens around the two hubs, locking the pinion
gear and the collar together. Since the collar is attached to
the operational shaft, the speed of the escapement cord
drum will be limited to the speed of the operational shaft.

,137·

The gear of the escapement cord drum engages with the tab
governor pinion gear. The governor pinion gear mounts on
the operational shaft between two collars that are attached
by setscrews to the operational shaft. The left collar and
the pinion gear have hubs that are connected by a clutch
spring. The clutch spring is wound so that it slips when the
pinion gear is held still and the operational shaft is turning
(Figure 10).

Tab Overthrow Stop

Tab Lever Latch

Figure 9 - Tab Overthrow Stop

TAB GOVERNOR
The carrier speed during a tab operation is controlled to
prevent parts breakage or bouncing to the wrong position.
The tab governor controls the carrier speed by limiting the
speed at which the mainspring tension can turn the escape
ment cord drum to wind up the tab/escapement cord
(Figure 10).

EARLY LEVEL MACHINES
As the pawls move to the right, they are also moved further
to the rear by the tab lever. The tab lever will continue to
be moved by the trigger until the trigger is limited by the
tab overthrow stop. When the keybutton is released, the tab
lever will be held to the rear by the tab lever latch (Figure
~. -

Tab
Latch

Tab Lever

Escapement
Pawl

Connecting
Pin

Tab Lever
Lower Lug

Tab Trigger

Figure 8 - Tab Latching Operation (Top View)

Backspace

,,-'lJP""_~ Rack
Escapement
Rack

Figure 6 - Tab Lever Operation (Right Front View)

Escapement
Bracket

Figure 7 - Tab Lever Operation (Left Front View)

TAB LATCHING
As soon as the escapement and backspace pawls are removed
from their racks, the carrier will be allowed to move to the
right under mainspring tension.

As the tab lever is moved to the rear, its lower lug contacts
the backspace and escapement pawls and moves them to
the rear out of their racks (Figure 7). When the escapement
pawl just clears its rack, it is pulled to the right by the pawl
spring. The backspace pawl will move up to the right an
equal amount because of the stud connection between the
escapement pawl and the backspace pawl.

As the tab lever continues to move to the rear, the tab lever
latch engages a notch in the tab lever to latch the mechanism
in its operated position, and to prevent the tab lever from
overthrowing into the tab rack. With the tab lever latched,
the tab pawl (mounted on the tab lever) is now in a position
to contact the next set tab stop as the carrier moves to the
right (Figure 8).

Set
Tab
Stop

TAB LEVER OPERATION
Pawl removal begins when the torque bar pushes against the
tab trigger. The lower lug of the tab lever trigger pushes the
tab lever to the rear (Figure 6).

Tab Lever

"\

' ~~.~ ~::~,pace
Escapement 1 '. ~ - " .,.."
Pawl ..-' ~.. Escapement

-' ~~<; - _~ Rack

Tab Lever """ - ~

Lower Lug ~//..
/' /--,,.L-- Backspace Rack



TAB UNLATCHING
As the carrier moves to the right, the tab lever pawl contacts
a set tab stop and the tab lever SlOPS moving. However, the
carrier and pawls will continue moving to the right because
of the elongated mounting hole in the tab lever. Continued
movement of the carrier and pawls past the stopped tab
lever will cause the escapernem pawl to slide off the lug on
the escapement lev~r. The escapement pawl will then be
free to r~store back into the rack under its spring toad. The
backspace pawl does not have a notch, so it will remain
held by the escapement lever lug (Figure 11).

Further movement of the carrier will cause the tab lever to
slip off its latch. When the lab lever restores, it will allow
the backspace pawl to reenter its rack. Although all parts
have been unlatched and restored to their rest pQsitions, the
carrier has not stopped. When the escapement pawl was
released from its rack, its spring tension held the escapement
pawl fully extended to the right in its elongated mounting
hole, and against the left side of the pawl mounting stud.
After the escapement pawl enters the rack, its movement to
the right is stopped by a rack tooth. The carrier continues
to move to the right until the pawl mounting stud contacts
the right side of the elongated slot in the escapement pawl
and stops.

Set Tab Stop

Backspace'::::::::::::::'-Af:;~)6~'t.;!!,~~:_:_~_
Rack

Carrier Movement To Right

TAB TRIGGER
The function of the tab trigger is to allow the tab kver [Q

restore at the end of a tab operation if THE TAB KEY
BUTTON IS STILL HELD DEPRESSED BY THE
OPERATOR. The tab lever and tab trigger arc designed so
that when the tab lever is moved to the left after contacting
a set tab stop, it will slide off the trigger lug which was
holding it to the rear. With the trigger no longer holding the
tab lever out, it is free to restore. When the tab keybutlon
is released, the tab trigger will restore to its rest position. At
this time, the tab lever will move quickly to the right under
spring load, resetting the tab lever behind the tab trigger
lug_
Also, the tab lever moving to the right will reset its lug in
front of the escapement pawl in a position to move it out
of the rack on the next tab operation (Figure 12).

Tab Torque Bar Holds
Trigger To The Rear

/4
"'
~'----

Figure 12 - Tab Lever Trigger Operation

TAB INTERLOCK
The tab interlock prevents the tab lever from being latched
to the rear during a carrier return operation. If the tab lever
were allowed to latch, the tab lever pawl could strike the
right side of a set tab stop during a carrier return operation
and lock the carrier. To prevent this from happening, the
tab lever latch has a lower lug extending behind the escape
ment torque bar. When the escapement torque bar is
pivoted, the tab lever latch will be rotated out of its latching
position, preventing the tab lever from being latched out.
The escapement torque bar pivots during a carrier return
operation, spacebar operation, or print escapement opera
tion (Figure 13l_

CI

Escapement
Torque Bar

1
..E'U'i±:f-Tab Latch

Tab
Lever

Tab
Lever

(Rear View)

Figure 13 - Tab Imerlock

Interlock
lug
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Tab Lever Pawl Contacts rab Stop

Carrier Stopped By Escapement PaWl

Figure II - Tab Unlatching Operation
(Top View)
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CARRIER RETURNfTAB INTERLOCK
The carrier return tab interlock allows a tab operation to go
before or unlatch a carrier return operation after the carrier
return operation has begun. Pressing the tab keybutton
during a carrier return operation will pivot the tab torque
bar (Q the rear so that a lug on its right end will pivot the

"'--' carrier return/tab interlock extension of the carrier return
latch keeper. When the carrier return/tab interlock lever is
pivoted by the torque bar, the extension will unlatch the
carrier return (Figure 14).

CR Latch Keeper

I

,I
\

Figure i4 - Carrier Return/Tab interlock
(Right Front View)
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TABULATION (NRB/S) ADJUSTMENTS

1. Tab Rack Radially -

2. Tab Lever Stop - Form the stop front-[Q-rear for a
clearance of _001"-.003" (0.03-0.08 mm) between the
vertical lug on the tab lever and the backspace pawl
when the pawl is bottomed in its rack.

\.1.

=

.035"-.045"
(0.89-1.14 mml

,

Tab lever
Pawl

Tab
Lever

Backspace ~
Pawl ------J~='J.'r.=~

.001 "-.003" '\ I
10.03-0.08 mm) i-

Carrier At
left Side
Of Tab Rack (NRBjS)

4. Tab Rack Parallel - Adjust the tab ra~k mounting
bracket front to rear to get .035"-.045" (0.89-1.14
mm) clearance between the tip of the tab lever pawl at
rest and the set tab stops. Make this adjustment with
the carrier at the right side of the tab rack.

NOTE: Make sure all escapement bracket and print
escapement adjustments are correct before forming this
stop.

Tab Lever
Stop

3. Tab Lever Pawl - Adjust the tab lever pawl front to
rear for .035"·.045"(0.89·1.14 mm) clearance between
the tip of the tab, lever pawl at rest and the set tab
stops. Make this adjustment with the carrier at the left
side of the tab rack. The adjustment of the tab lever
pawl has an effect on the amount of overlap between
the tab stop and the pawl tip in the active position.

Tab Stop

Tab Stops

.030"-.040"
(0.76 1.02 mm)

o

(NRBjS Snap In Tab)

b. Latch out the tab lever. Rotate the tab rack within
the tab set and clear bellcrank for .030"-.040"
(0.76-1.02 rom) between the tab stops and the tab
lever pawl.

(

o
o

(NRBIS Pre-Snap 1n Tab)

a. Position all the tab stops (except the final SlOp)

""--- to the rear of their slots to get .005"-.010" (0.13
0.25 rom) between the stops and tab rack.

,~;;:;:;.,J " -J"f

,
/t

Carrier A I
Right Side
Of Tab Rack

(RBIS)

Tab
Rack
Mounting
Bracket(Right Side View) I
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Set Tab Stop
(Top View)Tab Lever Pawl

.005.. ·.020·'
_ ---(0.13-0.51 mm)... Tab Rack

9. Tab Rack Lefr To Right - Adjust the tab rack left to
right for .005"-.020" (0.13-0.51 mm) clearance between
the tip of the tab lever pawl and the left side of a set
tab stop.

(Front View)
(Latched Position)

To make this adjustment, clear all the tab stops. Set
one tab stop, backspace one time, and then turn the
machine off. The tip of the tab lever pawl should be
just to the left of the tab stop. Hold the carrier to
prevent it from moving, ar.td observe the tab lever pawl
as you slowly depress the tab keybutton. The tip of the
tab lever pawl should clear the left side of the tab stop
by .005"-.020" (0.13-0.51 mm)

8. Tab Lever Overrhrow Srop (Level I) - Adjust the tab
lever overthrow stop front or rear so that .005"-.015"
(0.13-0.38 mm) clearance exists between the lug of the
tab lever trigger and the overthrow stop, when the tab
lever is latched to the rear.

Tab Trigger -IJ .005..·.015..
Lug ~;:::10.13-O.38mml

_/:,flk~
Overthrow Stop

7. Tab Torque Bar Link - Adjust the ,tab torque bar link
for a clearance of .00 I"-.006" (0.03-0.15 mm) between
the tab torque bar and the tab lever trigger at rest.

Keylever Link

EscapementRac\(-

.005..·.015..
(0.13-0.38 mm)

Tab Keylever

Escapement
Pawl

(Left Rear View)

Tab Bellcrank
Rear Arm

The lug of the tab latch may be formed with the three·
inch screwdriver by using it as a lever through the hole
in the escapement bracket.

6. Key/ever Link - Adjust the link on the tab keylever
extension so that the rear arm of the tab bellcrank rests
approximately 1/8" (3.18 mm) above the bottom
frame.

Bottom
Frame

5. Pawl Clearance - Form the lug on the tab latch for a
clearance of .005"-.015" (0.13-0.38 mm) between rhe
tip of the escapement pawl and escapement rack teeth,
with the tab lever latched to the rear. This adjustment
ensures that the escapement pawl will enter the rack as
quickly as possible to reduce the possibility of entering

""-- the wrong tooth.
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Equal Clearance With
Carrier At Each End
Of Tab Rack

Tab Stop In
Set Position

bl;, ,,"~/Stop

.010"·.020"
(0.25-0.51 mm)

Tab Rack
Mounting Bracket

(Right Side View)

If the tab stops, located on either side of the tab stop
that is being set, contact the boltom of the tab clear
bracket before the proper set position is gotten, the tab
set finger at the rear of the escapement bracket should
be formed down.

NOTE: Check to make sure the tab rack left-to·right
and tab rack parallel adjustments are correct after
making this adjustment.

Tab Set
And Clear
Bracket
Lu"g

Level 2 - With the tab keybutton held down, form the
horizontal arm part of the carrier return interlock to
get .010"-.020" (0.25-0.5 I rom) between the carrier
return latch and keeper.

~ +7+

13. Tab Set Lug - Form the stop lug on the tab set and
clear bracket so that when a tab stop is set, the top of
the tab lever pawl will be aligned with the top of a set
tab stop.

12. Tab Rack Vertical - Adjust the tab rack mounting
bracket up or down to get .010"-.020" (0.25-0.51 mm)
clearance between the tab rack and the tab clear finger.
Check for this condition with the carrier at each end of
the tab rack.

Escapement
Torque Bar

Tab Latch

b. With the carrier return mechanism at rest, depress
ing the tab key lever all the way down should not
cause the carrier retun. keeper to move away from
the latch (level I only).

Form For
Positive
Interlock

Level 1 - Form the lug ·m the interlock to get the
following conditions:

(Left Rear View)

·t42·

Levell

a: With the carrier retu_'n mechanism latched, the
interlock should pur the carrier return latch
keeper forward just enough to release the latch
when the tab key-lever is fully depressed.

Tab
Latch

The adjustment ensures th;,l the carrier return and tab
cannot both be latched Ot t at the same time. If both
were allowed to latch, thl: tab lever pawl would lock
against a set tab stop during the carrier return operation.

11. Carrier Return/Tab Interlo( k -

,005"·.025"
(0.13-0.64 mm)

Tab L
Lever -n.......

10. Tab interlock - Form th,' lug on the tab latch that
extends down behind the escapement torque bar so
that the escapement torque bar rotates the tab latch
away from the tab lever by .005"-.025" (0,13-0,64
rom). Make this adjustmf nt with the carrier return
clutch latched.

"
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14. Gang Clear Bracket - The gang clear bracket should be
adjusted front-to-rear for .010"-.020" (0.25-0.51 mm)
clearance with the clear lug of a set tab stop. The clear
bracket should be formed up or down for .0 I0"-.020"
(0.25-0.51 mm) clearance with the tab rack.

17. Tab Pinion Backlash - Adjust the tab governor ass~mbly
left or right to get .002"-.004" (0.05-0.10 mm) back
lash between the tab pinion and the escapement .cord
drum gear. The pinion should have a minimum of end
play between the tab governor hub and collar, yet still
rotate freely. Check adjustment with power on.

15. Tab Clear Lug - With the tab stops at the rear of their
slots, form the stop lug so that the gang clear bracket
will clear the upper lug on the tab stop. by .001"-.010"
(0.03-0.25 mm) when the tab clear is operated.

~TabPinionTab Governor Assembly

.002..·.004..

r.IJ~§I" IO.OS-Q.10mml
/BaCklaSh CoII.r

(Top View)

Escapement Cord Drum Gear

(Left Side View)

Upper Lug

00'''·010''

/~~ml

~
"'----" Tab Stop At

Rear Of Slot

o
Tab Set And Clear Arm 0

(Left Side View)

16. Tab Set And Clear Link - Adjust the tab set and clear
link so the tab set and clear key button matches the
angle of the keyboard.

Match Slope Of
The Keyboard

o

Tab Set And Clear
Keybunon

o

Tab Set & Clear Link

(Left Side View)
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TABULATION (RBIS) OPERATIONAL THEORY

The tab mechanism on RBIS machines can operate with
either 10 or 12 pitch using the same parts. This is because
of a universal tab rack. The tab stops are spaced in such a
way that the escapement pawl will re·enter the proper Tack
tooth correctly in either pitch (Figure 1).

The tab mechanism used in RBIS machines provides the
operator with the same features as machines with NRBjS,
but with two additional instructions:

Set/Clear
Arm

Tab Torque
Sar

Tab Rack

(' . \
1\ W....···
L ..------\

Set/Clear
Lever

1. The machine will not reliably tab from within one
space of a set tab stop.

2. (Dual Pitch Only) Befare switching pitch, all tab stops
should be cleared and necessary tab stops reset after
the pitch is changed.

Escapement
Bracket

Tab lever

Tab Stops

Escapement/Tab
Cord

Figure 1 - Dual Pitch Tab

- -,'.: . -'.- . TABULATIO( (RBIS)
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I
Tab
Latch

Escapement Rack

Escapement Pawl

.-\:----- - _.__.-

Lower Lug

When the tab lever is latched out, the escapement pawl is
removed from the escapement rack and the carrier moves to
the right. The tab lever pawl contacts a set tab stop, causing
the tab lever to stop as the carrier continues to move to the
right. After .020" (0.51 mm) of additional movement of
the carrier, the escapement pawl drops from the lower lug
on the tab lever and, under its spring tension, restores back
into the escapement rack. Further movement of the carrier
causes the tab lever to unlatch and restore to its rest position.
The escapement pawl against the escapement rack tooth
stops the carrier (Figure 6).

L-----f-- _ -~_"

Tab lever Pawl

Tab Lever Set Tab Stop

,."..~
jJ ~~

Tab Lever ~Tab Lever Pawl

Figure 5 - Tab Lever Pawl Mounting

(Bottom View)

(Top View - Latched Position;

(Right Front View)

The tab lever pawl is mounted to the tab lever by a shoulder
screw. It pivots on the tab lever front-to-rear and is spring
loaded toward the rear. This allows the tab lever to continue
its rear movement even though the tab lever pawl contacts
the end of a set tab stop. This will occur sometimes because
of the universal tab stop spacing. A tab lever pawl adjusting
plate is mounted to the tab lever, controlling the amount
of tab lever pawl overlap on a set tab stop (Figure 5).

Escapement Pawl

Tab Lever Trigger

Tab Lever I

Latch;ng Notch /

Latch Lug

--~~~~~~i Tab Latch
Tab Leve' - I Interlock Lug

1,~ Escapement
...". Torque Bar

The tab lever is latched by the latch lug of the tab latch,
rotating into the latching notch. The rear edge of the notch
acts as a latching surface for the tab lever. The front of the
notch contacts the latch lug and acts as an overthrow stop
for the tab lever. The interlock lug on the tab latch rests
behind the escapement torque bar and will cause the tab to
be unlatched any time the escapement torque bar is operated
(Figure 4).

Figure 3 - Tab Actuating And Escpament Pawl Removal

Universal Tab Rack

TAB A:TUATING
The tab torque bar is pivoted to the feaT in the same way as
a NRB/S "Selectric" Typewriter. The tab torque bar
contacts the tab lever trigger, moving it to the rear. The tab
lever trigger lug contacts the upper lug on the tab lever. As
the tab lever moves to the rear, its lower lug contacts the
escapement pawl, removing it from the escapement rack
(Figure 3).

Figure 2 - Tab Set And Clear

Escapement
Rack

Tab Torque
8ar

TAB SET AND CLEAR
The tab rack is rotated to set or clear a tab stop in the same
way as NRBjS machines. However, the tab SlOPS are both
set and cleared by a lug on the tab set and clear bracket. On
10 pitch machines, and on dual pitch machines in the 10
pitch mode, the tab set and clear lug will set or clear the
two closely spaced tab stops at the same time. On 12 pitch
machines, and on dual pitch machines in the 12 pitch
mode, it will set or clear them one at a 'time (Figure 2).

Tab Set And~,aCket CloselY;Spaced Stops Tab Stops

i
·1

1.\

r

I
I,
!
I
I
I·
I
l
I

FiKUre 4 - Tab Lever Latching Figure 6 - Tab Operalior.
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UNIVERSAL TAB STOP SPACING
The tab stops are spaced on the universal tab rack to work
with both 10 and 12 pitch escapement racks. Figure 7
shows the tab lever pawl contacting a tab stop, if it were

lnd approximately where the escapement pawl starts to
'--..-..:r the escapement rack tooth for that stop. Every 1/2
inch (5 teeth in 10 pitch and 6 teeth in 12 pitch) an escape·
ment rack tooth. is common for both pitches; therefore, the
tab stop spacing is repeated every 1/2 inch (Figure 7).

'TABULATION (RBIS} AOjUSTMENTS : . 'i!_~.- .- ,
I. Tab Rack Radially -

a. Position all the tab stops (except the final stop) to
the rear of their slots to get .005 ..·.010" (0.13
0.25 mm) between the stops and the tab rack.

,

J
.1

j
>,

Tab Stops

Latch out the tab lever. Rotate the tab rack within
the tab set and clear bellcrank for .030"'.040"
(0.76·1.02 mm) between the tab stops and the tab
lever pawL

.005..·.010..
(0.13-0.25 mml

dl~==;f";1\~;;;:;;-;;~;;;;( VTab Rack
-I A\ .

t
b.

Tab Rack

(Left Side View)

o

Tab Set And Clear
Bellcrank

Tab Stops 3 Ard 4 Will Both
Be Set In The 10 Pitch Mode

1 2 3 4 5 6
Tab Stops-----.J

Escapement Pawl I

~ I\:J.q] {) 1J=S
I lOPitch

11 2 3 5 6 1 Escapement
,,~~ Rack Teeth

/
11

Common I I

Tooth \g~~1J§J 12 Pitch1 2 3 4 5 6 I Escapement

""'0~~ Rack Teeth

I

'--./
ESCAPEMENT (RB/S)
In the RBIS escapement mechanism, the vertical position of
the escapement pawl is critical. The pawl must be centered
in the escapement rack within the opening in the escape
ment rail. An escapement pawl guide bracket is mounted
above the escapement pawl. The escapement pawl guide lug
extends down from the bracket and is formed under the
escapement pawl to control its vertical movement. The
escapement pawl vertical position is controlled by the
vertical position of the rear of the carrier, which is adjust
able. A diagonal mounting slot in the rear carrier shoe
provides the adjustment. As the carrier shoe is adjusted left
or right, the rear of the carrier is raised or lowered (Figure
8).

Figure 7 - Universal Tab Stop Spacing

This is shown for example only. Keep in mind that the
machine will not tab reliably from within one space of a set
tab stop.

Elongated Slot
Escapement Rail

j

I

:~..

:j
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Escapement
l::Srackel

Tab Lever Stop

(Top View)

Escapement Pawl

2. Tab Lever Stop - Form the tab lever stop on the
escapement bracket so the lower tab lever lug clears [he
escapement pawl by .010",.015" (0.25·0.38 mm) at
rest.

Lower Tab
Lever Lug

.010..·.015..
10.2S.Q.38 mm)

_l~~~~~
-I ~H-

Guide Lug

\ :1'" .'""" ,_,-,., Escapement Paw!
.' Guide Bracket

'--./
Figure 8 - Escapement Pawl And Carrier Shoe Mounting

(Right Rear View)
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.005"-.0'0"
0.13-0.25 mm

Torque
Bar link

~;;"---KeyleverLink

Escapement Pawl

Escapement Rack

Tab Latch

(Top View)

(Top View)

Tab Lever

Tab Keylever

~

"

8. Tab Torque Bar Link (Levell) - Adjust the torque bar
link so the tab torque bar rest position is vertical.

Q~ Torque Ba'
~/ Vertical

I

.005"-.0'0"
(0.13.0.25 mml

7. Tab Keylever Link - Adjust the tab key lever link so
that when the tab key lever is bottomed, the tab lever
overthrows the tab latch by .005"-.010" (0.13-0.25
mm).

6. Escapement Pawl Clearance - With the tab lever
latched out, form the tab latch lug so the escapement
pawl clears the escapement rack by .005"-.010"
(0_13-0.25 mm).

Escapement Pawl
Guide Bracket

Tab Rack Mounting
Bracket

(RighrSide View)

Carrier At
Right Side
Of Tab Rack

Tab Stop

(RBIS)

Tab Lever Pawl Adjusting Plate

(Top View)

(Top View)

Tab Latch Lug

.001"-.010"
10.03-0.25 mm)

5. Tab Larch Overlap - With the tab lever latched out,
adjust the escapement pawl guide bracket front to rear
so the left edge of the tab latch lug clears the bottom
of the latching slot in the tab lever by .001"-.010"
(0.03-0.25 mm).

4. Tab Rack Parallel - Adjust the tab rack mounting
bracket front to rear so that the tab lever pawl engages
a set tab stop by .035"-.045" (0.89-1.14 mm) with the
carrier at the right side of the tab rack and the tab lever
latched out.

3. Tab Lever Pawl - Adjust the tab lever pawl adjusting
plate so the tab lever pawl engages a set tab stop by
.035"-.045" (0.89-1.14 mm) with the carrier at the
left side of the tab rack and the tab lever latched out.

:' "--'
"

.',',

'. ,.

.,

-i

,. (Rear View)
i
.'.
r. ~

.-1 ~
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(Level 2)

.005..·.010..
10.13.Q.25 mm)

Tab
/r~- Keylever

Link.

(Levell)

Keylever
Bottomed

Keylever
Down Stop

Latching Notch

(Top View)

Level 2 - With the tab keylever bottomed, adjust the
tab keylever link to get .005 ..·.010.. (0.13-0.25 mm)
clearance between the tab latch lug and the rear surface
of the tab lever latching notch.

Tab Keylever Down Stop - With the tab key lever
bottomed, adjust the tab key lever down stop so there
is .005 ..·.010.. (0.13·0.25 mm) clearance between the
tab latch lug and the rear surface of the tab lever
latching notch.

12. Tab Rack Lefl-To·Righl - Set the first tab stop and
position the carrier at the far left (first escapement
rack tooth). As the tab lever is moved to the rear,
adjust the tab rack left to right so the tab lever pawl
clears the set tab stop by .000"-.002" (0.00-0.05 mm).
Dual pitch machines are to be adjusted in the 10 pitch
mode .

11.

t

t
.00' ..·.030..
10.03.Q.76 mm)

__L
Torque Bar Arm

o
o

(Top View)

.001" At Closest Point
10.03 mm)

-L

(Top View)

o
o I

Tab Torque Bar Backup Lug

Co~pressionAt
Spring

~!J

Tab Trigger - Form the front lug on the tab trigger so
it clears the tab torque bar by .001 ..·.005 .. (0.03·0.13
mm).

(Level 2) (Righi Side View)

1
Torque Bar

Tab Torque Bar Link {Level2} - Disconnect the tab
key lever link. Adjust the tab torque bar link so the
torque bar arm clears the tab.

9. Tab Torque Bar Backup Lug - Form the tab torque
bar backup lug for .001" (0.03 mm) clearance from the
tab torque bar at the closest point.

j r~~
.J.. oo:l lri C5lFt
I0.o3.Q.13 mm)

1.
'-..../

\

t
I
\

~

\
.000..·.002..
10.00.Q.05 mm)

First Tab Stop

Tab Lever Pawl
----1---/

First Escapement Rack Tooth

(Top View)
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Carrier Return
Latch Keeper

Equal Clearance With
Carrier At Each End
Of Tab Rack

NOTE: Check to make sure the tab rack left to right
and tab rack parallel adjustments are correct after
making this adjustment.

(Level 2)

(Right Side View)

°ll~.010" ..020" I ~Carrier
lO.25-O.51m-mC-j--_'" - Return

Latch

Tab Rack Vertical - Adjust the tab rack mounting
bracket up or down to get ,005"-,015" (0,13-0,38 mm)
clearance between the top of a tab stop and the bottom
of the clear finger of the tab set and clear bracket.

(Left Side View)

Level 2 - With the tab keybutton held down, form the
horizontal arm part of the carrier return interlock to
get ,010"-.020" (0,25-0,51 mm) between the carrier
return latch and keeper.

Carner Return Interlock

.005"-.015"
(0,13-0,38 mml

I
y~Jr=F=r=

\

15,

~"-,QJ~!b/ '" :
t· Tab~ '. i

\ Lem~
Latch Lug \ Tab Latch

Escapement
Torque Bar

Tab Lever
Latching Notch

a. With the carrier return mechanism latched, the
interlock should pull the carrier return latch
keeper forward just enough to release the latch
when the tab lever is fully depressed.

Form For
Positive
Interlock

(Levell)

CiA Tab _---:-:'i
Interlock

b. With the carrier return mechanism at rest, the tab
key lever should not cause the carrier return keeper
to move away from the latch when the key lever is
fully depressed.

Levell -

The adjustment ensures that the carrier return and tab
cannot both be latched out at the same time. If both
were allowed to latch, the tab lever pawl would lock
against a set tab stop during the carrier return operation.

-150·

14. Carrier Return/Tab Interlock - Form the lug of the
interlock to get the following conditions:

Tab Lever

13. Tab Interlock - Form the lug on the tab latch that
extends down behind the escapement torque bar so
that the escapement torque bar rotates the tab latch
away from the tab lever by ,005",,025" (0,13-0,64
mm). Make this adjustment with the carrier return
clutch latched.
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Tab Stop In
Set Position

(Left Side View)

18. Tab Clear Lug - With the tab stops positioned .OOS"
.010" (0.13-0.25 mm) from the rear of their slots,
form the clear stop lug of the tab set and clear arm
bracket so the tab stops are .001"-.010" (0.03-0.25
mm) from the tab clear finger when the tab set and
clear arm is against the lug. This ensures minimum
noise during gang clear.

17. Tab Set Stop Lug - Form the set stop lug on the tab
set and clear arm bracket so the top of the tab lever
pawl engages the top of a tab stop when set.

Set Stop
Lug

Set And
Clear
Bracket

Tab Stop

Tab Rack

Adjust the tab set and clear bracket front (0 rear
so the clear finger and a cleared tab stop will have
.001"-.010" (0.03-0.25 mm). Form the clear
finger up or down to get a .010"-.020" (0.25-0.5 I
mm) clearance between the clear finger and the
tab rack. Adjust left to right so that the set finger
will reliably set and clear each tab set stop when a
dual pitch machine is in the 12 pitch mode or
when adjusting a 12 pitch RBIS machine. Adjust
left to right so that the set finger will set and clear
the two stops that are spaced close together at the
same time when a dual pitch machine is in the 10
pitch mode, or when adjusting a 10 pitch RBIS
machine.

a.

16. Tab Set And Clear Bracket - Adjust the tab set and
clear bracket for the following conditions:

(Left Side View)

Two Closely Spaced Stops

/

Set And Clear Bracket

(Top View)

Set And
Clear

Set And Clear Arm ----\ Clear Stop Lug

Match
Contours

.~.,

Match Angle Of
The Keyboard

-t5t·

(Left Side View)

Tab Set And
Clear Link

Tab Set And Clear·

Keybutton -----"..",r;cy--J
o

(Left Side View)

19. Tab Set And Clear Link - Adjust the tab set and clear
link so the tab set and clear keybutton matches the
angle of the keyboard ..00' ..·.010..

~
\ 10.0:>0.25 mmJ

i. Set FInger I
uppe,-.....,;,i:'\~ ="U===='
Lug /

~:~;-! ~010..-.L,""J (~.25.Q.51 mm)

b. With the tab rack rotated in the clear position,
form the set finger so that it clears the upper lug
of a tab stop by .005"-.015" (0.13-0.38 mm) and
the tip clears the rack by .001"-.010" (0.03-0.25
mm).

.005'-·.015"
(0.13-0.38 mml Set Finger

t~{~"'_u,,,~"
\.001"-.010"

(0.0:>0.25 mml (Left Side View)
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There are two basic conditions necessary for a correct print
operation. They are: correct velocity of the typehead as it
strikes the paper, and proper platen position.

Two levels of velocity may be selected on machines having
the dual velocity feature. Alphanumeric characters receive
the highest velocity while smaller characters, such as pune·
tuation and symbols, receive a lower velocity.

Low Velocity
Cam Follower

Print Cam
Follower

Print Cam

Rock.er

Impression
Control Lever

Platen

~

Carrier Assembly

Copy Control
Lever

Keylever- --.;,).L-

Low Velocity
Vane

Print
Shaft

The purpose of the print mechanism is to cause the typehead
to strike the paper after a character is selected. When the
printer is cycled for a character selection/print operation,
motion is transferred by the print shaft through the print
cam, a cam follower and the rocker assembly to power the
typehead toward the platen (Figure I).

PRINT OPERATIONAL THEORY

Low Velocity
Latch

Figure 1 - Print MecluJnism
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Rocker

Rocker Pivot
Shaft

Print Cam

(Level2)

Print Cam
Follower Roller

Print
Cam
Follower

,
Print Sleeve ",,

I,
I

I

(Levell)

Print Cam

Bearing

Print Shaft

On level 2 print mechanisms, the print cam follower roller
may be positioned opposite either side of the print cam. On
machines without dual velocity, the print cam follower
roller will always be positioned opposite the high velocity
side.

When the print shaft is rotated, motion is transferred
through the print sleeve to rotate the print cam. Print cam
motion is then transferred through the cam follower and
the impression control lever to pivot the rocker assembly
about the rocker shaft, and power the typehead toward the
platen.

The print cam is attached to the print sleeve, which in turn
is keyed to the print shaft.

Figure 3 - Print Operation

PRINT OPERATION
The print shaft supplies the drive to. operate the print cam
mechanism (Figure 3). The print shaft extends the width of
the frame and is supported in a bearing at each end. A gear
at the left end of the print shaft engages an idler gear of the
character selection mechanism. When the character selection
mechanism is cycled, motion is transferred through the
idler gear and the print shaft gear to rotate the print shaft
top to rear. The print shaft is rotated 360 degrees e"ach
cycle.

Print Sleeve
Bearing

Print Shaft
Key

I!1l~~I/Jp;-- Print
\~ Shaft

Print Shaft

Anvil

(Levell)

(Level 2)

Figure 2 - Front Corrier Support

Buffer Screw

Anvil

-154,

Print Sleeve

Carrier

Due to up and down motion of the print Shaft, the front of
the carrier needs additional support. A support is located
under the front of the carrier (Figure 2). On level 2 (XX3
and XX5) machines, a carrier pad contacts this anvil when
motion of the print shaft occurs. On level I machines, a
buffer screw and a buffer plate serve the same function.
(Rear carrier support is covered in the Fine Alignment
Section of this manual.)

FRONT CARRIER SUPPORT
The typehead is supported in front of the paper by a frame
called the carrier (Figure 2). The carrier transports the
typehead and related mechanism across the writing line.
The carrier assembly is supported in front by the print shaft
and a print sleeve. The print sleeve is keyed to the print
shaft and turns when the print shaft is rotated. Motion for a
print operation is taken off the print sleeve.
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Rocker

Velocity Control
Plate

Print Cam

Print Cam
......---Follower

Restoring
Cam

Striker

Carrier

PRINT MECHANISM (LEVEL 1)
Level I machines did not have the automatic velocity
control mechanism. The impression was a preset adjustment
and could not be changed by the operator (Figuce 5).

The print cam is a double cam. Its function is to power the
typehead toward the platen and restore it to rest. A small
cam surface on the right is the print cam and moves the
typehead toward the platen. A larger cam surface on the
left is called the restoring cam. It restores the typehead to
rest and prevents rocker bounce.

The cam surface of the print cam is designed so the typehead
is powered within a few thousand ths of an inch of the
platen. Because the typehead is powered nearly all the way
to the platen, all the characters are forced to strIke the
paper slightly, even those with a larger surface area. This
arm limits the amount of free flight of the typehead to
provide an equal print force for all characters. A heavy acm
called the anvil striker is attached to the bottom of the
carrier and serves as a stop for the rocker. An anvil is
located just under the front of the carrier, and extends
between the side frames. It is an angle-shaped bar with an
extension to the rear. As the typehead strikes the paper
with the correct impression, the striker hits the bottom of
the anvil and prevents "further movement of the rocker and
typehead. This means that the impression for each character
will be consistent, with little change between characters.

PI ten

o
Impression
Control Lever

/
Print Cam Follower
Stop Screw

\~t~~~~:::il-__Pin Shown
i,:::l In Medium

Position

Detent Plate

Powered flight is the distance the typehead is driven toward
the platen by the print cam. The remaining distance is
called free flight. Free flight is the amount of typehead
movement from the high point of the print cam to the
platen.

Figure 4 -Impression Control Lever

(Level 2) (Right Side View)

IMPRESSION CONTROL LEVER (LEVEL 2)
The impression made by the typehead is determined by the
velocity of the typehead upon impact with the paper. By
increasing or decreasing the velocity of the typehead with
the impression control lever, the impression for all characters
:an be changed equally.

'---'
The impression control lever may be positioned by the
operator to one of five different impression settings (Figure
4). Changing the position of the impression control lever
causes a pin in the lower part of the lever to move to the
front or to the rear of the print cam follower arm. The
front-ta-rear position of the pin determines the amount of
powered travel the typehead receives from the print cam
follower. This, plus the amount of free flight, determines
the velocity of the typehead upon impact with the paper.

Figure 5 - Print Mechanism (Levell)
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PLATEN
The quality of typed impression is affected by the condition
of the platen. Light, heat, chemicals, etc. may affect the
platen rubber. An old or worn platen may not be consistent
in diameter.

The platen is supported by the carriage guide brackets and
held in position by the platen latches (Figure 6).

The platen may be removed by pressing the rear of the
latches down and lifting the platen out. It may be installed
without depressing the latches; however, caution must be
taken to prevent bending the platen shaft. Releasing the
feed roll tension will also aid in the installation of the
platen.

COPY CONTROL LEVER
The copy control mechanism positions the platen front to
rear to allow for different thicknesses of typing materiaL
The copy control mechanism is operated by a lever located
at the left end of the carriage (Figure 6). The lever is
attached to a shaft that extends through the sides of the
power frame. An eccentric collar attached to each end of
the shaft operates between platen adjusting plates attached
to the carriage end plate. As the lever is moved to the rear,
the shaft rotates, causing the eccentric collars to force the
carriage end plates to the rear. The platen and paper feed
mechanism moves with the carriage end plates. When the
copy control lever is pulled forward, the eccentric collars
contact the platen adjusting plates and force the carriage
forward into the normal position. The copy control lever
can be set in five different positions. A spring detent
attached to the power frame presses against a knob on the
copy control lever to hold it in place.

( , I
I,

;

•I,
•
•
•I
•

Copy Control
Lever

~.-

Spring/"
Detent ~--;.<---:

Platen
Adjusting
Plate

Shaft

Carriage
End Plate

Platen
Latch

Figure 6 - Platen & Copy Control Lever ILeft Side View}
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DUAL VELOCITY SELECTION
On machines with dual velocity. selecting a low velocity
character causes a pull on the velocity control cable to shift
the roller to the low velocity side on the print cam (Figure
7). A low velocity vane is mounted in the keyboard in a
position to be contacted by the selector interposer as it is

........- driven forward by the filter shaft. Attached to the right end
of the low velocity vane is the low velocity vane link.
Rotation of the vane causes a pull on the link, causing the
low velocity latch to rotate counterclockwise about its
mounting stud. As the latch rotates, it pivots out of the
operating path of the adjustable stop attached to the low
velocity tam follower. The low velocity cam follower is
spring loaded against the low velocity cam. With the low
velocity latch removed from its operating path, the cam
follower will move to the low spot of the low velocity cam.
and cause a pull on the velocity control cable.

If a high velocity character is selected at the keyboard, the
low velocity latch will remain at rest in the operating path
of the stop on the cam follower. The cam follower is
prevented from following the bend of the cam, and no pull
is felt on the velocity control cable. The print cam follower
roller remains to the right under the high velocity side of
the print cam and a high velocity print operation results.

Low Velocity
Cam FOllower

Latch Restoring
Spring

Velocity
Control

..:..I~~~=>/cable

Latch

Figure 7 - Low Velocity Sequence

Selector
Interposer

Low Velocity
Vane

Low Velocity
Vane Bellcrank

Low Velocity Operation
(Right Side View)

Velocity Control Cable

Aojustable
Stop

Low Velocity
Latch
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PRINT CAM FOLLOWER STOP SCREW
On the level 2 print mechanism, the print cam follower and
roller are held disengaged from the print cam by an adjust
able stop screw until the roller has shifted (Figure 9). This
prevents the print cam from interfering with the print cam
rollers as it shifts from one side to the other.

This is done by using a print cam that has two different
cam surfaces (Figure 8). The low and high points of both
cam surfaces are the same. The only difference is in the
bend between their low and high points. The bend of one
cam surface has less of a rise and provides the typehead
with a lower impact velocity than the other. The difference
in typehead velocities produced by the two cam surfaces
remains proportional between all settings of the impression
control lever.

Impression
Control Lever Platen

(,

•
t
I,

(jj I

_______StoP

Scre'N

Figure 9 - Print Cam Follower Stop Screw
(Right Side View)

Print Cam

Rocker Actuating Lever

Print Cam
Follower

Rocker Yoke

P
. High Velocity

nnt Lobe

Cam ",..----;-L
Low "to e
Velocity ~~.i1b7~O(
Lobe (

\ \..-.". ,,0

Print Cam Print Cam And Follower Roller
Follower Roller (Front View)

Velocity
Control Cable

A covered cable called the velocity control cable connects
to the yoke actuating lever. Whenever a pull is produced on
the velocity control cable, the yoke actuating lever and
roller yoke will shift the print cam follower roller from the
high velocity side to the low velocity side of the print cam.
When the pull on the velocity control cable is released, the
yoke actuating lever spring shifts the roller back to its
position under the high velocity side of the print cam.

The roller is positioned left to right under the desired cam
side by a roller yoke that fits over the roller. A lever, called
the yoke actuating lever, controls the lateral position of the
yoke and roller. It mounts on the tab cord anchor bracket
by a shouldered rivet. The yoke actuating lever is spring
loaded at the rear and maintains the rest position of the
roller directly under the high velocity side of the print cam.

The print cam follower has a roller mounted on a pin and is
free to slide left to right to select the desired velocity side.
The cam surface, or side on the print cam that produces the
most impact velocity, is called the high velocity side. This is
the right-hand side on the print cam. The left-hand side,
producing less impact velocity, is called the low velocity
side.

\',,

I,

"

i,.,

1I,
1-1
il
'II;,
lIIl.

Figure 8 - Yoke Actuating Lever And Spring
(Bottom View)
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PRINT ADJUSTMENTS -. - -:: - }: ---~-
,

Touching

(Left Front View)

. \

Eccentric
Mounting Stud

Escapement

_ooTJ.=:1!
o04

E!Ti"W~~~~Ec~"t
(0.03.Q.l0 mm)

3. Carrier Shoe - Adjust the level 1 carrier shoe eccentric
mounting stud to get .001 "-.004" (0.03-0.10 mm)
vertical play between the carrier shoes and the escape.
ment rack. The level 2 carriers equipped with the spring
loaded carrier shoe should be adjusted for .002"-.006"
(0.05·0.15 mm) of vertical movement with the spring
pressure removed. This adjustment should be checked
at several points along the escapement rack.

Copy Control Eccentric

Platen Adjusting PICJte

Stop Ears

Multiple Copy Lever

(Left Front View)

Eccentric Vertical

1. Copy Control Lever - Loosen the multiple copy lever
setscrews and rotate the shaft until the high point of
the eccentric is up when the multiple copy lever is in

'--" the forward detent position. The stop extensions on
the copy control detent spring should be formed to
provide a positive detent in the far front and fear
positions of the lever.

.'

.002··-.006"
).<:O<::::::"'_-l_J.r--c:U 10.05-0.' 5 mm)

With Spring
Pressure Removed

Carrier Shoe

(Level 2 - Rear View)

Level 3 Parallel - Loosen mounting screw on carrier
shoe. Press down firmly on rear of carrier, keeping
carrier shoe parallel with escapement rack; tighten
screw.

~~::t;n~g_ .~ r.nSCjment Rack

--',,"~-
carr;e~ Car, ,er Shoe

(Level 3 - Rear View J

NOTE: On RBIS machines, ensure that the escapement
pawl is centered in the escapement rack teeth.

(Level 1 - Rear View)

Eccentric :-:;-ll~iH~""=~:Z:;:""T"9i9~t~~a:ement
Mount;ng Stud if

I

2. Platen Adjusting Plates - Adjust the eccentric retaining
plates front to rear on level 1 machines. or the copy
control eccentric left to right on level 2 machines so
there is no front-ta-rear motion and no binds exist
between the eccentric and the platen adjusting plates
on each side of the machine.

Eccentric
Retaining Plate

._III"~ (Levell - Left Side View)

Touching
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Holds Platen
Firmly

u

(7X3-7Xs;lT
.002"-.004"
(0.05-0.10 mm)

Carrier & Buffer
Adjusting Screvv-

(Left Side View)

Anvil

t
Anvil

Carrier
Buffer Plate

(Right Side View)

Platen

Platen Latch

Platen Latch Eccentric

(Left Side View)

7. Platen Latches - Adjust the platen latch eccentrics,
with the high side down, so the platen is held tightly in
position vertically and horizontally. The latches should
latch and unlatch freely with the feed rolls released.

~~
-1-Ff7~3-:X~)
.002"-.004"
10.05-0.10 mml

6. Carrier Buffers (Levell Only) i7X3-7X5) - Adjust the
buffer plate attached to the right side of the carrier,
and the adjusting screw under the left side of the
carrier so that each has .002"-.004" (0.05-0.10 mm)
clearance with the top of the anvi1.

(7X3-7XS)

Restoring Cam
Follower Eccentric

""t";:::::--_ Pr int Cam
Follower

No Period Copy Lever - 5
Light Period Or Copy Lever - 4

(Right Side View)

Carrier

(Left Side View)

(Right Side View)

,)~ j
Eccentric

g 0

Eccentric Up
Before Making
Adjustment

7Xl

4. Carrier Support - Dual Impression - Adjust both ends
of the carrier support vertically to get .001"-.004"
(0.03-0.10 mm) clearance with the bottom of the
carrier pad across the whole length of the writing line.
The support is attached to the machine power frame
by a binding screw at each end.

-160-

NOTE: Adjustments 5 through 8 are for level 1 machines
only.

NOTE: The restoring cam follower eccentric should be
adjusted all the way up while the anvil is being set. On 7XS
machines, the carrier buffers must also~be moved up out of
the way of the anviL

5. Anvil (Level 1) - Adjust the eccentric at each end of
the anvil to properly limit the free flight of the type~

head. With one sheet of paper installed in the machine,
the period should just fail to print with the copy lever
all the way back. With the copy lever pulled forward
one notch (second position), the period should print
lightly.
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lst - Low Dwell

Print Cam Follower
Stop Screw

.020"
10.51 mml
Machine
At Rest

9. Print Cam Follower Stop Screw - Adjust the print cam
follower stop screw so the print cam follower roller
clears the print cam by .020" (0.51 mm) when the
machine is at rest. This clearance allows the .roller to
shift from one side to the other without touching the
cam.

2nd - Low Dwell

If the roller track begins before point A, the roller is
adjusted too close to the print cam when the machine
is at rest. Incorrect roller-to·cam clearance may cause
the roller to drag on the print cam as it shifts during a
low velocity selection. The roller may then fail to shift,
or shift incorrectly. Also, if the roller is adjusted too
close to the cam at rest, it may bounce from the print
cam as it tries to follow the print cam. This will cause
excessive noise and wear, and will affect the typehead
impact velocity.

Print Cam
Follower Roller

Stop ScrElVol
(Right Side View)

This adjustment may be checked by applying a light
film of grease on the print cam and then observing the
track that the roller makes in the grease when the
machine is hand cycled. If the stop screw has been
adjusted properly, the roller track in the grease should
begin at point A on the print cam. This is just before
the beginning of the rise on the print cam.

po;nt"A~,ease----;VI(j)
Roller Track '-

Should Begin """ Print
Here Track Cam

If the roller track begins after point A, the roller rests
too far away from the low spot of the print cam and a
loss of typehead velocity may result.

"A"

QB
Gauge Held Down
Against Escapement Rail

(RBjS)
(NRBjS)

(Right Side View)

Gauge Held Up Against
Bottom Edge Of Escapement
Racl<.

8. Platen Position -

Platen ~
Eccentric JJ ~

b. Adjust the platen height so that the platen clears
the gauge by .030" (0.76 mm). Move the gauge to
the opposite end of the machine and repeat the
procedure. Check for a parallel condition by
sliding the gauge back to the beginning end. With
the gauge removed, the platen height adjustment
should now be readjusted for even top and bottom
color of printed characters.

a. Adjust the platen front to rear until the platen just
touches the platen gauge.

(Left Side View)

NOTE: To properly adjust the print mechanism, the
correct position of the platen must be established first
and then the print adjustments made relative to the
platen position.

Touch;ngW;th~ I
Multiple Copy
COntrol In Pas. "",-r
"A" \ I

.030"
10.76 mm)

With the copy control lever forward and the print shaft
keyway down, loosen the platen eccentrics and move
the platen to the far rear, and as low as possible. Insert
the platen gauge on the print shaft and escapement
rack at one end of the machine.

CAUTION: Any change in the front·to-rear position of the
platen requires a readjustment of the velocity control plate
and anvil on early level machines. Also, any change in the
platen position may change the paper feed adjustments. All
paper feed adjustments should be checked and readjusted if
necessary.

NOTE: On NRBjS machines, the rear of the platen gauge
must be held up against the bottom of the escapement rack.
On RBIS machines, the platen gauge must be held down
against the escapement rail while making this adjustment.
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NOTE: Adjustments 11 through 21 are for dual
impression machines only.

10. Velocity Control Plate (Levell) - The velocity control
plate must be adjusted to satisfy the following two
conditions.

a. With the cam follower held lightly against the low
point of the print cam, the center of the home
character should clear the platen by .260"-.270"
(6.60-6.85 mm).

11. Print Cam Follower (Levell) - The print cam follower
must be adjusted to satisfy the following conditions:

a. Print Cam Follower Stud - Adjust the pivot stud
left to right so the rubber roller on the follower is
centered on the surface of the restoring cam. The
stud is held in place in the carrier casting by a
setscrew that may be accessed from the bottom of
the machine. (' .

; j I

r
r

~
I
I
I
I
I

Pivot
Stud

Centered

Io---------Typehead

(Top View)

Print Cam ~

Follower~- ........",......-

Restoring -4
Roller

Touching

(Right Side View)

Anvil

Restoring Cam
Follower Eccentric

\

b. Adjust the eccentric, keeping the high point
forward,so that the roller just touches the restoring
cam when the typehead is held toward the rear.
The print cam follower should be on the high
point of the cam, and the platen removed to make
this adjustment.

NOTE: If the roller is too close [0 the restoring
cam, it may bind against the cam during print
shaft rotation. If too much clearance exists, the
typehead may not be restored as quickly as is
necessary and unclear characters may result.

Print Cam

Follower ------f~~~::::::'

~Striker

.260"-.270"
16.60·6.85 mml
(Hooverometer
+2 Or 3 Tab Cards)

.020"-.030"
10.51.Q.76 mml

(Right Side View)

Print
Cam

(Right Side View)

Eccentric Up
Before Making
Adjustment

b. With the cam follower held lightly against the high
point of the print cam. the home character should
clear the platen by .020"-.030" (0.51-0.76 mm).
Be sure the anvil does not limit the rocker motion.

NOTE: The adjustments should be checked with
the ribbon removed. The .260"'.270" (6.60-6.85
mm) can be checked with two or three tab cards
plus the foot of the Hooverorneter handle.

Velocity
Control Plate
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12. Yoke - Position the yoke under its mounting screws so
the density of the left and right sides of a printed
character is the same.

14. Carrier Cable Deflector - Form the deflector to the
rear as far as possible without touching the power
frame.

,\

Carrier Cable

Carrier 2
Spaces From
Left Limit

Center Cable Clamp

Power Frame

Cable Deflector

(Left Side View)

15. Center Cable Clamp - Position the cable cover left to
right within the center cable clamp so the bend in the
cable will just touch the machine left-hand side frame
when the carrier is resting two spaces from the far
left-hand margin and will clear the power frame on the
third space. This adjustment allows the carrier to
operate freely across the whole writing line and allows
the velocity control cable to operate with a minimum
of bouncing.

Even Print
"Side-To-Side"

(Front View)

Yoke

Rocker

Velocity Control

Cable

This adjustment will affect the tilt ring homing adjust
ment, the t'Ypehead homing adjustment and skirt
clearance. Be sure to check these adjustments after
changing the position of the yoke.

.000"-.010" _
10.00-0.25 mm)

Cable Clamp

(Bottom View)

13. Velocity Control Cable Clamp - Adjust the cable cover
left to right under the carrier clamp until the end of
the cover is flush to .010" (0.25 mm) inside the right
hand edge of the cable clamp. This adjustment prevents
the yoke actuating lever from binding against the cable
cover.

Carrier
Side Frame

(Top View)
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This adjustment should be checked by observing the
track of the roller in the grease on the print cam.

16. Velocity Control Keyboard Cable Clamp - Adjust the
cable cover front to rear under the clamp so the print
cam follower roller will shift on the low velocity side
of the print cam by the width of the roller plus .030"·
.040" (0.76·1.02 mm) when a low velocity character is
half cycled. Moving the cable cover to the rear will
produce more motion to the roller.

I
"

I,

Print Cam Follower Roller
.030..·.Q40..
10.76·1.02 mm)

18. Low Velocity Cam - Adjust the cam so that when a
low velocity character is slowly hand cycled, the low
velocity latch clears the adjusting stop on [he cam
follower by .008"·.012" (0.20·0.30 mm) juS! as the
cam follower mark lines up with the second mark on
the low velocity cam.

This adjustment can easily be made using the following
procedure:

a. With the machine at rest, loosen the low velocity
cam. Align the second mark with the mark on the
cam follower.

(I

Second Scribe Mark

.008"-.012"
(0.20·0.30 mml

(Righ t Side View)

o

Low Velocity
Latch

Low Velocity Character
On High Point Cam

b. While holding the cam in position, hand cycle a
low velocity character until the latch clears the
stop by .008"·.012" (0.20·0.30 mm). Tighten the
cam and recheck this adjustment.

Low Velocity
Latch

Binding Screw

Low Velocity Cam
Follower Stop

(Right Side View)

.008..·.012.. t 't::~~~;;:o
10.20-0.30 mml";,;,

Cycle Shaft Latched

19. Low Velocity Cam Follower Stop - With the cycle
shaft latched at rest, adjust the low velocity cam
follower stop for .008"·.012" (0.20·0.30 mm)
clearance with the low velocity latch. Loosen the
binding screw and rotate the low velocity cam follower
stop to satisfy this condition.

Low Velocity Cam

(Top View)

Low Velocity
Latch

(Right Side View)

¥,~~...-;~~~- Keyboard Cable Clamp

Low Velocity
Vane

(Bottom View)

Low Velocity Latch Link
Align Pin & Hole

17. Low Velocity Latch Link - With the machine at rest
the low velocity latch link should be adjusted to just
reach the distance between the low velocity vane and
the low velocity latch. This adjustment enSures the
latch will fully overlap the follower, and there will be
no lost motion in the system.
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Powered Flight - With the machine latched at rest
and the impression control lever set at position 4,
loosen the binding screw and move the detent plate
front-ta-rear until a clearance of .250" is obtained
between the center of the letter "z" and the platen.
The foot of the Hooverometer may be used to
measure the clearance.

CAUTION: The copy control lever must be
positioned all the way forward when making
adjustment No. 20 and No. 21.

20.

Typehead

Stick 4 Position
"0" Rotate. Rest
Position

Detent Plate

~~~

Hooverometer

Platen

Impression COntrol Lever 8. ing Screw

(Right Side View)

21. Free Flight - With the impression control lever set at
4, hand cycle the letter "z" until the machine is resting
on the high point of the print cam. Adjust the eccentric
on the impression control lever for .035" (0.89 mm)
between the typehead and platen. Keep the high part
of the eccentric forward. The pusher end of a spring
hook may be used to measure this clearance.

NOTE: Adjustments No. 20 and No. 21 directly affect
each other and both must be adjusted 'until they are
Correct.

11----.035"
10.89 mml

rmpression COntrol

Lever Eccentric

(Right Side View)
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PAPER FEED AND INDEX OPERATIONAL THEORY

The purpose of the paper feed and index mechanism is to
hold the paper against the platen so that it will move with
~he platen as it is indexed vertically.

'----"
The paper feed mechanism uses an "A frame" for support
and contains all the parts necessary to control paper feed.

The paper is held agains't the platen by the front and rear
feed roll assemblies located below the platen. Each feed roll
assembly contains three or four rubber rollers equally
spaced across the feed roll shaft and attached to the shaft.

The feed rolls mount in the front and rear feed roll arm
assemblies. Each feed roll arm assembly turns on a pivot
stud at the rear of the "A frame." Heavy extension springs,
connected between the "A frame" and feed roll arm
assemblies, supply constant tension on the feed rolls. There
are several notches cut into the feed roll arm assemblies to
provide a means of adjusting the feed roll pressure.

Feed Roll
Arm Assembly

Cardholder

line Position
Reset lever

Page End
Indicator

Index
Selector
lever

Platen
Ratchet

Bail
Roller

Paper
Guide

CarrierRetu~
Index Cam

Paper
Table

Deflector

Platen

Feed Rolls

r

r
t
I

I

Cam Follower

Figure 1 - Paper Feed And Index

. --, '. ' ,.'-~ '.: .. .. . ::~< PAPER FEED & INDEX
I • ~ .' ".
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Deflector

Platen,
I

Above the writing line the paper is engaged by three rubber
rollers mounted on the paper bail (Figure 3). These rollers
hold the paper against the platen above the writing line to
reduce the possibility of overprinting on the paper. The
rollers are also used to feed the paper vertically after the
bottom of the paper has left the front feed rolls.

The cardholder helps to hold the typing material against the
platen in the printing area. A scale on each side of the
cardholder aids the typist in inserting material into the
machine to a particular printing point. The vertical marks
on the scale indicate the center of the character space and
the horizontal line indicates the bottom of the writing line.
A single mark,located at the top of the cardholder, indicates
the center of the next character to be typed.

The paper bail is supported by a lever at each end and
pivots front to rear. A toggle spring attached to each bail
lever serves to hold the bail rolls either to the rear against
the platen or forward in the release position.

PAPER FEED
As the paper is inserted into the machine, an adjustable
paper guide, mounted on the center cover at the rear of the
platen, serves to position the paper for its left margin
position (Figure 3). The paper deflector guides the paper
between the rear feed roll and the platen. As the platen is
turned, the paper is forced to move with the platen. The
deflector guides the paper around the platen into position
between the front feed roll and the platen. As the paper is
fed further, the end of the paper is guided up by the card
holder attached to the rear of the carrier.

Paper Feed
Mountin:7l Arm

Paper Guide

LEVEL 1 PAPER FEED
On level 1 paper feed assemblies, a carriage tie rod supports
the paper feed mechanism. The paper feed mounting arms
attached to the carriage tie rod support the feed roll arm
assemblies and the feed roll actuating shaft. The feed rolls
mount in the front and rear feed roll afm assemblies. The

'---"'" front feed roll arms pivot on the feed roll actuating shaft.
Also pivoting on the feed roll actuating shaft is a feed roll
tension arm. Heavy ex tension springs are connected between
the carriage tie rod and one of the holes in the feed roll
tension afm to provide a means of adjusting the feed roll
pressure (Figure 2).

Feed Roll
Actuating Shaft Feed Roll

Release Arm

Figure 2 - Paper Feed (Levell J
(Released PositionJ

Paper
Bail

Front Feed
Roll Arm

Paper Bail
Lever

Hairpin
Spring

Cardholde(

:..

i:
;
.;

Feed Rolls

Figure 3 - Paper Feed
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PAPER RELEASE
The pressure of the feed rolls can be released from the
platen by pulling forward on the paper release lever located
at the right end of the machine. This will allow the operator
to position the paper correctly and make it easier to insert
,d remove the paper (Figure 4). The front of the paper
lease lever cams the feed roll actuating shaft and has a lug

~sting on each feed roll tension arm. As the shaft rotates,
the feed roll release levers rotate the feed roll tension arms,
moving the feed rolls away from the platen. When the paper
release lever has been pulled all the way forward, the end of
the feed roll release arm moves into a detent that holds the
feed roll release lever in the released position.

INDEX MECHANISM
The index mechanism linespaces the paper vertically. An
index operation can be done by depressing either the carrier
return keylever or the index keylever. Depressing the carrier
return keylever also causes the carrier to move to the left
margin. Depressing the index keylever causes only an index
operation. The index selector lever may be positioned so
the mechanism will line space either one or two lines during
each operation. With the lever in the forward position,
single line spacing will occur. The mechanism will double
line space if the lever is to the rear. Indexing is done by a
pawl which engages and rotates a ratchet on the right end
of the platen (Figure 6). The ratchet is locked to the platen
so the platen will rotate.

Index
Selector
Lever

Selector
Cam

Multiplying
Lever

Index
Pawl
Carrier

Index
Link

Figure 6 - Index Operation

Platen
Ratchet

Platen

Cam Follower

Carrier Returo
Index Cam

Motion to operate the index mechanism is supplied through
the carrier return/index cam. Motion is then transferred
through the cam follower to the multiplying lever and the
index link. The rear of the multiplying lever is always in
contact with the multiplying lever stop which is attached to
the power frame. The index link will receive the same
amount of motion each time the cam operates, for each
position of the index selector lever.

Detent
Notch

Feed Roll
Release Arm

Paper Release
Lever

Feed Roll
Release Arm

Feed Roll
Actuating Shaft

Feed Roll
Actuating Shaft

Front Feed
Roll Arm

Rear Feed
Roll Arm

Feed Rolls ,,+---:---'::!'.;p

Figure 4 - Paper Release Mechanism
(Released Position)

Paper release on machines equipped with tie rod support is
dn'le by pulling forward on the paper release lever located

e right end of the machine (Figure 5). A cam surface
<hr--Che front of the paper release lever cams the feed roll
release arm forward to rotate the feed roll actuating shaft.
The feed roll release levers are clamped to the feed roll
actuating shaft and rest behind a lug on each feed roll
tension arm. As the shaft rotates, the feed roll release levers
rotate the feed roll tension arms and the front feed roll
arms down, away from the platen. Due to the connection
between the front feed roll arm and the rear feed roll arm,
the rear feed roll arms are forced away from the platen.
When the paper release lever has been pulled all the way
forward, the end of the feed roll release arm moves into a
detent to hold the feed roll release lever in the released
position.

Feed Roll
Release Lever

Figure 5 - Paper Release
(Reieased Position)
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Platen
Ratchet

Platen
Overthrow Stop

Index BracketIndex Pawl

Index
Pawl Carrier

Platen
Ratchet

Mounting~ \
Stud Hole I ndex Pawl

"-
Figure 9 - Index Pawl Operation (Left Side View)

(Double Space Position)

Adjustable
Stud

Figure IO - Half Line Spacing (Right Side View)
(One And A Half Space Position)

PAWL OPERATION
The index pawl has an elongated pivot hole so that it moves
forward during part of the index stroke (Figure 9). As the
index mechanism operates, the pawl engages the ratchet
tooth. There is a slight delay until the pawl carrier reaches
the end of the elongated slot in the index pawl. Because of
the speed at which the pawl carrier operates, the platen is
caused to move before the index stroke. Without the
elongated hole in the index pawl, the platen ratchet would
reach the final position before the index pawl. This is
prevented by the pawl moving with it and reaching the
overthrow stop at the same time the platen reaches the final
position. The pawl is then held into the ratchet and blocks
any further rotation of the platen.

54-TOOTH INDEX SELECTION MECHANISM
The 54-tooth index mechanism operates basically the same
as the mechanism just described. However, there are three
positions for the index lever (Figure 10). The selector cam
has an elongated hole with three detent positions on the
lower side. An adjustable stud mounted on the index
bracket moves into one of the detents of the selector cam
to control index pawl entry into the platen ratchet. This
controls feeding two, three or four ratchet teeth to index
the platen a space, space and a half, and two spaces.

Platen
Detent
Roll"'r

Platen Overthrow
Stop

\
Index
Pawl

Irdex Pawl
Carrier

Toggle
Spring

Selector
Cam

I ndex Selector
Lever

Selector
Cam

Toggle
Spring

Extension

This is done with the index selector lever forward. The
index pawl maintains contact with the line space cam lever
longer, which delays the entry of the pawl into the platen
ratchet (Figure 8). The remaining motion after the index
pawl enters the ratchet is enough to cause only one tooth
of rotation to the platen.

In the double line space position, the index pawl is allowed
to enter the platen ratchet immediately. The index pawl
then rotates the ratchet two spaces until the pawl contacts
the platen overthrow stop. The platen overthrow stop holds
the pawl into the ratchet tooth to prevent further rotation
of the platen. The platen detent roller is spring loaded into
the ratchet teeth. During an index operation, the platen
detent roller is moved into the next tooth of the platen
ratchet to maintain platen position.

Figure 7 - Index Selection Mechanism
(Double Space Position - Left Side View)

If only a single space operation is desired, the-index pawl
must be prevented from entering the ratchet until it has
passed one tooth of the ratchet.

Figure 8 - Index Selection Mechanism
(Single Space Position - Left Side View)
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The selector cam is held in the single or double space
position by a toggle spring. The selector cam movement is
limited by two extensions at the bottom of the lever that
contact the toggle spring mounting stud.

INDEX SELECTION MECHANISM (EXCEPT 54 TOOTH)
The index pawl entry into the platen ratchet is controlled
by the selector cam located on the index lever (Figure 7).
The selector cam has two steps at the forward end, in a
position to contact the rear of the index pawL The index
pawl is spring loaded toward the ratchet.
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("Selectric")

o~

! I

PAGE·END INDICATOR
The page-end indicator (Figure 11). located on the inside of
the right-hand platen knob. allows the operator to know
how much space remains to the end of the page. It is
calibrated in half inches. The operator must align the top
edge of the paper with the writing line on the cardholder.
For a standard size sheet of paper. the operator must rotate
the indicator until position 2 is in line with the horizontal
mark on the top of the typewriter next to the right platen
knob. When using other than standard II" paper. the
operator may locate the indicator setting from the page-end
indicator chart in the operator manual.

The left side of the platen ratchet contains two pins that fit
into holes in the platen driver. The platen driver operates
left to right and always turns with the ratchet. A com pres·
sion spring be.tween the ratchet and the driver loads the
driver to the left so the grooves on the outer surface of'the
driver engage with matching grooves inside the platen end
plug. The engaging of the grooves causes the platen. the
driver and the ratchet to be locked together and turn as a
unit.

.-:......_ Platen

Figure 11 - Platen Variable And Page End Indicator

("Selectric" 11)

Ratchet

Page End Indicator @
~ '(tf

~":::-------- ~ , .7 Compression Spring 1 • ..

Spring

Driver (Serrations)

When the driver is disengaged from the platen end plug, the
platen can be turned to the desired position. The driver can
then engage different grooves and lock the platen in the
new position. The left·hand platen knob is mounted to a
shaft that slides left to right inside the plateD. A light
compression spring holds the shaft toward the right to
prevent free play. The shaft pushes against the platen
driver. Movement of the platen knob toward the right is
transferred to the driver to disengage it from the platen end
plug.

Left·Hand
Platen Knob

PLATEN VARIABLE
The platen variable is used for typing permanently above or
below the writing line or locating the writing line after
inserting the paper (Figure 11). The platen ratchet must
remain stopped when selecting a new writing Line so that

e detent roller will be bottomed between the two teeth of
,--le ratchet at the new position. A clutch mechanism

connects the ratchet to the platen so that it can be engaged
for line spacing and disengaged by pushing the left-hand
platen knob toward the right. As long as the platen knob is
held to the right, the platen can be rotated freely while the
ratchet remains stopped. When the knob is released, the
clutch is automatically re-engaged by spring tension.
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LINE POSITION RESET LEVER
The line position reset lever mechanism (Figure 12), located
on the right end of the platen, allows the operator to leave
a typed line, and return again. When the lever is moved
forward, the ratchet detent is moved away from engagement
with the platen ratchet. The platen is then free to turn
without contacting the detent. After the operator has made
the insertion or correction, the platen must be returned to
the approximate typing line, and the lever to its home
position. This relocates the typing line by allowing the
ratchet detent to engage the platen ratchet.

Platen Ratchet

Figure 12 - Line Position Reset Lever
"Selectric" II
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.008···.012..
10.20.Q.30 mml

....
I .0'0.. ·.015..--10.2S.Q.38 mml

(Top View)

Front Feed
Roll

(Leveii - Left Side View)

3 Tab Cards

Grip Clips

a. Adjust the feed roll arms (0 gel .008"-.012"
(0.20-0.30 mm) clearance between the front feed
rolls and the platen when (hree tab cards are
inserted between the rear feed rolls and the platen.

Front Feed Roll
Arm Assembly ------..:11

4. Feed Roll Arms (Levels i And 2) -

3. Feed Roll End Play (Tie Rod Only) - Adjust the feed
roll assemblies for .010"-.015" (0.25-0.38 mm) side
play of the feed rolls. Make this adjustment by moving
.the grip clips on the actuating shaft and moving the
right front feed roll assembly on 7X I, and the left and
right front feed roll assemblies on the XX5.

Feed Roll
Tension
Spring

Tension Spring

Feed Roll
Arm

Center Support
Bracket

(Left Rear View)

2. Feed Roll Tension (Tie Rod Only) - Place the feed roll
tension springs in the hole of the feed roll arms that
will provide proper tension measured at the front feed
roll pivot points. The 7X 1 machines should be adjusted
for 48 oz.(1350 g) tension and the XX3-XX5 machines
should be adjusted for 32-40 oz. (907-1134 g) tension.

b
(Right Side View)

Carriage
Tie Rod

i. Paper Feed Support (Tie Rod Only) - With the feed
roll tension spring disconnected. position the center
support bracket so that the forward lug just touches
the bottom of the feed roll actuating shaft while the
rear lug just touches the top of the carriage tie rod. The
center support bracket should not bend the copy
control shaft.

PAPER FEED AND INDEX ADJUSTMENTS

NOTE: The platen position must be correct before any
paper feed adjustments are made. (See Print section.)

Feed Roll Tension ("A Frame") - Place the feed roll
tension springs in the notch that will provide 32-40 oz.
(907-1134 g) tension when measured at the front feed
roll pivots. 32-40 Oz.

(907-1134 Gramsl

Feed Roll

~
en"on Spnng

F,ont Feed ---'-'~ ::<S;;O=~=' ©
Roll Pivots -

("A-Frame") •
----.:.---.:.....o'l~;:=-
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Platen

Feed Roll

Release Lever

("A Frame" - RighI Side View)

(Tie Rod - Lefl Side View)

.055.. ·.065..
(1.40-' .65 mm)

'\.../-
~ Rea' Feed Roll

~.~

Excessive clearance can cause interference between the
front feed roll and the carrier. Not enough clearance
will not allow the feed rolls to release thick paper
packs.

.055"-.065" ,-
(, .40-, .65mml /

Platen

Rear Feed Roll

Platen Supporting Tab.~

(LeveI2)

r"A Frame" - RighI Side View)

(Levell - RighI Side View)

6. Deflector - Form tne deflector supponing cabs on the
front and rear feed roll arms to get clearance of .0 I0"
.020" (0.25-0.51 mm) between the deflector and the
platen. Three tab cards inserted between the platen and
the deflector. at the front and rear, should provide a
slight drag. No drag should be felt when one tab card is
inserted .

Supporting Tabs

Deflector

5. Paper Release - Adjust the feed roll release levers
front to rear to get .055"-.065" (1.40-1.65 mm)
clearance between the rear feed rollers and the platen
when the feed rollers are released.

2 Tab Cards

/

Front Feed Roll Arm
Adjusting Screw

(Level 2 - Lefl Side View}

.00' .. ·.003..
lO.03.Q.08 mmJ

~

5 Tab Cards

(Level 3 - RighI Side View)

An easy way to make this adjustment is as follows:
Remove the paper deflector and insert three tab
cards between the rear feed rollers and the platen.
Loosen the adjusting screw. While pressing the
front feed roll arm toward the platen, tighten the
adjusting screw. Do the same for the opposite end.
Then check for the above adjustment. The feed roll
release arms must not limit the motion of the feed
roll arms.

b. Adjust the front feed roll arms vertically to get a
slight clearance between the rear feed rollers and
the platen when two tab cards are between the
front feed rollers and the platen. With one tab card
between the front feed rollers and the platen. the
rear feed rollers should have a slight drag on the
platen.

Feed Roll Arms ("A Frame" Only) - Adjust the
feed roll arms front to rear so a clearance of .00 I"·
.003" (0.03-0.08 mm) exists between the rear feed
roll and the platen with five tab cards .035"-.037"
(0.89-0.94 mm) between the platen and all the
front feed rolls. With the cards removed, there
should be no clearance.

Front Feed Roll
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Shield Actuating Lever

, 3
I

I! • I I I
1)'0

.020"
10.51 mml

(Left Side View)

o
I

I I I II Io S

Lever Forward

When the load lever of the film ribbon mechanism
is activated, the shield will automatically be posi
tioned to the rear. The ribbon must be installed
between the shield and the typehead.

When the cardholder is adjusted for proper regis
tration, the shield will be in the correct position.
As an adjustment check, type an uppercase T,
backspace and type an underscore. The T should
be in the center and the underscore approximately
.020" (0.51 mm) from the bottom of the hole.

NOTE: All operational control adjustments must
be correct before making the following index
adjustments.

Paper Table
- Minimum End Play No Binds Mounting Bracket

Paper Paper Table \

",_,/l~~e +0. Arm

-

10. Paper Table Arm - Form the arms on the paper table
to get minimum end play with no binds between the
paper table arms and the paper table mounting bracket.

j

t

.002"-.005"
(0.05-0.13mml

b. The print shield should rest against the element
with the shield actuating lever in the forward or
typing position. Fold the shield at the bottom, if
necessary, to get this condition.

8. Cardholder - Adjust the cardholder brackets front-to
rear to get .005"-.015" (0.13-0.38 mm) clearance with
the platen. The vertical adjustment should be such that
the horizontal line is parallel and .002"-.005" (0.05
0.13 mm) below the feet of the typed characters when
viewed from the operator's position. Adjust the card
holder left to right so the point of the letter V will
align with the vertical lines on the cardholder..

a. So the shield is against the platen when the lever is
in the rear, latched position.

.002.. ·.006..
-II~---- (0.05.Q.15 mml

(Right Side View)

..v.. Centered

9. Removable Print Shield - If installed, form the shield
actuating lever to satisfy the following conditions:

Cardholder

7. Paper Bail - Adjust the grip clip on the paper bail
pivot shaft to get .002"-.006" (0.05-0.15 mm) end
play of the paper bail arm. If necessary, form the bail
shaft for equal bail roll contact with platen.

/
Grip Clip

Paper Bail Arm

I
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I ndex Pawl

.010"· 040"
10.25·1.02 mml

StOP Lug

Index Transfer
Bellcrank

7

Pawl Centered

o

(Left Side View)

Index Pawl

(Left Side View)

(Right Side View)

•

Index Selector Cam

Cam At Rest
Double Space Position
Index Pawl Manually Activated

These adjustments must be considered together and
readjusted until both are correct.

With the index lever in the single-space position, adjust
the selector cam vertically so the index pawl is centered
on the cam surface.

15. Index Selector Cam - 27-Tooth Ratchet - Adjust the
index selector cam so a clearance of .0 I0"-.040"
(0.25-1.02 mm) can be observed between the working
surface of the selector cam and the rear tip of the
index pawl. To make this adjustment, place the index
lever in the double-space position, press down on the
index link until the index pawl is just bottomed in a
ratchet tooth, and adjust the selector cam.

Lower Index Link

___I

~
td

Min. Clearance/
No Binds ~

Slot

14. Index Transfer Bellcrank SlOP Lug (RBIS Only) 
Form the index transfer bellcrank stop lug to get a
minimum end play, no bind condition between the
stud on the lower index link and the lower horizontal
edge of the slot in the index transfer bellcrank. T~is
will ensure that the lower index link stud restores to
the front of the slot after a backspace operation.

Slot

t"'---- Lower Index Link

Index Transfer
Bellcrank

Switch Bracket
(Right Side View)

3/8"27,32,54T
(9.53mml
, 3/32" 24,45,48T
(10.32mml
11/32"36T
(8.73mml

~ 1 ...
----~-

Clevis In Rear
Hole For 36T
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NOTE: The clevis should be in the rear hole of the
multiplying lever for 36 tooth mechanisms.

13. Multiplying Lever Stop - Adjust the multiplying level
stop front to rear to produce 3/8" (9.53 mm) (27,32,
54T); 13(32" (10.32 mm) (24, 45, 48Tl; 11/32" (8.73
mm) (36T) motion to the index link when the carrier
return index cam is operated to its high point (platen
removed).

12. Switch Bracket (RBIS) - Adjust the switch bracket
left or right to ensure that the lower index link does
not bind in the slot in the index transfer bellcrank.

NOTE: The operational shaft must be adjusted correctly
before making the following index adjustments.

11. Paper Table Mounting Brackets - Adjust the paper
table mounting brackets around their mounting screws
so the foam on the paper table will contact the platen
and the paper table is flat over its whole length.



Index Link

(Level 3)

Index Cam On
High Point

Overthrow Stop

~YJ

(J @~---=-o_" -

Minimum Clearance
No Binds

Index Paw!

With the carrier return index cam on the high point,
adjust the index stud front to rear to get one full tooth
of motion from the index pawl after it starts to drive
the platen. The upper index pawl stop must allow the
index pawl to bottom in the ratchet.

Overthrow
Stop

NOTE: Adjustment of the index link and index link
stud must be considered together. Adjust and check
each one until both are correct.

Carrier

Return/1 ndex

\Cam

t\
Index
Pawl

18. Index Link And Index Stud (Levell) - As a prelimi
nary setting, position the index link stud in the center
of the slot in the pawl carrier. The following adjust.
ments may require that the position be changed
slightly. With the index selection lever in the single line
space position and the carrier return/index cam latched
at rest. insert four tab cards between the carrier return
cam and the cam follower. Adjust the index ljnk so the
index pawl is bottomed in the ratchet against the
tooth.

(Level 3)

Double Space Adjust
For 2 Teeth Motion
Of Platen Plus 1 Turn
Of Clevis

(Level 2)

Index Link - As a preliminary step, loosen the platen
overthrow srop and move it to the fro·nt of the machine.
With the platen installed and the feed rolls engaged,
hold the detent roller disengaged from the platen
ratchet. Manually cycle a double line space operation.
At the end of the cycle, allow the detent roller to enter
the platen ratchet. Adjust the index link so the detent
roller will bottom between the two ratchet teeth
without causing any rotational movement of the
platen. Adjust the index link clevis to get this condition,
then shorten the link one turn to get .015 ..·.020"
(0.38-0.51 mm).

fRatchet

" O~tuillf./h~·~0~Q_,
Index Pawl

"'-.015..·.030..
10.38.Q.76 mml--------

Index Selector Cam - 54-Tooth Ratchet - With the
index lever in the 1·1/2 Iinespace position, press down
on the index link until the index pawl is just bottomed
in a ratchet tooth. Adjust the index selector cam so a
clearance of .0&5"-.030" (0.13-0.76 mm) can be
observed betwe~n the working surface of the selector
cam and the rear tip of the index pawl.

Ratchet

iri~' t
\ t· /~-:~-"

Move '
I ~~e;~~~a; StOP c:_-:::' __ ..1.----

~
fMachine

Move Overthrow Stop
To Front .
Of Machine Index Link

17. Platen Overthrow Stop - Adjust the platen overthrow
stop front to rear to get minimum clearance with no
binds between the index pawl and the platen overthrow
stop with the index cam rotated to its high point.

16.I

NOTE: The following adjustments are for early level
machines only. Adjust For 1T

Motion Of Platen

(Right Side View)
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19. Upper Index Pawl Stop (Levell) - With the index cam
latched at rest, adjust the upper index pawl stop to get
.015"-.030" (0.38-0.76 mm) clearance between the
index pawl and the platen ratchet.

21. Platen Overthrow Stop (Level 1) - Adjust the platen
overthrow stop front to rear to get a clearance of .005"
(0.13 mm) between the index pawl and the platen
overthrow stop with the index cam rotated to its high
point.

Ratchet

'ndex Selector Lever

t

\L__--- Index Link

.005" ~"V
(0.13 mml

(RighI Side View)

Index Pawl

(Top View)

(RighI Side View - Levell)

Index Selector Lever Link

22. Index Selector Lever - Adjust the index selection lever
link so that the index selection lever aligns with the
double mark on the case when the lever is in double
space position. Marks On Case

Multiplying
Control Lever

(Right Side View)

Just Clears - Changing
1·To·2 Position - Cam At Rest

Carrier Return/Index Cam

Multiplying Control Lever Stop

Adjust the multiplying control lever vertically to just
clear the bottom edge of the multiplying lever with the
carrier return index cam at rest. Keep the high point of
the eccentric toward the front of the machine.

-178

(Left Side View)
Index Pawl

Adjust the multiplying control lever stop front to rear
to get two full teeth of motion from the index pawl
after it begins to drive the platen. Be sure that the
index motion is not limited by the platen overthrow
stop.

Upper Index Pawl Stop

20. Multiplying Control Lever (Levell) - Position the
multiplying control lever stop front to rear so the
elongated hole is centered on its mounting stud. This is
a preliminary adjustment and may, need to be changed
slightly.

. I.

i·



23. Line Position Reset Lever "Selectric" Typewriter 
Form the right-hand extension of the line position
reset lever to get .00'''-.010'' (0.03-0.25 mm) clearance
between the detent roller and the lever with the lever
"\t rest. Form the detent arm so the lever overlaps the

etent roller by the thickness of the lever. Machines
'-equipped with a 54-tooth detent arm should have

.005"-.0 IS" (0.13-0.38 mm) between the lever and the
"e" clip.

.158"-.218"
(4.02-5.54mm)--

Platen Knob

24. Left Platen Knob - Position the knob left or right to
get .158"-.218" (4.02-5.54 mm) clearance between the
left-hand platen bushing and the platen knob.

54

Tooth ~
Roller

~ l::~..
~-H-~~5"

10.12-0.38 mml

24 & 27
Tooth R
Roller U

~I--- Overlap
I The

Thickness
Of Lever

Detent Roller Platen Knob

1
Minimum End Play
Bushing Turns Freely

25. Right Platen Knob - Position the knob left or right to
get minimum end play and no binds between the right
hand platen bushing and the knob. The bushing should
turn freely.

.001 .. ·.010..
10.03-0.25 mml
In Rest Position

Form Here To
Give Clearance

, ine Position Reser Lever "Selectric" II Typewriter 
,rm the rear extension of the detent arm to clear the

'Iower lug of the line position reset lever.

Line Position
Reset Lever

Positive
Clearance

~~~ /AtRest

ISE 11 Right Side View)
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Cam Follo..-.:er
Load Spring

The ribbon feed and lift wheel contains sixteen feed
windows (Figure 3). During the first half of a print cycle,
the cam follower will go to the low point of the feed cam
under spring tension. The feed pawl attached to the top of
the cam follower will move to the rear, out of one window
and into the next. As the feed cam follower and feed pawl
are powered forward, the feed and lift wheel will be rotated
clockwise. The wheel will 'rotate one window during each
print cycle.

Figure 2 - Ribbon Feed Mechanism
(Half Cycle Position)

Ribbon Feed and Lift Wheel

RIBBON FEED
The ribbon feed cam, which is keyed to the print sleeve,
supplies the motion for ribbon feed. The motion from the
cam is transmitted through an adjustable stud to the cam
follower, which drives the feed pawl (Figure 2). The cam
follower mounts on a bracket that is attached to the front
carrier casting by two hex-head screws. An extension spring
connects to one of thes! screws and loads the cam follower
against the cam. The feed pawl mounts at the top of the
cam follower by a shouldered rivet and is spring loaded into
engagement with the ribbon feed and lift wheel.

\
Carrier
Assembly

Load Lever

Plastic
Core

Shock
Spring

Feed Roller

Supply
SPOOl

Pressure

Roller

Permanent

Figure 1 - Film Ribbon Mechanism

FilM RIBBON OPERATIONAL THEORY

The film ribbon mechanism mounts on and moves with the
carrier assembly. The supply spool of ribbon mounts on a
permanent supply spool on the left side of the carrier. Due
to the inner-connection between the plastic core oCthe
supply spool and the permanent supply spool, both spools
rotate as a unit during a ribbon feed operation. As the
ribbon comes from the supply spool, it threads around the
ribbon circuit to the take-up spool. The take-up spool is'a
throwaway. clear spool mounted on the right side of the
carrier. After the ribbon has been used and fed to the take
up spool, both the take-up spool and the plastic core from
the supply side are removed and thrown away. The new
ribbon to be installed comes equipped with its own take-up
spool attached to the end of a clean leader (Figure 1).

The purpose of the film ribbon mechanism is to lift the
ribbon into the path of the typehead during a print opera
tion and to feed the ribbon from the supply spool to the
take-up spool.

Figure 3 - Ribbon Feed & Lift Wheel
(Top View)

FILM RIBBON
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Guide
Arms
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Supply
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Figure 6 - Shock Spring And Detent

The ribbon lift mechanism consists of a ribbon lift cam, a
cam follower, a control mechanism, and the ribbon lift
guide assembly. The lift mechanism is. mount~d to. the
carrier and moves with it. The ribbon hft cam IS a smgle
side cam that is attached by setscrews to the left-hand side
of the print sleeve. Each time a print cycle occurs, the cam
makes one complete revolution (Figure 7).

The ribbon lift cam follower pivots on the carrier assembly
above and to the rear of the cam. Each revolution of the
cam raises the cam follower. The end of the ribbon lift
control link fits into an elongated slot in the cam follower.
The ribbon lift guide rests on the control link and pivots at
the front of the carrier casting. As the cam follower is
raised, the control link forces the ribbon lift guide assembly
to pivot at the front and riase the rear of the assembly. A
flat link from each side of the ribbon lift guide attaches to
two pins at the front of the carrier to maintain the ribbon
lift guide in a vertical position (Figure 7).

Cam Follower
Pivot

RIBBON LIFT
To get the desired number of characters per spool of
ribbon, a 9/16"(14.3 mm) wide ribbon is used. By changing
the ribbon lift position for each character, a greater number
of characters can be typed on a given length of ribbon.

To maintain a reliable ribbon tracking characteristic from
the supply spool to the feed and pressure rollers, the ribbon
must be kept slightly tight through the ribbon path. Any
slack in the system will affect the tracking of the ribbon.
The ribbon is kept tight by means of a shock spring and
detent. As the ribbon is pulled through ·by the feed roller,
the supply spool detent, located on the front of the shock
spring, releases the supply spool to allow the ribbon to feed
(Figure 6).

Take·Up
Pulley

Take--Up Spool
Pivot Stud

Drive
Pulley

Pressure Roller

LH Thread
~;------ Screw

Ribbon Feed
Roller

Ribbon Feed
& Lift Wheel

Pivot
Point

Supply Spool
Detent

Ribbon Feed And
Uft Wheel

Ribbon Feed Roller

~il8~

Figure 4 - Ribbon Feed Roller

A drive pulley located directly below the feed roller rotates
with the feed roller during a ribbon feed operation. This
drive pulley supplies the motion to the take·up pulley
through a drive spring. The take·up pulley, driven by the
drive spring, rotates about the take~up spool pivot stud a~d

is held in place by a "e" clip. The shape of the groove m
the take~up pulley is designed slightly different from that
of the drive pulley. This is to allow all of the necessary
slippage of the drive spring to occur at the take~up pulley
and not at the drive pulley. This slippage is necessary to
ensure the take~up spool will wind all of the ribbon. Two
hooked lugs on the top face of the take-up pulley fit into
slots in the bottom of the clear take-up spool. These lugs
provide a locking connection between the take-up pulley
and the take-up spool.

RIBBON TAKE-UP
After the ribbon leaves the feed roller, the used ribbon is
wound on the clear take~up spool. The take-up spool
receives its motion from the feed mechanism by a friction
type spring drive system (Figure 5).

A ribbon feed roller is mounted to the top of the feed and
lift wheel and is held by a left-hand threaded screw (Figure
4). The feed roller rotates clockwise each time the feed and
lift wheel is rotated. The used ribbon passes around the
feed roller just before winding on the take~up spool. A
pressure roller holds the ribbon against the feed roller so
that the amount of rotation of the feed roller will determine
how much ribbon is fed on each cycle.

, '

I:
!

"

Figure 5 - Take-Up Spool Drive

Figure 7 - Ribbon Lift Mechanism
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Figure 8A - Typed Sample.

Detent

Pivot

.......

Lift Cam

Feec
Pawl

Lift Control
Lever

feed & Lift
Wheel

Lift Control
Link

Lift Cam Follower

The selected ribbon lift position for each print operation is
always established by the ribbon feed operation from the
previous print cycle. This is because the rotation of the feed
and lift wheel does not occur until after the typehead has
printed.

The motion produced by the cam surfaces on the ribbon
feed and lift wheel is transmitted to the lift control link by
the ribbon lift control lever. The lift control lever is mounted
to the front of the carrier by a shouldered screw and is
spring loaded against the cam sides of the feed and lift
wheel. During the early part of a print cycle, the feed
and lift wheel rotates counterclockwise with the feed pawl.
This happens because the feed pawl is pulled out of the
feed window as it moves toward the rear of the machine.
To prevent the feed and lift wheel from rotating counter.
clockwise, the ribbon lift control lever serves to detent the
feed and lift wheel. This is done by a detent notch cut on
the high sides of the ribbon feed and lift wheel (Figure 9).

Figure 8e - Ribbon Lift Positions
(Right Side View)

Lift Control Link '0" "B" "C" "A"

~;J;;:?;:;::u""'o:::~t--_I/,tt G",de Assembly

t-~~L

Cam fOllovver

feed Windows

Detent

/NotCh

High Lift 0

:: -. - --

Low Lift A~f__/

MediUm_H_ig_h_....:..:..:~:;J <\ \J 0 I),
LiftS A V V--: '-.' I 0

-'::::~ CJ
/: ',--- CJ

~iumLow \1
UftC , \~·O V

";>9.00 \:>
':":..:- _-------..--r--_r-

Each of these cam surfaces aligns with one of the feed
windows to produce the four lift positions as the wheel
rotates for each ribbon feed operation (Figures 8B and 8C).

Figure 8B - Ribbon Peed And Lift Wheel
(Top View)

Positions "A" and HC" are low lift positions while "B"
and "D" are high lift positions. These four lift positions
occur in a particular order during a typing operation. It
takes four print operations to complete a lift cycle, which is
from "A" to "B" to "C" to "D." On the fifth print opera
tion, the lift cycle begins all over again with lift position
"A." Changing the location of the lift control link in the
slot of the cam follower produces these lift positions.

The four lift positions set by moving the control link are
indicated by uA," "B," "C" and "D" (Figure 8A).

Figure 9 - Lift Control Lever
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Figure 12 - Supply Drag (Level 1)

Shock Spring

Figure 11 - Ribbon Load Position

The level I film ribbon mechanism differs slightly from the
mechanism just described. A supply drag lever is in contact
with the ribbon supply spool (Figure 12).

Supply Spool

Supply Drag Lever

RIBBON LOAO
When the operator desires to change the ribbon, the load
lever is pushed to the rear into its load position. This causes
the ribbon lift guide assembly to rise above the typehead so
the ribbon may be easily inserted through the guides.
Latching the load lever in its load position causes the lower
extension of the load lever to contact an extension on the
lift guide assembly and push it upward. At the same time,
an extension on the pressure roller lever is contacted by' the
upper part of the load lever and pivots the pressure roller
away from the feed roller. The operator may now install a
ribbon with nothing in the way (Figure 11).

Feed
Roller

NOTE: Lower extension of right·hand ribbon plate mount
ing screw is used to lock load lever latched in load position.

., './ , .j

Stencil Lever
Lug

-",/

Feed
Window

Feed
Pawl

Figure 10 - Stencil Lockout

Ribbon Lift
Control Link

Lift Control
Lever

Stencil
Lever

Camming
Surface

The lockout of the feed mechanism is done through a lug
on the stencil lever. In the stencil position, the lug pivots to
the right into the path of the vertical lug of the feed pawl.
Ribbon feed is interrupted because the feed pawl is not
allowed to move to the rear and drop into the next feed
window.

Lockout of the lift operation is done by a cam surface on
the left end of the stencil lever. As the lever is pushed into
the stencil position, the lift control is moved away from the
feed and lift wheel. This causes the control link to move to
the rear of the slot in the cam follower where no lift
motion will be produced to the ribbon lift guide assembly.
The stencil lever must be pulled forward to restore ribbon
feed and lift.

STENCIL CONTROL
When the machine is used for typing stencils, the ribbon
feed and lift operation must be locked out. This is done by
pushing the stencil lever, located on the front on the
carrier, to the rear (Figure 10).

tI,
"

I i
I, '
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Feed Pawl Shield

Feed Windows

Stencil Lever
(Stencil Position)

Figure 15 - Stencil Lockout (Level 1)

Cam Follower

Feed Pawl

Control Link:

STENCIL LOCKOUT
In the stencil position, the feed pawl shield is rotated
under the feed pawl to prevent the feed pawl from operating
in the feed windows (Figure 15). Lockout of the lift
mechanism is done in the same way as the present mecha·
nism. However, the parts design is slightly different.

Supply Spool BrakeSupply Spool

RIBBON FEEO
During a feed operation, the supply spool brake is mechan
ically disengaged by the ribbon lift mechanism (Figure 13).
The upper extension of the lift guide plate contacts the
brake actuating lever when the lift guide is in the raised
position. As the brake actuating lever pivots about its pivot

'----' point, it pushes the supply spool brake out of engagement
with the supply spooL

Brake Actuating Lever

Figure 13 - Ribbon Shock Spring And
Brake Actuating Lever (Level 1)

To prevent the ribbon feed and lift wheel from rotating
backward during a feed operation, a detent spring falls into
the feed windows of the ribbon feed and lift wheel (Figure
14).

Feed Window

Feed and Lift Wheel

RIBBON LOAO
The ribbon load operation is started by a ribbon load bail
(Figure 16). A link is connected between the ribbon load
bail and the load lever. The load lever raises the lift guide
assembly in the same way as the current load lever.

Load Lever

Lift Guide Assembly

~

Ribbon Load Bail
(Load Position)

,,
i
I
!

1

I,

t
'in

Link:

'-./

Figure 14 - Feed & Lift Wheel Detent Spring (Level 1) Figure 16 - Ribbon Load Operation (Level 1)
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An adjustable pressure roller release arm is attached to the
load lever to release the pressure roller in the load position
(Figure 17). The pressure roller release arm pushes against
the pressure roller lever. As the pressure roller lever pivots
away from the feed roller, it also pushes the supply drag
lever away from the supply spool. All interference is
removed to allow the operator to install a new ribbon.

" • - '" ~ ...;>;

FILM'RIBBON ADJUSTMENTS' " ,j;' ;.' '. :-• • ( ~ .ll

1. Ribbon Lift Cam - Adjust the ribbon lift cam so the
aligning slot is aligned with the front edge of the print
sleeve keyway.

Ribbon Feed Pawl

3. Ribbon Plate - Adjust the ribbon plate left to right so
the ribbon feed pawl is centered in the operating slot.
The ribbon feed pawl must move freely front to rear in
its slot.

(Rear View)

O"'~ .. ,"".~ Slot

R'bben LIft Cam~ Pront Sleeve

2. Ribbon Feed Cam Follower Bracket - With the nylon
carrier pad against the carrier casting, the ribbon feed
cam follower bracket should be centered left to right in
its mounting hole. Keep the bottom of the bracket
parallel to the carrier pad.

(Right Side View)

Load Lever

Pressure Roller Lever SSUPPly
pool

_-.,j--'/ ~pressu," Roller
Release Arm

Figure 17 - Pressure Roller Release (Level 1)
(Right Side View)

Supply Drag Lever

"

.,

"

I

I

Centered

\

__l
Ribbon Plate
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CO.38 mmJ

Control
Lever
Roller
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Adjusting Screw

~ Supply Spool Brake"\I{

6. Brake Actuating Lever (Level 1 Machines Only) 
Form the lug on the brake actuating lever so the supply
spool brake is allowed to just bottom in the ratchet
teeth of the supply spool when the machine is at rest.

J. Ribbon Feed and Lift Wheel Detent Spring (Levell
Only) - Adjust the detent spring so that the ribbon
feed and lift wheel moves .015" (0.38 mm) after the
detent spring drops into a feed window. To check the
adjustment, hand cycle the machine and observe the
detent spring as the ribbon lift control lever roller
moves from the low point to the high point on the
ribbon feed and lift wheel.

Brake Actuating Lever

Ribbon
Feed Pawl

Ribbon Lift
Control Lever
Roller

1/16 Turn '"
1 Feed Operation

Ribbon Feed and Lift Wheel

Ribbon Lift
Control Lever Stud

o

(Level 2 - Top View)

Ribbon Feed Cam Follower Stud

4. Ribbon Feed Cam Follower Stud (Level 2) - Hand
cycle the machine and observe the lift control lever
stud as it moves from the low point to the high point
on the ribbon feed and lift wheel. Adjust the ribbon
feed cam follower eccentric stud so the ribbon lift
control lever stud overthrows the detent notch in the
ribbon reed and lift wheel by .005"-.015" (0.13-0.38
mm).

Cam On High Point

(Levell - Top View)

Level 1 - Machines not equipped with the detent
positions on the ribbon feed and lift wheel should be
adjusted so the lift control lever roller is centered on
the high surface of the ribbon feed and lift wheel.

.005"-.015"
CO.13.Q.38 mmJ
Beyond Detent Position
Cam On High Point \ ,'_

/./
\
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.030"
to.76 mml

(Right Side View)

• I
.035..·.065..
(0.89-1.65 mml

Ribbon Lift Guide Assembly

9. Load Lever Link (Levell Only)' - Adjust the load
lever link to raise the ribbon lift guide assembly as high
as possible without binding off on either the ribbon
feed plate or the take-up spool when the load bail is in
the load position.

Ribbon

Load Bail
~. ~,

/
~/

/ Clears

Ribbon Lift Guide ASSembIY--..........~
Wj

(Load Position) ----

Ribbon Lift

Control Link,

Adjustments 9 through 15 are for level 1 mechanisms only .

8. Lift Control Link - Adjust the clevis on the ribbon lift
control link so the lowest underscore prints .035"
.065" (0.89-1.65 mm) from the bottom edge of the
ribbon. The degree character should be at least .030"
(0.76 mm) from the top of the ribbon.

NOTE: The adjustment of the ribbon lift control link
positions the lift pattern on the ribbon and does not ha~e

any effect on the distance between each of the four hft
positions in the pattern.

.030"
\0.76 mml
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Lift Guide Assembly

Parallel

(Right Side View)
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Ribbon Lift
Control Link.

b. Position the lift guide plate horizontally so its
bottom surface is parallel to the slot in the cam
follower.

The parallel adjustment of the lift guide plate may
be checked in the following way. With the cam
follower resting on the low point of the lift cam,
disconnect the control link and manually slide the
link front to rear through the four lift positions. If
the plate is parallel, no movement will be produced
to the ribbon lift guide assembly while sliding th,e
link front to rear. Do not slide the link into the
stencil position while making this check.'

This position of the lift guide plate may be checked
by observing the lift guide assembly while manually
pushing the control link all the way to the rear
into its stencil position. The guide assembly should
drop .030" (0.76 mm)'at the rear if the adjustment
is correct.

a. Position the lift guide plate vertically so the tear of
the tift guide assembly rests .030" (0.76 mm)
above the carrier casting when the stencil lever is
not in the stencil position.

·188·

7. Ribbon Lift Guide Plare - With the ribbon lift cam
follower on the low point of the ribbon lift cam,
position the lift guide plate on the arm of the lift guide
assembly to satisfy the following conditions:

i
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10. Pressure Roller Release Arm (Levell) - Adjust the
pressure roller release arm below its binding screw,
located on the left end of the load lever, so the supply
drag lever will be pushed forward by the pressure roller
to just clear the front edge of the supply spool.

12. Shock Spring (Levell) - Position the shock spring so
it is approximately .040" (1.02 mm) to the right and
parallel to the edge of the ribbon feed plate. The shock
spring should be formed to make the roller on the
shock spring 10 degrees to the left of vertical.

Supply Drag Lever

Pressure Roller

Supply Spool

Load Lever

Shock Spring

Ribbon Feed Plate

(Levell - Front View)

(Levell)

1.' Ipply Spool Drag S/Xillg (Level 1) - Adjust the
,--"pply spool drag spring to satisfy the following

conditions:

a. Position the drag spring parallel to the front edge
of the ribbon feed plate.

13. Drag Lever (Level 1) - Form the drag lever so that it
contacts the outer part of the ribbon on the supply
spool at the center, or slightly above. Do not form it
front to rear.

NOTE: After forming the lever, make sure that it does
not bind on its pivot screw. If the supply spool drag
lever contacts the ribbon below center, the outer pan
of. the ribbon spool will be moved up, which may
cause the ribbon to come off of the spool.

b. With the He" clip removed, the drag spring should
raise the supply spool so half of the pointed
surface on top of the pivot stud is extended above
the top face of the spool. Form the drag spring up
or down to get this condition.

(Levell - Frollt View)

1
Drag Lever
Centered Or
Above

_I
-- ----Supply Spool

~~-;
i 1/2 Angled

II' Surface

Ribbon Feed Plate

Supply Spool Drag Spring

(Levell - Frollt View)
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Shock
Spring

Shock Spring

When viewed from the front of the machine, the
shock spring should be formed to make the roller
on the shock spring 5 degrees to the right of
vertical.

5Deg._ 1_

lODeg.-

a.

Pressure Roller (Level 2 Only) - Machines with the
adjustable pressure roller should be adjusted so the
lower end of the pivot screw clears the take-up drive
pulley by .065" (1.65 mm).

(Left Side View)

(Left Side View)

Pressure Roller

(Franc View)

Shock
Spring
Roller

t

b. When viewed from the side, the shock spring
should be formed so the roller is 10 degrees to the
right of vertical.

.065"
(1.65mml

j

ShOCkSpring).)..J [JJJi!lii=ifliflii~"C~-i~iri"i~d1
Roller~ ~ 1 ~

17. Shock Spring (Level 2 Only) - Form the shock spring
to satisfy the following conditions:

16.

t ~rall~'
, ,, ,, ,, '

A~"':-'

Pressure Roller

(Levell - Front View)

Take.Up Spool

Centered

Tracking Post

(Levell - Front View)

Tracking Post (Levell) - Position the tracking post
under its mounting screw so it clears the flanges of the
clear take-up spool by .030" (0.76 mm). Form the
tracking post at the bottom so the tracking post is
vertical to the feed plate. If the tracking post is vert·
ical, the ribbon will be centered as it passes between
the two flanges of the clear take-up spooL It should
also track on the center of the feed roller and evenly
between the two flanges of the tracking post without
touching either flange.
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15. Pressure Roller (Level 1) - Adjust the pressure roller
vertically on its mounting stud so it engages the center
of the feed roller. The pressure roller mounting stud
should be parallel to the previously aligned tracking
post.

14.



FABRIC RIBBON OPERATIONAL THEORY

The fabric ribbon mechanism can be separated into two
mechanisms. They are the ribbon lift mechanism and the
ribbon feed mechanism. The ribbon lift raises the ribbon to
the printing position before the typehead prints and then
restores the ribbon to allow a visible writing line. The
ribbon feed moves the ribbon laterally past the printing
point to another part of the ribbon for the next typing
operation. Included in the ribbon feed mechanism is the
ribbon reversing mechanism, which changes the feeding
direction when either end of the ribbon is reached.

The ribbon is a 9/16" (14.3 mm) ribbon in a throwaway
cartridge unit for clean handling. The cartridge unit contains
two spools on which the ribbon is wound. The ribbon feeds
from one spool to the other and back again. After the ink
supply has been used uP. the cartridge is thrown away, and
a new cartridge installed (Figure I).

Located to the right of the pointer on the carrier assembly
is the ribbon load lever. When this lever is pushed to the
right, it forces the ribbon lift guide into a high lift position
to aid in changing the ribbon. A detent holds the load lever
to keep the ribbon lift in the high lift position. The cartridge
is then removed from the ribbon feed plate and the ribbon
can be easily removed from the guide without touching the
ribbon.

A new ribbon can be installed by reversing the above
procedure. Angled lugs on the sides of the ribbon feed
ratchets automatically guide the ribbon spools into the
correct position. Guide lugs at each side of the feed plate
maintain the lateral position of the cartridge. Retainer
springs attached to the guide lugs hold the cartridge down
to prevent vibration. After the ribbon is installed, the load
lever is moved back to the left to allow the ribbon to
restore to its normal position for a typing operation.

Ribbon
Cartridge

Ribbon Feed Ratchet Pointer

Ribbon Load
Lever

Ribbon Lift
Guide Assembly

Ribbon Feed
Plate

Lugs

Ratchet
Detent Release

Figure 1 - Carrier Assembly (Fabric Ribbon Installed)
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Ratchet
Detent Lever

Stencil n

Ribbon Feed
Ratchet

Ribbon Feed
Lever

Medium

Feed And
Reverse Plate

\t~4'm
~72--_

Lower Lug--~~~

Figure 4 - Ribbon Feed Ozm
(Left Side View)

The ribbon feed plate is made up of: two ribbon feed
ratchets, a ribbon feed lever, a ratchet detent lever, a ribbon
feed and reverse plate, and a bracket that is used to attach
the ribbon feed lever. The feed and reverse plate has the
ribbon feed pawl mounted to it with a shouldered stud so
that it can pivot freely. The ribbon feed lever extends
through an elongated slot in the feed and reverse plate so it
can transfer the motion of the feed cam to front-to-rear
motion of the feed pawl. The front-to-rear motion of the
feed pawl is used to move a ribbon feed ratchet two teeth
to the rear on each feed stroke. The ratchet to be fed is
determined by the position of the ratchet detent lever
(Figure 4).

Figure 3 - Ribbon Lifl Positions And Print Pal/em
(Righi Side View)

RIBBON FEEO OPERATION
The ribbon feed and reverse mechanism is mounted at the
top of the carrier just in front of the typehead. The mecha
nism is removable as a unit for repair or replacement
purposes.

The fabric ribbon mechanism has four lift positions. A lift
position is selected by manually positioning the ribbon lift
lever for stencil, low, medium or high lift position. The
height to which the ribbon will be raised is determined by
the position of the ribbon lift control link in the elongated
slot of the cam follower. When the control link is to the
rear of the slot, no motion is transferred to the lift guide
assembly. When the control link is to the front of the slot,
maximum motion is transferred to the lift guide assembly
(Figure 3).

The ribbon lift guide assembly is spring loaded irito the rest
position to ensure that it will restore quickly and to prevent
overthrow of the ribbon due to the speed of the lift mecha
nism (Figure 2).

Ribbon Lift
Cam Follower

Print
Sleeve

The ribbon lift cam follower pivots on the carrier assembly
above and to the rear of the cam. Each revolution of the
cam raises the cam follower. The end of the ribbon lift
control link fits into an elongated slot in the cam follower.
The ribbon lift guide rests on the control link and pivots at
the front of the carrier casting. As the cam follower is
raised, the control link forces the ribbon lift guide assembly
to pivot at the front and raise the rear of the assembly. A
flat link from each side of the ribbon lift guide attaches to
two pins at the front of the carrier to maintain the ribbon
lift guide in a vertical position.

·192·

Figure 2 - Ribbon Lift Guide

RIBBON LIFT
The ribbon lift mechanism consists of a lift cam, a ribbon
lift cam follower, a control mechanism and the ribbon lift
guide assembly (Figure 2). The lift mechanism is mounted
to the carrier and moves with it. The ribbon lift cam is a
single side cam that is attached by setscrews to the left side
of the print sleeve. Each time a print cycle occurs. the cam
makes one complete revolution.
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Ratchet Detent Lever

Feed & Reverse Plate
At Beginning OfRestoring
Stroke

Ribbon FeedV Ratchet Assembly

Ribbon Feeo
Pawl

Figure 6 - Ribbon Reverse

Reverse
Trigger

~

Stud
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Figure 7 - Ratchet Detent
(Bottom View)

, ",=,....-Reverse Trigger

Feed Plate"::....~~~~~~~:'7.= Spring

Since the reversing action makes the full take-up spool
become the supply spool and the empty supply spool
become the take-up spool, it is necessary to disengage the
ratchet detent lever from one feed ratchet and engage it
with the other. This is done as part of the reversing opera
tion. As the front of the feed and reverse plate moves, it
causes the feed pawl to engage with the opposite feed
ratchet, and pivots the ratchet detent lever to the opposite
spool. A stud attached to the lever extends up through a
slot in the feed and reversing plate connecting the two
together. A hairpin spring, attached to this stud and to the
feed plate, provides a toggling action to both the feed and
reverse plate and the ratchet detent lever. In addition, the
hairpin spring keeps the ratchet detent lever constantly
spring loaded against the teeth of the feeding ratchet
(Figure 7).

Reverse Trigger
Activated

Figure 5 - Ribbon Feed Operation
(Top View)

Ribbon Feed Lever

~~

Feed Pawl

Ribbon Feed Ratchet
Spindle

RIBBON REVERSE OPERATION
Each feed ratchet contains a small bellcrank called the
ribbon reverse trigger (Figure 6). This trigger is spring
loaded down by a small flat reverse trigger spring. The
reverse trigger is held within the ribbon feed ratchet in the
inactive position as long as ribbon is around the s.pool.
During the last revolution of the supply spool, the reverse
trigger is released into the active position. This causes the
lower extension of the reverse trigger to drop into the path
of a notch in the feed and reverse plate.

On the forward or restoring stroke of the plate, the reverse
trigger contacts one side of the plate and prevents it from
sliding forward. The other side continues to slide forward,
causing a pivoting action on the plate about the point of
contact. This makes the front of the plate pivot toward the
opposite side, positioning the feed pawl in line with the
ratchet teeth of the ribbon feed ratchet containing the
empty ribbon spool. On the next feed stroke, the feed pawl
will engage the ratchet teeth of the empty spool, causing it
to feed ribbon (Figure 6).

Lug Engages
Ratchet Teeth

Retainp.r
Spring

The ribbon feed ratchet assemblies rotate freely around
their feed ratchet spindles. The ribbon supply hub on the
feed ratchet extends through the ribbon cartridge and locks
it to the hub so that the supply spool will turn with the
ratchet. Two flat retainer springs are mounted on the
ribbon feed plate at the rear so that they rest against
the ribbon feed ratchets. The slight drag applied by the
springs prevents unwanted turning of the supply spool
(Figure 5).
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Ribbon Feed
Pawl Pivot

Ribbon Feed
Pawl

Ribbon Feed
Bellcrank

,
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• Pivot Point

Lift Control Link

Lift Cam
Follower

lift
Guide
Assembly

LEVEL 1 FEED
The old level ribbon mechanism contains a few more parts
than the current mechanism, however, the operation is
similar. The position of the feed pawl determines which
ratchet is fed as the pawl moves to the rear. The feed pawl
pivots on a pin below the ribbon feed plate and extends up
through a hole in the plate. The pawl mounting allows left*
to-right as well as front-to-rear movement. A restoring
spring, attached to the pawl, restores the pawl to the rest
position each time it operates. The spring also holds the
pawl left or right into engagement with the correct ribbon
feed ratchet depending upon the direction of the pull of the
spring. The forward end of the spring is attached to a lever
called the ribbon feed detent lever. The detent lever pivots
on the ribbon feed plate. When the lever is moved to the
right, the feed pawl is pivoted into engagement with the
right feed ratchet. When the detent lever is moved to the
left, the feed pawl engages to feed the left ratchet (Figure
11 ).

Figure 10 - Ribbon Lift Guide (Stencil Position)
(Right Side View)

Figure 11 - Ribbon Feed Mechanism

Ribbon lift is also interrupted during the stencil mode of
operation. When the ribbon lift lever is in the stencil
position, the ribbon lift control link is allowed to move to
the rear of the elongated slot in the lift cam follower
(Figure 10). This places the end of the lift control link
directly above the lift cam follower pivot point. As the lift
cam rotates the end of the lift control link simply rotates
around the' cam follower pivot point and no motion is
transferred to the lift guide assembly. This prevents the
ribbon from lifting into the path of the typehead during a
stencil operation.

Feed Pawl
Clears Both
Ratchets

,, ,, , , , ,,
"" Lug Trapped

"'.(>~~1:\
II I

\ ' //" /-- - ---
Lug To Left
Position

Lug Trapped
In- V

,

Ribbon Lift
Lever

Feed & Reverse Plate

Figure 8 - Stencil Lockout
(Top View)

Ratchet Detent
Lever Stud

Two lugs on the ribbon lift lever form a V which engages a
lug on the ratchet detent lever. As the ribbon lift lever is
placed in the stencil position, one of the lugs will contact
the lug on the ratchet detent lever and push it to the center
of the V. At this point, a detent will hold the ribbon lift
lever in position and the ratchet detent lever will be centered.
With the ratchet detent lever in this position, the feed pawl
will be guided between the ratchet spools (Figure 9).
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Figure 9 - Ratchet Detent Centered

STENCIL LOCKOUT
Ribbon feed is interrupted during the stencil mode of
operation. This is done by centering the feed pawl between
the ratchet spools so it can move freely front to rear
without engaging a ratchet tooth. The feed pawl is moved
to this position by the ribbon lift lever when it is in the no
lift or stencil position (Figure 8).
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Flat Link

Ribbon Feed
Detent Lever

(Cur Away View)

Pivot Pin For
Ribbon Reverse Yoke

Pin Projects Tt1rough
Slot In Interposer

Ribbon Reverse
Yoke

Ribbon Feed _-,- '"
Detent Lever

Interposer Lever

:~~~~
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~Vl
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Ribbon Feed
Pawl

As the feed pawl restores, its spring pivots it over into
engagement with the opposite ratchet.

Figure 14 - Ribbon Reverse Mechanism (Top View)

Ribbon Reverse
Interposer

LEVEL 1 REVERSE
To reverse the ribbon, a part of the reverse trigger pivots
down through a hole in the ratchet into position below the
ratchet as it does in the current mechanism (Figure 14).
The empty spool"rotates slightly further, causing the reverse
trigger to contact and move the reverse lever, which pivots
just below the ratchet. The reverse lever is connected by
means of a flat link, to an arm of the reverse yoke below
the ribbon feed plate. The yoke is pivoted by operation of
the reverse lever. A stud on the yoke at the rear of the pivot
points extends up through the feed plate into a slot in the
reverse interposer. Movement of the yoke positions the
front of the reverse interposer left or right, according to
which ribbon spool is being emptied.

Two things occur when the reverse interposer is positioned.
A hook at the front of the interposer hooks around a lug on
the ribbon feed detent lever (Figure 15). The interposer
lever, mounted on the interposer, is positioned into the
path of the ribbon feed pawl. The next operation of the
ribbon feed cam causes the feed pawl to drive the reverse
interposer to the rear. The hook at the front of the inter~

poser pulls the lug of the detent lever to the rear, causing
the detent lever to pivot to the opposite position.

Ribbon Reverse
Yoke Stud

Ribbon Feed
Ratchet

Pivot Pin

Ribbon Feed
Ratchet

l

Ribbon Feed
Detent Pawl

Ribbon Reverse
Interposer

Ribbon
Feed Pawl

Ribbon Feed
Beltcrank

Ribbon Feed
Pawl

Ribbon Reverse
Yoke

Ribbon Reversing
Lever

Figure 12 - Ribbon Feed Cam Motion
(Right Side View)

The ribbon feed pawl is powered to the rear by the action
of the ribbon feed cam. A sliding cam follower transfers the
motion of the cam to the ribbon feed bellcrank which
pivots and pushes the feed pawl to the rear. Enough motion
is available from the cam to cause two teeth to feed on the
ratchet.

"-"Figure 13 - Ribbon Feed Pawl (Rest Position - Top View)

As the feed pawl restores to the front, it slides across the
teeth of the ratchet into the rest position (Figure 13). The

'--'" drag of the pawl across the teeth can rotate the ratchet
counterclockwise and unwind ribbon. To prevent any
backward rotation, a detent pawl is spring loaded into the
teeth of the ratchet to allow feed in one direction only.

Figure 15 - Ribbon Reverse Mechanism
(Active Position - Top View)
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1
Ribbon Reverse
Interposer

(Top View)

Aibbon Feed Pawl

A ibbon Feed Plate

4. Cartridge Guide Lugs - Form the cartridge guide lugs
so the cartridge spools will be centered over the ratchets.
Side play of the cartridge must be limited within
.005"-.010" (0.13·0.25 mm) .

Ribbon Feed Ratchet

(Front View)

.005"·.010"

1
-·---- (0.13·0.25 mml 'I.... - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - _0- ....
:1 :: :;~:

~------~-~-- - - --- --- ~ - -~- - -- -~:

CAUTION: After co'hlpleting the adjustment, manually
cycle a character to see that two teeth are fed plus
.005"-.010" (0.13·0.25 mm) overthrow. Be sure that
the feed pawl does not contact the interposer lever as
the pawl is manually reversed from side to side.

3. Ribbon Feed Plate (Levell Only) - With the ribbon
mechanism set for a reversing operation and the ribbon
cam at its high point, adjust the feed plate forward or
back on the carrier so the ribbon feed pawl holds the
reverse interposer within .005"-.010" (0.13-0.25 mm)
of its total motion. This adjustment not only ensures
enough throw for a reversing operation, but also gives
maximum ribbon feed results by determining the rest
and active positions for the pawl.

.003···.005··
(0.08-0.13 mml

(Top View)

Centering Springs

.003.. ·.005..
(0.08-0.13 mml

(Right Side View)

FABRIC RIBBON ADjUSTMENTS • -. ' ..' ,- . .

~---L~-Ribbon
Lift CarT'

~~D,mPle

p"nt~Slot
Sleeve ~

2. Centering Spring (Levell Only) - With the ribbon
reverse interposer centered, form the lugs of the ribbon
feed plate for .003"-.005" (0.OS-0.l3 mm) clearance in
the centering spring loops. This adjustment ensures
that the springs are not extended when at rest and that
they will properly restore the mechanism after a
reverse operation.

1. Ribbon Lift Cam '- Adjust the ribbon lift cam so the
aligning slot on the print sleeve lines up with the front
edge of the print sleeve keyway.
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5. Cartridge Retaining Springs (Level 2 Only) - The cart

ridge retaining springs should be positioned laterally so
they 3fe FLUSH against the feed plate; then adjust
front-to-rear so the cartridge retaining fingers are
centered in the holes of the cartridge guide lugs. The
ratchet brake part of the spring should put a small drag
on the feed ratchet. Form only as necessary.

b. Form the rear lug so a clearance of .010"'.040"
(0.25-1.02 mm) exists between the lug and the
feed plate positioning lug when the LEFT
RATCHET IS FEEDING.

NOTE: Excessive or not enough tension could result
in reverse failure.

Flush

~...
Detented

i>;"ri'1--.....:"-.,""'~--Feed Plate
Positioning Lug

Cartridge
Retaining
Springs

Ribbon Feed
Plate

../""'i Low Lift Position
Ribbon /" _I~ .010"..040"

Lift Lever (0.25-1.02 mm)

(Right Side View)

c. Form the front lug so a clearance of .010"-.040"
(0.25-1.02 mm) exists between the lug and the
feed plate positioning lug when the RIGHT
RATCHET IS FEEDING.

,.,

6. Ribbon Lift Lever (Level 2 Only) - Three conditions
must be met as follows:

NOTE: Do not form the ribbon feed plate position
ing lug, since breakage would require replacement
of the whole feed plate.

a. Form the ribbon lift lever finger tab left or right so
the ribbon feed pawl will center between the two
feed ratchets when the lift lever is placed in stencil
position.

Feed Plate
Positioning
Lug

~ Must Move Freely Into-

r- Stencil Position
_ .010.. ·.040..

(0.25-1.02 mm)

Centered,.
-I:

""

"

Feed Plate
Positioning Lug

Ribbon
Lift Lever
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Ribbon Lift Cam Follower

(Right Side View)

Ribbon

~----I- .0'6···.045··

~ -J IOr,·'4
mm

l

t

High Lift Position

CAUTION: Do not adjust the link so short thal it
binds off the front end of the cam follower slot as the
ribbon lift lever is moved into the high lift position.

Com Followe' LU9----------- 0
.......K

olo
"

{O.25 mml

o

Ribbon Lift
Control Link

A ibbon Feed Latch

10. Stencil Lockout (Level I Only) - With the lift lever in
the stencil position and the cam follower on the high
point of the ribbon feed cam, form the ribbon feed
latch for .010" (0.25 mm) clearance with the lug on
the cam follower.

9. Ribbon Lift Control Link - Adjust the link forward or
back by means of its clevis so the underscore will strike
the ribbon .016"·.045" (0.41·1.14 mm) from the
bottom edge. The ribbon lift lever must be in the high
lift position when this check is made.

Minimum Engagement
.038" (0.76 mm)---_II_

rFl l .025"·.050"
-H;o.-fIi--- 10.64.1.27 mm)

Minimum Clearance
.015" (0.38 mm)

",-=~\
____ .lL _

))
~

....

b. Form the detent lugs front-to·rear so the ribbon
feed pawl engages a ratchet tooth by approximately
one·half of the ratchet tooth.

This adjustment ensures the same amount of throw for
both the high and low lift position.

NOTE: The feed pawl spring lug should clear the
teeth of the opposite ratchet by at least .015"
(0.38 mm) when the feed pawl is being moved to
the rest position at the end of an operation. Failure
to clear the teeth of the opposite ratchet under
power may result in a locked mechanism and
failure of the ribbon feed operation.

a. Left or right so the ribbon feed ratchet tooth
overthrows the edge of the detent lug by .025"
.050" (0.64·1.27 mm) when hand cycling to the
high point of the ribbon feed cam.

Ribbon Lift Guide Plate

Feed Pawl
Spring Lug
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8. Ribbon Lift Guide Plate - Adjust the plate as low as
possible without causing a change in the ribbon lift
guide height as the ribbon lift lever is moved from the
low lift to the high lift position. The ribbon lift cam
should be at the low point when the check is made.

7. Ratchet Detent Lever Lugs - These should be formed
as (oHows:

Ratchet Detent Lug

t=eed Cam On
High Point

:J
, 'I

;:1,--,. ,
;,



(View With Cartridge Installed)
/

Take-Up Post

Take-Up Knob

Ribbon Lift
Guides

.~ Ribbon Plate

T-----__ Load Lever

A ribbon lift pattern of three tracks is used for all three of
the ribbons. However, the IBM Tech III ribbon lift is
changed slightly to maintain even color.

A ibbon Leader

The feed modes- for the IBM High Yield Correctable Film
Ribbon and film ribbon are the same, but the feed mode
for the IBM Tech III ribbon differs completely. The film
ribbons must be fed so that no characters overlap, but'the
IBM Tech III ribbon is fed in much smaller amounts so as
to use the overstrike feature of this ribbon. The inner
construction of the cartridge determines in which ribbon
feed mode the mechanism will operate.

(Viewed With Cartridge RerrwvedJ

Figure 1 - Selective Ribbon System

" . '_',~~'!:" , . . - , ~.'. <,•• '.' ..~.. '"-,,"' ~. SELECTRIC RiBBON·
. " .

Stencil Lever ------.;LJllJiY

Ribbon Feed Swing Arm

Ribbon SuppIY--+-'I-J

Ribbon Cartridge

The purpose of the selective ribbon system is to operate
with the film ribbon, the IBM Tech III ribbon or the IBM
High Yield Correctable Film Ribbon. All three of these
ribbons are contained in a cartridge, similar to the "Selec
tric" Typewriter fabric ribbon cartridge, but much larger.
The complete supply of ribbon is in the left side of the
cartridge. The used ribbon will be wound around the
take-up core on the right side and the cartridge will be
thrown away when the ribbon is used up. The cartridges for
the three types of ribbons look the same but have different
color take-up knobs and leaders for identification. Blue is
used for IBM Tech III, pink for film and orange for the IBM
Correctable Film Ribbon (Figure I).

SELECTIVE RIBBON OPERATIONAL THEORY

Tech It r Ribbon Mode Extension

Supply Spool

End Of
Ribbon



Feed Cam Follower

Feed And Lift Wheel

The driver is mounted on a post at the free end,of the swing
arm. Two intermediate gears mounted on the swing arm
transfer the feed gear rotation to the driver.

II~~-Ribbon Feed Post

The rotation of the ribbon feed and lift wheel rotates the
ribbon feed post. The ribbon feed gear, mounted on flat
surfaces of the feed post, also rotates (Figure 6).

The ribbon feed and lift wheel is connected to the ribbon
feed post with a hexheaded screw. The feed post is free to
rotate within the ribbon feed swing arm. The ribbon feed
swing arm pivots within a bearing in the ribbon plate
(Figure 5),

Figure 5 - Ribbon Feed Post And Swing Arm Mounting

(" ,;.~-- Hex-Headed Screw

Feed Pawl

Ribbon Feed Swing Arm

Feed Window

Feed Cam

Figure 4 - Ribbon Feed, Print Cycle Near Completion
(Right Rear View)

At the completion of the print cycle, the feed cam follower
is again on the high point of the cam and the ribbon feed
and lift wheel has been rotated 1/18 of a turn to its next
detent position.

As the print cycle completes, the cam follower rises toward
the high point of the cam, moving the pawl toward the
front of the machine. The pawl operates against the front
surface of the window, rotating the ribbon feed and lift
wheel in a clockwise direction (Figure 4).

II

I
I

Feed Cam Follower

Ribbon Feed Cam

Feed Pawl

Ribbon Feed Pawl

I

I ----- Ribbon Lift Control Lever

Feed Windows

Ribbon Feed
And Lift Wheel

Feed Cam

Feed And Lift Wheel

The ribbon feed cam follower is spring loaded against the
ribbon feed cam. At the beginning of a print cycle, the cam
follower moves toward the low point of the cam. The feed
pawl moves toward the rear of the machine, causing it to
move out of the window of the ribbon feed and lift wheeL
As the cam follower moves to the low point of the cam, the
pawl drops in the next window to the rear. The ribbon feed
and lift wheel is held in position by a detent, preventing
clockwise movement by the ribbon lift control lever (Figure
3),

Figure 3 - Ribbon Feed, Early Stages OfPrint Cycle

(Right Rear View)

Feed Window

Figure 2 - Ribbon Feed At Rest (Right Rear View)
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RIBBON FEEO
Ribbon feed is performed by the ribbon feed cam follower
assembly operating a ribbon feed pawL During a print
cycle, the ribbon feed pawl operates in one of the eighteen
feed windows on the ribbon feed and lift wheel, rotating it
in a counterclockwise direction. At rest, the ribbon feed
cam follower is on the high point of the ribbon feed cam
and the ribbon feed pawl is engaged in one of the feed
windows (Figure 2).

'.



Ribbon Feed And Lift Wheel

Figure 6 - Spiked Driver Rotation

The free end of the swing arm is heavily spring loaded
toward the ribbon takeup post. This causes the points of
the driver to engage the used ribbon. When the driver
rotates, it causes the takeup core to rotate about the
takeup post, winding up the used ribbon and pulling new
ribbon into the print position (Figure 7).

IBM TECH III RIBBON MOOE
In the IBM Tech III ribbon mode, an extension within the
cartridge depresses the ribbon mode button which, through
a compression spring, depresses and holds down the ribbon
feed gear. This allows the small gear on the ribbon feed gear
to engage the large gear of the first intermediate gear and
causes the driver to rotate approximately 1/6 the amount as
in the film ribbon mode (Figure 9).

First Intermediate Gear

Tech III Ribbon Mode Projection

Tech III Ribbon
Cartridge

Ribbon Feed Gear

Ribbon Mode Button

Swing Arm

Intermediate Gears

~ Spiked Driver

Ribbon Feed Post

Ribbon Feed Gear

Spiked Driver

Take-Up Core

Take·Up Post

Small Ribbon Feed Gear Engaged With
Large First Intermediate Gear

Figure 9 - IBM Tech III Ribbon Mode

The ribbon must be kept slightly tight through the ribbon
path for proper feeding and tracking. This is done by the
ribbon shock wire which is used as a detent on the ribbon
supply spool. The ribbon supply spool is not allowed to
rotate until the ribbon applies enough tension on the shock
wire to release the detent. As more ribbon is supplied, some
tension is released from the shock wire allowing the detent
to bottom in the teeth of the supply spool (Figure 10).

Figure 7 - Ribbon Feed Operation

FILM RIBBON MOOE
The different feed amounts for the two ribbon modes are
controlled by the amount of driver rotation for each print
cycle.

The ribbon feed gear is free to slide vertically on the ribbon
feed post. Its vertical position determines the amount of
driver rotation. In the film ribbon mode, the ribbon feed
gear is spring loaded up by the feed gear spring allowing its
large gear to engage the small gear of the first intermediate
gear. This causes the spiked driver to rotate enough to feed
film ribbon so the characters do not overlap (Figure 8).

A ibbon Shock Wire

Ribbon Supply Spool

Ribbon Feed Post -- Figure 10 - Ribbon Tension Spring

Feed Gear Spring First Intermediate Gear

Large Ribbon Feed Gear Engaged With
Small First Intermediate Gear

Figure 8 - Film Ribbon Mode
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Ribbon Lift Control Lever

(Top View)

The wobbler bellcrank pivots on a stud on the ribbon plate
just to the left rear of the ribbon feed gear. The tip of the
left wobbler bellcrank arm rests in an opening in the
vertical lug of the wobbler eccentric. The ribbon lift arm
spring loads both the wobbler eccentric lug and the wobbler
bellcrank arm toward the front. If the mechanism is in the
IBM Tech III ribbon mode, the wobbler bellcrank arm
moves front to rear, moving the wobbler eccentric lug front
to rear.

In the IBM Tech III ribbon mode, the ribbon lift pattern is
changed (wobbled)slightly to ensure even print color. This
is done by the wobbler cam, the wobbler bellcrank and the
wobbler eccentric. The left pivot point of the ribbon lift
arm assembly is the wobbler eccentric. The wobbler eccen
tric has a vertical lug that extends above the surface of the
ribbon plate. Moving this lug front to rear causes the
wobbIer eccentric to rotate, moving. the left lift arm pivot
point up or down (Figure 14).

Ribbon Lift
& Feed Wheel

®
--

/ ~\

~~~\,
~_~/v

A ibbon Lift Control
Lever Stud

Figure 13 - Ribbon Lift Operation

The ribbon feed and lift wheel cam surface has thr~e

different heights. As the forward end of the ribbon lift
control lever follows the feed and lift wheel cam surface,
the yoke on the rear end of the ribbon lift control lever
positions the ribbon lift cam follower roller over one of
the three SIDES of the ribbon lift cam. This changes the
ribbon lift from high lift to medium lift to low lift and back
to high lift again to repeat the cycle.

Lift Guide Bias
Spring

j---- lift Guide Link

1-_--Lift Guide

LLLLLLNNNNNN

LLLLLLNN.NNNN
LLLLLLNNNNNN

Ribbon Height
Adjusting Screw

Lift Guide
Assembly

Lift Arm . ~

Ribbon Lift Pattern----'

t
1

Ribbon Spre~
Adjusting Plate

Lift Cam lift Cam
Follower Pivot
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The ribbon lift cam follower roller is free to slide on its
shaft. Its side position is controlled by a yoke on the ribbon
lift control lever. A stud on the forward end of the ribbon
lift control lever is spring loaded against the cam surface of
the ribbon feed and lift wheel.

lift Guide Bracket __-I

Figure 11 - Ribbon Lift Assembly

The ribbon is passed through the ribbon lift guides, which
can move vertically in curved slots in the lift guide brackets.
The lift guides are connected to the lift arms by the lift
guide links which are part of the lift guide assemblies. The
lift arms are loaded together by the lift guide bias springs to
prevent ribbon lift (Figure 12).

RIBBON LIFT
All three of the ribbons used with this mechanism are
slightly less than 11/16" (17.5 mm) wide. In order to get
the maximum number of characters from the ribbon, the
mechanism will use three different ribbon lift positions.
The ribbon lift mechanism includes a lift cam, lift cam
foHower assembly. lift control lever, lift arm and lift guide
assemblies (Figure II).

The lift cam follower pivots above and to the rear of the lift
cam. A lift spread adjusting plate is mounted to the cam
follower by two small screws. A lug on the adjusting plate
contacts the head of the height adjusting screw in the lift
ann. As the cam follower is pivoted by the lift cam, it
supplies vertical motion to the lift arm.

Figure 12 - Ribbon Lift Guide Assembly

The three ribbon lift positions are determined by the lift
cam, which has three different height surfaces. The lift cam
follower receives a different amount of motion from each
surface (Figure 13).



Feed Gear

Ribbon
Feed Gear

Ribbon
Plate

Wobbler Eccentric Lift Arm Pivot

P;vot po;nt~:..Po;nt
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Lug / ibbon Lift Arm

If j ,,-,,,').(./"
Wobbler Eccentric
Sprin!J

III
IBM Tech III Film Ribbon
A ibbon Lift Pattern
Lift Pattern

•I
I
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Figure 14 - Ribbon Lift Wobble Mechanism

The wobbler mechanism is active only i"n the IBM Tech III
ribbon mode. The front of the wobbler bellcrank is free to
move vertically. Its vertical position is controlled by two
lugs on the wobbler bellcrank contacting the ribbon feed
gear. When the feed gear is pressed down into the IBM Tech
III ribbon mode by the cartridge, it also moves the wobbler
bellcrank down into the operated position. When the
wobbler bellcrank is in the operated position, a stud on the
forward end of it tallows the wobbler cam which is mounted
directly above and turns with the ribbon feed and lift
wheel. The motion from the wobbler cam rotates the
wobbler bellcrank, which operates the wobbler eccentric,
~ausing the desired changes in the ribbon lift pattern

'-..---Figure 15).

Cartridge--i'-~

Figure 16 - Film Ribbon Mode - Wobbler Inactive

STENCil MODE
When the typewriter is used for typing stencils, the ribbon
feed and lift operations must be locked out. This is done by
moving the stencil lever left to the stencil position. The
lever will latch in the stencil position and can be released by.
pushing the release button. A lug on the stencil lever con
tacts an extension on the front of the lift control lever,
moving the rear of the lift control lever to the right. This
moves the lift cam follower roller completely off the lift
cam, inhibiting ribbon lift (Figure 17) .

When the lift control lever is in the stencil position, a feed
lockout lug on it moves behind the feed pawl mounting
stud. This prevents rear movement of the feed pawl, inhibit
ing ribbon feed.

'Feed Paw!
Mounting Stud

Lift Cam Follower
Roller

Feed Lockout Lug

Latching Surface
On Ribbon Plate

Stencil Lever

Release Button

~""'--Feed Gear

Ribbon
""------Feed Gear

::;:--Wobbler Cam
Wobbler Bellcrank _--;;;~~~~
Control Lugs

Wobbler ________

Bellcrank Stud

Wobbler cam~:~---~:~~;l~

\

Figure 15 - IBM Tech III Mode - Wobbler Active

When the mechanism is in the film ribbon mode, the feed
gear is up. This allows a lug on the wobbler bellcrank to be

-hed against the ribbon plate, causing the bellcrank to be
'--./tive (Figure 16).

Figure 17 - Stencil Operation
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RIBBON LOAD
When the ribbon needs to be changed, the load lever is
moved to the left to the load position. An angled surface on
the load lever contacts a lug on the right front of the lift
arm assembly. This moves the front of the lift arm down
and raises the lift guides for easier ribbon installation
(Figure 18).

\1

~)

(J

(J

Take·Up Core
Interlock Lug

H!<'Iil---Ribbon Lift
Guide

Take-Up Core Interlock

Ribbon
Lift Arm

Inclined Surface ~

Load Lever

During the loading of a ribbon, the operator must be
prevented from turning the takeup core in the wrong
direction. the takeup core interlock extends to the left
from the right cartridge retaining spring. In the load position,
the takeup core interlock engages the teeth on the t3keup
core, preventing it from being rotated in a clockwise
direction. In the normal operating position, the takeup core
interlock is held away from the takeup core by a lug on the
load lever.

The load lever latch will not allow the load lever to restore
to the operate position until a cartridge is installed. This
depresses the latch and allows the load lever to be restored
to the operate position.

As the swing arm moves to the load position, it contacts the
wobbler bellcrank, rotating it clockwise. This positions the
wobbler beUcrank so that when it restores, it will latch
against the ribbon plate in the film ribbon mode or easily
move down into the operated position in the IBM Tech III
ribbon mode (Figure 19).

As the wobbler bellcrank rotates, its left arm moves the lug
of the wobbler eccentric to the rear. The ~obbler eccentric
lug contacts the right arm of the shock wire disengage lever
which pivots on the supply spool post. The left arm of the
shock wire disengage lever follows the cam surface of the
shock wire. As the left arm moves to the front, it moves the
shock wire detent from the ribbon supply spool. This
action is necessary to allow the operator to easily wind the
leader on to the takeup core when installing a ribbon.

Shock Wire -

Shock Wire Detent

Figure 18 - Load Lever Operation

Cammlng
Surface

",

1,

':,;1
'.It
!I~
.\
I,' _

Figure 19 - Load Operation - Wobbler - Release - Shock
Wire Disengage (Top View)
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NOTE: The swing arm spring should be connected
while making these checks.

Form the free end of the swing arm to get these
conditions. The symptom of an out of parallel
condition will be a bind within the cartridge
caused by the used ribbon binding. This could
cause feed failures.

Swing Arm

b. Place a flat surface (such as an aligning wrench)
against the takeup post and spiked driver post. The
posts should both be flat to the surface within
.005" (0.13 mm).

a. Hold the Hooverometer edge flat against the
takeup post. Allow the swing arm to close until
the spiked driver post contacts the other edge of
the Hooverometer. The spiked driver post should
be flat to the Hooverometer edge within .005"
(0.13 mm).

Hooverometer

Spiked Driver Post -----J/
Flat Within 005" Take·Up PoSt
10.13 mml . ---........J V

3. Spiked Driver Post - The spiked driver post must be
parallel to the takeup post within .005" (0.13 mm).
This must be checked in two ways.

...
1----.001"·.010"

(O.03.Q,25 mm)

Centered

(Rear View)

"---~i----~r1:l Ribbon Feed

Pawl

This adjustment will ensure that the feed pawl will not
bind against the wobbler cam and will not move
past the outside limits of the feed window.

2. Ribbon Lift Arm - Adjust the right-hand lift arm pivot
screw for .005"-.010" (0.13-0.25 mm) play of the lift
arm. Make this adjustment with the wobbler eccentric
lug in an up position.

The bracket screws can be accessed from below by
removing one of the cable anchor bracket screws and
pivoting the cable anchor out of the way.

Wobbler Cam

Play RemOved In ~
This Direction

SELECTIVE RIBBON ADJUSTMENTS

1. Ribbon Feed Cam Follower Bracket - Adjust the
ribbon feed cam follower bracket left or right so the
ribbon feed pawl is centered in the window of the
wobbler cam.

Bracket Screv-,ts

Ribbon Feed Cam ~
Follower Brack.et

•

Lift Arm Piwt Screw (Front View)

Take-Up Post Spiked Driver Post
Flat Within .005"
(0.13mml

005" 010"
iO.13.o.25 mml- (Right Side View)

(Top View)
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Results Of Improperly Adjusted
Ribbon Spread Adjusting Plate

380"-.410"
19.65-10.41 mm)

HHHHHHHH
HHHHHHHH

HHHHHHHH

Ribbon Spread Adjusting Plate

(Left Side View)

o

o

7. Ribbon Spread Adjusting Plate - In the film ribbon
mode, adjust the ribbon spread adjusting plate front to
rear to get .380"-.410" (9.65-10.41 mm) from the
bottom of a high lift character to the bottom of a low
lift character. This may be measured with the aid of
the Hooverometer handle which is .375" (9.52 mm)
wide. The play in the ribbon spread adjusting plate
must be removed in a clockwise direction as viewed
from the left side of the carrier when tightening the
binding screws. This is easily done by tightening the
screws with the machine half cycled. This takes out the
play in the mounting holes in the direction of the
lifting force and ensures that the adjustment does not
change. Ribbon height must be checked after making
this adjustment.

Ribbon Feed And Lift Wheel

-- 0

Ribbon Feed Cam Follower Eccentric

(Top View)

_1'_-- .020"-.030"
{0.51-O.76 mml
Grease Track

c
.005"-.010" _\
(0.13-0.25 mm) II

6. Ribbon Lift Control Lever - Position the ribbon feed
and lift wheel detent in the medium lift position
(center cam surface). Form the ribbon lift control
lever to position the left edge of the ribbon lift cam
follower roller .020"-.030" (0.51-0.76 mm) from the
edge of the high lift side. This may also be observed by
putting grease on the ribbon lift cam and observing
the roller track in the grease on the medium lift cam
surface.

Ribbon Lift Cam

Ribbon
Lift Cam

·206·

Ribbon Lift
Cam Follower
Roller

Aligning
Slot

Ribbon Lift Control Lever Ribbon Feed And Lift Wheel

(Top View)

5. Ribbon Feed Cam Follower Eccentric - Adjust the
ribbon feed cam follower eccentric to cause the ribbon
feed pawl to drive the ribbon feed and lift wheel
.005"-.010" (0.13-0.25 mm) past the detent position
on a high side of the ribbon feed and lift wheel cam
surface. Keep the eccentric· in the lower front half of
its orbit.

4. Ribbon Lift Cam - Adjust the ribbon lift cam so the
aligning slot is aligned with the front edge of the print
sleeve keyway.



Ribbon Feed
Pawl Mounting

(Front View)

(Top View)

The ribbon feed lockout lug must engage the
ribbon feed pawl mounting stud by approximately
the thickness of the lockout lug.

.015"·025"
- (0.38-0.64 mm)

Ribbon Feed Lockout Lug

a.

b. The ribbon lift cam follower roller must be moved
to the right, completely off the ribbon lift cam,
and have .015",.025" (0.38'0.64 mm) clearance
between the roller and the "e" clip at the end of
its shaft.

Ribbon Shock Wire - Form the shock wire to be
vertical front to rear and left to right. This adjustment
may need to be readjusted for proper ribbon tracking
through the left ribbon lift guide .

,NOTE: During normal typing, in the low lift
ribbon position, the ribbon feed lockout lug on
the ribbon lift control lever must clear the ribbon
feed pawl mounting stud. If necessary, form the
ribbon feed lockout lug to get this condition. If
the lug is formed, recheck the stencil adjustments.

(Left Side View)

Vertical

p-

Ribbon Lift Cam Follower Roller

R;bbon L;!t cam--nr-\
,

Stencil LuQ ---;:~"f=;---J.j

11. Stencil Adjustment - Form the stencil lug on the
ribbon lift control lever to meet two conditions when
the stencil lever is latched in the stencil position.

10.

Lower Stop

-.-l
t
.030",.040"
10.76,1.02 mml

Ribbon L if t Cam
Follower Roller

HHHHHHHHHIfHHH
HHHHHIfHHHHHIfH

HHHHHHHHHHHHH

o

Ribbon Height
Adjusting Screw

\

--------
--------.--------

o
o

(Left Side View)

(Right Side View)

o

©

HHHHHHHHHHHHH
HHHHHHHHHHHHH

HHHHHHHHHHHHH

Results Of Improperly Adjusted
Ribbon Height Adjusting Scre.v

9. Ribbon Lift Arm Lower Stop - Form the left ribbon
lift arm lower stop so the ribbon lift cam follower
roller clears the ribbon lift cam by .005"-.025" (0.13
0.64 mm) at rest. This ensures free left-to-right move
ment of the roller.

Ribbon Lift Cam

8. Ribbon Lift Height - In the film ribbon mode, adjust
the ribbon height adjusting screw so the bottom edge
of the underscore clears the bottom of the ribbon by
.030"'.040" (0.76,1.02 mm). Ribbon spread must be
checked after making this adjustment.

.005"·.025"

10"1-0.64 mml
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.005"-.015"
to.13.Q.38 mm)

!
r

Shock Wire Disengage Lever
(Operation Position)

Supply Core Take-Up Core

~~"'"<j
~~

""-- .005"-.010"
(0.13.0.25 mm)

-

(Top View)

Wobbler Cam J:=~--b}--{;i3;>-'~"'""."".,"'
High Lobe

15. Cartridge Guides - Form the ClHtridge gUJues to
center the ribbon take-up and supply cores within the
holes in the top of the cartridge. Maintain .005"-010"
(0.13-0.25 mm) end play of the cartridge.

14. Shock Wire Disengage Lever (Type Position) - In the
IBM Tech III ribbon mode, form the shock wire disen
gage lever rest position lug so the shock wire disengage
lever arm clears the wobbler eccentric by .005"-.015"
(0.13-0.38 mm) when the wobbler beller.nk is on the
high point of the wobbler cam.

Wobbler bellcrank :::":~!L----rri

13. Shock Wire Disengage Lever (Load Position) - Form
the right·hand arm on the shock wire disengage lever so
the shock wire detent clears the ribbon supply spool by
.020"-040" (0.51-1.02 mm) when the load lever is in
the load position. Ensure that the wobbler eccentric
lug cannot get under the arm. If necessary, form the

Shock Wire Disengage Lever

Load Position ~

Ribbon Feed
Pawl Mounting
Stud

Highest Lobe

""'Min Of .020"
(0.51 mm)

"'="--- Feed Gear

_Moved Away From
A ibbon Feed And Lift Cam

b. The lug on the wobbler bellcrank should overlap
the feed gear by a minimum of .020" (0.51 mm)
when the swing arm is on the high point.

a. So the cam follower stud on the wobbler bellcrank
clears the high side of the wobbler cam by .020",
.030" (0.51-0.76 mm) when the load lever is
in the load position (Tech III position).

Ribbon Lift ----:;,..,:::~1~~~;~e.--~Control Lever-

Swing Arm Lug

_Clearance Between Roller
& C·Clip

Ribbon Feed
Lockout Lug

(Top View)

.020"·.030"
(0.51-0.76 mml __

(Top View)
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Wobbler Bellcrank

Ribbon Lift Cam-----*~~

12. Swing Arm Lug - Form the lug on the swing arm that
contacts the wobbler bellerank for the following
conditions:



. ;

Take-Up Core
Interlock

Take-Up Core
'nterlock Lug

_~TakP.-UPCore

I \ ,,

---:;""""':::::~- );,-- Load Lever

Take-Up Core
I nterlock Lug

a. In the operate position, it must hold the take-up
core interlock down completely disengaged from
the take-up core.

b. When going from load to operate, the tip of the
lug must clear the top surface of the take-up core
interlock by enough to reliably depress it.

19. Mode Button Grip Clip - Adjust the ribbon mode
button grip clip up or down on the ribbon feed post to
get .005"-.020" (0.13-0.51 mm) clearance between the
lower feed gear and the first intermediate gear (with
the mechanism in the film ribbon mode). The bottom
of the large ribbon feed gear should be flush with the
bottom of the small first intermediate gear.

Completely Disengaged_u
I

18. Load Lever - Form the take-up core interlock lug on
the load lever to meet two conditions.

••

Cartridge Guide Lug

It---- .005....020..
10.13..0.51 mm)

Take-Up Post

(Top View)

(Right Side View)

Take-Up Post

Take-Up Core Interlock

Take-Up Core Interlock

16. Cartridge Retaining Springs - Center the cartridge
retaining springs in the holes in the cartridge guide lugs.
Adjust the springs left to right so they positively hold
the IBM Tech III ribbon cartridge down against the
ribbon feed plate. Refine the right spring so the take
up core interlock clears the center surface of the
take-up post by .005"-.020" (0.13-0.51 mm).

17_ Take-Up Core Interlock - Form the take-up core
interlock so that in the load position, the tip of the

"-.../ interlock is .025"-.040" (0.64-1.02 mm) above the top
edge of the center step on the take-up post.

(Right Front View)
Ribbon Feed Post

I
.005..·.020..
(Q.13-0,51mm)

Feed Gear
Spring

First Intermediate Gear

Large Ribbon Feed Gear Flush With
Small First Intermediate Gear
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Operated Position

Ribbon Feed

{J==.~=~~~.l:=~f Gear

b. Ensure the load lever spring clears the ribbon
cartridge in the operated position.

Ribbon Feed Gear

a. Ensure the load lever spring clears the ribbon feed
gear with a minimum of .005" (0.13 rom) in the
ribbon load position.

.005" Minimum Clearance
10,13 mml

Load Lever j
Sp,'ng ~

'wiilJl1J11m;;;="'m"',"""""

20. Load Lever Spring - Form the load lever spring to
meet the following conditions:

I'Ij
"

.~
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"CORRECTING" OPERATIONAL THEORY

The purpose of the correcting mechanism is to correct
original copy errors from the keyboard. A correcting tape
supply spool is mounted at the left rear corner of the
ribbon plate and a tape take·up spool is mounted at the
right rear corner of the ribbon plate (Figure 1). The correct~

ing tape is guided from the tape supply spool on the left,
across the 'front of the cardholder, to the tape take-up spool
on the right.

To correct an error, the operator depresses the correcting
key and then strikes the incorrect character. As the operator
strikes the incorrect character, the correcting tape is lifted
between the ribbon and the paper. The impact of the
typehead causes the correcting tape to either cover up the
character or lift it off of the paper, depending upon which
supplies are used. No escapement occurs during this correct
ing cycle. Since the carrier is still positioned at t~e point
where the error was committed, the operator can type the
correct character and resume normal typing.

Card Holder

Each of the correding tapes is designed to be used with a
specific IBM ribbon. The IBM Tech III Cover-up Tape is
used with the IBM Tech III Ribbon. (Both are color coded
blue.) The LIft-off Tape is used with the IBM High Yield
Correctable Film Ribbon. (Both are color coded orange.)

Ribbon
Feed

Plate

Backspace
Keylever

Correcting Tape

Paper Guide Lug

Tape
Take-up
Spool

Torque Bar
Stop Bracket

Escapement

Trigger

,

Figure J - Correcting Mechanism

c - ";;,, ,,-. -.--. . . - < • • • • "CORRECllNG"
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Lift Arm and
Latch Assembly

Figure 4 - Tape Lift Operation

Figure 3 - Lift Arm And Latch (Left Side View)

When the print sleeve rotates, the tape lift cam raises the
tape lift cam follower which raises the lift arm and latch
assembly (Figure 4). As the lift arm and latch assembly is
raised, an extension on the rear of it will raise the tape lift
assembly. An arm on the tape lift assembly engages the tape
supply cradle fork on the tape supply cradle assembly. As
the tape lift assembly raises, the cradle assembly is tilted to
maintain tape alignment and prevent folding of the correct·
ing tape.

,""",~'--:"-:~.,.-__ Tape li ft
Assembly

CORRECTING TAPE LIFT
The tape lift mechanism is located on the left side of the
carrier (Figure 3). As the correcting torque bar is rotated to
its actuated position, it pivots the tape lift actuating arm
top to front which slides the lift arm and latch assembly
forward. This positions the lift latch above the lift cam
follower.

lift Arm Latch Assembl..,.

As the correcting key lever is depressed, it moves the correct·
ing key lever link to the rear. The link rotates the mode
latch down. Rotating the latch releases the mode actuating
bellcrank, allowing it to pivot top to rear under spring load.
A correcting torque bar link extends from the bellcrank
forward to the correctin,g torque bar and pivots it bottom
to rear. The rotation of this torque bar activates tape
lift and tape feed.

Correcting Keylever
Link

Mode Actuating
Correcting Bellcrank

TorqueBay I
link

\
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Figure 2 - Correcting Torque Bar Operation

The correcting key lever performs two operations. First, an
actuating lug contacts the front of the backspace key lever
which operates the backspace mechanism (see backspace
section). Second, the correcting key lever releases the mode
actuating bellcrank which will operate the correcting torque
bar.

NOTE: Complete operational theory of the backspace
mechanism is covered in the "Backspace" section of the
"Selectric" Typewriter Service Manual.

CORRECTING TORQUE BAR OPERATION
The correcting torque bar extends aeras:; the machine just
to the rear of the front carrier support (Figure 2). Its
purpose is to activate tape lift and tape feed with the carrier
in any position across the writing line.

Level 2 (FTB) - This mechanism has the correcting torque
bar mounted in brackets that 3re attached to (he front
carrier support at both ends. The left bracket has a slot so
the torque bar can slide (float) front to rear. This front-ta
rear motion helps eliminate binds between the carrier and
the torque bar as the carrier moves left to right on the
writing line. This is known as the floating torque bar (FTB)
mechanism.

CORRECTING MECHANISM lEVELS
Level I (PRE-FTB) - This mechanism has the correcting
torque bar mounted on the left in a hole in the machine
power frame and is known as a pre-floating torque bar
(PRE-FTB).
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CORRECTING TAPE FEED
The correcting tape feed mechanism is located on the right
side of the carrier (Figure 5). It is designed so that the
correcting tape is fed in two parts. One-third is fed before
print and two-thirds is fed after print. This is done by a

• tape feed cam with two high points, the second high point
, """---"" supplying two times as much motion as the first. The first

one-third is to remove slack in the tape before the correction
operation. This prevents the tape from sticking to the
paper. The second feed operation is to advance the tape.

/Rear Lug

The PRE-FTB feed mechanism is activated by the operation
of the correcting torque bar in the same way as the tape lift
mechanism. The torque bar rotates the step on th.e tape
feed inhibitor out of the path of the tape feed cam follower
(Figure 7).

Tape Feed Cam

corre<:tin9/~ >

Torque Bor r L (Righl Side View)

Figure 7 - Pre-FTS Tape Feed A t Resl

\

I

(Figure 5 - FTS Righl Side View)

The FTB feed mechanism is activated by the correcting
torque bar (Figure 6) moving the top of the tape lift
actuating arm to the front. The lift actuating arm pushes
the inhibitor actuation bellcrank, which rotates the top of

Ie tape feed inhibitor out of the path of the tape feed cam
'-(ollower.

As a print operation occurs and the tape feed cam rotates
(Figure 8), the tape feed cam follower is allowed to follow
the shape of the tape feed cam from its highest point
toward its low point. The rear lug on the follower moves
forward allowing the spring loaded tape feed pawl to rotate
counterclockwise by means of a feed bellcrank and feed
link, engaging the window in the spiked wheel.

Tape Feed
Pawl

V:RearLu9

I
I Tape Feed Cam

Tape Feed
Cam Follower

(Righi Side View)

Figure 6 - Tape Feed Al Resl

(Top View)

Figure 8 - Tape Feed InltibilOr
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7""""=-~---- Sensing Shoe

-",,:\\\\~r:;:::::!..--l---lugs

~---------,

lug

Lift Off Tape
Supply Spool

(Top View)

Figure JJ - High Bias Operation
(Top View)

Detent ---~~~~~~

/

Finally, high bias is developed for use with the Lift-off
Tape. As the detent on the high bias spring moves over a
tooth on the ratchet, high bias is developed due to lugs on
the bottom of the lift-off tape supply spool preventing the
sensing shoe from rotating inward (Figure 11). This causes
the high bias spring to flex, producing the high bias.

I
Tech III /'-===~-'
Cover-Up
Tape Supply
Spool

Detent---~:'l,.

(Top View)
Figure 10 - Low Bias Operation

One lug on the bottom of the Lift-off Tape supply spool
has been shortened. This allows the spool to bottom
completely on the supply spool ratchet if the sensing shoe
is under a window in the ratchet while the operator is
loading the tape.

TAPE BIAS (CONTROL) SYSTEM
The correcting tape supply cradle assembly contains a bias
system that performs three functions. First, the detent on
the high bias spring prevents· the supply spool from being
rotated clockwise (Figure 10).

Second, a low bias is supplied for use with the IBM Tech III
Cover·up Tape. This bias·is produced by a low bias spring.
As tape is being pulled olf the supply spool and the tape
supply spool ratchet turl')s counterclockwise, the detent on
the high bias spring is moved over a tooth on the ratchet.
The other end of the high bias spring, which contacts a
vertical lug on the sensing shoe arm, pivots the arm. The
low bias spring connected to the vertical lug on the sensing
shoe arm produces the low bias.

Tape Feed
Swing Arm

(Low Dwell Position)

Cam Follower

Tape Feed
Inhibitor

Tape Feed
Cam

First High
Point --I-

(Right Side View)

Figure 9 - Tape Feed Operation
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The tape feed cam then rotates to its first high point. The
tape feed pawl by means of the cam follower, feed bell
crank and link rotates the spiked wheel clockwise for the
first one-third tape feed (Figure 9). The feed cam then
rotates to the low point again. The follower is prevented
from contacting the cam on its low point by the inhibitor.
The inhibitor prevents placing the heavy cam follower
spring load on the cam during print which occurs at this
time. The cam then begins its rise to the second high point
and the cam follower causes the correcting tape to be fed
the remaining two-thirds of the tape feed.

".~.
Inhibitor ~id>~--=__,,<-...J

The spiked wheel which is mounted on the tape feed swing
arm is heavily spring loaded toward the tape take-up spool.
This causes the spikes on the wheel to engage the used tape.
As the spiked wheel rotates, it causes the take-up spool to
rotate, pulling new tape into the print position and winding
up the used tape .
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ESCAPEMENT TRIGGER OPERATION
The escapement trigger is disengaged from the escapement
torque bar to prevent escapement during a correcting cycle.
Disengagement of the trigger is done from the mode actuat
ing bellcrank through the trigger link (Figure 12). As the
bellcrank rotates to its activated position, the escapement
trigger is rotated top to rear out of engagement with the
torque bar. It is held in this disengaged position by the
spring tension on the mode actuating bellcrank until the
trigger lever is operated either through a print or spacebar
operation.

Escapement
Torque Bar

Trigger Link

(Right Side View)

Figure 12 - Escapement Trigger Disengaged

CORRECTING TAPE LOAO
When the correcting tape needs to be changed, the tape
load lever is moved to the right to the load position (Figure
14). The load lever perfonns three functions to help instal
lation and removal of the tape.

1. A tape guide mounted on the rear of the load lever
pivots forward.

2. A separator wire is pivoted top to the front by means
of a cam slot in the load lever.

3. The spiked wheel which is mounted on the tape feed
swing arm is pivoted forward by a lug on the load lever.

Camming
Slot

,

\
I

I

·i
i
!

Tape Luad
Lever

(Bottom View)

Figure 14 - Tape Load

Figure 15A - Ribbon Load Lever Load Position
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Ribbon
Load Lever

LOAD INTERLOCKS
A toggle spring holds the tape load lever in either the load
or type position (Figure 1SA). An extension on the toggle
spring engages a hole in the ribbon load lever so it cannot
be moved to the load position while the tape load lever is in
the load position. When the ribbon load lever is operated
(Figure 15B), an extension on the ribbon load lever enters a
notch in the tape load lever to prevent operating the tape
load lever to the load position.Escapement

Trigger

Trigger Lever
Forward Ex tension

Escapement

~or~ueBar

Mode Actuating
Bellcrank

\
\--_~

(Right Side View)

Figure 13 - Escapement Trigger Actuated

The next time a print or spacebar cycle is started the trigger
will not contact the escapement torque bar and no escape
ment operation will result (Figure 13). As the trigger is
pulled down during this cycle a forward extension of the
trigger lever will contact the mode actuating beUcrank and
rotate it back to its latched position. This restores the
complete correcting mechanism to rest.
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Correcting
Keylever
Notch

Switch In "OFF" Position

Centered

-I
-1--

___ Keylever

Mounting
Screw

(Top View)

.00' .. ·.030..
, (0.03·0.76 mm)

(Right Side View)

4. Lockout Bail Link - With the switch in the OFF
position, adjust the lockout bail link so the horizontal
part of the correcting key lever is centered on the
locking surface of the correcting key button interlock.

3. Correcting Keybutton Interlock {Front To Rear} 
Form the correcting keybutton interlock front to rear
to get .001 ",.030" (0.03-0.76 mm) between' the
horizontal part of the correcting keylever and the
interlock.

Switch In "OFF" Position

(Right Side View)

__ I--Centered

Backspace
Keylever

2. Backspace Keylever - Form the backspace keylever so
that it centers in the notch on the correcting keylever.

1. Correcting Keylever Side Play - Adjust the keylever
mounting screw so the correcting keylever has .00 1"
.004" (0.03-0.10 mm) side play.

~1_ .001 "'.004"
10.03-0.10 mm)

NOTE: Adjustments 3 through 5 are for machines with a
field-installed correcting keybutton interlock.

"CORRECTING" MECHANISM ADJUSTMENTSToggle
Spring
Extension

Tape load
lever

Figure 15 B - Load Interlocks

•

Figure 16 - Take-up Spool Detent

Tape Load Lever Type Position (Bottom View)

Ribbon load
lever
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To prevent the operator from turning the take-up spool in
the wrong direction when taking up the slack, a take-up
spool detent engages a ratchet on the ·bottom of the take-up
spool (Figure 16).
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5. Correcting Keyburron Interlock And Lockout Bail
(This part is not on all machines). - With the machine
in the OFF position, adjust the correcting keybutton
interlock for the following conditions:

7. Mode Actuating Bellcrank - Form the lug on th~

mode actuating bellcrank so the bellcrank overthrows
the mode latch by .005"·.010" (0.13·0.25 mm) when
the escapement trigger lever is fully operated.

b. Position the lockout bail under the cycle clutch
latch lug.

NOTE: The keyboard lock interposer must clear the
compensator tube with machine in the ON position.

Fully
Operated

Escapement
Trigger

Mode Latch

Escapement Torque Bar

i

Check this adjustment on the cam that supplies the
least amount of overthrow, either the spacebar or the
escapement cam.

NOTE: Check trigger knockoff in the escapement
adjustments after making this adjustment.

Mode Actuating
Bellcrank

Lug

Hold Keyboard
Locking Bail
To Left

Switch In "OFF" Position

NOTE: Keyboard Lock Interposer Clears
Camp Tube With Switch In On Position

a. Position the correcting keybutton interlock left to
right to get .005"·.020" (0.13-0.51 mm) between
the keyboard side frame and the lockout arm.

--- .005..·.020..
(0.13-0.51 mm)-

• ~

I LOJ

~
- -,

~
,,
I
I
I

]00]
,
I
I

--,

~-;;:=(~LI
~ Ball Under

CC Latch Lug

8. Trigger Link - With the mode actuating bellcrank
released, adjust the trigger link clevis so that the
working surface of the trigger clears the escapement
torque bar lug by .005"·.020" (0.13·0.15 mm).

6. Correcting Keylever Link - Adjust the correcting
key lever link clevis so that the mode latch releases the
mode actuating bellcrank, at the same time or slightly
before, the backspace cam is released.

Releases at
Same Time or

Escapement
Torque Bar

Trigger link.

Released

.005..·.020..
-10.13-0.51 mm)

(Right Side View)
(Right Side View)
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Platen

Adjust
The
Right
Bracket First

,
.002.. ·.005.. ,

10.05·0.13 mml f
+,,,

•

(Right Bracket Right Side
View)

..v·· Centered
On Vertical Lines

Vertical
Lines

---.ll.. ..ll_~
VVVVV vvvvv Iv~~vvvVY__
I I i I

Position the mounting bracket left and right and
up or down so the horizontal line on the cardholder
rests .002"'.005" (0.05-0.13 mm) below the
writing line. The vertical lines must be centered on
a printed character.

b.

3. Front to rear so that the cardholder clears the
platen by .020"-.030" (0.5 1-0.76 mm). Adjust the
right bracket and form the left leg to meet this
condition.

Left Leg

(Left Bracket Left Side
View)

Copy Control Lever Forward

11. Cardholder - With the copy control lever forward,
adjust the cardholder mounting brackets to satisfy the
following condition:

Cable Guide
Lug

Left Side
Frame

Centered-

;""--Carrier

Velocity Control
Cable Guide
Bracket

(Top View)

I
I
Ii

Power
Frame

~hJ
t

Minimum

(Left Side View) (Carrier A t Far Left Margin)

NOTE: Be sure to maintain enough left-to-right angle
to ensure the velocity control cable moves under the
carrier when the carrier is at the far left margin.

9. Cable Guide Bracket - Form the velocity control cable
guide bracket as far to the rear as possible with mini
mum clearance to the power frame. The bracket must
keep the velocity control cable from getting behind the
carrier.

NOTE: Check that the guide bracket cleiYs the frame
at the far left margin.

NOTE: The platen adjustments must be correct before
making the following adjustments.

Cable Guide
Lug

-218-

10. Cable Guide Lug - Form the cable guide lug on the
tape lift assembly front to rear so it is centered between
the rotate arm assembly and the"power frame when the
carrier is at the far left margin.
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Tape
Lift
Assembly

centered

Tape Lift
Assembly

Underscore

(Rear View)

(Left Side View) (Tape Supply Cradle Fork Loose)

a. Front to rear so that the tape clears the front of
the cardholder by .0 I0"-.020" (0.25-0.51 mm).
The tape supply cradle fork must be Joose while
making this adjustment (reference adjustment 14).

---11--- .010"-.020"
I \1 (0,25-0.51 mm)

Card __---11 ...
Holder

b. Vertically so that the bottom of the underscore
clears the top of the tape by .001 "-.005" (0.03
0.13 mm) when the tape is at rest and the under
score is in the print position.

Tape Supply
Cradle Fork

Carrier

.001 "-.005"

IJ3.0.13 mm)

-I

13. Tape Lift Assembly - Adjust the tape lift assembly to
satisfy the following conditions:

14. Tape Supply Cradle Fork - Position the cradle fork so
that it centers in the groove of the stud mounted on
the tape lift assembly.

With the machine half cycled and the ribbon in the
center lift position, adjust the left ribbon lift guide
assembly front to rear for .190"-.210" (4.83-5.33
mm) between the rear face of the guide and the
platen.

NOTE: This clearance can be easily checked by
using the handle end of the 224 backspace adjust.
ment wrench (PIN 9900369).

I 190"..210"I: 14.85·5.33 mm)

a.

Ribbon Lift Guide
Assembly

b. Position the left·hand lift guide left to right for
.030" (0.76 mm) minimum clearance between the
front of the lift guide and the left arm and latch
assembly.

(Top View)

Left.Hand Ribbon
Lift Guide ---_

Lift Arm And
Latch Assembly ---\"!I

l------ .030" Minimum
, (0.76 mml

't-",~t ,.,,.. ••

. '.,~ '~'-'--_ Ribbon Supply
Spool

(Left Side View) (Machine HalfCycled. Ribbon In A
Center Lift Position)

Platen

12. Ribbon Lifr Guide (Lefr Only)-

(Top View)
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Correcting
Torque

:,...-/ SO'

\\_ .001 "-.005"
___....\ \ 10.03.0.13 mml

lL-CO',"ct;ngJ- Torque Bar

~ .

Torque Bar
Link Clevis

Lift Actuating
A,m

(Left Side View)

NOTE: This adjustment can most easily be made from
the bottom of the machine.

Just Reaches
The Distance

1_-- .010"-.015"
10.25.Q.3S mml

o 0

PRE-FrB

(Right Side. View)

Torque Bar
Stop Bracket

19. Lift Acruaring Arm (PRE-FTB) - With the torque bar
at rest, form the lift actuating arm for a clearance of
.001 "-.005" (0.03-0.13 mm) between the lift actuating
arm and the correcting torque bar at the closest point.

Correction Mechanism At
Rest. Latched Condition

18. Torque Bar Link (Preliminary) - Manually hold the
torque bar vertical and adjust the torque bar link clevis
to just reach the distance to the correction bellcrank.
The pin in the clevis must be in the front position of
the slot in the bellcrank; reconnect link. THE
TORQUE BAR SHOULD NOW BE VERTICAL.

17. Torque Bar Stop Bracket (PRE-FTB Only) - Adjust
the torque bar stop bracket located at the right end of
the torque bar front to rear for a clearance of .0 I0"
.015" (0.25-0.38 mm) between the bracket and the top
of the correcting torque bar.

(Top View)
(Pre FrB)

.001 "-.006"
lO.03.Q.15 mm)

l
~~~-t

Back up
Tab

(Boltom View)

.003"·.010"
----10.0B-0.25mml

~-~.Correcting

~~o_"a_' ;2Que S"

Correcting
Torque Bar

Velocity
Control
Bracket

(

Side Frame

b. FTS - Move the carrier to the left until the
adjusting clip is position~d between the inter
mediate drive gear and the LH side frame. Adjust
the clip front to rear for .065"-.070" (1.65-1.78
mm) clearance between the back-up lug and the
front support.

Check to ensure the clip has not rotated clockwise
when tightening, causing a bind between the lugs on
the guide and the torque bar.

Left
Hand
Side~

Frame

(FTB) Left Side Frame

(Bottom View)

16. Correcting Torque Bar End Play - Position the collar
on the left end of the correcting torque bar left or right
so the torque bar has .003"-.010" (0.08-0.25 mm) end
piny.

Intermediate
Drive
Gear

Adjusting Clip

15. Torque Bar Back-Up Lug -

a. PRE·FTS - Adjust the velocity control bracket so
that the back·up lug on the bracket has a clearance
of .001"-.006" (0.03-0.1 5 mm) with the correcting
torque bar with the carrier positioned at the far
left margin.

, '

I ,'----'

\ ', I

,
,I i
, I

I

, I., ,
, I, .

"i';
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Tape Lift Cam
Follower

Tape Lift Latch

_-- 0.__ ....

Jr=---:(~ Uft

~
~' Cam
'.... / 0 FOllower

(Left Side View)

b. With the print mechanism at rest and the correct
ing torque bar operated, the bottom of the lift arm
latch must clear the lift cam follower by .005"
.0 I0" (0.13-0.25 mm).

Lift Arm Latch

j

c. Tape Lift Latch Front To Rear - With the machine
at rest, adjust the lift latch front to rear for .001"
.010" (0.03-0.25 mm) clearance between the rear
of the tape lift cam follower and the front lug on
the tape lift latch.

Lift Arm Latch (FTB) -

d. Tape Lift Latch Height - With the machine at rest
and the correction mechanism activated, adjust the
tape lift arm latch vertically for a .005 ....025 ..
(0. I 3-0.64 mm) clearance between the bottom of
the latch and the lift cam follower.

.005..·.0'0..

(0.'3125 mml

Machine At Rest: Correction Latched

Correction Actuated

Tape Lift Arm Asm. Screw

\ Tape Lift Arm Latch

/' ........ .005"-.025" \
/'",,~j)l;:::::::>" (0.1 3-0.64 mm I

I \ ll~~~
I 1===1=1
\ I, /

,/

t

Torque Bar's
Lowen Point

Lift Arm Latch

Full Travel
Front-To·Rear

~
CorrectIng

- j Torque
___ Bar

.001 ..·.005 t
(O.03·013mm)--,I- .002" lO.05mml

Raise the front carrier support for .001 "-.004"
(0.03-0.10 mm) clearance with no carrier binds. If
adjustment of support does not get clearance
below the torque bar, form the actuating <lrm
down. Check to ensure the lift actuating arm is
free of binds if forming was required. Check for
possible interference with gear train idler gear.

Form the tip of the lift actuating arm to get a
minimum of .002" (0.05 mm) below the bottom
of the torque bar, at the torque bar's lowest point
(center of writing line).

Lift Arm Stop -

a. Lift Arm Stop (FTB) - Adjust the lift arm stop
for .00 I"·.OOS" (0.03-0.13 mm) clearance between
the working surface of the lift actuating arm and
the torque bar.

b.

a. With the correcting mechanism at rest, position
the lift arm latch front to rear so the tape lift cam
follower clears it by .010..·.015 .. (0.25·0.38 mm).

(FTE)

...

20. Lift Arm Latch (PRE·FTBj- Adjust the lift arm latch
to satisfy the following conditions:

.010.. ·.016..
1O.25·0.3B mml

~

•I•I•1
~
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Tape Feed Cam
Follower Lug

.004"-.OOS"
(0.10~.20 mml \

/-~\-

V

~ Tape Feed
""":!!!!/ L------" Bellcrank

11---- Centered in Notch

Tape Feed
Cam Follower

(Top View)

Afi:,~~dIn:;.
<~ Feed Cam

Rear
Lug

d. With the tape feed cam follower on the high point
of the cam (machine at rest) and the correction
mechanism latched, form the feed inhibitor left to
right for a clearance of .004"-.008" (0.10-0.20
mm) between the latching surface of the inhibitor
and the bottom lug on the tape feed cam follower.

c. Tape Feed Inhibitor (FTB) - With the machine at
rest, form the tape feed inhibitor lug front to rear
for a .001 "-.01 5" (0.03-0.38 mm) clearance
between the vertical surface of the inhibitor and
the front surface on the tape feed cam.

£- -~7",
.001"-.015" ~'\\ \

(0.03~3S m~l//{]~

Tape Feed Inhibitor Lug

Machine At Rest. Correction Mechanism
Latched

22. Tape Feed Cam Follower, Rear Lug - Form the rear
lug on the tape feed cam follower left or right so it t
centers in the notch in the tape feed bellcrank. ,

Machine At Rest:
Correction Mechanism Latched

Tape Feed Cam Follower Lug...
Machine At Re$t: Correction Actuated

·222-

a. Front to rear so the tape feed inhibitor clears the
correcting torque bar by .004"-.010" (0.10-0.25
mm) at the closest point across the writing line
with all parts at rest.

b. Vertically so that the bottom of the lug clears the
tape feed inhibitorstep by .004"-.008" (0.\ 0-0.20
mm).

Torque Bar Link Adjustment (Final) - With the
machine at rest and the correction mechanism actuated,
adjust the link for a minimum overlap of .010"-.050"
(0.25-1.27 mm) overlap. Also, the actuating arm must
not be bottomed against the arms' mounting stud. If
there is no forward travel of the arm assembly; readjust
the link for a minimum of .001" (0.03 mm) motion.
This is to make sure the system is not binding off.

Correcting Torque Bar'1-- Link Clevis T L'f La h'\ apelttc
/ ,., /
I I I_
I I ..)!02J;4<D<I>~::--'-", /

~ __ ,/ ~~~te~;;==- .00'''(0.03 mm)[~:@-~f ~:t~~~~O~ut

""'._IIIJ~el ~~Tape L,ft Cam
.010"-.050" Follower
(O.25-1.27mml ---
Latch Bite

21. Tape Feed Cam Follower, Front Lug (PRE-FTB) 
With the machine at rest, form the front lug on the
follower to satisfy both of the following conditions:



Platen

VJ~~--__Card

Holder

;,2 Card
//-----HOlder

Paper Guide
Lug
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Touches

.04O..·.0S0..
~I :I~~--ll.02.,.27 mml

(Right Side View)

Separator
Wire

With the load lever in the load position, the top of
the separator wire must clear the cardholder by at
least .120" (3.05 mm).

.120" Minimum :11_
{3.05 mml

_ .050" Minimum

(1.27 mm)

(Right Side View) (Load Lever In Type Position)

Tape Take-up
Spool

c.

b. With load lever in the type position, the top of the
separator wire should just touch the cardholder
while maintaining a minimum of .050" (-I.27 mm)
clearance at the bottom of the vertical part of the
separator wire.

Separator Wire

25. Paper Guide Lug - Form the paper guide lug front to
rear so that it clears the platen by .040"·.050" (1.02
1.27 mm).

r
.010..·.020..
10.2S·0.S1mml~_

~~~7
Tape

Cardholder

a. Left to right so that the wire clears the typehead
by .060"-.070" (1.52-1.78 mm) when the type·
head is in the print position and the load lever is in
the type position.

Tape Guide

.060"-.070"
(1.52-1.78 mm)

Separator
Wire

CAUTION: Do not type with the tape load lever in
the load position. The typehead may engage the
separator wire and result in rotate tape breakage.

b. Position the tape guide front to rear so the tape
clears the cardholder by .010"'.020" (0.25-0.51
mm).

a. Position the tape guide up or down so the used
tape is centered' on the take-up spool.

(Right Side View) (Typehead In Print Position Load Lever
In Type Position)

24. SeparatOr Wire - . Form the separator wire to satisfy
the following conditions:

23. Tape Guide - The tape guide mounting bracket must
be positioned to meet the following conditions:



26. High Bias Spring - Form the vertical tip of the high
bias spring in or out so that the sensing shoe clears the
lugs on the tape supply spool when the mechanism is at
rest.

__- Sensing Shoe

High BIas
Spring

(Top View)
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Left Margin Stop

The left margin stop controls the left margin. When the
carrier is returned by the carrier return mechanism, an
extension of the left margin stop is struck by the margin
stop latch pivoted on the linelock bracket attached to the
carrier. This action forces the margin rack to the left to
unlatch the carrier return mechanism and leaves the carrier
resting at the left margin position.

has a margin set lever attached to the slider assembly. The
margin set levers extend through a slot in the front case of
the machine so they can be accessed by the operator. Either
margin stop may be repositioned by pushing the margin set
lever to the rear to disengage the slider from the rack, then,
by moving the margin stop across the rack to the desired
location. A line on each margin set lever serves as a pointer
to indicate the position of the margin stop on the scale on
the front of the case. A pointer, located on the front of the
carrier, indicates the position of the carrier (Figure I).

Each margin stop has a slider assembly that engages with
the teeth at the rear of the margin rack. Each margin stop

The margin rack has teeth across its rear edge. The number
of teeth per inch in the margin rack relates to the pitch of
the machine.

Line Lock
Bracket

Depressing the margin release keylever allows typing
past the left and right margins by rotating the rack. This
disengages either margin stop from the linelock bracket on
the carrier.

The right margin stop first operates a warning bell which
signals the operator when the carrier reaches the right
margin, then locks the keyboard to prevent further typing.

The purpose of the margin mechanism is to allow the
operator to change the length of the writing line. This is
done by two margin stops and a margin rack (Figure I).
The left and right margins are determined by the position
of the margin stops on the margin rack. The left margin
stop is used to limit carrier movement to the left.

Figure 1 - Margin Control
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Right Margin
Stop

Line Lock Brack.et
Selector
CompenS<ltor

Left Margin
Stop

Figure 5 - Margin Release

Extension
Spring

!~~
L;ne LOCk0Left Side View
Bracket ~/

Keyboard Lock
Interposer

Margin
Release
Keylever

MARGIN RELEASE
The margin release mechanism allows an operator to type
past the left and right margins without changing the position
of the margin stops. The margin release operates by rotating
the margin rack so the margin stops move upward out of
the path of the margin stop latch on the iinelock bracket
(Figure 5).

Figure 4 - Linelock Mechanism - (Level I)

The margin release key lever pivots at the left side of the
keyboard. Depression of the margin release key lever causes
the rear of the margin rack to rise. A lug on the left end of
the margin rack remains in the, path of the margin stop
latch to unlatch the carrier return if it is operated with the
margin release keylever depressed. An extension spring
restores the mechanism and holds it in the rest position.

L1NElOCK MECHANISM (LEVEll)
The Level I linelock mechanism locked the keyboard in the
same way as the present mechanism. However, the keyboard
lock interposer used several parts. The bellringer bail
operated the keyboard lock interposer which through an
extension spring pulled the keyboard lock bellcrank into
the compensator tube (Figure 4).

Margin Rack

Bel1ringer Belldank

Vertical Tabs.

As the carrier moves to the right-hand margin, the bellringer
bellcrank moves into the p:tth of two vertical extensions on
the linelock bracket. This causes the bellringer bellcrank to
pivot about its mounting stud and cam the bellringer bail to
the front of the machine. An extension of the bell ringer
bail forces the keyboard lockout interposer down and into
the selector compensator tube. This action in turn prevents
any further depression of the selector key lever interposers
into the compensator tube until the linelock mechanism has
restored to its normal rest position.

Figure 2 - Bellringer

Figure 3 - Lil/elock Mechanism

L1NELOCK
If the typist continues typing after the bell rings, the
keyboard is locked after several spaces to prevent typing in
the margin. The keyboard is locked by forcing a special
interposer into the selector compensator tube to prevent
depressing any other interposer (Figure 3).

Bell

As the bellringer bail is pushed to the front of the machine,
the bell clapper beUcrank pivots the bell clapper away from
the bell (Figure 2). Further rotation of the bail causes the
bell clapper bellcrank to slip off the bell clapper allowing
the bell clapper to restore to rest. The pull of the bell
clapper spring and the force of the bell clapper returning to
fest causes it to overthrow its rest position and strike the
bell. When the bellringer bail is allowed to restore, the bell
clapper bellcrank resets above the bell clapper ready for the
next operation.

BELLRINGER
As the carrier moves to the right-hand margin, the bellringer
bellcrank slides over two vertical tabs on the linelock
bracket. This causes the bellringer beUcrank to pivot around
its mounting stud and cam the bellringer bail to the front of
the machine. An extension of the bellringer bail forces the
keyboard lockout interposer into the selector compensator
tube.
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Horizontal

Margin Stop

001"· 010"
-- - 10.03.0.25 mm)

Margin Release

/ .• ;Cket

Left Margin
Stop

Level 3

a. (NRBIS) - Position the margin release bracket
left to right on the margin rack so it will clear the
margin stop by .001"-.010" (0.03-0.25 mm) when
the margin stop slider is fully bottomed in the far
left-hand tooth of the margin rack.

c. Levell - 7X1, XX3, XX5 - Form margin release
final stop.

rv1argin Release Keylever

7XI-XX3-XX5

2. Left-Hand Final Stop -

7Xl

7X3 - 7X5

b. Level 2 - 7X 1 Only - Form margin release lever
stop. On 7X3 and 7X5 machines adjust the margin
release lever for 1/32" (0.79 mm) engagement
with the margin stop.

Margin Release Lever

a. Level I - 7XI, 7X3, And 7X5 - Adjust margin
release lever.

~ . ~ ..
MARGINS AND lINELDCK ADJUSTMENTS

1. Margin Rack Horizontal - The margin rack must rest
on a horizontal plane.

NOTE: Dual pitch margin adjustments are slightly different.
See Switch Pitch Adjustments section of this manual.

Tu~~... Margin Rack

L.oo,,,.0Q4"
.001"-.010" (0.03..010 mml
10.03-0.25 mml-1-

b. (RBIS) - Position the margin release bracket left
to right on the margin rail so it will clear the
margin stop by .001"·.010" (0.03-0.25 mm) when
the margin slider is fully bottomed in the far left
hand tooth of the margin rack, also position it
front to rear for .001"·.004" (0.03-.010 mm)
clearance between the finger on the release bracket
and the slot in the margin rack.

Release Bracket Finger

tv1argin Stop

7Xl

7X3 - 7X5

Horizontal

Margin Release F inalSto~

T.

Level 2

Left-Hand Margin
Release Lever

-227-
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Margin Scale

(Level 2)(Level 1)

Bellclapoer Bellcrank

(Level 3) (Factory Sound)

(Left Side View)

b.

Carrier Pointer - Set the left margin stop at the first
tooth of the margin rack .and position the carrier at the
left margin. Position the pointer for the following
conditions:

a.

7.

6. Bellclapper Bellcrank - Adjust the bellclapper bell
crank on the bellringer bail so the bellcrank clears the
spring by .015"-.025" (0.38-0.64 mm).

(Levels 1, 2 And 3) - Left to right so the pointer
is aligned with the zero position on the margin e
scale. 1
(Levels 1 And 2) - Up or down for equal clearance \
between the left margin lever and the margin scale. ,

~. ~

d3

Linelock
Bracket

Unelock. Bracket

Right Margin Stop

Front·To·Rear
Clearance _
Same As Left Side

(Right Side View)

.050"-.060"
11.27-1.52 mm)

.",,"",,",,,,., t
~fl~

CAUTION: The Iinelock should not bind in the space
before the desired locking point.

Bellringer Bail

Carder At Right

Q. Front To Rear - To contact the linelock bracket
as observed with the carrier at the far left.

b. Up Or Down - So the bellringer bellcrank contacts
the linelock bracket .050"-.060" (1.27-1.52 mm)
from the top.

Margin
Rack
Mounting
Bracket

5. Bellringer Bail Extension - Form the bellringer bail
extension up or down so the character keybuttons lock
when the red pointer is directly above the right-hand
margin set lever.

4. With the carrier at the far right, adjust the margin rack
mounting mounting bracket for two conditions:

3. Linelock Bracket - With the carrier at the left, adjust
the linelock bracket up or down so the bellringer
bellcrank contacts the bracket .050"-.060" (1.27-1.52
mm) from the top.

L
fy
~ ..,



,.,
c. (Level 2) - Front to rear to clear the margin scale

and the margin set lever (margin lever compressed
to rear) equally.

......
(Level 2)

d. (Level 3, Factory Sound) - Front to rear so the
indicator mark is visible through the margin scale
but does not touch the scale.

,t" -/
Indicator Mark
Visable But Does
Not Rub Scale

(Factory Sound)

Clears
Cover
And Margin
Set Lever
When ComPressed

·229·
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COVERS OPERATIONAL THEORY

There are three types of covers: tilt-up. console mount,
and ring mount. First, we will describe the tilt-up covers,
and then the differences between them and the other two
types.

TILT UP COVERS
The cover assembly consists of three main sections. They
are the top cover, center cover and bottom cover (Figure
I).

The center cover assembly has the paper guide attached to
it. The paper guide may be removed by sliding the guide to
the far right and pulling straight downward. A section of
the cover material has been removed on the rear side to
allow the guide to slide off easily.

The paper table is connected to the center cover assembly
by two screws and two brackets. The paper table pivots on
two studs mounted on the bracket to allow the platen to be
removed from the machine.

A margin scale is attached to the lower extension of the top
cover. The scale is marked to match the pitch of the type
writer. The margin scale is attached to the top cover by a
glue that becomes active when IBM cleaning fluid is applied.

(Rear View)

Top Cover

Paper Guide

Margin
Scale

Center Cover

Paper Table I,,,,,,
I,,,,,,,,,

Bottom Cover

Material Removed

Figure 1 - Covers
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(
Top Cover

Cover Latch

,,
,,,,,,

Latch Mounting
Bracket

,
'I: /,,,,,,,,

/@'-'I-~'

Center Cover

l;;:=~~:::..--_- Latch Bracket

Cover Latch

The cover latches are attached to the center cover by a
bracket and a mounting screw. With the lever to the rear,
the lower part of the cover latch fits below the latching
surface attached to the bottom cover. Pulling the lever
toward the front of the machine will cause the lower part
of the latch to pivot to the rear, out from below the latching
surface. The top and center cover may now be removed
from the bottom cover.

Figure 4 - Center Cover Latches ( Level 3)

(Left Side View)

CENTER ANa BOTTOM COVERS
There are three basic levels of center and bottom covers
used on the "Selectric" typewriter. The Level 3 cover has
been used since 1965 and is the easiest to identify. This
cover has a latch extending vertically just inside the right
and left side of the center cover (Figure 4). The absence of
assembly attached to the top cover. Within the housing are
the lO and which are similar to each other.

Open

lOP Cover

rDetent

Gosed

)JU
Detent

tt ~-__I

/ (Levell)
/ Center Cover

Top Cove' Hinge ~

~-----o-~~r- -- -lJ
(Level 2)

Figure 2 - Top Cover Hinge (Bottom View)

Spring Clip

Figure 3 - Top Cover Spring Clip
(Cover Raised)

TOP COVER SPRING CLIP
Near the front of the top cover are two spring clips (Figure
3). When the cover is in its lowered position, the spring
clips latch the cover in place to prevent vibration.

-232-

TOP COVER HINGE
The top cover is attached to the center cover by a hinge at
the rear. The hinge brackets are adjustable front-to-rear to
'allow for proper fit between the top cover and center cover.
The hinge contains a detent that prevents the top cover
from falling when it is in the raised position (Figure 2).



Rear Mount

Rubber
Bushings

Mounting Plates

Front Mount

Machine Brackets
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Rear Mounting Bracket

Figure 7 - Frame Mounting Brackets (Level 3)

Figure 8 - Center Cover Frame Brackets (Levell & 2)

MOUNTING BRACKETS
The machine mounting brackets are attached to the machine
frame and are adjusted vertically. A latch lever (Figure 7)
locks the machine to the rubber mounting foot on the left
side of the machine (Figure 5).

The Levelland Level 2 cover assemblies are mounted to
the machine by brackets attached to the center cover
assembly by mounting plates. The machine is supported on
rubber bushings attached to the mounting plates (Figure 8).

Center Cover
front Mounting

Grille Mounting Plate

~.
~, Levelt
~ ............. Bottom Cover

Mounting Screw

Vent Grille

Figure 6 - Boltom Cover Mounting (Level 2)

Rubber
~""---- Mounting'

The Levelland Level 2 center cover assemblies 'have the
vent grille mounted in the rear by a plate. Slotted holes in
the plate allow the vent to be removed without removing
the plate from the center cover. The Level I bottom case is
held in place by a screw at the center rear.

Vent Grille Mounting (Level 1 & 2)

The Level 3 bottom cover has the vent positioned in a slot
at the rear. The rubber mounting to support the typewriter
inside the case is also contained within the bottom cover
(Figure 5).

Figure 5 - Boltom Cover Rubber Mounting (Level 3)

Rubber Mounting

The Level 2 bottom case is held in place by friction fit and
does not use the rear mounting screw (Figure 6).

Center Cover
Rear Mountings

~". CO, "'"

n Bottom Cover n--t:.J~
Bottom Cover J",,-ll Front Mounting
Rear Mounting
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DUST SHIELDS
There are two levels of dust shields located just below the
carrier (Figure 9). The Level 2 dust shields are plastic and
fit into the power frame at the rear and into three mounting
brackets at the front. The Levell dust shields are metal and
are held in place by three screws and a nut.

Mounting Screws

Figure 9 - Dust Shields
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(Levell J

I

I
I

r

Mounting
Bracket

I,
I,

r,,
I
r

(Level 2)

Shock
Mount

(Level2)

Rear Cover
Bracket

<=

M'M "" _ ........~_

(Bottom View)

I,,,,

I

IQ '
f--!,-"o--.-----~.---............ Jii

3. All of the openings for the keybuttons will have
equal clearance on each side.

Cover Mounts - Adjust the cover mounting brackets so
the machine will be positioned in the covers and the
following requirements are met:

(Level2)

Mounting
Bracket

,
I

Cover Latch ",

3. Hinge Spring (Levell Only) - The hinge spring should
be positioned front to rear so the top cover hinge is
held in the open position.

4.

Top Cover

COVERS ADJUSTMENTS

(Levell)

Genter Cover

(Level 2)
(Raised Position)

t~ ~Il~---~
~tl~R:ou~~ng ", . i;?ver
lot---+V---~

(Bottom View)

2. Top Cover Latches - Form the Levell latches front
to rear and adjust the Level 2 latches left to right so
the top cover is latched tightly in the closed position.

1. Top Cover Hinge - The top cover hinge should be
adjusted so the bend of the top cover matches the bend
of the center cdver. Position the hinge mounting plate
front to rear to get this condition.
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i
1 3/8"
(34.72 mml

I

Bottom
Cover

(Left Side View)

Center
Cover

Paper Guide

~ .020"-.040"

~ j 7~~m,

Paper Deflector/~ ~

c. The clearance between the paper guide and the
deflector will be .020"-.040" (0.51-1.02 mm).

b. The platen will clear the covers with the copy lever
operated to the far front and fear position.

Platen

d. The top of the spacebar will be 1 3/8" (34.9 mm)
above the top edge of the bottom cover.

Top
Cover

Center
Cover

~

Co...er Parting
Line_______________

·236-
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CAROHOLOING PLATEN OPERATIONAL THEORY

The purpose of the cardholding platen is to keep cards from
slipping while being typed on. The blade of the card holding
platen has a groove under both sides to allow a card to be

Card
Stop

held by either the top or the bottom. A card stop mounted
on the blade can be moved to help in positioning the card
laterally in the card slot (Figure 1).

It

•

Figure 1 - eardholding Platen

There Are No Adjustments On A eardholding Platen.

.' . . . :'~ CARD HOLDING PLATEN.'
·237·
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Tab Set & Clear
Keybutton

With the control wheel rotated away from the operator, the
dead key mechanism operates normally. With the control
wheel rotated toward the operator, the dead key mecha
nism is disconnected and escapement occurs for dead key
positions (Figure 1).

Dead Key Bail

:]~~~fP?-------Dead Key Bail Finger

Dead Key Cable

-..'

Dead Key Disconnect Wheel

Dead Key Indicator

• ,;I

,~_.J ;!~:

: "",,', :
: Wi":
, \" .

Dlsconnec, C:~':- -'<~"
Bottom View ""\-~

,
\ ,,,,,,,,,,

, '",,

DEAD KEY DISCONNECT MECHANISM THEORY

The purpose of the dead key disconnect is to inhibit the
dead key mechanism and allow normal escapement for dead
key positions. This is done with a cable which pivots the
dead key cable away from the finger on the dead key bail.
The disconnect cable is controlled from the keyboard by a
wheel mounted next to the tab set and clear keybutton.

•

•1•

Figure 1 - Dead Key Disconnect Mechanism

. DEAD KEY DISCONNECT -239- III
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DEAD KEY DISCONNECT ADJUSTMENTS •

!'

1, Indicator - Adjust the indicator to match the angle of
the tab set and clear button.

€.l

(,- ';

Dead Key Cable

JIIi'

A 0

4

Lefr Side View

Dead Key
Indicator

Selector Bail Finger

'-. - - .

(Borrom View)

Cable Clamp

Disconnect Cable

-240-

2. Front Cable Clamp - Adjust the cable cover so that
the first two loops of the cover extend past the edge of
the clamp.

Clamp' £~;:;~gg2~~~::::::;",<
to Two Loops

Lefr Side View

3. Rear Cable Clamp - With the control wheel rotated
away from the operator, adjust the cable cover left to
right so that the dead key cable is centered on the dead
key bail finger. With the control cable rotated toward
the operator, the disconnect cable should push the
dead key cable away from the working surface of the
selector bail finger.

,

J,
1'----'

i

!
}
1
'1
;

,
!
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DEAD KEY OPERATIONAL THEORY

The purpose of the dead key mechanism is to inhibit
escapement on certain keyboard positions. This mechanism
is used with several foreign keyboards. We will refer to the
Trilingual keyboard for discussion purposes (Figure I).

On the Trilingual keyboard the characters in positions 41
and 42 are accent marks used with the vowels in certain
words to indicate pronunciation. These are "dead key"ct
characters and when they are typed, the carrier does not
escape. The next character typed will appear directly below
the accent mark.

In order to inhibit escapement a 7th selection bail is installed
in the keyboard. With the typewriter on its back, the dead
key bail is the bottom baiL The interposer for a dead key
position has an extra lug to operate this bail. Attached to
the bail is a finger over which the eye of a cable is located.
This cable is very similar to the cable used to control
impression. The cover of the cable is held tight by two
clamps, one for each end, mount~d to the power frame.
The rear end of the cable is attached to a hole in the
bottom of the escapement trigger (Figure 2).

~
I

Figure 2 - Dead Key Mechanism

·241·

~K;;if-'E;.¢:..+----Clamps

Spnng
Window

Dead Key ~/
Interposer-- .JLf~ \1

~~

Dead Key Bail

Figure J - 74 Trilingual Keyboard

Finger
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••Released

(Level I)

Cable Clamp

Level 2 - Adjust cable sheath to be flush with rear
edge of rear cable clamp to get .485"-.565" (12.32
14.35 mm) movement of cable when a dead key
position is operated.

2. Rear Cable Clamp (Levell) - Adjust the cable cover
under the clamp for .485"-.565" (12.32-14.35 mm)
movement of the cable when a dead key position is
operated .

"t;."/:/ \
I ...•... ,
l/"I
\ ':. J
\:";"~ .

.485",.565" J--l=-'
(12.31·14.35 mm)

o

DEAD KEY AOJUSTMENT~

1. Trigger Link - With the mode actuating bellcrank
released, adjust the trigger link clevis so that the
working surface of the trigger clears the escapement
torque bar by .020"-.040" (0.51-1.02 mm).

.020" -.040"
-~

Escapement (0.51·1.02 mm)
Torque Bar

o

Operated

Spring Window

Dead Key

Mooh. Cable ~...::ilS\W"J--\€>

..-.

Torque Bar

Figure 3-Spn'ng Window Operation

-242·

As the escapement trigger is pulled down, it moves out of
contact with the spring window and is pulled forward by a
spring. As the escapement mechanism restores, the top of
the trigger contacts the bottom of 'the spring window,
pushes it up and is allowed to restore in its normal position
over the escapement torque bar lug.

When an interposer in a dead key position is driven forward
by the filter shaft, the rear lug on the interposer pulls the
dead key bail forward. The finger on the dead key bail pulls
the dead key cable which pivots the escapement trigger
away from the lug on the escapement torque bar. A spring
window which normally rests on the top of the escapement

~ trigger is allowed to move in front of the escapement trigger
as the trigger pivots. This prevents the trigger from restoring
over the torque bar lug until the end of the print cycle.
When the escapement mechanism operates, the trigger is
away from the torque bar lug, which prevents escapement
(Figure 3).

I

I



(Levell J

,
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(Level 2)

ESC<lpemenl TrigQ<~r

y,

®
§ :
~, :---"

NOTE: With the dead key mechanism installed on a
correcting "Selectric," be sure to maintain .005"-.020"
(0.13-0.51 mm) clearance between the working surface
of the trigger and the escapement torque bar lug with
the mode actuating bellcrank released .

.030···.060.. ---:t~SprjngWindow
(0.76-1.52 mml ",- ... ,

, \, ,. ,
I

3. Front Cable Clamp - Adjust the cable cover under the
clamp so that the escapement trigger is pulled .030"
.060" (0.76-1.52 mm) past the sprjng window.
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. ..
DOUBLE INDEXING OPERATIONAL THEORY

The purpose of the double indexing device is to provide a
second index operation for each carrier return operation.

Double indexing is performed in the following way. When
the carrier return button is depressed, a normal indexing
and carrier return operation occurs. Motion from the carrier
return shoe bellcrank through the interlock shaft rotates
the index trip shaft. The tripper, mounted on the trip shaft,
rotates downward, pulling the index keylever pawl down.
The index key lever pawl releases the index interposer,
causing a second index operation.

The double indexing mechanism can be locked out so that
normal linespacing will occur. To lock out the double
indexing operation, the mode switch, mounted above the
o /OFF switch lever. is rotated toward the front of the
machine. The mode lever, through a link and locator,
loads the tripper and tripper shaft to the left so the tripper
rotates between the index and carrier return key lever pawls
when operated. When the tripper rotates between the index
and carrier keylever pawls, normal linespacing will occur.

This mechanism provides 2, 3, 4 and 6 lines per inch with
standard 54-tooth indexing, or 2, 4, and 8 lines per inch
with standard 36-tooth indexing for printing and publishing
customers with OCR applications.

This double index can be installed on all U.S. "Selectric,"
"Selectric" II, and Correcting "Selectric" typewriters, with
the exception of machines equipped with the following:

I. Manual velocity control
2. Shift sensing
3. Space to print interlock
4. AVe inhibitor

Index Keylever
Pawl

Tripper

Locator

Mode Lever

Index Trip Shaft

Index Trip Shaft

L_---Carrier Re1urn
Shoe Bellcrank

,

\
i

I
•

Figure I - Double Indexing Device

'. . J • -" - ,- ,- •• - .-: : DOUBLE INDEXING
245- 11111.
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(

(

(

(

(

mm)

Tripper

Locator Bracket

Index Keylever Pawl

(Right View)

b.

Tripper" rr~'

Index Keylever Pawl

(Bottom View)

Locator Clevis

===;:;;;:=--

Tripper

Positive Engagement

5. Locator Clevis ~ Adjust the locator clevis front to rear
for positive engagement of the tripper and index
keylever pawl, with the mode lever in the double index
mode.

4. Locator Bracket - Form the locator bracket left or
right for positive disengagement of the tripper and
index keylever pawl, with the mode lever in the normal
index mode. (Keylever pawl guides may be moved
apart slightly to increase clearance to help get positive
disengagement.)'\

Trip Shaft

Spacer

Trip Shaft Clip

rip Shaft Spring

M;n;mum_ l_
Clearance

(Bottom View)

Tripper

a. Adjust tripper left to right for minimum clearance
between the spacer and locator.

Character
Interrupter Lin k

DOUBLE INDE XING ADJUSTMENTS

-246-

3. Tripper Position -

'----------(Bottom View) -------'

2. Form the link in the "V" part so the link has .001"
.020" (0.03-0.51 mm) between the link and the shift
interlock bail.

1. Adjust trip shaft clip left to right for slight pressure on
the spring while in the double index mode.

NOTE: All index adjustments must be correct.



6. Carrier Return Interposer Adjusting Screw - Adjust
the carrier return adjusting screw for a latch clearance
of .005"-.015" (0.13-0.38 mm). If experiencing extra
C/R cycles, increase this adjustment to .030" (0.76
mm).

Bellcrank Bracket

.005"-.015··
(0.12-0.38 mml-i

Adju$tment Screw

Cable Sheath
Flush

7. Double Index Bel/crank (Levell Only) - Adjust the
bellcrank bracket so the motion of the carrier return
latch releases the index key lever without restraining
the motion of the carrier return latch when the opera
tional shaft is hand cycled.

8. Side Frame Clamp (Levell Only) - Adjust the cable
cover under the side frame clamp so the index keylever
motion is not limited when depressed.

Index Keylever

o
o

Cable Clamp

-247-
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The external ribbon cO)1trol is designed for customers with
applications that require a lot of changes from black to red
ribbon by allowing the operator to select stencil, black or
red ribbon positions without lifting the cover.

The control lever is located on the left side of the carrier.
The operation is similar to the impression selector lever
(Figure I).

The ribbon control lever is mounted with the ribbon
control bellcrank inside the left-hand carrier casting. A wire
link connects the control lever and the control bellcrank.
When the control lever is moved front to rear, the control
bellcrank pivots on its mounting stud. The control bellcrank
causes the lift control lever to pivot. Connected [Q the lift
control lever is the lift control link. The lift control link for
the external ribbon control functions the same as the lift
control link on the standard fabric ribbon mechanism.

Flat Link

. '. .'...:~ ><; ., EXTERNAL iRIBBON· CONTROl
. ". . ... , . , . ~. ,~. II

~

·249·

Print Sleeve

Carrier

A ibbon Lift Carr

Ribbon Lift
Cam Follower

~~~;~~~~t~~~r---Ribbon Lift Guide Assembly

Figure 1 - External Ribbon Control Mechanism

Flat Link

Ribbon Load Lever

Lift COntrol Lever

Ribbon Control Bellcrank

Ribbon
Control Lever

Wire
Link

Ribbon Lift
Conuol Link
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Ribbon
Feed Pawl

,030"-,045"
(0.76-1.14 mm)

Stencil Position

Control
Link
Clevis

Ribbon
Control
Lever

High LIft Position
(Left Side View)

Ribbon Lift Control Link - With the ribbon control
lever in the red position, adjust the control link clevis
so the underscore will strike the ribbon .030"·.045"
(0,76-1.14 mm) from the bollom edge,

(Left Side View)

Ribbon Control Bracket

Lift
Control
Link

,?,

Ribbon Control Lever

EXTERNAL RIBBON CONTROL AOJUSTMENTS ::'••

1. Ribbon Control Bracket - With the control lever in
the stencil position, adjust the control bracket so the
ribbon feed pawl is centered between the two feed

'-......- ratchets for the full movement of the feed plate
assembly.



MANUAL VELOCITY CONTROL OPERATIONAL THEORY

The manual velocity control provides the operator with a
means of controlling the automatic velocity control feature.

'--' A control wheel mounted just to the right of the ON/OFF
keybutton determines keyboard velocity. When the control
wheel is in the center or normal position, the keyboard is
in the automatic velocity control mode. With the control
wheel rotated away from the operator, all keyboard posi
tions will be low velocity. The control wheel must be held
in this position. When the control wheel is rotated toward
the operator, the keyboard will be in high velocity. This
position is maintained by a detent and need not be held
(Figure 1).

Figure 1 - Manual Velocity Control

Low Velocity
Cam

Low Velocity
Cam Follower



"L" Slot

(

(

(

\

(

(

(

(

{

1
(

(

Low Velocity Latch

Velocity
Selection
Lever

Figure 2A - A t Rest

Velocity
Selection

~VoLever
-

-

The velocity selection lever is mounted to the right of, and
on the same stud as, the low velocity latch. A link ex tends
between the top of the velocity selection lever and a lower
extension on the control wheel (Figure 2A). When the
control wheel is rotated away from the operator, the link
pulls the top of the velocity selection lever toward the front
of the machine. A lug on the velocity selection lever can·
tacts the low velocity latch and rotates it away from the
low velocity cam follower stop. With the control wheel held
in this position, the cam follower is allowed to provide low
velocity from any keyboard position (Figure 2B).

Cam Follower "'-!

Cam Follower~

Figure 2C - All High

Figure 2 - Manual Velocity Selection
(RightSide View)

·252·

velocity Selection Lever

When the control wheel is rotated toward the front of the
machine, the top of the velocity selection lever is pushed
toward the rear of the machine. Another lug on the velocity
selection lever contacts the low velocity link and pushes it
up out of the foot of the UL" slot. When an interposer
operates the low velocity vane, the low velocity bellcrank
will pull the link and the link will slide down the slot and
will not be able to move the latch (Figure 2C).

Cam Follower--....'"

Low Velocity
Latch -------t:

Figure 28 - All Low



MANUAL VELOCITY CONTljOL' ADJUSTMENTS '-~ 1,

1. Velocity Control Indicator - The indicator should be
adjusted to satisfy two conditions.

"'--" Q. Rotational - Adjust the indicator to match the
angle of the keyboard.

b. Lateral - Adjust the indicator left-ta-right to
maintain ,002"-.010" (0.05-0.25 mm) end play of
the velocity control indicator wheel.

Velocity Control Indicator
Slopes Parallel

o

,002"·,010"
~----10,05·0,25 mml

Velocity Control Wheel

~ Low Velocity Link - Disconnect the clevis froffi' the
low velocity latch. With the machine at rest and the
low velocity vane against the tail of the interposers,
adjust the clevis ,020"-.025" (0.51-0.64 mm) past the
end of the slot in the low velocity latch.

Low Velocity Link

low Velocity Latch

Adj. ,020",,025"
10.51-0.64 mml
Too Long

'--,

3. Velocity Control Link - Adjust the clevis so the
control wheel will completely lift the low velocity
latch link to the top of the slot in the velocity latch.

Velocity COntrol Link

·253· II
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The purpose of the pin feed platen is to feed continuous
forms (Figure 1). This is done by pin wheel assemblies, on
ach end of the platen which engage holes across the

'--outside edges of the form. Platen cores come in lengths to
fit most standard width forms.

During operation, the feed roll release lever should be
forward in the released position because the feed rolls are
not required to feed the paper.

The platen core is keyed to the right·hand pin wheel body.
The pin wheel body is attached by setscrews to a hexagon
shaped platen shaft and rotates with the shaft when the
platen is indexed. Each pin wheel body contains 9 pins
spaced around its surface. A cam mounts over the hub of
the pin wheel and fits into a guide slot in each pin. Mounted
on the cam is a control plate which prevents the cam from
rotating. The cam control plate is prevented from rotating
by an anchor rod. The anchor rod extends the width of the
platen and is mounted to each side of the center cover.

Paper
Guide

Platen
Ratchet

Cam

SetscrewKey Slot

Platen
Core

Platen~_
Shaft

,
Pin tf

Pin Guide !
Slot Setscrews

--....

Cam Anchor
Rod

......
.....

Platen
Shaft

....'<....

I
Adjusting
Screw

Figure 1 - Pin Feed Platen Assembly
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PIN WHEEL OPERATION
As the pin wheel body turns, the pins move around the
stationary cam and move in and out of their holes as they
pass the high point of the cam. This means that the pins
will exit and enter the pin wheel body at an exact position
which provides the motion necessary to feed forms through
the typewriter (Figure 2), The point at which the pins reach
thetr fully extended position can be changed by adjusting
the position of the cam high point.

Cam

PAPER GUIDE
The paper guides are attached to the right and left arm
control plates and are positioned in front of the extended
pins to guide the paper (Figure 4). The paper guides may be
pivoted upward to aid in positioning the form paper around
the platen and over the extended pins.

Paper
Guide

Cam Control
Plate

t

t

Short Metal
Cardholcier

Figure 5 - Card Holder

CARDHOLDER
The pin feed platen mechanism uses a metal cardholder
(Figure 5). The "bridge" area may be removed if it is
necessary to prevent contact with the pin wheels on paper
guides when the carrier is close to either end of the platen.

BAIL ROLLERS
Large diameter bail rollers are available for use with the pin
feed platen to aid in keeping the form paper flat against the
platen.

Figure 4 - Paper Guide

Spring

Variable
Shaft

Cam
ContrOl
Plate

Cam
Anchor
Rod

Driver
Pin

Driver
Guide

Figure 2 - Pin Wheel Assembly (Right Side View)

The platen variable mechanism consists of a variable shaft,
compression spring, driver pin, variable driver and a driver
guide which is attached by setscrews to the platen shaft.
The variable driver may be released from the platen ratchet
by pushing in on the right-hand platen knob. This allows
the operator to reposition the writing line without moving
the platen ratchet.

Setscrews

PLATEN RATCHET AND VARIABLE
The platen ratchet is attached to the right end of the platen
shaft (Figure 3). The platen ratchet is rotated by the index
mechanism. Rotational motion of the ratchet is coupled to
the platen shaft through the platen variable mechanism.

Figure 3 - Ploten Ratchet And Variable
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1. Platen Core Lateral Position (Level 1) - Loosen the
locknuts on both ends of the platen and center the
core. Turn locknuts in and tighten.

3. Paper Guide - Form the front extension on the paper
guides front to rear for a minimum of .0 I0" (0.25 mm)
clearance between the inside bottom of the guide and a
fully extended pin as it passes under the guide.

Core Centered

Lock Nuts

(Front View)

Level 2 - Loosen the setscrews in the pin wheel bodies,
center the core and slide the pin wheel assemblies Up
against each end. Tighten the setscrews.

The above condition must exist when the paper bail is
resting against the paper gUides, and the large paper
bail rollers clear the platen by .001"-.030" (0.03-0.76
mm) and the small rollers clear the platen by .050"
.060" (1.27-1.53 mm) .

.010" Min.
(0.25 mml

Core Centered

-

(Small Rollers)

.050"-.060"
(1.27-1.53 mm)_

(Right Side View)

-

Adjust the cardholder for the following

(Large Rollers)

.001"-.030"
(0.03-0. 76mml

~

4. Cardholder
conditions:

1
I

Setscrews

(Front View)

2. Pill Wheel Assembly - Adjust the cam on the control
plate so the pins are fully extended immediately after
passing into the slot of the form guide.

a. Position the cardholder up or down so the bottom
of a row of typed "V"s is .002"-.005" (0.05-0.13
mm) above the top edge of the cardholder.

b. Position the cardholder left or right so the bottom
of a typed "V" is centered on the vertical marks
on the cardholder.

Cam Control
Plate

"V," Centered

""'vvvv
I
I

'lJVVV

11
II

Adjusting
Screws

(Right Side View)
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PIN fEED PLATEN OPERATIONAL THEORY<-ci' ..... '(:\ ~~~

The purpose of the pin feed platen is to feed continuous
forms (Figure 1). This is done by pin wheel assemblies, on
ach end of the platen which engage holes across the

'-outside edges of the form. Platen cores come in lengths to
fit most standard width forms.

During operation, the feed roll release lever should be
forward in the released position because the feed rolls are
not required to feed the paper.

The platen core is keyed to the right-hand pin wheel body.
The pin wheel body is attached by setscrews to a hexagon
shaped platen shaft and rotates with the shaft when the
platen is indexed. Each pin wheel body contains 9 pins
spaced around its surface. A cam mounts over the hub of
the pin wheel and fits into a guide slot in each pin. Mounted
on the cam is a control plate which prevents the cam from
rotating. The cam control plate is prevented from rotating
by an anchor rod. The anchor rod extends the width of the
platen and is mounted to each side of the center cover.

255·

Paper
Guide

Cam

Setscrew

,,

r
Setscrews

Key Slot

Adjusting
Screw

Cam Control
Plate

Platen
Core

Platen/f"Shaft

Pin

Pin Guide'
Slot

Cam Anchor
Rod

.....
...,',..."

Figure 1 - Pin Feed Pklten Assembly
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SHIFT -SENSING MECHANisM OPERATIONAC THEORY,,,,,
, _ _y .~, '.J' ~""...

The purpose of the shift sensing mechanism is to move the
low velocity vane to the left when the machine is in the
upper case mode. This allows certain keyboard positions,

'----" that are low velocity in lower case, to be high velocity in
upper case. This is used on keyboards with the ten-key
number inset such as the 056 and 065 OCR keyboards
where the numbers 8 and 9 are above the comma and
period (Figure 1l-

With the machine in lower case, the low velocity vane is
held to the right by a flat spring. The vane actuating bell-

,/'\//J '\

crank is mounted to the rear of the vane and held against its
spring tension in a counterclockwise position by the shift
sensing cable. The other end of the cable is mounted to a
plate on the rear of the shift arm. When the machine is
shifted to uppercase, tension on the sensing cable is released
and the bellcrank spring rotates the bellcrank clockwise. As
the bellcrank rotates, it pushes the low velocity vane to the
left. This allows certain interposers which have low velocity
in lower case to now have high velocity in upper case
because the lugs on the low velocity vane are not in front of
the interposers.

Low velocity
Vane '--'--

~at Spring

....

Bellcrank
Spring

Low Velocity
Shift Arm

Shift Arm Plate

I

\
Shift Sensing Cable

Vane Actuating Bellcrank

F,gure 1 - Shift Sensing Mechanism
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Slack
To The Rear

Vane
Control Bracket

Cable

\

__----:--~ Front Cable Clamp

NOTE: When adjusting either of the three cable
clamps, caution should be taken to ensure that the
cable does not bend in either the rest or activated
position. There should be enough room at either end of
the cover for free motion of the cable and the cover
should not interfere with other links or mechanisms.

6. Center Cable Clamp - Adjust the cover under the
clamp so most of the slack is to the rear of the clamp.

-1 --- Two Loops Extended

Low Velocity
Vane Bellcrank

Cable Ls.d

Center Cable Clamp

5. Front Cable Clamp - Adjust the cover under the clamp
so the front cable anchor does not restrain the actuat·
ing bellcrank when the machine is in upper case.

Vane
Return Spring

4. Rear Cable Clamp - Adjust the cover under. the rear
cable clamp so the cover is flush with the clamp
bracket.

Vane Bellcrank

Low
Velocity
Latch Link

No Binds
Left To Right

.095"·.105"
12.41-2.67 mml

Vane Control
Bellcrank Bracket

Low Velocity
Vane Bellcrank

Low Velocity__---1-l~~~

Vane Shaft
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3. Actuating Bellcrank Bracket - Adjust the belle rank
bracket so the actuating tip moves in the center line of
the low velocity vane shaft.

Actuating Bellcrank

Control
Lever
Spring

2. Vane Bellcrank - Adjust the bellcrank left to right so
the vane moves .095"-.105" (2.41-2.67 mm) to the left
when actuated.

Vane Return Spring

SHIFT SENSING MECHANISM ADJUSTMENTS'" .- •

Low Velocity Vane

1. Vane Return Spring - Ensure that the low velocity
vane does not bind off on the vane return spring.



The purpose of the stroke counter is to record usage of the
"Selectric," "Selectric" II and Correcting "Selectric"
~ypewriters. This is done by a mechanical counter mounted

"--'lTIside the power frame above the left-hand cam of the cycle
shaft assembly (Figure 1).

The stroke counter arm is spring loaded against the cam and
moves up and down with the cam surface each time the

cycle shaft operates. The left-hand dust shield has a part
removed to allow the counter to be read.

Stroke counters for the "Selectric," "Selectric" II and
Correcting "Selectric" typewriters are available with a I0: I,
I00: I or 240: I ratio. This means that for every 100 print
operations, the 100: I ratio counter will advance I, etc.

Figure 1 - Stroke Counter

·:f6] .
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ROCKER ASSEMBLY REMOVAL
1. Remove the ribbon mechanism.
2. Remove the cardholder brackets.
3. Slowly release the rotate spring tension.
4. Disconnect the rotate tape.
5. Disconnect the tilt tape.
6. Remove the gearless tilt pulley.
7. Remove the tape guide.
8. Remove the striker if present.
9. Remove the rotate spring.

1O. Remove the rotate pulley.
11. Remove the impression control or velocity plate.
12. Loosen the rocker shaft setscrew.
13. Remove the "e" clip from the right side of the rocker

shaft.
14. Remove the rocker shaft.
15. The rocker assembly may now be removed from the

carrier.

CARRIER AND ROCKER ASSEMBLY REMOVAL
1. Remove the platen, deflector and feed rolls.
2. Remove the cardholder and brackets.
3. Remove the tilt tape.
4. Release the rotate spring tension and remove the .rotate

tape.
5. Disconnect the carrier return and escapement/tab cords

from the carrier.
6. Disconnect the velocity cable from the carrier.
7. Remove the escapement bracket screws and work the

carrier out from below the escapement bracket.
8. Remove the print shaft.

a. Level I print shafts are removed by removing the
print shaft gear and sliding the print shaft out
through the right bearing.

b. Level 2 print shafts are removed by removing the
"c" clip to the right of the left bearing and sliding
the print shaft out through the left bearing.

9. The carrier assembly may now be lifted from the
machine.

CYCLE CLUTCH, CYCLE SHAFT AND DRIVE BELT REMOVAL
1. Position the carrier to the far right.
2. Remove the left dust cover.
3. Remove the spring that returns the positive bail.
4. Turn machine on; depress position "0" keybutton.

(The latches have just been released.)
5. Remove the gear guard and lower idler gear assembly.
6. Remove the "e" clip, check pawl and spring.
7. Remove the cycle shaft bearing screws, dustcover

retainer and metal gear guard.
8. Loosen the bearing plate from the frame by pulling it

away from the frame (front first) with a screwdriver.
9. Remove the cycle shaft, pushing the negative 5 and

rotate 2 links out of the way with the pusher end of a
springhook.

10. On machines without an adjustable collar, check to see
that the shims remain in place. Check for proper end
play .001"-.006" (0.03-0.15 mm). Insert more shims if
necessary.

11. The drive belt or cycle clutch can now be removed.
12. The follOWing adjustments should be checked after the

cycle shaft is replaced:

I

1

·263·REMOVAL PROCEDURES

a. Idler gear latch overlap
b. Cycle shaft end play
c. Cycle clutch spring
d. Cycle clutch latch overlap
e. Damper spring (if used)
f. Filter shaft timing
g. Print shaft timing

3. Tilt detent
b. Typehead homing
c. Tilt ring
d. Upper ball socket

Levels 1 And 2
1. Position the carrier near the center.
2. Move the margin stops away from the carrier.
3. Tip the machine on its back.
4. If Level I cover, loosen cover screw at center rear.
S. Push rear of cover straight away from machine.
6. a. If Level I cover, lift bottom cover vertically to

free front brackets.
b. If Level 2 cover, push front of bottom cover

straight away from machine.
7. Remove the power cord from the rear vent grille.
8. Loosen the four mounting screws that hold the mount

ing plates to the center cover.
9. Set the machine on its feet, then pivot the locking

plates from below the mounting screws.
10. Pull the paper release lever and paper bail forward.
11. If the machine is equipped with a paper table, pivot the

paper table to the rear.
12. Raise the top cover and remove the platen by releasing

the latch at each end.
13. Latch both margin levers and the red pointer up.
14. Remove the top and center cover by lifting straight up.
IS. Install platen.

Level 3
1. Position the carrier near the center.
2. Move the margin stops away from the carrier.
3. Pull the paper release lever and the paper bail forward.
4. Raise the top cover and pivot the paper table to the

rear.
5. Remove the platen by releasing the latch at each end.
6. Pull the cover release levers (inside center cover section)

forward.
7. Latch both margin levers and the red pointer up.
8. Lift the top and center cover straight up.
9. Remove the plastic vent grille by lifting straight up.

10. Reinstall platen.
11. Pull bottom cover release lever forward.
12. Machine may now be tilted up within the bottom

cover.

COVER REMOVAL

TILT RING AND ROTATE SHAFT REMOVAL
1. Remove the dust cover and ribbon.
2. Center the carrier over the cycle shaft.
3. Shift the machine to upper case.
4. Half cycle a zero rotate, tilt 2 character.
5. Remove the "c" clip and disconnect the tilt pulley link

(gearless tilt mechanism only).
6. Loosen the tilt ring pivot pin setscrews.
7. Remove the (wo pivot pins.
8. Remove the tilt ring and dog bone.
9. Loosen the rotate pulley setscrew.

10. Use the butt end of the small springhook as a follower
to push out the rotate shaft. This prevents the wedge
from being lost. When replacing the shaft, be sure the
pin is pointing toward the front-left and right-rear
corners.

11. The following adjustments should be checked after the
rotate shaft and tilt ring are replaced:

REMOVAL PROCEDURES



ROTATE SELECTION OIFFERENTIAL REMOVAL
1. Position the carrier to the far right.
2. Remove the left dust cover, platen, feed rolls and paper

deflector.
3. Remove the machine from the bottom pan.
4. Disconnect the clevises and remove them from the

selector latch links.
S. Remove the latch bail spring.
6. Remove the motor.
7. Remove the rotate latch springs.
8. Pull out the rotate links.
9. Disconnect the tilt differential spring.

10. Remove the upper guide bracket screws.
11. Remove the balance arm mounting stud.
12. Disconnect the negative 5 bail drive link from the right

end of the balance arm.
13. Rotate the cycle shaft until the cam followers are on

the low points of the carns.
14. Remove the rotate differential assembly.
1S. The following adjustments should be checked after the

rotate selection differential assembly is replaced:

a. Typehead homing
b. Rotate latch clearance
c. Rotate differential guides
d. Selector latch links

KEYBUTTONS
When replacing a key button, use the following procedure:
Disconnect the linecord; turn the switch to the ON position;
and hand cycle the machine while holding the key lever
down until the interposer is out from under the key lever
pawl. This will allow the interposer to enter the selector
compensator and prevent the key lever pawl and interposer
from being bent or broken when pressure is applied to the
keybutton. If more than one keybutton is replaced, the
machine should be cycled each time to allow the next
interposer to enter the compensator.

The end of the 6" (J 52.4 mm) screwdriver can be placed in
the forming slot of each keylever to prevent the slot from
closing up when placing pressure on the keybutton.

6" (157.4 mm)
Screwdriver
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KEYBOARO INTERPOSER REMOVAL
I. Align the carrier over the linelock interposer.
2. Disconnect the operational key lever springs and repeat

bail spring.
3. Remove the key lever upstop.
4. Remove the spacebar equalizing rod.
S. Remove the bell bail lever.
6. Remove the beUringer bail.
7. Remove the margin rack.
8. Slip sound deadening over operational keybuttons and

pivot the keyboard up and out of the way.
9. Push the fulcrum rod to the interposer being removed

with a fulcrum rod tool.
10. Remove the spring from the interposer being removed.

KEYLEVER REMOVAL
1. Remove top cover.
2. Remove keybutton.
3. Remove margin rack from right-hand side.
4. Loosen bell bail lever.
5. Lift up bellringer bail. (Do not remove completely.)
6. Drop keylever from fulcrum rod and pull key lever out

toward the rear of the machine.
7. Reverse this procedure to install new key lever.

This should not be done in cases where loose keybuttons
are a problem, i.e., automatic letter writing machines, etc.

SHIFT CAM REMOVAL
1. Turn the typehead counterclockwise and remove the

released rotate tape from the shift arm pulley.

NOTE: On one-piece shift arm, the rotate tape must
be disconnected from the right side of the carrier.

2. Remove the shift interlock spring, the shift release arm
spring and the shift detent spring.

3. Remove the "C" clip from the operational shaft and
remove the shift clutch ratchet.

7XI
4. Remove the interlock.
5. Remove the detent arm.
6. Disconnect the shift release link.
7. Remove the shift release arm.

XX]·XX5
4. Disconnect the shift release link.
5. Remove the shift support bracket screw.
6. Remove the shift support bracket, interlock and shift

release lever as an assem bly.
7. Remove the detent arm.

All
8. Remove the shift clutch spring (behind the ratchet).

NOTE: Observe the spring position for replacement.

9. Remove the shift clutch arbor.
10. Remove the shift cam.



ROTATE SPRING REPLACEMENT
Gear Tilt
1. Remove the left dust cover.
2. Remove the ribbon.
1 Center the carrier over the cycle shaft.

Slowly remove the tension from the rotate spring.
---- Remove the two nuts (one on later level machines)

just to the right of the yoke on the carrier; remove
the black rotate spring tension clip from under the nut.

S. 3. On older machines, back out the two screws on
the right 1/4" (6.35 mm) and remove the screw on
the left, which is under the cycle shaft.

b. On new machines, remove the lower right and left
screws and back out the upper right screw 1/4"
(6.35 mm).

6. Remove the striker and rotate spring retaining plate.
The rotate spring can now be removed.

NOTE: In new machines there may be a spring clip
(PIN 1141238) that prevents the spring from being
held in the pulley notch. If not, one should be added
when reassembled.

7. The following adjustments should be checked after the
rotate spring is replaced:

3. Rotate spring tension
b. Typehead homing
c. Damper spring (if used)

Gearless Tilt

The shift clutch arbor is not loosened from the shaft when
the shaft is removed. Therefore, when reinstalling the shaft,
push it in until the arbor is against the shift bearing [.002"·
.004" (0.05-0.10 mm) end play J . This will place the carrier
return pinion gear into the same position as before. Since
the shift mechanism was not removed, no shift adjustments
are changed.

In order to reset the operational cams in their original
position, use the push end of a springhook to eq ually
measure distance between cams and check pawls. For
ratchets which have only one setscrew, be certain the screw
is tightened to the flat side of the operational shaft.

Reset the tab governor hub and collar, observing the proper
engagement and end play adjustments.

After reinstalling the "C" clip retainers on either side of the
carrier return pinion gear, move the torque limiter spring
hub to the right as far as possible. Then move the torque
limiter spring loops and insert a .005" (0.13 mOl) feeler
gauge blade between the torque limiter hub and the torque
limiter arbor. Tighten the torque limiter hub; then remove
the gauge.

Install t~e clip which connects the carrier return pinion
spring to the torque limiter arbor.

OPERATIONAL CAM FOLLOWER REPLACEMENT
When necessary to replace the carrier return or spacebar
cam follower. replace both.

OPERATIONAL SHAFT REMOVAL
1. Remove the shift clutch ratchet and clutch spring. Do

not maladjust the clutch arbor.
2. Loosen setscrews in torque limiter hub, tab governor

hub, tab governor collar, and operational cam ratchet
(and RH shaft collar if long carriage).

3. Remove clip from CR pinion spring.
4. Level I machines - Push torque limiter hub to the left

as far as possible; then, expand the coils on the CR
pinion spring and, with the pusher end of a springhook,
push the left·hand pinion retainer off the shaft.

5. Move the pinion gear to the left and remove the
retainer clip at the right side.

6. The operational shaft may now be pulled out through
the shift bearing toward the right. Any part mounted
on the shaft or around it may be easily removed or
replaced.

The suggested replacement procedure is as follows:

1. Unplug machine.
2. Remove escapement trip link.
3. This procedure does not require removal of the opera·

tional shaft; however, it may be removed at this time.
4. Disconnect carrier return and spacebar cam follower

restoring springs.
5. Remove ON/OFF switch from mounting bracket.
6. (RBIS) Remove index interlock link.
7. Disconnect lower index link from multiplying lever.
8. Remove the spacebar (NRB/S), carrier return and

backspace latch springs.
9. Loosen carrier return latch assembly setscrew and

move latch assembly toward center of machine (Figure
I) and pivot up as shown (Figure 2).

Latch
Assemblv

Loosen

Remove the left dust shield.
Center the carrier over the cycle shaft.
Remove the tension from the rotate spring slowly.
Remove the screws from the rotate spring retaining
plate.
Remove the rotate spring retaining plate. The rotate
spring may now be removed.
The following adjustments should be checked after the
rotate spring is replaced:

3. Rotate spring tension
b. Typehead homing
c. Damper spring (if used)

6.

I.
2.
3.
4.

Inserting the turning wheel in the operational shaft before
removal or installation of the shaft will help in handling the
shaft.

(Rear View)

Figure 1

(Rear Viewl

Figure 2

I\ ~---
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(Right Side View)

Figure 6
(NRB/S) Position the index and carrier return
interposers between the cam follower arms (Figure
7).

Bail

c. Position the clutch release arm to the right of the
carrier return interposer (Figures 5 and 7).

Cam Follower

a. (RBIS) Spacebar link may be installed with the
cam follower. With cam follower in place, hook
clevis to bellcrank.

b. (RBIS) Position the spacebar interposer and clutch
release arm between the cam follower arms with
the clutch release arm to the right of the interposer
(Figure 5).

c. (NRB/S) Position the backspace and spacebar
interposers and clutch release arm between cam
follower arms (Figure 7) with the latches in their
slots and under the cam follower bail (Figure 8).
The clutch release arm extension should be between
the interposers (Fi2ure 7).

8/S Latch

Latch

(Rear View I

BIS Interposer /"

Figure 8

o. (RBIS) Position the carrier return and backspace
latches to the front of the cam follower bail
(Figure 6).

Cam Follo.......er Arms

Clutch Release Arm

(Top View)

Figure 7

17. Install pivot pin through right·hand cage plate, carrier
return cam follower and clutch release arm.

18. Install spacebar cam follower:

o

Interposer

BIS Interposer

~~:5fllj~~C/R Interposer

SIB Interposer -~~ 1111 Index Interposer

~I~~ Release Arm Extension

~C/R Follower Arms

~:~~~ss~o~rm~ v

SIB !L...-,O:l• ' IFollower - U ~
Arms

o . Paper

\

" '-~':;-:;I-- Chp
o· {Q:: "-

1 ~ Mounting
Bristol l Bkt.

a. (RBIS) Position the index, carrier return and
backspace interposers between the cam follower
arms (Figure 5).

Figure 3

(RightSide View)

Figure 4

Disconnect

(Top View)

Figure 5

15. Remove spacebar cam follower from front of machine.
16. Replace carrier return cam follower:

(Bottom View)

SIB Link

II. (Correcting) Disconnect correcting key lever link and
spring from mode latch.

12. Remove all "e" clips (8) from pivot shaft and remove
shaft from right.

13. Remove carrier return cam follower (from front or
rear).

14. (RBIS) Disconnect spacebar link at top clevis (Figure
4).

10. Install splined wrench through holes in interposers and
attach to RH mounting bracket with paper clip (Figure
3).

'----"" Cam Follower.
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Figure 9

(Bottom View)

.'

Screwdriver

Switch Bracket
(11-086)

"'--
Bottom Cover

SIB Follower

I. Remove escapement trip link.
2. (Carrier Return) Remove index link.

(Spacebar) Move machine forward in bottom cover.
Insert screwdriver under switch bracket and over cam
follower, as shown, to raise cam follower roller (Figure
1).

@)o
4

ReI. SIB CIA Follower

~I----IH~A,mi;~O~K{f= ::~O:::.
~r~:r'-{j{r--1~BW~'~ P,vot p,n

3 7 6 5 ReI. 1
A,mSIS Follo......er

Cage Bkt.

19. Install the pivot pin through the spacebar cam follower
and clutch release arm and install the "C" clips in the
following order (Figure 9). Number 8 is a bias "C" clip.

20. Position the carrier return latch assembly in place and
with pusher end of springhook, push arm against
carrier return spring and tighten setscrew (Figure lO).

Figure 1

NOTE: Installation of the removal tool may be hard. This
condition can be reduced by one of the following:

(Level 2)

Figure 10
Install index link to multiplying lever. (Rear hole is for

----' 36 tooth only.)
22. Hook spacebar (NRB/S), carrier return and backspace

latch springs. (This is done by half cycling the opera·
tional cam while holding latch from under bail. Latches
may now be easily accessed.)

23. Reconnect carrier return and spacebar cam follower
restoring springs.

24. Replace index interlock link.
25. Replace ON(OFF switch.
26. Reconnect correcting keylever link and spring.
27. Remove paper clip and splined wrench.
28. Replace and adjust escapement trip link.
29. Adjust the index interlock link (RBIS).
30. Adjust the index interlock paddle (RBIS).
31. All index adjustments should be made at thIS time.
32. Adjust spacebar link.
33. Latch height should be adjusted fot proper clearance

between latches and bails with interposers released.
34. Adjust carrier latch overthrow.
35. Adjust correcting keylever link.
36. Adjust carrier return shoe clearance.

a. Use a grinder to remove part of hook as shown (Figure
2).

b. Tool can be disassembled allowing installation of hook
over roller as shown. If this procedure is used, tighten
shaft finger tight against roUet: at this time.

Figure 2

CAUTION: If shaft is not touching roller, it is possible that
the cam follower arm will break; however, tightening shafl
too tight against roller makes removal of the roller from the
tool hard, and may result in breakage of the screwdriver
slot. If shaft is tightened too much, the handle may be
loosened until threaded part is flush with slotted end of
shaft. This will provide support to extensions of shaft while
loosening.

~_~~-r~:=----"'-. \
Screwdriver
Slot

Shaft Against
Roller

Figure 3

3. With tool installed as shown (Figure 4), ensure shaft is
touching roller to lock roller in place. (This may be
done with tool assembled, using the screwdriver slot in
end of shaft.

OPERATIONAL CAM FOllOWER ROLLER
A replaceable spacebar and carrier return cam follower
roller is available. Removal of the roller and the roller rivets
is performed with special tools.

NOTE: Cam follower removal tool must be lubricated to
reduce friction. Failure to lubricate tool will make it hard
·0 turn handle. If handle continues to bind, add washer

,----"PIN 1117394. in parts packet no. 8) between handle and
tool body.

Tighten Shah
Against Roller

Figure 4
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Figure 8

CAUTION: Do not tighten too much.

(Spacebar) The suggested procedure is as follows:
Install typebar aligning tool between cam follower
arms (Figure 8). Apply grease to locking plate and
install over LH follower arm and align holes. Install
pivot shaft through roller. While holding roller in place
between follower arms with scissor clamps or tool as
shown in Figure 3, align flats on end of shaft with slot
in locking plate and remove aligning tool. Install nuts
on shaft (Figure 7).

NOTE: Locking plate must be installed on all cam
followers to ensure pivot pin does not rotate, and
should be installed on the LH follower arm.

6. (Spacebar) Replace existing tab cord idler pulley with
smaller pulley to ensure there is no interference between
nut and pulley.

7. Replace escapement trip link and index link.
8. Roller pivots must be lubricated.
9. Check operational interposer restoring bail adjustment.

10. Check operational latch height adjustments.
11. (Carrier Return) Check carrier return overthrow.
12. (Carrier Return) Check all index adjustments.
13. (RBIS) Check backspace motion adjustments.
14. Check escapement trip link.

Top View

C/R

Insert Paper

NOTE: Roller may also be installed using disassembled
tool as shown in Figure 3.

5. (Carrier Return) The suggested procedure is as follows:
Install· sleeve inside roller. Apply grease on locking
plate (Figure 6).

~..-.---- Apply G,ease To
~ Su,fa",

Figure 6'

Align flats on sleeve with hole in locking plate and
press against roller. While holding roller with scissor
clamps, lower complete assembly between follower
arms. LH arm should be in slot of locking plate. Install
one "C" clip on pivot shaft and install pivot shaft
through complete assembly. Install remaining "C" clip
(Figure 7).

Rivet Tool

Figure 5

Install replaceable roller as shown (Figure 7).

4. If rivet heads remain in arms, install rivet tool on one
side of duckbill pliers and punch rivet out. A piece of
paper may be placed inside the rivet tool to help hold
tool on duckbills (Figure 5).
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Figure 7

CAUTION: Do not tighten shaft too much; review
step 2b.) Lock tool against print shaft and tighten
handle until roUer pulls out of follower arms.

IMPORTANT: Lubricate all replaceable parts with No. 10
oil before installation.
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PRINT SLEEVE REMOVAL (CORRECTING)
1. Center the carrier.
2. Remove the ribbon mechanism.
3. Remove the print shaft.

a. Level 1 print shafts are removed by removing the
print shaft gear and sliding the print shaft out
through the right bearing.

b. Level 2 print shafts are removed by removing the
"e" clip to the right side of the left bearing and
sliding the print shaft out through the left bearing.

4. Remove the left and right print shaft wiper retainers.
5. Loosen the ribbon lift cam.
6. Loosen the ribbon feed and detent cam.
7. Loosen the print cam.
8. Slide ribbon lift and tape lift cams to the right.
9. Slide print sleeve to left and remove tape feed and

print cams.
I O. Slide print sleeve and ribbon feed cam to right.
II. Slide tape lift and ribbon lift cams to left.
12. Remove print shaft key.
13. Pull the print sleeve out through the left carrier bearing

while sliding the ribbon feed, ribbon lift and tape lift
cams off.

14. The following adjustments should be checked after
replacing the print sleeve:

a. Print sleeve end play
b. Detent skirt clearance
c. Print shaft timing
d. Ribbon plate

PRINT SLEEVE REMOVAL (NON·CORRECTING)
I. Center the carrier.
2. Remove the ribbon mechanism.

",,--,,3. Remove the print shaft.

a. Level I print shafts are removed by removing the
print shaft gear and sliding the print shaft out
through the right bearing.

b. Level 2 print shafts are removed by removing the
"C" clip to the right side of the left bearing and
sliding the print shaft out through the left bearing.

4. Remove the left print shaft wiper retainer.
5. Loosen the ribbon lift cam.
6. Loosen the ribbon feed and detent Cam.
7. Loosen the print cam.
8. Slide the ribbon feed and detent cam to the right

against the print cam.
9. Slide the ribbon lift cam to the right and on the print

shafl key.
10. Slide the print sleeve to the right.
II. Remove the print cam.
12. Remove the ribbon feed and detent cam.
13. Slide the print sleeve to the right.
14. Slide the ribbon lift cam to the left.
IS. Remove the print shaft key.
16. Pull the print sleeve out through the left carrier bearing

while sliding the ribbon lift cam off.
17. The following adjustments should be checked after

replacing the print sleeve:

a. Print sleeve end play
b. Detent skirt clearance
c. Prin t shaft timing

'---./ d. Ribbon plate

ESCAPEMENT PAWL REMOVAL
I. Remove the platen.
2. Remove the deflector and feed rolls.
3. Position the carrier near the left margin.
4. Remove the nut from the escapement pawl mounting

stud.
5. Remove the escapement pawl mounting stud.
6. Remove the escapement pawl and backspace pawl.
7. Installation of the escapement and backspace pawls

and spacer will be much easier if the 2 pawls and spacer
are assembled and retained with a rubber band. Then
the 3 parts can be installed as a single unit and the
rubber band cut away.

8. The following adjustments should be checked after the
escapement pawl is replaced:

a. Escapement torque bar stop
b. Pawl mounting stud
c. Torque bar backstop
d. Carrier return pawl clearance
e. Tab pawl clearance
f. Backspace rack
g. Backspace motion

ROTATE TAPE REPLACEMENT
1. Perform cover removal.
2. Remove dust shields.
3. Position carrier approximately 6 inches from left side

frame.
4. Half cycle a zero rotate tilt 2 character.
5. Remove the detents and turning the typehead, wind up

the rotate spring approximately 3-1/2 turns or until the
"T" slot is in the front of the rocker after the third
turn. Allow the detents to restore.

6. Raise the tape anchor screw and install the rotate tape
below the tilt tape.

7. Thread the tape around the shift arm pulley, under the
carrier, under the carrier return cord, around the rotate
arm pulley through the left end of the rocker pivot
shaft, under the plastic guard on the tape guide, around
the rotate pulley and insert the "Tn end into the rotate
pulley "Tn slot.

NOTE: It will be necessary to put a twist in the rotate
tape between the 'rotate arm pulley and the rocker
pivot shaft. Twist the tape so that when the rocker is in
print position, the twist is at a maximum. The top of
the tape should be to the front when coming out of the
rocker shaft.

8. Hold the typehead and manually remove the detents.
Control the type element to allow the rotate spring to
slowly wind the tape as you guide it correctly around
each of its pulleys.

9. Half cycle the machine to a lower case "mn and check
rotate spring tension. Check homing and other adjust
ments as necessary.

TILT TAPE REPLACEMENT
I. Perform cover removal procedure.
2. Position carrier 3 inches from the left frame.
3. Half cycle a zero rotate, zero tilt character.
4. Remove the detents, rotate the head counterclockwise

I rotate position, tilt the head to the 3 tilt position,
allow the detents to bottom.
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Figure 3
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Offset Of Anchor
Toward Front Of
Machine

and connect the carrier return unlatching link.
11. By using cord anchor, a longer cord can be cut to the

proper length.
12. When using the premeasured cords (white), one anchor

lug can be cut for easy installation in the cord drum
slot. After cutting the cord lug, check for burrs on the
lug. If necessary, remove the sharp edges with a file.

Black Retainer Tab

::0"Short Ears '~

This Spring Should
Be Wound 7 Turns

L-..... Fold Eyelet Bad(jrdDrum

o ~ ~
Pull Dn The Cord~

CO RO REPLACEMENT
1. Perform cover removal.
2. Remove dust shields.
3. Remove both cords and hand cycle the machine until

the mainspring tension is released.
4. Disconnect the carrier return unlatching link.
5. Manually latch the carrier return mechanism and rotate

the turning Wheel, while counting escapement shaft
revolutions, until the mainspring is wound the proper
number of turns (Figure 3).

6. With the carrier to the right, connect the cord to the
carrier return cord drum, position ·cora to the left over
the idler pulley, around the left rear corner pulley and
connect to the carrier using scissor clamps or the
pusher end of a springhook (Figure 1).

7. Hold the slack out of the carrier return cord and rotate
the turning wheel until the carrier goes to the left side
frame. Stop hand cycling when the notch in the
escapement cord drum is visible.

8. Connect the escapement cord to the escapement cord
drum and wrap approximately 1 turn (two turns for
7X3) of the cord around the drum (Figure 2).

9. Thread the cord around the cord tension pulley and
connect it to the carrier.

10. Pull the carrier return cord over the left front pulley

5. Raise the tape anchor screw and install the tilt tape
above the rotate tape. (Do not release the tension on
the rotate tape.)

6. Thread the tilt tape around the right tilt pulley, under
the escapement bracket and around the left tilt arm
pulley.

"'---" 7 . Insert the tilt tape through the left end of the rocker
pivot shaft and install the tilt tape on the tilt bellcrank.

8. Hold the typehead, remove the detents and slowly
allow the typehead to return to home, while en~uring

both the tilt and rotate tapes are positioned on their
pulleys.

Figure 1 II.

III
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Dual Transport System Installation:
Before installing the tab and carrier return cord and cable,
all other parts should be installed and adjusted properly.

Installation of the dual transport parts can be done by
reversing the removal procedure (Figure 2). Use the appro·
priate adjustment section for the adjustment of these
components. Also be sure to install the driver mounting
stud with the head against the backplate. Installation of the
carrier return steel cable and the tab cord is reviewed
below:

Tab Transport Pulley

~,

'~ TabCord
• \ Idler Pulley

Cord Anchor Bracket

Figure 1

Backspace
DdY"' .r~... .

IV! v·

o~ : Escapement

Tab Collar~f1 ~ Shaft, 4;\Qt.. ~ "'" -\-- Backplate Asm.
Tab Drum, \ ~

,\' ~_ '(, Cable Ten~;on
~. '> ~""--. Arm

~~ Backspace Cord Drum

~~ Transport Cord
Pulley Bracket

-/j. Remove covers, platen, deflector and RH dust shield.
2. Remove switch from switch bracket.
3. Remove carrier return cable and tab cable.
4. Remove mainspring.
5. Remove carrier return shoe bracket.
6. Remove escapement shaft. This can be done without

removing the backplate. Break off the cable tension
arm (Figure 1). Hold the tension afm with a screwdriver
and turn the escapement shaft (with gas pliers). This
may damage the escapement shaft hub, which will be
replaced with the new level.

DUAL TRANSPORT CHANGE
Change from the steel cable transport system to the dual
transport system is possible without removing the backplate
assembly.

I

i
I. Disconnect the carrier return unlatching link.
2. Manually latch the carrier return and turn the turning

wheel while counting the number of rotations of the
escapement shaft, until the mainspring is wound the
proper number of turns (Figure 3). i

\
i
1

CR Unlatching
Link

Figure 3
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This process breaks out the D slot in the tension arm
and will allow removal of the escapement shaft from
the rear of the machine after setscrews 3re loosened in
the tab drum and collar.

7. Remove the backspace driver.
8. Remove the backspace drum through the hole in the

bottom of the power frame.
9. Remove the cord anchor bracket.

10. Remove the transport pulley bracket and pulley.
11. Remove the tab cord idler pulley.

~
I
~
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3. With the carrier all the way to the left, connect the tab
cord to the carrier and position the cord through the
right power frame and around the transport pulley;
then connect it to the front drum (Figure 3). It is not
necessary to wind the cord around the drum. With the
cord attached to both ends, unlatch the carrier return
and guipe the cord on the drum while rotating turning
wheel. (This will wind the rest of the cord on the
drum.) Then place the cord on the cord idler pulley
(Figure 1).

4. Turn machine on and space or tab the carrier over the
operational shaft area for easier installation of the
carrier return cable. Turn the machine off and be
careful not to backspace or carrier return because it
will unwind the tab card. Next, loosen the setscrews in
the backspace drum. With the machine off, cycle a
backspace until the driver engages the ratchet. This will
help in the installation of the carrier return cable.

5. Attach the cable to the anchor bracket. (Use the fork
end of a springhook.) Run the cable around the pulleys
and tilt machine up. Hook the cable on the backspace
drum and hold in position while rotating ratchet to
wind the extra cable on the drum. This can be done by
releasing the driver from the drum while holding and
rotating the drum with the same hand; at the same
time hold tension on the cable with a springhook from
the left end of the machine. Do not position the cable
around the front pulley and take up all extra cable and
then tighten the backspace drum. Hook the cable'over
the front pulley and check for proper adjustment of
the transport pulley.

6. Connect carrier return unlatching link.
7. Perform a functional check.

Figure 4
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"A FRAME" PAPER FEED REMOVAL
The feed rolls may be removed from the "A frame" using
the following procedure:

Carefully move the feed roll arm assembly and remove the
front feed roll. Pivot the rear feed roll toward the front and
remove.

The "A frame" is removed using the following procedure:

1. ("Selectric" II and Correcting "Selectric" Typewriters)
Remove detent release lever and stud.

2. Remove the platen ratchet detent.
3. Remove the index link from the index pawl without

changing its adjustment.
4. Remove index pawl overthrow stop.
5. (Dual Pitch) Disconnect half backspace links, loosen

half backspace stop bracket nut and pivot bracket from
under nut.

6. (Dual Pitch) Remove pitch cam cable from switch
pitch sector gear.

7. Mark the position of the multiple copy control detent
plate; loosen the screw and pivot the plate from under
the screw.

8. Disconnect both anchor springs. These springs connect
the paper feed assembly to the power frame.

9. Lift the paper feed assembly at the rear; pull toward
the rear of the machine and remove the assembly.

NOTE: Removing the "A frame" assembly will allow
easy access to rotary backspace, escapement bracket
and transport cords.

REMOVAL OF 27 TOOTH RATCHET ASSEMBLY
1. Remove feed roll release lever.
2. Remove selector lever. Move grip clip to left until clip

disengages from selector lever.
3. Remove selector lever mounting stud. Keep stUd, clip

and spacer. These will be used later.
4. Remove pawl assembly.
S. Remove detent release lever.
6. Remove detent release lever mounting stud.
7. Disconnect tilt spring. Remove right tilt pulley bracket

and keeper.
8. Remove detent.

INSTALLATION OF 54 TOOTH RATCHET ASSEMBLY
1. Install grip clip, index bracket and spacer on index

selector lever mounting stud.
2. Install selector cam on index selector lever using stud

and "C" clip.
3. Install stud with nut and washer on index bracket.
4. Install selector lever.
S. Install spring on stud and engage selector cam and hold

in place with "C" clip.
6. Remove detent roller trom old-level detent assembly

and install on new detent.
7. Install detent assembly using stud that was in machine

and detent release lever mounting stud.
8. Install "C" clip that was on stud.
9. Install tilt pulley bracket and keeper. Connect tilt

spring.
10. Install detent release lever.
11. Install pawl assembly.
12. Install feed roll release lever.
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ESCAPEMENT RACK REMOVAL (OUAL PITCH)
1. Remove the platen, deflector and feed rolls.
2. Disconnect the margin pitch link from the escapement

rack gear.
1. Loosen the switch pitch sector gear screws and move it

____ to the rear of the machine.
4. Remove the escapement rack gear.
S. Remove the escapement rack bearing plate and com·

pression spring.
6. Disconnect the lower half backspace link and remove

the half backspace intermediate lever and bellcrank
link.

7. Remove the half backspace bellcrank mounting screw
and spacer from the power frame.

8. Operate the tab to get the escapement pawl out of the
escapement rack. As you pull the escapement rack
from the machine, disengage and remove the half
backspace bellcrank.

9. The following adjustments sh~"ld be checked after the
escapement rack is replaced.

a. Half backspace motion
b. Half backspace rest position
c. Escapement rack gear
d. Escapement rack gear lower stop
e. Switch pitch sector gear
f. Pitch cable

MARGIN RACK ANO RAIL REMOVAL (OUAL PITCH)

1. Remove the margin rack gear toggle spring and gear
guard.

2. Loosen the margin pitch link guide bracket.
3. Disconnect the margin release bracket spring.
4. Loosen the margin release bracket screws and slide the

margin release bracket to the rear.
-.-I. Disengage the margin sliders by holding the margin set

levers to the rear. Slide the margin rack out of the
machine. Note the position of the margin rack spring,
washer and bushing.

6. Lift the margin rail out of the machine.
7. Remove the margin rack gear if necessary.
8. The following adjustments should be checked after the

margin rack and rail are replaced.

a. Margin pitch link guide bracket
b. Margin rack gear
c. Front margin rack gear stop

CARRIER RETURN/BACKSPACE CABLE OtlUM ASSEMBLY
REMOVAL (RB/S)
1. Position the carrier at the far right.
2. Remove the switch and swing it out of the way.
3. Carefully remove the mainspring.
4. Remove the backspace bellcrank retainer.
5. Remove the pin and "e" clip connecting the driver

links to the driver.
6. Remove the index interlock link and the left-hand

index interlock shaft clip. Slide the index interlock
shaft toward the right.

7. Remove the index multiplying lever stop and switch
bracket screws.

8. Remove the mainspring hub.
9. Remove the two screws that mount the paper feed

support to its bracket.

IO. Disconnect the backspace bellcrank spring.
11. Remove the mainspring backplate screws and remove

the paper reed support bracket.
12. Slide the mainspring backplate from the escapement

shaft> leaving the backspace bellcrank in its position in
front of the ratchet.

13. Remove the cable tension spring, arm· and spacer.
14. Remove the CRIBS cable drum assembly and disengage

ihe cable.
15. When installing a new drum assembly, engage the cable,

align it properly and install the cable tension spacer,
arm and spring. This procedure will hold the cables in
place. .

16. Reinstall the remaining parts in reverse order.
I? The following ~dju~trnents should be checked:

a. Paper feed support
b. Switch bracket
c. Mainspring hub
d. Escapement shaft collar
e. Transport cable tension
f. Backspace motion
g. Backspace latch height
h. Index interlock shaft
i. Index interlock paddle
j. Index multiplying lever stop

COMPENSATOR BALLS REMOVAL
1. Remove covers.
2. With the machine tilted up, raise the interposer tails.

TIP; The interposer can be held out of the compen·
sator tube by inserting a drive belt between the filter
shaft and interposers.

3. Remove the right-hand end plug.
4. The compensator balls may now be removed by

carefully tilting the machine to the right. The compen
sator balls may be cleaned by IBM cleaning fluid.

5. Reverse procedure for installation.

CAUTION: There must be a compensator ball on the
outside of position 0 and position 43 interposers.

6. The compensator tube adjustment must be made after
replacing the compensator balls.

LUBRICATION GUIDE
The "Selectric" Typewriter will not operate reliably if it is
not properly lubricated.

Use IBM No. 10 oil on the following:

a. Print shaft wipers
b.•Cycle shaft bearing
c. Margin rack bearing
d. Margin rack bearing
e. Carrier shoe
f. Rotate detent guide, upper and lower ball sockets, tilt

detent pivots
g. Motor
h. Selection bail rollers
i. Index pawl assembly
j. All power operated links and clevise~ at both ends
k. Ribbon feed and reverse plate
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1. B/S Intermediate l~ver
m. Differential assemblies
n. All functional parts and pivots in operational· box

.'assembly
o. Tilt arm pivot and rotate link stud
p. Rotate arm pivot and rotate link pivot studs
q. .Carbon ribbon drive spring and bearing
r. Power frame center bushing
s. Platen bushings
t. All other rotating or pivoting parts at the bearing a'L~.~

which are not exceptions in the listing following

Use IBM No. 23 grease on the following:

a. Operation ratchets
h. Keylever return springs
c. Interposer latch springs

.d. Ribbon lift control lever
e. Linelock bracket
f. Filler shaft flutes
g. Operational keylever pawl guide studs
h. Tape guide
i. All cams on print sleeve
j. Ball joint
k.. Cycle clutch and shift clutch springs
L ., .Feed roll bearing
m. Cycle clutch restoring cam
n. Low velocity latch contacts
o. All sliding parts except those listed for No.1 0 oil
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